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INTRODUCTION 

Many developing countries have established Industrial Technology Research 
Institutes ( ITRls) during the last thirty years. with the purpose of supporting 
the technological tlevelopment of enterprises in different industrial branches. 
by facilitating their access to industrial know-how and technology. and ~y 
providing them \•lith research and development and a broad range of 
technological services. 

Most of these institutes were established in the sixties and early seventies. on 
the lines of institutions existing in industrial countries. and were often set up 
a~ national government research organizations \\ith a wide sectoral coverage. 

Twenty or thirty years later many of them are facing a host of problems. They 
are far from fulfilling their original aims. and have not related closely to 
induscry. Their income has fallen as governments have cut down on 
expenditure, with negative consequences on efficiency as salaries and other 
items of expenditure were reduced. Their capabilities and their organizational 
characteristics are increasingly out of step \\ith the requirements of the new 
situati0n fared by their countries in the 1990s, principally the strong pace of 
technological advance on account of new technologies. and the opening up of 
the economy with the need to enhance competitiveness in order to produce for 
an outside market. 

Strong misgivings about the relevance and performance of these institutions 
are increasingly being voiced in government a.'ld industrial circles of 
developing countries. There is concern about the need to restructure and 
reorient existing ITRis so that they may become effective instruments of 
development. 

This paper examines the problems being faced by ITRls in developing 
countries and what can be done to revit"1ize them, by helping them to become 
more effective, assisting their transition to the new environment of the 
nineties, and consolidating their sustainability. 

The literature on these issues is not abundant, and this has motivated UNIDO 
and IDRC to jointly sponsor a research project which included case studies of a 
number of ITRls in Latin America. using a common methodological approach. 
The MITRI Project" also included two additional case studies in two OECD 
countries. 'Sew Zealand and Canada. for contrasting purpo.;es. The case studies 
were made in the second part of 1992 and the results were discussed at 
meetings in February and July I 993. Annex 1 presents a description of this 
project. 

The results of the ITRI Project were the main empirical sources of the present 
paper. Additional empirical sources were interviews carried out by the present 
author on ITRis of other regions of the world, and some essays on ITRls which 
were of particular interest. 



We have divided the present paper into four chapters. The first one presents 
the problematique of JTRls. revie"ing the main issues they face today. The 
second chapter deals with the w.iys in which an ITRI may be revitalized. and 
how to organize a project for that purpose. The third chapter includes a series 
of suggestions to UNIDO on acth·ities it can carry out in this field. The fourth 
chapter is a -casebook". \\ith summaries prepared by the prese11t a;.ithor of the 
case studies and other papers of dirEXt relevance. A total of 21 -cases'" :rre 
included. presenting a Y.ide diversity of specific situations as well as some 
themes that are shared by many ITRls. 

The subjet·t is broad and complex. and would deserve more time and effort than 
has been available at this time. While we are conscious of these limitations. •'"<-' 
hcpe nevertheless that the present paper will be useful to l"!\IDO and its 
member <·ountries. 
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CHAYfER 1 

THE PROBLEMA TIOUE: 

ITRIS IN A CHANGING CONTEXT 

1.1 NEW CHALLENGES FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Overview 

Ouring the last decade we have witnessed the emergence of a new global order 
a~ a result of major changes in the political, social, economic and 
technological spheres. Some of the main fearu-es of the new situation are: 

- the consolidation of a new technological and developmental paradigm. 
with production processes increasingly science-based and technology
intensive, and a much higher rate of technological change than in the 60s 
and 70s; 

- a growing importance of trade in a highly interdept"'ndent world with 
expanding globalized production systems, calling for special effons by 
developing countries to compete in the world markets if they are to avoid 
further marginalization; 

- a strong trend towards the opening 'JP and deregulation of the economy, 
and in particular the abandonment by most developing countries of the 
import-substitution strategies that predominated until the early &Os: 

- the shrinking role of the state, with a reduction in governmenc 
expenditure and widespread privatization of public services and public 
enterprises; 

- a renewed inten:--.t in direct foreign investment, now seen as :i key source 
of capital, technology, market access and management knowhow, in 
contrast to thP negative attitudes in previous years; 

- an increasing concern about the environment, which is now considered 
as a new dimension of development, particularly after the i. 992 UNCED 
Confer~nce in Rio de Janeiro. 

This new context is having significant consequences for mo~t developing 
countries. The position of knowledge as a critical factor of production has been 
strongly reinforced. With the acceleration of technological development, the 
changes in the shape of markets and the comparative advantage of nations, 
and the deeper integration of the world economy, the technological gap 
between rich and poor countries is increasing further and the fears of a 
destiny of marginalization for the pvor countries are becoming more 
widespread. 



Many developing countries have made profound changes in their economic 
policies. often prompted by their large foreign debts. Governments follo"ing 
different political orientations have anempted to liberalize trade. reduce 
budget deficits. curtail state spending and the economic acti\·ities of the state. 
and privatize public sector enterprises. They have done away \\ith most 
controls on flows of technology and foreign investment. and are actively 
seeking to enhance those flows. 

These countries are increasingly aware that they \\ill need to restructure and 
revitalize their productive system. obtain access to new technologies. and 
promote a deep process of technological innm·ation aimed at increasing the 
capability of their enterprises to participate in global markets that are 
subjected to dynamic change. There is also an increasing understanding that 
development objectives should include considerations of equity and of 
ecologically sustainable development. 

Trends in technology 

Thl' rate of innovation in thl: world has accelerated dramatically in the past 
tl'n years. particularly in the "new technologies" of microelectronics. 
biotechnology. new materials. robotics and other. This follows scientific 
ad,·ances in solid state physics. genetic engineering, material sciences. 
computer sciences. and other disciplines where dynamic work is being 
conducted. There have also been significant improvements in scientific 
instruments and analytic techniques. From the demand ~ide innovation has 
been driven by intense competition for expanding markets in the world. 
which have stimulated a strong increase in R&n. design and engineering 
work. education. and spedalized training. 

!\ew technologies have often a "gcneric"nature that :tlakes them applicable to 
different sectors and activities. Here the prime exampl~ is intormation 
technology. which finds ,,;de use in manufacturing. telecommunications and 
service activities. and is transforming the workplace and the way people work. 
The increasing use of automation - through numerically controlled machine 
tools. computer assisted design. and automated banking. to give but a few 
examples - has sharp!~ diminished the advantages of cheap labour as a factor 
in comr ~titiveness. and increased the need for specialized skills in the factory 
and in administration. 

The new prodm tion techniques allow more product diversification, permit 
higher quality, make for faster processing. and signify shorter life cycles of 
products. In many case\ materials and energy inputs are lowered. '.'ew 
material\ are incrt.'asingly replacing traditional materials. continuing and 
exacerbating pre\·ious trends. and this has an unfavourable impact on the 
exports of some developing countries. The substitution of synthetic for natural 
rubht>r and of synthetic fibers for jute is being continued by that of optical 
f!brt' for copper. carbon fibre composites for steel. ceramics for m<>tal parts. 
and so on. 

Tlw or~~anization of production has suffered striking changes with tht' 
introduction of practices s.uch as total quality control, just-in-time sunply of 
components, and other approaches. which are heing integrated into a new 
type of production "ystc>m. What is now called "k•an manufacturing" permits 
suh\tantial \Jvings in mos! inputs - material.s. energy. labour. capital - in 
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comparison with the previous mass-production methods. Lean manufacturing 
was developed in Japan and is today making inroads in other industrial 
countries. 

A distinguished Japanese industrialist (R. Hara. President of Seiko 
Instruments) suggested recently at a UNIOO meeting that '"there are no sunset 
industries". since the new ho."!Td and soft technologies are allowi1&g the 
rejuvenation of industriJ.l activities which had looked increasingly outdated in 
many countries, such as textiles and steelmaking. 

An important aspect of the new manufacturing approach is that the efficiency 
of a firm increasi1~gly depends on the industrial system within which it is 
embedded: this leads to a very different approach to the improvement of 
competitive 1ess. which is no longer solely related to the efforts of an 
indh·idual firm. 

Impact on competitiveness 

The results of these advances has often been a sharp reduction in production 
costs. as has been evident in electronic components and products such as 
chips, software, and personal computers, where price reductions have been 
continuous and have meant frequent restructuring of the industry. 

Competitiveness not only depends on costs. Important aspects underlying 
competitiveness are, according to Dahlman (1993), "the ability to acquire. use, 
diffuse and develop technology to reduce production costs, improve product 
quality, and innovate through new products and services: and flexibility in 
the human and institutional infrastructure to adapt to rapidly changing 
conditions". Other aspects mentioned by the same author are: .. quality. shon 
delivery time, after sales service. responsiveness to product design, 
innovativeness in product design. product differentiation. aggressive 
marketing, efficient distribution". 

Some of these aspects relate to the environment in which the enterprise 
operates. and which it cannot control. This is the case of the efficiency with 
which inputs and services are provided. the quality of the physical 
infrastructure. the availability of qualified human resources. an adequate 
macroeconomic environment regarding inflation. exchange rate and other 
parameters. and a good institutional infrastructure. The latter will include 
technology support institutions, with activities in research and development, 
metrology. standards and quality control. testing, technology and market 
information. and technological services. A developing country is at a 
disadvantage here. since its firms have to carry out their activities in a milieu 
which is far less favourable than that of an industrial country. 

Policy implications for developing countries 

Technology trends. together with the new characteristics of international 
competition, have many implications for developing economies. 

Greater international competilion presents a threat to production for domestic 
markets. A developing country should develop its capabilities to produce 
efficiently and export its outputs, which will require it to reduce costs and 
upgrade rechnology. I.ow in!"ome countries may find it difficult to contnue 



enjoying compet1uveness based on very low wages . as their higher ·wage 
compNitors become successful in lowering the man-hours needed for 
production. Technological change can be a threat if a country is not able to 
use the new opponunities; hence. it is impo~"tant to la~· out strategies to do so. 

A recent observer points out that countries v-ith large domestic markets like 
India " have tended to be inward-looking and continued protection and lack of 
competition in the past have only reinforced this unfortunate tendency .. . 
(they) "ill have to learn to compete both domestically and internationally .. . 
the new challenge will be that of producing and exporting goods and services 
of c0::sistent quality at competith·e prices ... product choice. quality. design. 
cont..:nt. packagin6 and marketing will determine the competitiveness" 
( Mashelkar. 199 3). 

low income developing countries are at a disadvantage in not having a good 
technical and entrepreneurial basis for such purposes. Dahlman points out 
that coumries further up the scale of development that want to move inco 
more c..>mplex manufacturing ha\·e a number of options: use of more 
automation to deal "ith rising labour costs (policy employed in Singapore and 
Korea). products "ith large production runs t such as cement and bicycles in 
Korea), specialty niche products (clothing and footwear in Hong Kong), 
technology intensive products (such as elec!ronics in Taiwan). 

There are obstacles to this. First, the increasing protectionism in the inJustrial 
countries: this may be countered by diversifying export markets. attracting 
foreign firms to produce in the country and export to their home countries. 
and other means. Second, the increasing difficulty in the access to knowhow 
and its acquisition; industrial countries are increasingly stressing the 
protection of industrial and intellectual property and shO\\ing less inclination 
to transfer knowledge through licensing, foreign direct investment and other 
means. Third, Eastern European countries have become an important 
destination for foreign investment. 

The more dynamic developing countries, like Korea and Taiwan. have found it 
necessary to increase their R&D efforts, participate in strategic alliances with 
firm~ from industrial countries with the purpose of sharing in high 
technology fields, and invest in high tecnnology firms, in Silicon \'alley 
principally. In the case of the Latin American countries, which are not yet 
regarded as serious a threat as the newly industrializing economies in the 
Pacific. a critical issue is how to attract more foreign firms to set up operations 
locally so that the country may benefit from the incorporation of technology 
and from the access to intra-firm exchan~es. However, these countries should 
also augment their technological capabilities if they are to make the best use 
of the opportunities opening up as foreign investment increases. 

If it is to compete successfully, a country should be concerned \\ith four key 
technology-related areas. according to Dahlman: 

(a) Acquiring foreign cechnology efficiencly. Experience has sho\\11 
th<.· high returns of a "technological follower stratePv" (.Japan, Korea). 
:\ssistance to the private senor it1 the search. acquisition and assimilation of 
technology is being given in different countries. 

I I Ill 1111 I I I 
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lb) l ~sing and diffusing rechnology effecri,·ely. This allows firms to 
improve their economic performance. and has sometimes been neglected as 
attention w-cts overly focused on R&D and innovation. A \"ariety of institutions 
and networks can help firms to learn about mar~-.et and technology trends and 
to apply existing technology. Among them may be mentioned institutions in 
industrial technology, quality. standards. information. training and extension. 
and sub-contracting networks. 

(c\ lmpro,·ing and de,·eloping rechnology. An important source of 
increased productivity is the accumulation of minor. incremental changes as 
experience is gained and R&D work is performed in enterprises. This 
contribution may be more 1mportant than that of R&D institutions in the 
public sector. 

Id) l1n-esring in human capital. in which cechnology is principally 
embodied. Experience shows that a good educational system and efficient job
r ~lated training programmes become necessary, to provide the foundation for 
technology related work, and to upgrade skills in line \\ith changes in 
economic activity and the technological state of the art. 

Two more points are made by this author. First. since there is a rapidly 
increasing stock of technology available internationally, most developing 
countries could profit more by .. becoming very good at acquiring foreign 
technology that is relevant for their conditions. and using and diffusing 
technology efficiently, rather than by trying to develop their own 
technology". Secondly. while there is an important role for go,·ernment in 
developing the basic technologic~ and human capital infrastructure. most of 
the action relevant for intematio• 1al competitiveness h.is to take place at the 
level of the firm rather than in public R&D laboratories. 

In the opinion of the present author. it is hardly possible to follow these 
suggestion in many developing countries in which locally O\\ned industrial 
firms tend to be small and technologically backward. If industrial technology 
in such countries is to be advanced. Chere seems to be a clear role for 
industrial technology research institutes. In some low income countries 
(African countries come to mind) it would be difficult to think of an 
alternati\'e. 

1.2 PROBl.EMS BEING FACFD BY INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
Rl!SFARCH INSTITUTF.S IN DEVEi.OPl!l.IG COUNTRIF.S 

De\'eloping countries have built up significant scientific and technological 
capahilities during the past two or three decades. in uni\'ersity research 
departments. basic and applied research institutes, industrial and agricultural 
research organizations. and other components of the "science and technology 
infrastructure". ~tam· such countries have invested heavilv in this 
infrastructure. and built up cadres of well trained scientists and t~chnicians. 
These resources should be employed efficiently in support of national goals. 

The imp<.Kt of these institutions on development and on the quality of life, 
however. has in general been limited, while foreign technology has continued 
to he introdured for all modern activities. The "supply push" approach, which 
assun1<''> that making good sci«.mre and technology \\ill automatically produn• 
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positive results for the economy and the society. has turned out to be 
ineffeni\·e in developing countries. In most cases the scientific and 
tec.·hnological institutions so laboriously created are not properly connected to 
the potential users in the produclive sectors. and ·the pursuit of scientific 
results has become an end in itself. rather than a means to support 
development and improve the quality of life. Such shortcomings are causing 
increasing concern. particularly in the ca~e of research institutions that have 
been create to servke industry. 

Industrial technology research institutes. ITRls. are prominent actors in the 
scientific and technological infrastructure. They have been defined as "multi
purpose or multi-functional technological institutes which I a) pro\·ide 
sen·ices (functional activities\. either to a group of induslrial sectors (multi
branch > or a single sector (mono-branch). and ( b> possess a major R&D 
component" 1F~lDO. 1979) . 

. .\ good number of ITRls were established by developing countries in the sixties 
and early seventies. \'ltith the objective of supporting the lechnological 
de\·elopmem of industry across a "'ide range of sectors. and facilitating access 
to induslrial know-how and technology. They were based on organizational 
models existing in industrialized countries at that time. such as the Battelle 
Institute and Denver Research Institute in the US. and the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research in the U.K. The l;nited Nations system. 
particularly t:r-.:mo. had a significant role in supporting the creation of many 
of them. The present number of ITRts in developing \Ountries can be counted 
in the hundreds. 

In many cases ITRls have been created in the public sector. In other cases 
they have been set up as private research centres. joint public-private 
ventures or university-based institutes. Many ITRis have played an important 
role in the development of industry in their O\\n countries. and C"ontinue to 
provide valuable services to it. in areas such as quality control and 
certification of export products. But. increasingly. questions are being asked 
about the eff ertiveness of these institutions in terms of their real contribution 
to industrial development. In many cases they are held to be too academic and 
not sufficiently interested in working for the needs of the productive sector. 

Referring mainly to the public sector institutes. Oldham ( I <l92) points out that: 

"During the 1960s and 70s developing countries were encouraged to 
replicate the models of hoth Eastern and Western C"ountries. and a large 
number of industrial research organizations were estahlish~·! 
throughout the world. They had one characteristic in common. They 
were largely independent from industry. ln the late I <)80s and 90s the 
model\ have turned out to be inappropriate even within their c"n 
ft~untries. They are even less appropriate for those developing 
countries that adopted them. But. regardless of treir origins. the role of 
St.He funded technology institutions is heing questioned in almost all 
countries. Many have already b(•en transformed and have h<·~n 
required to work more closely with the private sector. It i~ an 
appropri•lt<.' time to take stock of thE.' transformation prore~.s. and to 
J\\C'.-1'> its implications for developing countries." (Oldham. 1992) 

11 1111111 I I 
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These concerns are being increasingly expressed by policy-makers. industrial 
leaders and research managers, as it becomes evident that old-style industrial 
technology research institutes are no longer appropriate and that a different 
type of institution is required to attend to the needs of present day 
industrialization in the developing countries. 

On recent visits by the present author to some developing countries, it was 
found that authorities in government and industry were seriously concerned 
about the need to restructure their institutes. This is exemplified by the 
statement of authorities in a Latin American country, which regarded the 
main national ITRI as "needing a radical restructuring to enable it to backstop 
the industrialization process. in a new phase in which the economy has been 
opened up, and the emphasis is no longer on protection. but on productivity 
and competitiveness". 

Similar feelings have been voiced in other developing countries. where 
authorities are concerned with the need to do something about their research 
institutes. which they feel are not carrying out an efficient job in support of 
industry. The issue is also of concern to Eastern European countries. where 
applied rc'iearch institutions are now facing a sudden decrease in state 
funding. The cases of Colombia, Guyana and Peru should also be mentioned. In 
each of these countries the main national industrial technology institute has 
recently closed down, in the face of changing economic conditions and a lack 
of intf'rest of government ruid industry in further extending support to it. 

The World Association of Technological and Industrial Research Associations, 
WAITRO, celebrated in October 1992 a seminar on "R&D Strategies for the 
1990s" which was attended by a number of ITRI Directors. A central issue 
which surlaced repeatedly was how to make ITRis more efficient. more attuned 
to the needs of industry in the nineties. and more self-supporting. Some of the 
participants wer2 very critical of the way ITRis are organized and managed in 
many developing countries, feeling that an overwhelming proportion of the 
activities do not tiave significant impacts on industry and the industrialization 
process. There was general agreement on the urgent necessity of 
restructuring. reorienting and even privatizing ITRis. 

There are intereMing examples of ITRI restructuring in some OECD countries. 
where changes in the international environment had brought about similar 
problems. In Australia the Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research 
Organization (CSIRO) was questioned in the early 80s as to whether it provided 
"value for money" in terms of its contribution to the Australian economy. A 
study was made and as a consequence a new Act was adopted by Parliament in 
1986, reorganizing CSIRO into a number of institutes with clear missions and 
targets for cost sharing with the private sector. Similarly, the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research of New Zealand and other "science 
providers" in the public sector were restructured in 1991/92 and have now 
been replaced by ten Crown Research Institutes with greater independence. 
higher management flexibility, and the power to borrow and to engage in 
joint ventures with the private sector. In Canada new approaches ai-:> 
emerging for the organization of industrial technology rese.irch. such as the 
"comortium approach" of bringing together centres of excellence that 
operate in a given sector or technological area. 
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Some key issues 

ITRis in the developing countries are now facing a number of interrelated 
issues. which we may tentatively place under the following headings: 

(a) Relatfre failure ro fulfill their original objecti~·e of assisting rhe 
technological development of industry. 

Many ITRls have tended to put emphasis on topics of their O\\n choice in their 
R&D activities, and have not had much success in the commercial application 
of research results. By not focusing closely on industry. they run the risk of 
becoming largely irrelevant to the development needs of industria! 
enterprises. This risk is reinforced by their lag to master new terhnological 
fields that are becoming increasingly important for industrial eni:erprises. 

(b) A changed milieu with different requirements 

The changing technical, economic and policy environment of the nineties 
makes life difficult for traditional !TRls attuned to import substitution 
industrialization. As economies open up there is need to compete in globalized 
markets, and industry requires assistance to enhance its competitiveness. The 
new milieu would seem to require a different type of institution. more flexible 
and better able to help industrial firms facing a new set of challenges. 

( c) .~eed ro update capabilities and develop new skiJJ5 

In order to cope with the new technological realities and the resulting 
requirements of industry, ITRis find that they need to update their scientific 
and technical manpower. their procedures. their management methods, and 
their installations and equipment. This means. very importantly, the 
introduction of new knowledge and skills through training their human 
resources. selectively hiring new personnel, using capable. experienced 
outside consultants in their projects, improving their information resources. 
going into collaborative research projects, establishing strategic alliances 
v.ith other institutions at home and abroad. and so on. 

Id) Dealing with new types of problems 

ITRls are sometimes under pressure to address problems that are new to them. 
An important one is environmemal protection, which is becoming a growing 
concern for industry everywhere. In some countries the conversion from 
military to civilian production may have strong implications as demand 
decreases for defence-related work. and there is a need for institutes to attend 
to the demands of a different type of customer which has to be won over. This 
prohlem is especially arute in the Eastern European countries. 

I e) Reduce ion of Scace supporr 

~lost ITRls face worsening conditions as their state funding has shrunk. often 
on account of stringent fiscal policies that reflect the declining role of the 
state. while the demand from industry has seldom grown enough to 
compensate for that loss of revenue. This situation has led to poor salaries. lack 
of adequate library facilities, instruments and equipment, and in some cases a 
succession of crisis whirh have> discouraged the scientific personnel and put 
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in jeopardy the very existence of the ITRI ta few. in fact. have closed dm·m in 
recent vears). The result is a vicious circle: ITRls lose revenue and as a 
consequence the quality of their services goes do"n. which makes it more 
difficult to keep their clients, which means less re·.·enue. and so on. This is 
leading to serious doubts about the sustainability of these institutions. at a time 
when they should play a significant role in the process of competitive 
restructuring. by helping to upgrade the capabilities of produnive 
enterprises to compete successfully in the world markets. 

1.3 THE EVALUATION STUDY OF UNIDO/UNDP: AN IMPORTANT 
PRECEDENT 

In 1977. recognizing that Industrial Research and Service Institutions. IRSls 
lequi\·alent to our ITRls in the present repon>. had been in operation in some 
developing cowuries for up to 20 years. t;::-.;DP and FNIOO agreed to undenake a 
joint evaluation of the effectiveness of the technical assistance they had 
pro\·ided to these institutes and the subsequent performance of those that had 
received assistance. The study covered 33 IRSls. of which 17 were multi· 
sectoral (see Cao;;e 14). 

The findings of this study regarding ITRis and their performance refer to the 
situation in the late 1970s. prior to the appearance of many of the isrnes and 
challenges we have reviewed. '.\1any of the findings. however. are applicable 
today. even though the environment in which ITRis operate has changed. 
Here are some of the most significant findings: 

On missions. scr:uegies and plJIJs: 

- Single-branch lRSls usually have more clearly identifiable clients than 
multi-branch ones. 

- .-\ frequent shortcoming is a failure to appreciate the importance of 
identifying the proposed beneficiaries of services at the planning stage. 

- A substantial amount of the work of single-branch IRSls is covered by 
contract. but multi-branch IRSls apparently find it more difficult to attract 
projects. 

· The effort net•ded to "sell" an IRSI and attract clients is often ignored at 
the strategic and tactical planning levels. 

- '.\lany institutions having '"research" in their name are primarily servict: 
organizations. 

- R&D aaticipated results and the plans for achieving them are often over· 
optimistic. 

· Co-operative arrangemems ~ith other national and foreign IRSh appeJr 
to have been useful in area~ like exchange 0f information and experience. 
and orga.,ization of fellowships. 
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While manv lRSls wen~ created to serve small- and medium-scale 
industry. this sector. in practice. often shows neither an interest in nor an 
appreciation of R&D. 

- In spite of the critical shortage of qualified staff in most lRSis. plans to 
develop and expand staff capabilities are sometimes either not suited to the 
real requirements or are non-existent. While academic or technical 
qualifications are often good to excellent. industrial experience is usually 
inadequate. 

- Single-branch IRSis most often concentrate upon ser\"ices. utilization of 
raw materials. and ne,,· (imported) tect.nology; they seldom carry out 
inno\"ati\·e research. Multi-branch. multi-purpose IRSis concentrate in the 
smalltr and less developed countries upon testing and analysis. In the 
larger. more developed countries. they usually attempt to a\"oid routine 
services. concentrating instead on sophisticated testing and analysis and 
innovative R&D. Often. they do nor have sufficiently specialized 
competence to be of help particularly ~ith respect to process. equipment 
and \"endor selection in technology transfer tr-ansactions. 

- In many cases neither the government nor the IRSI clearly under~tands 
what the latter's contribution could or should be. 

- In most IRSis no systematic effort is being made to develop staff skills 
through different modes of training or learning. 

- Few IRSls have the inf onnation system needed to keep up to date on work 
being carried out elsewhere: an appreciable duplication of R&D work is 
therefore highly probable. 

On rhe incerrelarionships "1rh go,·emmenr 

- There was little e\"idence of the strong political will and leadershir 
needed to ensure the IRSl's continuing success. 

- The IRSl's major contribution to government has been in the provhion of 
various technical supporting services. Contributions. in terms of inputs to 
go\"ernment decision-making on industrial and technological matters as 
\\·ell as the acquisition of foreign technology, can be substantially 
increased. 

On rhe inrcrrd.Jriomhips wirh indusrry 

- A serious communication gap exists between industry and many IRSls 
which is partially due to: inadequate or non-representation of IRSh on 
governing boards and working committees: absence of appropriate 
mechanisms to establish and maintain a continuous dialogue: shortage of 
staff \\ith industrial experience: lack of appreciation by industry of the 
senices available from IRSls: failure to assess periodically the 
requirements of industry. 

- The principal benefits industry has derived from IRSls to date relate to 
various supporting and routine services (e.g. testing and quality control). 
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- The potential of an lRSl depends almost entirely upon the quality, 
quantity and skill composition of its staff and management. And while the 
availability of Ph.D. and M.Sc. graduates may not present any crucial 
problem in this regard. the availability of incermediate technical staff and 
of engineers \\ith industrial experience does. 

- Given sufficient inscitutional maturity, there is a high potential for IRSls 
in the area of t~hnological planning and policy-making. 

- IRSb l·an assume imponant functional acti\·i~ies relating to technology 
transfer and adaptation: e.g. the pro,·ision of information and advice on 
alternative technologies. 

- An IRSl's contribution to industry can be increased and improved 
through the use of intermediate institutions to reach a broader spectrum of 
clients. 

Vn rhe commen-ializarion of research resulrs 

- Spontaneous demand by enterprises in developing countries for 
assistance in self-improvement is weak. 

- The best opportunities for the incorporation of technologies occur 
through the "pull approach". i.e. starting from the needs of industry and 
selel·tion of the most inexpensive and immediate response to the identified 
technical requirements. The transfer of existing technologies is therefore. 
the most frequent solution. 

An IRSI interested in selling technology needs strong capacity for 
;narket analysis. project evaluation and industrial management. 

- The use of the "push approach". i.e. research results developed 
exclusively or primarily in-house. is more effective in relatively well 
developed technical environments. 

- Diren government support to innovative projects is justified because 
their social h<'nefits are greater. 

1.4 THE ITRI PROJECT 

In mid- I')<) I t·onversations were held between represenlatives of the l "nited 
!'ations induslrial Development O;ganization, li!'\IDO, and the International 
l'>en•lopment Research Centre of Canada. IDRC. regarding the situa1ion of ITRls 
in d(•veloping countries. pareticularly in Latin America. It was agreed that 
some central issues needed to be examined. about the changing characterisii(S 
of the indu~try sector that ITRls are expected to serve and the transformations 
taking place in the international em·ironment. The role and organi7.ational 
characteristics of ITRls should be reviewed. in order to make them more 
effective and us<.>ful in the new context. This would imply developing 
innovative approaches to the design and management of ITRls. using what 
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could be learned from the analysis of what makes some im:itutes more 
effective than others. Thus was born the .. Industrial Technology Research 
Institutes.. Project, or ITRI Project for short. 

The purpose of the ITRI project was to analyze. on the basis of empirical studies, 
the issues confronting ITRis in developing countries in the 1990s. and to make 
suggestions as to how such institutes may improve their effectiveness and assure 
their sustainability, in a changed environment characterized by new economic. 
technical and policy conditions. and by reduced state funding. The project was 
sponsored by PNIDO and IDRC. 

Empirical work has comprised case studies of ITRis in eight countries of Latin 
America. using a common set of guidelines to help comparability. Case studies in 
Canada and ;-.;ew Zealand have also been made as a contrast to the former. 
Summaries of the repons of the different case studies. prepared by the present 
author. may be found in the third chapter of this paper. the KCasebook". under 
Cases 1 to 8. and in Case 19 which incorporates short summaries of three of the 
case studies. Additionally. the present author conducted a series of meetings and 
examined \\Titten material from ITRls and similar institutions in other pans of 
the world <Cases 9 to!~ in the casebook). 

Annex 1 describes the general characteristics of the ITRI Project and the 
approach to the case studies which was adopted. The methodology employed 
was based to a large degree on the proposals made by D. Chudnonky and R. 
Bisang in a paper commissioned by UNIOO (see Case 20). 

Within the broad pu.-pose mentioned above. the project pursued a number of 
specific objectives: 

· How to facilirate the restructu1ing and transition of ITRls so they can 
operate effectively in the new market environment. \\ith a capability to 
respond to the technological requirements of industrial firms that want 
to be competitive in the ney.1y emerging scenario. and to participate in 
interactive innovation processes. 

- How to assure the sustainabilitv of ITRls in the new context. 
characterized by reduced government spending. looking into funding 
strategies that include private sector participation and income from 
sales 0f researC'h and services. 

- How to make ITRls more effective. in terms of providing relevant 
services and technological inputs to industry. and how to balance such 
demand-driven work with long-term work oriented to future 
requirements of industrial development rather than to imm~diate needs 
of industry. 

The issues analyzed in the case studies were. in summary form: 

- The changing context. ~ith a globalized and liberalized environment 
influencing the technology needs and demands of industrial firms: 
implications for the role of ITRis. 

- Interaction of ITRis \\ith other institutiona! actors in innovation 
pron'sws (i.e. suppliers. engin·~ering firms. universitil's. etc.). 
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- Strategy: service-mix (functional activities) adopled by the ITRI: ho\,. 
does this respond to an explicit strategy of how the institute fits into 
industrial development and technological innovation processes. 
Establishment of stable links with emerprises. 

- Organization..ll and managerial aspects. personnel pvlicies including 
training and remuneration. acquisition of equipment. 

- Evaluation of : ! !U activities and programmes and of the res~arch 
personnel. 

- Chan~i::ig organizational characteristics inn adapting to the new 
market environment. and in seeking effecti\·eness and sustainability. 

Ii l Sources of funding: increase of non-state l·omptment: 
I ii) Scope of activities: \'\ide spectrum or set.·toral specializat;on: 
liiil r~n,ralized model fa single institution) n. an institutionally 
decentralized model I a network of centres of excellence): 
geographic decentralization. 

- Influence of different entry points and patterns of organizational 
evolution. 

The work c.tJTied out in the different case studies. and therefore the resulting 
reports. could not follow closely the full range of questions. on account of 
limit.itions of time and resources a\·ailable for each case study. On the other 
hand. the ITRis studied are far from being a homogeneous set: they strongly 
differ in their particular milieu. history. fields of work. type of clientele. and 
so on. The peculiarities of the different cases made it difficult to get away from 
their idiosyncratic characteristics. To a cenain extent. each ca~e is a special 
case. and it is not easy to draw conclusions and recommendations of general 
applicability. 

Thret• working meetings took place \\ith the parunpation of the rese.irchers in 
charge of the case studie~. The first one. in '.\lontevideo. August I 992. reviewed the 
methodolcgy and introduced some adiu~tments. At a senmd meeting in Cara:-as. 
h:hruary I ')93. the draft repons of the case studie\ were presented and discussed. 
:\ final meeting took place in July 1993 in Buenos Aires. to review the results 
of the empirical work and extran conclusions from the comparati\·e analysis. 

1.5 MAIN FINDINGS OF THE ITRI PROJECT 

In spite of the shoncomings we have menlioned ah•>\e, m.iay interesting 
aspect\ han• come' our of tht.• ITRI Prowct. This section presents the most 
import.mt findings. as they appe.tr to lht• pn.·st•nt .mthor. Some of the 
ohserv.itions and conclusions presented hy I-. '.\t.ich.ldo in his synthesis Jldil<.-r 
( :\nnex 2 I ha,·e also h<.'en included. 

( 1) Evolution towards maturity 

\\"hen an ITRI is founded. there is .in t•xpectation th.u it \\ill become J well 
esrahlishC'd. mature institution. which a1·hkves a relatively steady mode of 
OJll'r.llion and fulfill, dficienrly the ohjec!in•s for whirh ii wa\ cn•Jtt•d. 
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A new ffRI has a long way ahead of it until it gets to such a point. We may 
pinure this process in the form of an S-curve in whkh we plot time against. 
say. the degree of achievement of the institution's long-term goals. 

The institucion. when young. has to cope \\ith a multiplicity of short-term 
objectives relating to its grov."th, among them funding and the training of 
hum • .m resoun-es. At the beginning its energies will be largely spent in 
soh·ing these growth problems. If all goes \\.'ell. as time goes on the institute 
\\i;( be fulfilling an increasing proportion of the objectives for which it was 
originally creatc-d. and at some point we may consider it to have matured and 
achieved a stable mode of operation. or .. steady state". 

At this point the ITRI will have acquired an adequace size. a reasonably 
competent professional staff. adequate physical fac:ilities and equipment. 
sufficient knowhow in its specific fields of technical r·ompetence and in the 
~usiness of managing its operations as well. good link~ with its customers. and 
- in the best of cases - an efficient insenion into the country's innm·ation 
sy\t~m. 

For its progress along its development path the instilute requires special 
attention. sufficient funding. and much patience from its sponsors. While 
pushing it along. the sponsors should not prematurely ask for practical 
results. for which the institute may not yet be ready. 

Tht..' concept of a steady state should not be taken in a static manner. since the 
obiectives may change according to different circumstances. In many 
developing countries aP important change in objectives is starting to take 
pl.Kc.>, as the policy of import substitueion industrialization gi\·e!; way to the 
adoption of a different mode of industrial e\·olution. which looks for 
inno\ at ion and competitiveness in order to compete in \\."Orld markets. Mos\ if 
not all of th<' ITRls studied are in such a positi.:m. The case of i!'-TEC is of great 
interest. since it had to change bearings more than once as political and 
e(onomic condition changed. CODETEC was recently forced to adapt to a 
completely different economic model. and the same has happened in the case 
ot '.\Cl. c Case' <)) • 

.-\ lavourahh.• em·ironmc>nt ~comes an important factor in the successful 
dc.•n.•l<,pment of a scientific and technological institution. A new ITRI in a 
den-loped country can readily obtain adequate professional staff by hiring it 
from other established institutions. However. this may not be a possible 
~olution in a de\·eloping country. Though it may be ahle to start activities by 
bringing in foreign. expatriate personnel Uikc ClEPE. \·cnezuclal or nationals 
who are workin~ ovC'rsc.-as and can he lured hack Oil.:c.- the Korean Institute of 
Scit.>nrt.> and lt."chnology, KIST). sooner or later there "ill be need to recruit 
l<K"JI peopll· .md offer them training both at home and overseas. This is costly 
and t.tKt.'\ much timt.' It also requires :hat reasonable pay and worl.:ing 
condition\ lit> gin•n 10 1rain<'d professionals. who may othernis<' choo~· IO stay 
ahro.td or lnnk for a different employment. 

rnu., in C.tn.u.1.t .tnd ~ew Zealand !Ca~\ 7 and 8) show mJturity or are clearly 
on their w.ty to it. Some> developing country ITRb for which information has 
tx•c.•n gathen.•J. the ~ational Chemical l.ah<>ratory of India (!\:Cl .. Case <)) and 
th<" lndu\tri.ll and Tc.•chnologira~ Resc.•affh lns111ute of T.uw.m ICas(• 11 ). can 
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also be considered mature. In the case of NCL. this has required at least two 
decades, with continuous suppon by government. and has led to a situation in 
which the institute has acquired a level of expertise that allows it to compete 
internationally. 

One of the interesting things coming out from the ITRI .Project case studies is 
that se\·eraJ of rhe Larin American insrirures did nor manage ro achie\'e a 
sa.risfactory steady stare. OnJy the Chile Foundation. CODFfE-C, 11\TTEC and 
perhaps CIIM may be said to have done so. 

ls this is a characteristic of this pan of the world. or would we also find it in 
other regions? The present author feels - and this should be checked - that a 
significant proponion of ITRls in Africa and pans of Asia are also in a state of 
arresied progress towards maturity. and that in some case~ there has been a 
retrogression similar to what has been experienced by the Latin American 
ITRls reviewed in Case 19. 

Such ITRis require many more effons J they are to be revitalized and achieve 
effectiveness. since they have to be brought to a mature state. through 
invetsments in human resources, knowhow and physical installations. and the 
introduction of modem management techniques. while caring for the new 
needs brought about by the new techno-economic situation and industrial 
policies of the l 990's. 

(2) Role and objectives; activities 

ObjecCi\·es pursued 

Similar ty~s of objectives have been pursued by most of the Latin American 
ITRls. In the case of INTEC, which may be taken to be typical, the original 
obj.::ctives of the institution, stHl valid today, were defined as: (a) to copy, adapt 
and create technology for industry and extractive metallurgy activities. lb) to 
de\elop processes and products, (c} to assist the productive sector in its 
production problems. and ( d) to give advice to the government on technology 
matters. 

According to Machado. most of the ITRJs lack a clear 'vision' and have not 
defined their mission with the necessary precision. Ths may be due to a 
combination of reasons: (i} a high political instability which makes it difficult 
to predict changes, opportunities and threats, as a result of which the institute 
ends up having "crisis management"; ( b) the lack of trained managers; ( c) an 
autocratic style of leadership, inadequate for rapidly changing conditions: fd) 
the assumption that government guidelines are immutable: (el little awareness 
ahout likely fompetitors. 

Concenrrarion of efforrs 

The Latin American ITRis reviewed have often dispersed their effort~ by 
attempting a v.ide coverage of different industrial artivitif.''i. However, three of 
them show a clear concentration in a limited number of technological areas, 
and coincidentally may be regarded as having approched a state of maturity: 
the Chile Foundation (resource-based industries: agroindustry, forest products. 
aquarultural products). CODETEC (fine chemicals. pharmaceuticals) and CIMM 
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(metal-mechanics. material~). In the case of INTEC. as it attempted to become 
self-sufficient financially. an important concentration of efforts also took 
place. 

These examples should be followed by other ITRis, which should attempt to 
focus more sharply their efforts. This may take place on two different le,·els. 
First. the particular parts of industry to be cared for. All of agroindustry may 
be too much: a concentration on certain important products and processes may 
permit efficiency. Secondly, the types of services to be offered to industry. 
This could follow an examination of the market possibilities for ser\'ices. 
including new concerns of industry that require attention. 

ACCi\'ilies 

The activities of an ITRI may be classified in diff~rent ways (see Table 1 ) . .-\ 
classification by funcrion, as suggested in the UNIDO/UNDP evaluation report 
(Case l·H. comprises (i) supporting services. (ii) extension services. (iii) 
research and development and (iv} training. 

A classification by purpose, as suggested by H. Charles (case 15), perhaps more 
adequate for planning purposes. would distinguish (i) services paid by cliems. 
including R&D. (ii) strategic long term R&D funded by the state, perhaps 
through a contestable fund such as in New Zealand. and (iii) "speculath·e R&D" 
funded by the ITRI with an eye to its e~-ploitation 

The research activities carried out bv most of the Latin American lTRls have 
focused on the use of local natural n~sources. the development of new 
products. and minor inr.ovations.The themes pursued have frequently been 
chosen by the researchers themselves. \\ith the result that the trar.sfer of 
research results to industry has in general been poor (see for instance the 
case of ICAiTI). Such a situation used to exis: in the traditional go"ernmcnt 
research institutions of ~ew Zealand (Case /) and Australia. and in both cases 
the dissatisfaction \\ith the state of affairs led to a restructuring of the 
government science sector. 

~tachado found a tendency tcwards vertical integration of sen·ices. rather 
than towards complementarity with other service providers, sho\\ing the 
weakness of a "national innovation system ft. He feels that all of the ITRis 
seemed to be in a position to offer complete 'technology packages·. including 
engin~ring and industrial design services. The present author, however. is of 
the opinion that most of the ITRis still have to go some way before reaching 
that situation. 

Emphasi.~ on 1echnology •vquisi1ion and diffu~ion 

In the new situation of the 1990s, with a large and expanding stock of 
technology available internationally. rountries may find it better to 
concentrate on rapturing, mastering and rtiff using foreign technology that is 
relevant to their needs. rather than on Jeveloping their O\\n technology. In 
fart, l.atin American small and medium enterprises have relied principally on 
the acquistion of foreign technology. Dahlman (1993) points out that. first in 
Japan and murh later in Korea, research centres have played in the past an 
important intermediary role in assessing. acquiring. adapting and improving 
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TABLE 1 

CLASSIFICATION OF ACTIVITIES OF AN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

The activities carried out by ITRls are of two principal types, research and 
services. The borderline between both is somewhat blurred, and depends 
perhaps on the level of development of the country - what would be 
considered research in one could be taken to be a service in a more developed 
country. 

There are in principle two ways of classifying such activities. The first is 
functional: it looks at the nature of the activity. The second is by purpose: it 
looks at what is to be done \\ith the results of the activity. Let us quote an 
example of each. 

Funcrional classificarion of ITRI acri\'iries 

The 1919 UNIDO-UNDP evaluation study proposed the following scheme: 

l. The provis'on of supporring sen'ices. carried out at the institut~ itself. such 
as: chemical analysis of samples: physical testing of products; provision of 
technical information; economic.: eva!uations: and, in the case of some 
institutes, the preparation and issuance of industrial standards, quality control 
and certification testing. 

2. The provision of exrension sen·ices to industry, including: trouble-shooting 
process improvement: process rationalization and industrial engineering. and 
quality improvement. Such services are provided on the spot and are classified 
as extension services as lon~ as they do not require appreciable laboratory 
experimentation or direct institute faciHties backup. 

3. If !Jboratory experimentation becomes necessary. it falls into the third 
category, namely Research and Dei·elopmenr, usually oriented towards: 
product development; process improvement or development: materials R&D. 
and application R&D. Such laboratory experimentation may range from 
relatively minor support work and tactical R&D for particular extension 
service activities to long-range and strategic R&D. 

4. The training of personnel for industry. This activity is aimed at either 
improving the technological level of local industry (e.g. through quality 
control training) or introducing I i.e. transferring) new technology. 

Classificarion of ITRJ a11iviries by purpose 

In an interview which took place in October 1992, Dr. Hollis Charles, former 
President of WAITRO and long time Director of CARIRI. suggested to the 
present author that the work of JTRls may be said to cover three areas: 
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Table I (cont.) 

(i) sen·ices, including R&D services, responding to demand from clients. 
which should be put on a commercial basis; the four categories in the UNIOO
t:KDP classification above could be used here. viz. supporting services. 
extension services. R&D services and training services; 

Iii) scrJ.tegic R&D. for long-term purposes. undertaken at th<.· request of the 
government. and funded by it: 

liii) spcculaci\·e R&D. made by the ITRI "ith resources of its m\n, which may 
or may not pay off; somewhat in the nature of ,·enture capit.ll. This usually 
takes place in the utilization of raw materials. or the solution of uniquely local 
problems. and invoh·es work which should be carried out \\ith strict control of 
time and inputs. 

Perhaps a fourth category could be added. free or curiosity oriented research. 
a certain amount of which is regarded by many as desirable for the 
exploration of new scientific areas and to allow the instirute's scientific 
personnel to find their work exciting and intellectually rewarding. This is to 
be funded by the Institute or. perhaps. through gO\·erment grants. 

This classification scheme would seem to be useful for planning on the part of 
the ITRI. 



foreign technology lor use by the productive sector. before focusing more on 
basic, pre-commercial research as the economy matured and it became 
difficult to obtain technology from abroad. In Taiwan, public research 
institutes still primarily seive that intermediation function. 

However, this type of function does nt>t seem to have been a major concern of 
the ITRis reviewed. save in the cases < 1f CODETEC and very especially the Chile 
Foundation, which is explicitly engag-.:d in technology diffusion (Case 1 ). 

The main activity ol the Chile Foundation is to bring into the country proven 
knowhow in areas of commercial importance and diffuse it to local users 
through various means. particularly the creation of "demonstration 
enterprises" that apply commercially the technology and show its \·iability. 

The Chile Foundation is atypical in several respects. principJ.lly the emphasis 
on diffusion activities rather than on research, and the use of an important 
tool of diffusion. the creation of new enterprises . We should also remember 
that the Foundation has been working in an expanding economy, and was 
originally endowed with ample resources. 

The success of the foundation's work. and the impact it has had on the local 
economy by helping the creation of new productive activities, show a way for 
other ITRis. which should consider '"·hether approaches of this type may be 
applied in their future work. 

In the case of CIMf\-1 (Case 4) the author of the case study has suggested that the 
institute should consider as a major activity the creation of technology-based 
enterprises. "The Centre should develop technology for products and services 
of very high \·alue added. around which an enterprise would be created. CIMM 
would participate in the risks. Once the business has been shoY.n to be viable, 
it may be sold and a new enterprise created ... Practical implementation of this 
suggestion depends on the detection of high value added opponunities. One of 
them. in which the technology has already been mastered by CIMM, is the set 
of special materials it has developed in past years... The weakness of the 
proposal is that access to credit is difficult nowadays in Argentina. It is to be 
hoped that as the economy becomes stable. strong risk investors will appear, 
particularly from overseas". 

Machado remarks that most of the ITRls arc unable to help enterprises in 
technology transfer via joint ventures and strategic alliances, an area where 
they could perhaps associate with consulting and engineering firms, 
universities and producers of capital goods while they build up their 
capabilities in technology management. 

Sew types of serl'it't.>s 

The new technological conditions of the 1990s would make it necessary for 
iTRls to offer assistance to industry in areas which had not been sufficientiy 
covered so far. As an example, we may mention the case of CJ~tM. Th< 
suggestion by the author of the case study is that four types of services should 
he offered to the client firms: tests of specified, normalized types; quality
related services; automation-related services; and services in the area of 
industrial waste. The last three are new to the institution and would require 
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the acqub1tion of expertise. possibly through association with other 
institutions. 

Machado finds some interesting trends for lhe future. service mi.x in the ITRls. 
which seem to be evolving toY.ards the supply of true technolo1~y P.'" --kages 
and the cre.nion of new ventures. Some new types of services are: consultancy 
in technology management. technology transfer and production systems; use 
by industry of ITRI installations. such as the rental of pilot plants: new 
services on en\'ironmental issues: in\'Ol\'ement in the creation of new 
enterprises. 

Regarding i Ile first item in that list. Machado suggests that ITRis should offer 
services of ... trategic planning and technologit.·al planning to industrial firms. 
including di.ignoses of the competitiveness and the technological position of 
the enterprise. systematic searching for new business and product 
opportunitt> .... total quality. incremental innovation. etc. The ITRI should ask 
questions like the follo"ing: How relevant is technology for the customer? 
Which are the critical technologies for the success of the customer's business? 
Which of his strategies needs technological innovations! Where can the 
tec-hnologie' be obtained, and under what conditions! On which technologies 
should creative efforts be made! On which should the customer buv ~ew 
knowhow! \\.hat are the possible mixes cf technology acquisition and R&'Dl 

Such services would be a new departure for traditional ITRls used to research 
activities and not too complex service .. of a technical type. Im·olvernent in the 
technology management activities of a firm may. on the other hand, allow the 
identification of research projects which may be the subject or co11tracts 
between rhe enterprise and the ITRI. changing the present situation of an 
institute 100king for clients for the technologies it has developed. 

Clienrs 

ITRls have been founded to serve industry and therefore their principal 
clients are industrial enterprises, in the public and private sectors. Public 
Prterprises arc on the wane in the countries analyzed in the ITRI Project and 
i.his may remove some important clients if the new owners create tlteir own 
technological facilities. In many cases the main industrial dientele iS made up 
hy small and medium firms which ha\'e little demand for research and 
tf.'chnological servkes, like in Central America I sec Case 5, ICAITI), and this 
presents a challenge. Government is another important customer. requiring 
various services of a short-term nature and sometimes placing contracts for 
long-term n·search. It is imp<irtant for an ITRI to identify and characterize its 
clients. and thf.' ser\'ices they need. in order to hetter define its objectives. 

Red<.'fining rok ;.ma objl'<"li\·e~ 

In view of their pa:.t experience. of the requirements brought about by the 
new conditiom of the nineties, and of the need to deal with new types of 
prohlems. ITRls in deveioping countries are increasingly finding that they 
need t0 reconsider their ohjectives. 

Thi~ will depend on the particular circumstances. but a few pointers may h'.' 
suggested from what has heen learned in the ITRI Projet:t: 

I II I 11 II I 
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- effons should be concentrated on a limited set of technological fields related 
to industrial activities of imponance to the country: 

- there s'1ould be a careful identification of clients and their demands. present 
and future; 

- research should be aimed at the concrete needs of imlusu-y and other clients; 
long term, strategic research should be carried out only when funding is 
a\'ailable; 

- technological serYices should be provided according to industry's demands. 
and the ITRI should concentrate on those that cannot be supplied by facilites 
in industry or by small firms of technical services; 

- there should be emphasis in supporting the process of technology 
acquisition. use and diffusion: 

- new concerns should be introduced, such as automation. quality and the 
en\'ironment. on which assistance may be given to industry; 

- strict attention should be given to the generation of income through the sale 
of research and services; 

- there should be a balance between research and services since too much of a 
dedication to the latter will drive away the most gifted scientists and lower the 
scientific standards of the institute. 

( 3) Legal regime 

Five of the Latin American ITRls were in the public sector ( INTEC, CIMM, 
CIEPE. ITINTEC and IIT), one was an international organization (ICAITI) and 
two were pri\'ate institutions (Chile Foundation and CODETEC). 

Of the five institutes in the public sector. two of them have recently 
di~appeared, IIT in Colombia (Case 6) and ITINTEC in Peru (Case 19), and CIEPE 
in Venezuela is facing a \'ery critical situation ( Ca~e 19). All of them have had 
long struggles with their personnel. They were unable to dismiss staff that 
performed inadequately, and had to cope with combative personnel 
associations. A vicious circle appeared as the best people gradually left and 
those that remained were discouraged and did not perform well. thus affecting 
the clientele and deepening the financial crisis. 

The two other public sector institutes reviewed. INTEC and CIMM, may end up 
being privatized. ll\TEC is in the proces~ of becoming a private foundation, and 
conversion into a private enterprise was suggested for Cl~1'.\1, as a way to 
endow it with the required flexibility and autor.omy for effective 
performance. v~·e should also mention the debate on "ITRis in the 1990s: 
Government or Market Players ?" that took place at the recent WAITRO 
meeting (Ca~e 15). in which the vote was for the vision of JTRis as private 
sector institutions. 
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It is a clear result from the ITRI project that institute~ in the public senor 
have strong disadvantages <L'ld find it difficult to be effective. A fe\,. of tht.• 
drav.backs may be mentioned: 

- the difficulty to retain top personnel that cannot be remunerated at 
competitive rates. and to get rid of personnel that underperf orms: 

- the obstacles to obtain foreign exchange for the purchase of equipment and 
materials. subscription to scientific and technological reviews. travel of staff 
members to meetings overseas. etc.: 

- the difficulty to link up with industry. transfer or sell technology to it. and 
enter into joint commercial ventures; 

- the possibility of sudd~n changes in ITRl authorities whe!l the government 
changes. 

It may be concluded that some way out of the rigidities of the public sector 
should be sought if devel0ping country ITRls are to be efficient and achieve 
an impact through their work. This may consist of a special regime allov.ing 
them enough flexibility and autonomy. or in their transformation into private 
enterprises. In the latter case. however, the state may still have to play a role 
in helping the institutes to invest in new facilities, in funding strategic. long 
term research. and in providing some sort of subsidy for services rendered to 
the small scale enterprise sector. As Machado -=Hams. the apparent benefits of 
privatization (autonomy. flexibility, agility, among otherl oo not make an ITRI 
invulnerable to political interference from tile government when the latter is 
the main source of funds. 

The recent experience of the two OECD countries analyzed in the Project is 
relevant here. In Canada (Case 8) the search for flexibilitv has taken two main 
forms: (a) turning over to a private company the management of a federal 
laboratory, and ( b) privatization in the case of a provincial research institute. 
In New Zealand (Case 7) "the previously existing government science agencies 
had been regarded by many observers as largely divorced from the produnive 
sector, engaged in topics that in general were of interest to the researrherc; 
and not necessarily to eventual users. and hampered by the usual public se<·tor 
limitations from linking up "ith industry in a meaningful way. A survey of 
technology-minded industrial firms rated the agencies poorly as a source of 
technology." These agencies were restructured. "using their people and their 
assets to form new Crown-owned research institutes. ~ith autonomv and 
flexibility, as well as full commercial powers to provide a much larger· range 
of options for the transfer of technology". It is interesting to notice that CR ls 
\\ill stay under public ownership. \\ith a special regime that \\ill allow them to 
operate as commercial companies. 

(4) Relations with industry 

The difficulty of forging good links with industrial firms is perhaps one of the 
main shortcomings of the Latin American ITRls reviewed. The case of the 
Chile Foundation is an outstanding exception to this general statement. and 
this institution has managed to establish a steady clientele in the areas in 
which it works. This has been a consequence of high quality in itc; technical 
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services. ar~ excellent diffusion \".'Ork. and persistem public relations efforts to 
develop and mantain a favour~tble image. Let us remember. however. that this 
institution has worked in a buoyant a·onomic environment. and has purposely 
limited its field of action. which does not include some activities that other 
ITRis undenake. such as certain specialized technological services or contract 
research for clients. 

There are several problems in developing good links and a stable clientele. 
Here are some that have surfaced in the ITRI projen: 

- Industrial entrepreneurs sh1)W little interest in the serYices of ITRls. as a 
result of a long existing situ<nion of import substitution industrialization in 
which an increase in producth·ity did not appear as a signifk<mt need: 

- Industry has had resource to tL'Chnology impons tu sJ.tisfy its llL't.>ds: 

- Most of the potential ciients are small and medium enterprises. \'\ith low 
technological levels and a lad.;. of understanding so far of the possibility of 
benefiting from the services of an ITRI: 

- ~lost enterprises lack scienl"e-minded personnel \4.ith whom the ITRI may 
conduct a dialogue on technical matters. The example of '.\llT's interaction Y.ith 
industry (Case 13J shows how imponant such people are to allow a fruitful in 
terchange. and e\·entually to identify and carry out meaningful research 
projects. 

- Researchers ban~ often shO\'\ll unhelpful attitudes. being imerested more in 
their O\'\TI work than in the needs of industry. The choice of subjects has 
~sually followed the inclinatiom of researchers and seldom has come out of a 
specific demand by industry: 

- ITRis have taken a long time to understand that the commercializJ.tion of 
their services requires tht::n to create a unit Y.ith spe<:ializ~J skills: 

- There has been a scarcity of national policies and schemes to incenti\·ate 
demand on the part of industry. 

Regarding the lack of interest on the pan of industry. some of the ITRls 
surveyed expect that under the new situ..ttion. with rompetitivcnt:'>S at c.t 
premium, entrepreneurs \'\ill gradually understand the need for research and 
for sophisticated sen·kes such a., in the area of quality. 

The creation of an industrial dit..'ntclc is eJ.sicr when th<.' ITRI concentr J.tcs on 
providing technolor,iral st.·n·ict..'s rather than research. There i .. a prohlem 
however if the ITRI attt.>mpts to charge full costs whik• industry expt.•rts a 
much lower "promotion.ti prin·" . 

Some of th<.' ITRls han: rrl'ated sperial departments for mJ.rketing their 
\t.·n·ires. Though little CJ.11 ht.• \J.id as yet J.bout their effertivent.·ss, ii would 
sc.•c.•m thJ.t surh units an.' becoming increasingly necessary. This may he an 
intl'rc.•sting topic for further rt.•searrh. 

The participation of industry people in (,overning and Advisory HoJ.rd\ is 
normal in most lc.Hin ..\merican ITRls. It wa'> not rl<•..tr howt•n•r to wha1 t•\tt•nl 
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ne.ttion or new opportunities to serve industl')". This should b\.· contrc1sted "iill 
the ~cw Zealand experience. where Research Associations and Crown 
Res1..·arch institutes ha\·e obtained a strong and etTt..-cth·e participation of this 
tYP'-'· A good example is the four industry-sponsored Research .-\dvisol')· Boards 
at the ~cw Zealand Forest Research Institute. which assist in defining 
rese~1rch projects. obtaining the necessary funding. and en.,.nring that the 
rest..•arch results are used effectively t Case 7 I. 

( S) The environment in which ITRls perform 

Lalin American ITRls ha\·c not generally functioned in stable political and 
economic em·ironments. One extreme case is that of l~TEC. which started life 
under a demonatic n~ntrist regime. continued under a lefti\t government. 
sufk•red a change to a military dictatorship. and much later a new change to a 
democratic left-centrist regime. In spite of the political changes this ITRI was 
able w keep pan of its senior staff over the years and to maintain a ·spirit" 
peculiar to the organization. In other cases. howe,·er. political changes ha\'e 
meant changes in the authorities of the ITRI. such as in ITISTK and CIEPE. 

Th .... polky t.>nvironment in Latin American countries is now suffering a sharp 
change. \,·ith the replacement of import substitut!0n by a different policy 
model which sm.•sses liberalized trade and requires firms to compele in the 
world market. 

lmpon sub~tilutiun policy. as Machado points ~ut. had the purpose of 
promoting n.Hional induslrialization through the integration of productive 
lh.1im and the ~~tablishment of industrial complexes. For this purpose it 
employed t..ix incentives. tariff and non-tariff protection. easy credit. the 
production by the "late of 'strategic' goods. regulation of technology imports 
and of foreign capital im·estment. etc. ~tost of the Latin American ITRls were 
created under thi-. rolicy . and were intended to be an instrument of it. 

The.· e(onomil." cri\is in Latin America. the relreat of the stak from economic 
acti\·ity, thl' prc.x:ess of trade liberalization and the cut in official subsidies. 
hJ\C signified fun'-tamemal change in the milieu in which ITRls work. The 
pri\ atization of public enterprises and the difficult situati~rn of small and 
medium enterprises han~ reduced the demand for their ~rvice\. The effects of 
this change in the economic model are making life difficult for ITRls. Their 
budgetary funding by the state is being curtailed. and they are losing some of 
their important .-.tate customers such as state enterpri.,es and certain 
~ovemmcnt pro~rammes I as in CODETEC. Case 2 L 

As '.\lachado remarks. pushed by their governments to become sell-sufficient. 
ITRh han· put emphasis in the offer of routine sen·ices .u ·rear prices. 
llowevc>r. ohen they lack an updated infrastructure. do not enjoy th<> 
rn.•tessary autonomy . and face a growing competition from private labs. 
unin•rsities and €nterpriscs. Machado asks whether ITRls will be able to 
attract <>nnugh customers under such conditions: no wonder that the 
pri\"atization or closing dm-..n of ITRlc; arc options now being di.,cuss\.'d, and in 
fact two of the institutes studied have disappeared in recent years. 



The case of l~Tl:C is illuslrath·c H ..1.se 3 l. The change in Chilean l.'t.·onontic 
policy in the 1980s broughl aboul ~• sharp decrease in slale f undmg lor l~TEC. 
ll was dear howe\·er thal the demand from private senor enterprises \'\Uuld be 
unable to make up for lhe funding shortfalls for some time. In its search for 
self-financing - which \'\-as successful for a limi~ed period of time - l~"TEC 
concentrated its efforts on fewer industrial branches and increased the share 
of services as against R&D. Howe,·cr. this affected the scientifil" len~l of lhc 
institute. which lost some senior people. The conclusion was that state support 
is still needed. This has been underslood by the authorites in Chile. which are 
paying for l!'\TEC's investment in new installations and are neating a 
contestable fund to finance long term strategic research. 

Regarding thl..' issue ul (Ulllinuing support by the sl..tte. we should rnemion 
here some corroborating experiences frm the contrasiing case studies in Ol:CD 
countries. In Can.ida I C.1se S 1. a recently priva1i1ed provincial re!>earch 
organiz~lion is trying to regain an ~mnual operating grant from its pro\·ince. 
since it h~l\ been unable to generate sufficent contract income. An interesting 
approach i<t thar of ~ew Zealand f(ase /). The new (ro\'\n Resean-h lnsritutes 
are expected to den'lop a market for their services. but they can look ro 
suppon from the Public <~ood Science Fund. which gives modest dire<"r grants 
ro the CRls and pro\'ides contestable funding for strategic research. 

Regarding policil.'s aimed at promoting and increasing the demand tor the 
services of ITRls. the Latin American countries now have much less than used 
to be the r.ise. Authorities ha, e become less interested in issues of 
technological de\elopment in industry. In Brazil industrial policy i"> currently 
beng re\·i'>ed. and direct state intervention - such as the control of technology 
transfer. the direct purchase of ITRI services. and risk-sharing schemes ''ith 
industry - is heing shunned. Chile. on the other hand. has des1~ned a 
technology policy to help industrial innovation through a special fund for 
applied R&D. In orher countries like Argentina there is almost a complete lack 
of measur~.-. to promote• rhe demand side: interesting credit schem•·.., rhar 
supponed technology inrensive projects have been discontinued. 

Hence. thl.' poliq· em·ironment at this point of time is not alrogether 
fJvourable for ITRls in Latin America. and this is aggravatt.>d h~ the 
\honcoming of the phy.<tical infrasrructure which m..1.kes effidl..'nt oper.ition 
difficult. 

(6) Resources 

/·lt1.HJci.JI I"t.'.\OUffl'.\ 

\\ ith the e\.ceplion ol tht: Chill' f-oundJtion. the Latin :\meric.in IT Rh n.•\ il.'\\l.'O 
h.t\ e sufkr .. ·d chronic.lily from .i shortage of fund'>. and this '>itu.11i11n hJs 
hl.'f«iffil.' more acull.' in th(• past few ye..1.rs. 

The main sources of funds are contributions by the State. tht' sales of senin~s 
and R&I> to local rli(.'nts in industry and in go\'ernment as well a<t to fort·ign 
clients. income from the t.•\ploit.uion of technology de\'elopt·d hy the imtitutl.'. 
and internJtion.11 coopt.•r.llion. 
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lnlemalion.J.1 cooperalion. from n••'IOO and other source~. has been crucial for 
se\·eral ot 1 he ITRls. Funds have been pro,·ided. al the time of foundation as 
well a~ la1o...·r in the life or the institute. for im:estmenl in equipment. libral)· 
material. training of personnel. elc .. for paying running cosls. for o\·erseas 
travel. Through such cooperation. moreon~r. the institutes ha,·e been able to 
acquire knowhow and useful management practices. Some of the ITRls would 
have found it vel)· difficult at certain times to keep going without funds from 
exten1al t.•,operation. and in fact such funds are still cruc-ial for the 
l·ominuin~ operation of ICAITI. 

Tht..' stall.' 11.l'> lx.>t."n .tnd still i'> the main source of funds. mainly through din.'l·t 
rontrihull· •11'> madl' to the in~titute·s budgt:t. With the increased emphasis on 
tht..' n.>dul 11•m of st.He expenditures. Latin -\ml•rkan ITRh h.in~ not escapt.>d &! 

worldwid1.· trend towards becoming more self-supporting. and in fact ha,·e 
sometimt:' heen explicitly pu'>hed by their governments to do so. 

While thl· inrnme from tht: exploitation ol ITRl-generatl.>d technology ha~ 
heen negi1gihle. except for the Chile Foundation. some of the ITRis re,·iewed 
han• bet:n 'un-essful in increasing their so.lies of ta·hnologkal services. and 
10 a n~rt.lin degree of R&D. t•> clients in industry and in government. 

llowcn.~r. '>.l\e for the Chill.' Foundation. which counts ~ith a considerable 
endowment. h.df of which was originally contributed by the government. 
none of 111._. ITRls has man.iged to become completely self-supporting in a 
~table manner. l~TEC was able to do so for a shon period in the late 1980s. but 
paid a pril"t' as senior personnel left the institution. noticeably weakening it. 
llowc-,·er. l'TH is now again rffei\·ing state suppon. Similarly, an imponant 
provincial re\earch instilute in Canada th.It went pri,·ate some years ago is 
now seekin~ ~1 re•mmption of state suppon 1Case RL 

Can rl Rh \Ust.iin themscln~s in Latin Amerkan and other de,·eloping 
countrit.•\:" 1 >r are we lO nmdudc ~ith ~larhado thal ITRls are not viahlc on 
lheir m'l:ll. and that lhey need cominuing support from lhe slale? This 
question. i1~1portant a<1 il is. cannot be an\\\"t..'rl.-d conclusin~ly on tht: basis of 
the c-vidcn. e collected. 

St.th: supp• •rt m.iy t.ike pl.il·t.· in different \,·.iys. Tradilionally the government 
h.lS rontriPUlt:d dirt..'rtly to lilt' hudgel of the instimte. and somt.·timL'!!. this has 
lWL'll supp• •rtl'd through sped.ii lt:vit:s I for inst.tnrt:. in Peru .l .2 1l-i. of thl.' nl.'t 
income ol industrial firms was used lO fund ITl:--.:Tt:C). Surh financial support 
by the st.lit: fund\ inpur.'S and the institute is left to decide what outputs it \'I.ill 
produrl>. 

<~o\t..'fllllll·nl hoWl'\t:r r.in pul in pl.tl"e nll'dl.tni\ms to lund ourpUI.\. Beyond 
wh.ll happ1·n'> in a n.uur.ll m.mner when .l governmt.·nt dt.·partmt.·nt ht.·romt:'> .i 
dknt of tlk ITRI. .!'>king it to pt.•rform hy ronlrMt .l '.iril'ty of '>t'f\ ices ii 
nt.•t.•d\, orit· l)r morL' n~.Hion.11 n·search funJc; m.iy be \t.'1 up 10 support 
"c,trategir" rese.irch of p.1rtirular rele\·anrc to the needs of the country. a.'> 
Chil<.• i., p!.mning tr. do within a loan operation with the> lntc>r :\mC'riran 
ll<.•n•lopm1·n1 Hank. 

lhl· '.\t.•w /1.:.ll.mc..1 e\.lmpk ic, worth ronsidl.'ring by Lalin Ameriran coulllric~. 
,\c, C.l'>'-' ; '>lv1w'>. a nt•w nmtt.•stahle funding '>ystl'm wac, put in plan· in l'J8<J. 
Till' fund'> t h.ll werl' fornwrly .llloC.l(t•d dire1·tly to till' huJgd of gml·rnmt.•nt 
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scit•ntific institutions h.ive been plared in the -Public (,uod Science fund-. 
which finances srracegic res(•an:h to suppon long-term n~ttional needs in any 
of -m Moutput dasscs". These are areas that reflect the t"-·onomic objectives 
fell to be important for !'ew Zealand. Research projects. which need not be of 
immediate "commerciar \·alue. are funded \\.ith the ex·penation of achieving 
useful discoveries or knowledge that \\ill underpin economic growth and 
sound en\'ironmental management. 

The allocation of funds is m.ide annually and involn~s two distinct st.iges. In 
the first stage. the govennent Ja·ides on the total amount to be allocated by the 
PGSF and its Jistribution by output d.iss. In the S(..·~:ond \tJ.ge. funds \\ithin 
each output d~ss are allocated to competing research proje1..·ts presented by 
the Cro"n Resean-h Institutes and other -science pro,·iders". This is done by 
the Foundation of Research. Science and Technology through a careful 
pn icess that in,·oln~s peer judgment for the appraisal of scientific merit and 
committee review for that of re-le,·ann~. 

Thi\ ha"> meant a radical change in funding pr.fftices. aw..Iy tmm supplying 
funds to institutiom on an input basis. to pun-hasing sciem·e ourpurs from the 
institution best able to produ1·e that output in terms of quality and cost. 

Comestable funds from the PGSF make up a ,-ery important proponion of the 
budget of the offidaJ \cienn~ ins1itutions. and though tht' latter have taken 
some time to adapt to this modus opffJIJdi. the results appt.>J.r to he positive .l'> 

resl'arch bt.•t:omes more rele\·ant to the country's need:s. 

llum~n Resoun:e.'> 

Though .u the time of their found . .nion the Latin Ameriran ITRls may han' 
plared a slrong emphasis on adequately recruiting and u-aining their 
sckntific and terhniral staff. in recent ,-cars these functions ha,·e often bt.-en 
poorly planned and executed. :\s ~tach.ido point:s out. some ~>f the institutes had 
low staff seniority levels and high \taff tumon~r: incentive.;, based on re<>ults 
or merits were almost non-existent. thu<> doing away \\ith a bask instrument to 
motivate personnel: except for the Chile foundation. little effort seems to ha\'e 
net'n devoted to the development of human resources: no mention wa.;, made of 
personnel exchangl's with industry: personnel e\·aluation systems were 
absent. or were not applied: then: wa<> a dearth of strategies tc cope with 
human n·source io;sues. 

In '>omc l°J~'>. financial short.igcs hJ\c led to the loss of top '>cicntisl\ and lhl' 
rcnuiling of new c,taff frc\h from thl' l"niv...rsity. thu'> lowering c,tandard'> 
and the quality 1>f work . .-\t lhl' s.mw timl' insufficil'nt Jtlcntion h;,i.;, hcl'n 
gin.•n to training. re'>ulting in inadequ.ll<.' cmeragc of nc>w fields in which th(.• 
ITRI.;, will be increa.-.ingly involved .1'> a n·\ult of the introduction of new 
wchnologie'> into indu'itry .. The Chile round.ltion. and to a les'ic-r ex1en1 
conFn·c. ar(.• how(•n·r excep1ion'> to thi'>. 

At pre\ent 1raining i'> ne(.•ded in two major .ireas. Hr'>I. in new sdcntifk and 
technical fwld\. through formal rraining Jt home .rnd abroad. th{· 
p.irticipation in re\carch ani\·irit•\ .11 good foreign uni,·er\ificc, and research 
in'>titutions. and participation in inf<:rnational mcering'> and confercnn•\. 
Here l '~llX' i\ in a position to h<'lp ffRls throu~h it5 International Centre for 
Scil•nc(' and High Technology. which aim'> to offer advanced training in 
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selected new fields to scientists and technologists from developing countries. 
at a time when it is becoming increasingly difficult to arrange for this in 
traditional universities. 

A second major area for training is that of management and marketing. Such 
skills are in short supply ir. most of the ITRls. but "ill be increasingly 
required as the institutes become more commen-ially oriented than 
heretofore. 

The motivation of the staff is an imponant prerequisite for high performance 
and ex<.·eptional efforts. Once again. most of the ITRls were at fault here . .-\n 
.malysis of the organizational culture of IC..\ITI I Case 5 l has shO\\n a number 
of problems in the institution. prominent among them the insatisfaction of the 
personnel. an attitude of .. just complying ·with the working hours" and little 
identification \\ith the institution·~ objecti\·es and goals. Such attitudes are 
probably present in other ITRls in the sample. and are in need of correction. 

The use of outside t.·onsultants lO supplement in-house skills is not usual in the 
ITRls. except for the Chile Foundation. This is an important source of knowhow 
,,·hich should be tapped hy ffRls interested to improve their services to 
industry. 

PhJ·sic.al Resources 

The install.uions. equipment and library resources of most ITRls appear to be 
outdated. and it ,,;u not be easy to bring them to the neo~ssary level that would 
enable tht: institutes to cope \\.ith recent ad,·ances. partirularly in new 
technological fields. and \\ith the need to open new fields of work. 

(7) Organization and management 

Srrucrure 

The structural ch.iracteristics of most Latin American ITRls - mostly rigid and 
pyr.imidal - .are not adequate for efficiency and impart. Machado points out 
that a matrix structure I little used except for CODITEC> would not be appropratc 
because of the conflicts it would tend to generate. and suggests ~n org:.wic 
type of structure. \\ith high participation and low formality. a high degree of 
communication. interdisciplinary teams and flexibility in the face of 
changing C'ircumstanres. It is important for an ITRI to have organizational 
flexibility and the capability to change acrording to the requirements of its 
environment. 

Umirc.>d indusrry inn1ln•mcnr 

,\s we h.ive alrc.idy remarked. there is only a limited degree of effective 
participation of industry in the Latin ,\merican ITRIS. eithl'r in a management 
or an advi\ory cap.icity. This partidpation has not generated a significant 
demand for ITRI s<'rvircs. md has principally fulfilled promotional purposes .. 
This should be contrasted with the active participation of !'!cw Zealand 
industry in mo\t Research Associations and some Cro\\n Research Institutes. as 
decision makers. advisers, suppliers of funds and clic·nts for collective' and 
firm-sp(.•cific projects. 

I II I I I I I I 
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.'\IJnagemenr funcrions 

The main management functions of planning. programming, budgeling and 
evalualion in the Latin American institutes can in general be vastly improved 
through the introduction of modem, adequate management technique'>, like 
those adopted by the Chile h:>Undation. where management procedures were 
successfuily transferred from the foreign partner. ITT. ''ith the necessary 
adaptations to the local conditions. This should he complemented. as we have 
already indicated, with the training in management skills of managers Y.ilo 
are often former scientists . 

.-\s we ha\·e indicated above. most of the ITRls h.J\t..> not JefinL>d cle.irly their 
missions, do not count \\ith a 'business plan· such as is <.·ommon in l\ew 
Ze.iland institutes. and ha,-e carried out little \tr.uegk planning. ~tachado 
stresses the need for strategic planning as a means to update institutions 
periodically. An ITRI should learn about impending changes in its 
environment. including technology trends. the characteristics of their 
clients. and the likely evolution of the clients' technology needs: it should 
identify new markets and areas of work. choose the best research lines. etc. On 
the basis of such an analysis it should take the nec-essary anticipatory 
decisions regarding its market strategy. service mix. de\'elopment of critical 
capabilities. changes in its structure and operating systems. etc. to allow for 
the fulfillment of its M,·ision" and to achie,·e a speedy response to the needs of 
its dients . 

. \larker ing 

If ITRh are to become increasingly self-sufficienl by selling more outputs to 
indus~ry and other clients, they need to impro\·e their marketing funclion. 
through the creation of a department or group devoted to il. and through 
training of their personnel. Here again the Chile Foundation is a good 
example. 

~tachado remarks that few of the ITRls had clear market strategies. regarding 
the size, gro\\1h. and structure of the market. the threat posed by competitor~. 
the search for new markets and opportunitie\. and lhe e\tabli!>hment of 
strategic alliances. The cliemele should be carefully analyzed, and there 
should be efforts to produce a faster reply t0 client<;,' rcquc<;,t\. There is a need 
to train the staff in sales techniques. On the other hand. clients should be 
'educated' to regard technological development as a continuous process. and 
not wait until a crisis looms to get help from the ITRI. The image and the 
prestige of the institution should be promoted. through diffusion in the media 
about the quality and the results of projects and studies. and through 
puhlirarions and presentations in local and inrernational forums. 

Th<.· (·ardul management of scicnt:fir personnel i\ a crucial aspect in need of 
impron·mcnt in most l.atin American ITRl<;,.We han.· already touched on issues 
of hum.m n.''>ource managemenl in a prt•\ ious 'lubsection. One imponant 
•tsp<.•n has to do Y.ith the effect of concemr•Hing on th<.' production of 
technological servicco; that industry demand<;,, while reducing the research 
effort that k<.•cps top scientists happy. In such a situation thc institute runs the 
risk of losing its best people. A delirate balance is necessary between working 
for th<.• market. which should he the ·culture' of an industry-oriented inMitute. 
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and working ·for science·. Here the availablily of tunding for strategic. long
term research becomes n~ry useful. This may take place through a contestable 
fund like in New Zealand. 

Machado refers to the ·organizational culture' of the institute. relating to the 
values. internal norms. myths. etc. which shape the attitudes and behaviours 
in the organization. lo this respect the Latin American institutes were found 
\\anting for a variety of reasons: their rigid functional structure. the less than 
adequate profile of their management and lo\,. systematic training at the 
management level. the prevalence of a University type '>f culture (where the 
aim is to publish rather th:.m to be of use to industry) and other organizational 
aspects. Their cultures would seem to need a careful revision in order to make 
them more effective. Only the Chile foundation presented concrete values of 
orientaton towards the market. pragmatism. autonomy. innovation in services 
and models of transfer of technology. 

(8) Outputs and Performance 

The selection of areas of work and research topics by the I.atin .-\merican ITRls 
is gradually being oriented towards the market rather than towards the 
interests of the scientists. but much remains to be done in some of them to 
achieve a .. demand-pull" situation like in CODETEC and the Chile Foundation (as 
well as in the !':ew Zealand Research Associations). 

Technological services of varying degrees of complexity are the main products 
Latin American ITRls provide to the industrial sector and other clients. The 
production of .. technology packages .. as an end result of R&D is not yet 
common. There is very little patenting; possibly the institutes do not generate 
sufficient original. patentable research results. or pay little attention to a 
strategy of industrial property. 

Save for the Chile Foundation there appears to be a limited involvement of the 
ITRls in technology acquisition from outside the country. and in the 
subsequent adaptation and diffusion of such technology. It is to be hoped that 
in the future more attention \\ill be de,·..:,ted to this. in close collaboration ~ith 
indu'."ttry. particularly in generic technologies of \'\ide applicability and in 
.. soft" technologies related to business and production management. 

An important shortcoming of most lTRls surveyed is that they do not seem to 
control closely the quality, timeliness and relevance of their work. This is 
perhaps because .. arcountability" is not yet a significant characteristic of 
theirs. Governments require a modicum of it, principally regarding financial 
transactions. and there is usually no formal procedure to e\·aluate the 
efficiency of the institute' and th(' impart it has had on industry and the 
society. In most case.,, the rac;e studies did not mention any client sun·ey'."t on 
the performance of the institute. External evatuations of the scientific 
performance were also notably absent. 

Machado points out that the underlying criterion of success of an ITRI is its 
rapacity to fulfill it~ mio;.\ion. particularly transferring technologies to the 
procluctin• sector. to which he ;.tdds the capability to learn from its experience~ 
and to perceive and deal effectively \\ith its problems. He feels that. in this 
light. the mmt sucressfui Larin American institutes sun·eyed arc CODFTF.C. 
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Chile Foundation and l~TEC. the rest showing relatin~ (er outright) failure. 
These three inslitu~es have learned from their errors. attempted to understand 
the structure and rationality of activities in the branches they cover. ch.mged 
their Mser\"ice mix" as needed. and offered their clients packages with 
integrated solutions rather than routine services or isolated R&D projects. To 
do this they have developed their O\'-n organizativnal culture. selected their 
market niches and evolved no\"el marketing strategies, through the use of 
strategic planning. the development of their capabilities to manage change. 
and the training of their human resource'i. They h1n·e identified the gaps 
existing in the innovation sy~tems of the areas they cover. filling them by 
expandinJ?, their service mix. and ha\"e procured sufficient resources from the 
state. at the same time a\·oiding undue interference from it. 

The less fonunatL' ITRls. suggests Machado. ha,·e rem.iined prisoners of their 
old \ ision. tied to a main 'product' of R&D I usually more R than DI for which 
the demand of the producti\"e set·tor has been only latent and implicit. In most 
cases these lTRls ha\"(? not been successful in changing a bureaucratir
uni\ ersity t·ulture. and han• been unabie to build up a professional 
manag<'ment team. They have suffered chronic financial crisis and han• not 
been able to deal effecth·ely with their own rroblems. which have now 
become more acute in the new en,·ironment. Sometimes they have 
experienced disruptive J?_overnment interventions. 

Finally. Wt..' may mention that the ITRis have tended to work on their 0\\11. \\.ith 
littll' ··ollaboration with other scientific and technicd institutions of their 
rnuntry. To the present author's mind. ITRls should look at the possibility of 
incre.tsing considerably their links and their cooperation activities \\ith other 
lucal ~cicntific and technological institutions. and thus contribute to the 
formation of a national innO\·ation system. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVITALIZATION OF AN ITRI: GUIDELINES 

2.1 Introduction 

By .. revitalization" we understand the process of transforming an ex1sung 
ITRI into an effecCi\·e institure. "°ith an efficient operation and a high impan 
on development. 

We have referred above to the concept of a .. malure" institute. Maturity is a 
necessary but not sufficient condition of (.!ffectiveness. An .. effective" 
institute needs to be mature. if it is to operate ·.!fficiently. but in addition it ha~ 
to fully sen·e national goals and industriai needs. Many ITRis are mature, 
efficient industrial R&D laboratories but have not become fully effective. 

A number of ITRis in developing countries have been able to carry out the 
transition from an "R&D laboratory" to an effective ITRI. Among the cases 
reviewed in Latin America, probably only CODETEC and JNTEC have done so. The 
Chile Foundation should also be considered an effective ITRI, though here R&D 
is not a central activity. Of the other cases covered in the Casebook, a good 
degree of effectiveness seems to have been achieved by the New Zealand Forest 
Research Institute. the Taiwan Industrial and Technological Research Institute 
and the National Chemical laboratory in India. Other such examples exist. such 
as KIST in Korea and ISV AP in Argentina. not reviewed in the Casebook. By 
and large, however. it would seem that a good number of ITRis in developing 
countries are still far from being effective, and it is of great interest to 
consider what revitalization efforts they could undertake. 

In actual practice we may find two types of situation. First. the case of an ITRI 
that has reached a reasonable degree of maturity but needs to adapt to a 
change of circumstances, mainly the new techno-economic situation and the 
policy changes being introduced by most countries. to which we have referred 
in Chapter 1. 

A different situation is that of an ITRI that has :10t yet reached maturity. This 
is probably a widespread condition, and the revitalizaton of ITRls here \\ill 
require considerably larger efforts. When an ITRis has not managed to 
achieve maturity after many years of operation. and is still struggling with its 
own development process. the problem of helping it tc revitalize and become 
effective it is not just a question of corrE>cting different factors and adjusting 
to new environmental characteristics. The ITRI would require asistance in the 
first place to complete its development, throu~h the development of human 
resources, the acquisition of knowhow, tht increase tn the efficiency of 
management. and other aspects. At the same time an eye should be kept on the 
new needs stemming from the current developmental pa1 adigm. the changed 
policy environment and the increasing scarcity of state funding, which would 
call for a change in the original objectives established at the time of 
foundation. All this would require further investments, and would not seem 
possible without adequate financing from the state or other sources. 
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SomL•times the situation may have deteriorated to J. point where it may not b~ 
fea-.ible to re\'itali1e the institute. Three Latin American lTRis ha\·e 
di,.lppeared in rel·ent years. in spite of strenuous efforts to keep them alive. 
and J. fourth one is in danger of doing so (see Case 19. "Death of an ITRI"). 
Wht.>n such retrogression has set in and a number of .. vicious circles" have 
bcl'n operating for some time. the best alternative may be to close do\\n the 
in,titute and create a new one that can be endowed with the best structure. 
rhararteristics and conditions to make it effective. 

Tlw way a partiL·ular ITRI may be revitalized \\ill depem1 on a variety of 
fa1111rs. such as the characteristin of the national t.>conomy and of the policy 
t:m ironment. the peculia~ history of the ITRI. its size. its ,·hos1_'n fields of 
crnh·cmration. the peculiarities of its clientele. the support it can get from the 
state. the industrial em·ironment in which it operates. the limitations to which 
it must adhere. etc 

f.1d1 c.:J.C)t' is a spt.'CiJ.I case. and therefore it is not easy to come up \\ith 
suggc\tions and recommendations of general applicability. The inclusion in 
thi-. paper of a "Casehook". \\ith summaries of the different <.·ase studies and 
other rele\ ant material. is a recognition of this ample di\'ersity. as wei.l as an 
attempt to supply the reader \\ith a collection of examples. so that he or she 
may find what experiences may be more applicable to the institute on hand. 

2.l An effective ITRI 

.-\ high dL·grec of eff~ctiveness in an ffRI may be said lO ha\·e two 
component· .. Hrst. hi~h efficiency regarding the way operations are carried 
uu1 and outputs are transmitted to the users. Second. the achievement of a 
satisfactory impacc in favour of the county's goals. taking into account the 
new environment of the 1990s. 

There is no easy way to quantify these parameters. "ith the exception perhaps 
of some aspl'cts of efficiency. but expert observers "ill in g~neral be able to 
pas\ a qualit.ltive judgment on them. 

Of the ITRls re\'iL'\\Cd in case studies of the ITRI Project. WC' may point uu• to 
two interesting ex.tmples of reasonably effective ITRls. 

Tht· Chile l-ound.ition 1Case 1 ): This institution has defined carefully its 
ohjt•cti\'es . .rnd its field of anion. adopted a legal and a managerial structurt> 
that allow it to conduct its operatinns \'\ith high effirienry and flexibility. 
estahlished excellent relations \\ith the producti\'e sector. and achien!d a high 
dPgrC'e of maturity. including self-financing. 

The \t.•w fr.ii.ind 1-on·\t Res<.·arch Inst it u((· (Case "i, S<-•rtion "i J: This ITRI con.·n 
tht.· whol(• cycle that goes from the genetics of rele\'ant tre<.' species to tht· 
exploitation of forests. tht.• industrialization of wood. and the rommerrialization 
of \'\11od p1 odun\. II h.l., dt.•\·dopcd a strong ~cicntific base and produced 
significant appliC'd R&n findings within its fields of specialization. At the sam(• 
tim<.· it ha\ manag<.•d to build up excellent n:lations with the difforent 
produrtiY<' c-,t:ctors it attends. and to service them wt.•11 with research and 
technological service\. The recent change in its status. from a traditional 
puhlic \ectnr -.rienn~ nq~•mization to a Crown Research ln-.titutl'. ha\ endow<.'d 



it \\ith flexibility and commercial powers that are likely to allow it to hecome 
even more relevant to the important wood products sector i.il the country. FRI 
is not yet self-financing; it enjoys a significant support from the state. mainly 
through the funding of strategic research by the contestable Publir Good 
Science Fund. but the generation of income from sales to customers of its R&D 
and servires is sharply increasing. It should be noted finally t' t FRI has been 
in many ways a blueprint for the l'oncept of Crown Research Institutes. a set 
of effective S&T institutions created in the recent reform of t~·e government 
science sector in lieu of the unsatisfactory sciencf! departments formerly in 
existence. 

Some chMJdcnsrics of an cf!et:ri\·c ITRI 

Though the notion of what constitutes an effective ITRI may vary from 
country to country. it is possible to draw up a list of aspect\ that ~tre common to 
many effecti\·e ITRls: 

1 a) General fcarurcs. 

The ITRI should have arhie\ed marnrity, as well as a size wnich assures a 
minimum efficient "critical mass". Its legal status should assure flexibility in 
its operations (allowing all types of commercial operations) and in the 
management of personnel. It should have an explicit mission statement shared 
by the whole organization and complemented by clear objectives and 
resronsibilites. responding to a vision of future development in line \\ith the 
country's goals and with the needs of industry. 
It should avoid the dispersion of efforts and select a limited number of 
rechnologkal areas and types of services. including R&D. to he offered to 
clients. 

lb) Ourpur ... 

Research and de' t•lopment topics should be carefully chosen. In th~ case of 
strategic research. choice should be made according to the relevance to long 
term national needs. as established through consultations with people from 
gon.·rnment. industry and uni\·ersi:ies rather than unilaterally hy the 
institute .. In the ra">e of short term research. il should rloselv follow client 
demand. a">rertained through close contacts with clienrs and 'ramiliarization 
with their needs. and then• should be an effort to produce "technological 
packages" of direct applicability. The institute may carry out projects for a 
single client. or for several clients (such as pre-competitive technology 
projects I: 

Th<.' product mix of technological services sholJld be dictated hy the market. 
There should he a pt•riodk review of the outputs. suppressing those for which 
there is little demand and creating new ty~es of services for which demand is 
gr<l\\ing. ~tachado points out that the prf"!sent environment calls for new roles 
on the part of ITRh. with services such as: (ii cnrcrprisc con.-;ulwncy in a 
wide range of areas: strategic planning. technology management. 
organizatinnal structure and culture. application of informatics, total quality. 
setting up strategic alliances and accessing technology through them. 
services related lO transfer of technology I search. evaluation and selenion of 
technological suppliers. negotiation of contracts. technology hrokeragel. and 
henchmarking of important parameters to compare enterprise performance: 
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(ii) consultancy fer financial inscirutions such as the analysis of future 
competitiveness of enterprises seeking loans and the evaluation of te<.·hnology 
in investment projects; (iii) innovacive ways of exploiting ex.iscing assecs. 
such as the rental to firms of rHot installation... 

( c) Clier.rs and markecing. 

The institute should forge strong, stable links with industry, through different 
means such as industry membership in the Board of Directors and in Advisory 
Committees, the formation of consortia with industry. periodic visits, the 
exchange of personnel. public relations efforts. the economic analysis of the 
client sectors. etc. The marketing of the ITRI's outputs should be a specialized 
task. which may be entrusted to a special department or unit in close relation 
with the technical units. The institute should fully understand the industrial 
branch or branches it is serving. and to this end should carry out economic 
and market studies. As Machado suggests. it should acquire a good kno\\iedge of 
technologies and produnive activities in those branches. leading to an 
understanding of clients' values. problems and opportunities. and thus to a 
pragmatic and creative approach by the ITRI. 

(d) Human Resources. 

The ITRI should count with a cadre of capable scientists and engineers. well 
trained and highly motivated. This staff should be managed carefully in the 
different aspects of recruitment, training and updating. and evaluation. 
Annual staff turnover should be low, reflecting favourable conditions 
regarding work satisfaction and remuneration. The access of scientists to 
world science and technology should be encouraged, particularly through 
exchange programmes and the assistance to international seminars and 
meetings. 

(e) Physical resources 

Adequate physical installations are needed - buildings. equipment. computing, 
communications, etc. There should be regular updating of these facilities in 
line v.ith scientific and technical progress. 

There is also the need for adequate information and library facilities 
including subscriptions to reviews, 

( e) ."-lanagemenr. 

The in~t tute should haw sound. modern management practices, including a 
long term strategic plan and a short-term 12 / 3 year) business plan. There 
~hould be a sustained internal activity of strategic planning. technological 
forecasting and scenario building. This is to be supplemented by the 
development of an organizational culture that will support the mission 
statement. ~1anagers should receive thorough training in management and in 
marketing techniques. 

As ~lachado suggests, the institute should identify and build up critical 
capabilities, induding the capability to learn from clients and orher actors. 
and that of carrying out new types of services as suggested above. There 
should be a careful choice of partners, national and foreign. in strategic 



alliances that \'\ill allow the institute to open new opportunities and go into 
new fields and new types of services. 

Most if not all work undertaken in research and services should be organized 
as projects and funding should be assured at the outset. Pwjects should be 
managed carefully both at the design and execution stages. The institute 
should assure the quality and timeliness of the research and services 
produced. 

( f) Finances. 

The institute should count v.ith stable, adequate funding, a high proportion of 
which should originate in sales to its clients. and in the commercial 
exploitation of the technologies it has developed or introduc€d into the 
country. 

2.3 Examples of ITRI revitalization 

Some of the Latin American case studies carried out in the ITRI Project show 
attempts that have been made to change and restructure the institute under 
study. This has happened with CODETEC and I!\IK when a change in the policy 
environment eliminated some important customers, lo\·1:ered government 
support, and brought about demands for different R&D and technological 
services. In both cases rc·fonns were introduced and the outcome seems to have 
been a happy one. In the case of IC\ITI a thorough strategic planning 
exercise has provided recommendatirms which. when put in practice. will 
affect many aspects of the institute's operation. though not its main structural 
characteristics. The case of CIMM is of interest too since the author of the case 
study. together with the senior staff. has advanced a proposal for a deep 
change in the legal framework lprivatization), the fields of concentration la 
new emphasis in what industry is now needing: R&D and services in 
automation. quality, waste processing1 and the notion of .. producing" 
technology-based enterprises. The proposal may be the basis for a 
thoroughgoing revitalization exercise at some time in the future. 

The most important example of restructuring reviewed in the ITRI Project 
took place in '.'e\v Zealand (Case 71. This country has undergone a series of 
changes and adjustments in recent years, as it became clear that the economic 
model previously followed by the country. v.ith a largely protected economy 
relying on the export of agricultural commodities, did no longer generate 
enough wealth to mantain reasonably full employment and income growth. 
The restructuring of science and technology in the public sector is one of the 
most interesting chapters of such changes. The functions of S&T policy
making. R&D funding and R&D execution were separated. A fund was created to 
support "public good" strategic R&D. The four main science agencies were 
restructured: ten new Crown Research Institutes took their place. They are 
focused on sectors and problem areas rather than disciplines. and have been 
endowed \.'\ith full autonomy and commercial powers in the hopes of linking 
them closely to the productive sector. 

We should also mention a re(ent proposal for the revitalization of the Thailand 
Institute of Scientific and Technological Rc:searrh. TISTR. As expressc•d hy a 



local observer. this institute lacked a focus and a clear mandate. and was 
disconnected both from industry and university; limited resources were spread 
too thinly: scientists dreamed up projects. published papers. established their 
o\'\-n international connections; salaries were low. the best people had left. and 
the institute could not attract good people. 

Prof. Martin Bell developed 1 n 1989 a proposal to reform this institution. in 
order to increase its interaction \\.ith and impact on the productive sector (Case 
10). He remarked that this should im·olve fundamental changes in a wide 
range of deeply rooted and interacting problems which underlie the current 
c;ituation. 

Bell suggested that three categories of issuL> w~re to be addressed. First. sr.Jcus 
and gO\·ernance. including flexibility. performance related accountability and 
higher generation of income from clients. Second. acci\"icies. where there 
should be a radical change and concentration.focusing the Institute's R&D on 
c;upporting manufacturing industry. assisting it in the use and improvement 
of imported technology. Third. incernal resources. managemenc and 
or.~anizacional srrucrurc. where TISTR should ti) enhance and re-structure its 
human resources through training. the hiring of new staff v.rith the required 
kinds of expertise and experience. and the creation of a system for funding 
and managing human resource development: (ii 1 strengthen its management 
skills and procedures through training. developing management procedures. 
paying attention to mechanisms to originate new projects and programmes. 
and focusing rhe organization on partirular client industries; (iii i 
substantially improve physical resources to the level required for effective 
operations. 

Secondly, Bell proposed that transforming and reim·igorating the insritute 
should be organized as a project. \\ith a planning phase of 4 months that would 
result in a set of recommendations for action. and an implementation phase of 
18 to 24 months. A small Task Force. independent of TISTR (though including 
TISTR senior managers and Board members) would be in charge of the 
planning phase and the progress re,·iews during the implementation phase. 
Specialized advice would be sought from individual experts from other 
countries, and one or two workshops would be organized with their 
participarion. in order to draw on the experience and advice from a range of 
sources. while helping to develop consensus and support for the actions to be 
taken. 

2.4 Guidelines for the revitalization of an Industrial Technology 
Research Institute 

Some ITRls have conducted straregic planning e\ercises. crying to peer into 
the futun· and designing strategies. policies and actions for the institution. 
There is however a vel)· important difference \\ith a process of revitalization. 
Strategic planning usually accepts the main structural characreristics of rhe 
institute. and considers most government policiec; as given. Revitalization. on 
the other hand, should go much further. It should explicitly aim at 
introducing desirable changes in all aspects of the ITRl's structure and of its 
legal starns. and should make explicit proposals to the authorities regarding 
new policies. as well as changes in existin~ policies. that \\ill help the institute 
ro increa'ie irs impacts and rhu'> become fully effective. 



The revitalization of an ITRI needs anention to many intl•rrel.ued issues. 
Principal among them would be the rnlicy environment for industrial 
ttchnology development: the restructuring and improvement of the ITRI 
itself: coopf!ratic·n of thl.' ITRI ~ith industry: n_)()peration of the ITRI "'ith 
other instirutions in ~he country. principally S&T centres and uni,·ersities: 
foreign and international cooperation. and scientific and technical 
cooperation '\it h foreign ITRls and S& T instituti1 ·ns. 

The preparation of a re,·italization proposal c.m be a lengthy anJ complex 
pron.•ss. in \'1."hilh man~ different stakl.'holden "hould take: p.irt Peyond thl.' 
man.l~ement .md ">t..iff of the imtituk. The result c.m he cast in th1..· form of a 
feJsihiliry reporr cm·ering the many substanti\.:. legal. economic financial. 
administrati\·e and operational details that ar•.· required for a '>.Hisfactory 
solution. 

( 1) Aspects to be considered 

To hdp in th1..• re' it.iliza1ion exercise. we ha,·e li<.ted the principal .l<>pl>ets tha1 
\hould be rl.'\"iewed. in the form of a l·hecklisr. This may ht.- U\l"ll to examine 
lhe m.my .tre.\s where al'tion may h.in,· to be t.lken. or indun:d. t11 re,·ilalize 
the ITRI. Thl' different topics are ordered by main subject. 

For 1..·.Kh aspect 1lwre should be a diagnmis. i.e .. m examin.ition of the present 
\itu.Hion. and an indication of the desir..ihle e\·olulion towards the 
rt..'\it.lliZ..llion of the ins1i1ute. and its tr.msform.Hinn into an effectin~ institute 
in thl' sense \H.' h.\H.' ffi('ntioned abon>. 

The comml•nts and ">uggestions made in this p.lper. as well a\ the exampl~s 
from the case studies and other Mcases- in the C.t\ebook. should tx· of help to 
tho\e who carry ou: an exercise of this nature. \\"e should remember howe,·er 
th.it each l"..l'>l.' is different. \\ith its own rombin.1tion of different extern.ii and 
imemal factors - policy environment. industry characteristics. history of the 
institute. si7<~. fields of specialization. support frnm the state. and sn on - and 
\'I.ill therefore require a particular solution. 

It \hould bl· notl•d 1h.11 thh list doe'> not intend to establish J Wyuenlial or 
lint:.n pron:dun.· for the revitali1ation l':\l'rcise. Then.· is a strong 
interrelalion'>hip amung se,·eral of the items . .md thcreforl' the proredun.· 
'>hould hl' onl· of ">urces\in• iteration'>. 

Checklist for ITRI revitalization 

I. l·m·ironnwnt in which the ITRI \\"•)rk\ 

- c;o\"C:.•rnmenl polici<.•\ and their rhanges undl•r tht.· influ<.•rll"l' of 
new international 1echno-economic condition\ 1 fasl tc·chnologkal 
progress. glnhal rompeti1ion. globalization 1: lhis would he expr('ssed in 
thing'> \Urh .l\ '>hort-run s1;.;bili1.uion polilie'>. opening up of thl' 
economy. and policies for highl'r producti\ ily and rnmpditin~nes<; 
- Stahility of govC'rnment policiC's and programm<'-. 
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- Influence of political and economic uphea\·als. such as w-.irs. 
sudden price ch.mges of raw materials in the international 
market. internal violence. etc. (this marks a strong difference 
between. say. Dt.>nmark and Jordan) 
- Obstades such as the difficulties in importing publications. 

equipment. reactives. supplies 
- Existence of a .. de\'elopment infrastructure" helping the ITRI to 
interrelate "''ith government. industry. and other science and 
technology insticutions 
- Explicit government policies in favour of technological development 
in industry: ta> existing measures C bl measures that may be proposed. 

1. Characteristics of the ITRI 

- °''nership and legal regime of the ITRI 
- Pn~sent ITRI objectives. formal and actual: how do they differ from the 
original objecli\ es 
- ~tacurity of the ITRI 

- Producri\·e sector r sectors to\\-.irds which it is aimed: technoiogical 
areas it cm·ers 
- Clients 
- Ser\'kes 'See Table 1 ) 

3. Resources 

3.1 Financial resouff(>S 
- Origin: 

- Gon•mment. through: a budgetary allocation: grants: <.·ontracts 
for strategic R&D; other 
· Industry. through: membership fees: sales of multidient 
services. including R&D. applicable to a group of companies: sales 
of services. i:icluding R&D. to individual companies 
- Sales of services. including R&D. to other cliems. such as 
government agencies. other S& T institutions. etc. 
- Sales to clients outside the countn.· 
- Income from propietary technology developed or procured by 

the ITRI. through sale. licensing or joint ventures 
- Adequacy of funding: ample. barely sufficiem or subnitical 

3 .Z Human resources 
- Structure of personnel 
- Ien.•l of sciemific and technical st:iff 
- ,\,·ailahility and utilization of outside consultams 

33 Phy\iral resources 
- lw~t•lllations: huildings. equipment. instruments 
- l.omputer system. rommunic"ations network 

3.4 Knowledge and lnform.ition resource\ 

I a) for scientific and technological purposes 



-Documenlalion 
- Libr..uy 
- reception of S&T re\"ie\''· periodicals and publications 
- connection lo s& T information sntems 

- Sdentific and technological inteliigence acti\"ity 
- Personal access to intern~uional scientific and technical infonnalion 

- assistance at technical meetings. locally and overseas 
- training and specialization of scientific personnel. particularly 

through "'tays overseas 
- Participation in collaborati"·e research and other acth·ilies v.ith 

olher local and foreign institutions 
- P.rrtirip•Uion in scientifil networks 

- rse of outside consultants 
- Pr•xun•ment of foreign o 1mmercial technology by purchasing. 

licensing and other mean' 

I b • For economic. commen-i.tl. regulatory and other purposes 
- l.ibran· 
- Reception of puhlication' 
- Cont~Kf'> Y.ith indu\try. g1.wemment. academic circles. and the 

mroia 

-t. '.\tm..igement 

-LI Structural characteristics 
- Organizational structure 
- Flexibility - legal. anu.ll 
- le\ el of management skill'> of persons in managemem positiom 

-t.2 Planning. programing. budgeting. e\·aluation 
- Str Jtegic planning 
- Annual business plans and production orogramme\ 
- Programme formulation for R&D projects and other types of 

anivities 
· BudgNing. formation of rc>sen·e\. internal allocation of 

re.-.ource\ 
- Hficiency \\ith which pro~rammes are implemented 
- h.duation. ex-ante and ex-post 

-t3 Human resource management 
- Rt•crui•ment 
· Tr.tining •md upgrading. including a\<,i\t;.mre to scicntifi~· and 
t ('t°lln ic ~ll C'\ en I\ 
- St.tff c>xchanges \\ith indu">try 
· .-\d<'quary of rc-muneratior.: salary: incentin•s 
- ~1oti\'ation and work di\ripline: a .. university" or a 
"production" setting 
- h ,\luation of penonnel 1wrformann• 
- llt'grft• to which key per.,,onnel i"> retained in rhe long run 
- Rt.•ffuitment and utiliution of outside consultant\, nation.ii and 

foreign 
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5. Outputs and Performance 

- Performance indicators: financial and other t) J>E?S 
- The performance of indi\"idual functions . 

- Research and de\"elopm~nt 
- Type of R&D - basic. applied. adaptive; strategic. 
speculat~\"e. contract research for a client 
- How topics are cho\en 
- Relevance to country's short and long-term needs 
- Relevance to customers• needs 
- Efficiency in performance of research 
- Q.ualir,- of the research 

- Patenting of results 
- Acquisition of foreign technologies that are relevant for local 
use 
- Development of usable. commercial technology packages on the 

basis of research results and technology inputs from outside 
- Transfer of technology lO users 
- Technological services: information. consultancy. testing. 

metrology. extension. etc. 
- Perlormance of ITRI as a pan of the national innovation system 
- Characteristics affecting efficiency and relevance 

6. Relations and cooperation with industry 

- Industry participation in Board and Committees 
- [jnks "ith industry 

- l ypes of links 
- Barriers to demand from industry 
- Policies encouraging such demand 
- Beha\"iour of industrial firms: their technology strategy. their 
need for doing in-house research or using. the ITRI labs; their 
involvement in planning. development and support of the ITRI: 
- Involvement of ITRI in technology transfer to local companies 
from foreign sources 
- Industrial surveys and marketing studi~s made by ITRI 

- Organization of consortia of enterprises for cooperative research 
- Image of ITRI in industry 
- Marketing by ITRI of its services 
- Licensing of technology developed by the ITRI 

7. Cooperation \\ith other national institutiom 

- Cooperation \\ith •1tht>r ITRis 
- Cooperation with b.t~K and applied research institutions which are not 
primarily concerned \\ith industry 
- Cooperation \\ith uni\·ersifies 
- Reinforcemen1 of the "n,uional innovation system" 



8. International l"ooperation 

- ~lultilateral cooper.uion programmes. particularly \\ith l'SlDO and the 
l"\: system 
- Bilateral cooperation progranunes 
- Cooperation \\ith lTRls in developed countries. T\\inning. 
- Cooperation \\ith ITRls in other developing countries. Participalion in 
W-\ITRO and in regional networks. 

(2) Guidelines for the revitalization project 

We now outline how the re\·italization of a particular ITRI may be carried out. 
with the proviso that. since each case has its own characteristics. the actual 
procedure may vary in prar1ire from the ideal sketched below. 

( n lnir1.1l condirions 

The first stage is to carry out a diagnosis of the ITRI in its present state. 
sho"ing its strengths and its shortcomings, as well as the changes taking 
place in its environment. and identifying the possibilities for improving the 
ITRI and transforming ic into an effective institute. The diagnosis may follow 
the different points of the checklist abo\e. 

ll is important to establish whether the ITRI has achievee or not a reasonable 
degree of maturity. and in the latter case. whether it is prim3 facie feasible to 
revitalize it. 

(ii J Dc . .,1gn of chc.• re\·icalized insricuce in irs desirable new sready scare 

The second stage is to design in detail how the revitalized institute should be -
its long term obj<:cth·es. structure. outputs. clients. resources. and so on. This 
would comtitute the new srmdy srare. contemplating the different factors that 
contribu1e to making an effective institute. i.e. one that combines ef:"iciency 
\\ith high impart fa\·ourablc to the country's goals. 

The diagnosis carried out in the first stage would already have the seeds of the 
new de\ign. The checklist would continue to be used in this new stage of 
de5ign in .m iterali\·e way, helping to evolve successive revised and improved 
versions of the design. The first few attempts would aim at setting the basic 
aspens of the new solution: once this is agreed. a more detailed phase would 
follow. specifying in s~c ressive iterations the full particulars of th(' desired 
steady state. 

Herc the \rnrk may recei\·c guidanrc from the findings of the ITRI Project. the 
ll'.trhing'> offered by other GlSl'5, and outside expertise. 

Among 1hc most important aspens to be taken up are tht>Sc related 10 legal 
status and structure. In snm<' cases verv fundamental derisions \\ill han· to tw 
taken rel.Hing to whether the insti1u1e "ill continue in the public sector or 
will be transformed into a private institution. This may require an ex1ensive 
round of rnnsultatiom \\ith different stakeholders. and \\ith the government. 
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(iii J l'ropoSJls for policy adjuscmencs 

As au importam part of the re,·italization process, the policy en\"ironml!m in 
which the ITRI operates should be examined and proposals submitted to the 
go\"ernment for changes and additions. Two groups of policies bearing on 
scientific and technological de,·elopment should be examined: explicit and 
implidL 

hplit"it policies are those that directly address the scientific and technological 
\"ariahle. such as the financial support granted to scientific institutions. a 
scheme for promoting inno\"ation projects in industry, the regulation~ on 
technology transfer from abroad. an educational programme for scientifk or 
technical personnel, etc A re\"iew should be made of the present set of laws. 
regul.uions. policies. mechanisms and institutions that directly affect the 
institute and the technological de\"elopment of the branches it ser\"ices. 
Proposals should be prepared for changes or additions as deemed necessary. 

Impfil·it policies are policies aimed at \"ariables other than science and 
technology. but ha\"ing lateral. unintended and often negath·e effects on it. 
Examples may range from labour laws. aff~cting the institutE"'s flexibility in 
man.tging its human resources. to exchange regulations that make it difficult 
to send scientific personnel to attend meetings O\"erseas. Once again. such 
policies should be examined and proposals prep"1"ed for changes in them. 
Th<>se proposals should be realistic and feasible, covering the modification<. 
and exceptions thar it is possible to obtain. 

1 i\·1 I>esign of che cransicion CO\,ards che ne\\· !iCeady scare 

The fourth stage is to map out how to go from the present state to the new 
steady state. Sequences and time schedules should be established. taking into 
account the need to draft and adopt new policies on the part of go\"emmenl. 
change the legal status and the organizational structure. discontinue 
inadequate staff. hire new personnel. train scientists at home and abroad. 
panirularly in new fields. impan marketing and management training, carry 
out necessary investments in buildings. equipment and other assets. and so on. 
The f'Osts of these items should he carefully estimated and the necessary 
funding should be procured from national and international sources. 

ThL· <.!ifficulties. the' time required. and the costs of the transition \\ill l>e muf'h 
high<•r in th<' ca\(' of an ITRI that has not yet achieved maturity. 

(\"J I>ist·ussicm JJJd appro\·aJ of ChC' proposal 

Onn· the previous stages h.wc been (Ompleted J.nd a full fcasibi:ity report ha'> 
h<·<·n pn·p.tr .. •d. disrus'iions should he h(•ld with the governml·nt and othl·r 
interL''>tl•d arWr\, \\ith the .tim of getting the propo\.il\ approved .ind securing 
sufficient f un<h to carry them out. 

Thi~ will probably require length~ and ('Xten'iin· rounds of negotiation. 
particularly if the imtitute ic; in the public sector. It may he necC'ssary to cul 
or modify the original propo<ial<. . ..\ good deal of lohhying will prohahly hl' 
required. 



The prospect of a long debate derr.ands that the feasibility report should be as 
forceful. positive and dear as possible. Efforts should not be spared for good 
editing and a flawless graphic presentation. 

(~·i) Organizing rhe re\·iralizarion exercise. 

To carry out the first five stages of the above exercise. probably the best 
solution is to appoint a special planning group or task force. including in it 
the best experts in the country. a number of foreign e::q>erts. and some people 
from the ITRI itself. Ample consultations should be held at different moments 
\\ith the •stakeholders· in the country. as was done in Kew Zealand when the 
new cro,,n Research Institutes were established. In this way a broad 
consensus may be built which "ill bring in support for the revitalization 
project. and later for the revitalized ITRI. 

(\·ii) lmplemenrarion of rhe re"·iralizaeion proposals 

Once the previous stages are completed. approval has been obtained. and funds 
have been marshalled, the lnstitute's management may start the task of 
implementing the revitalization proposals. To do so it needs continuing 
support from its sponsors. as well as from government. industry and the 
sdence system. 

It should be remembered that the transition to a new steady state "ill follow an 
.. s .. curve which cannot be overlv accelerated; the ITRI can ooh· start 
producing the expected outputs and results when people. installations and 
proper funding are in place. the new techniques have been Plastered. and the 
clientele has materialized - a process that may take several years. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ROLE OF UNIOO: GUIDELINES 

FOR A PROGRAMME OF ACTION 

3.1 Introduction 

47 

t!NIDO has been instrumental in settint up Industrial Technology Research 
Institutes in many developing countries. and in a~sisting them to develop and 
grow. The joint review carried out by UNIDO and UNDP in 1977 (Case 14) 
covered 33 institutes, a good part of which !lJ.d enjoyed UNIDO technical 
cooperation. After that time UNIDO continued to assist in the creation of new 
ITRls. and in the improvement and expansion of already established ITRis. 

UNIDO also promoted m the late 1960s the creJ.tion of the World Association of 
Industrial and Technobgical Research Organizations. WAITRO. and assisted 
this institution both substantively and financially over the years. Though at 
present this suppon is not as imponant as it used to be some years ago, UNIDO 
continues to participate actively in WAITRO's meetings and biennial 
conferences. and informal talks have been held between both organizations 
for cooperation on subjects such as the networking of the member institutes of 
WAITRO and the training of Directors of institutes from developing countries. 

Technical cooperation and other activities for the benefit of Industrial 
Technology Research Institutes should continue to be an important area of 
concern for UNIDO. However. we suggest that U/\"/DO's efforcs should focus on 
issues of re\'italizacion. 

There are ample reasons for this suggestion. The number of ITRis in 
developing countries is in the hundreds. They employ large contingents of 
high level human resources, and count \\ith a great deal of specialized 
installations. As the 1977 UNIDO-UNDP review showed. in many cases these 
resources were not used effectively, and the institutes had not been able to 
contribute fully to the indu'.'trial development of their own countries. The ITRI 
Project has not contradicted this early finding: more than half of the institutes 
surveyed were far from being effective. 

The opportunity cost of these partly used resources can be very high in 
countries where capital and skilled human resources are scarce. 

Moreover. as we have seen in this paper, the new techno-economic situation 
of the I 990~ places additional burdens on ITRls. New scientific and 
technological fields have to be covered; the range of services offered should 
be expanded in order to satisfy the new needs of industry; the sales of R&D and 
services have to be increased at a time when state support is seriously eroding 
in most countries . 

It is likely that a significant proportion of ITRls in developing countries would 
benefit from efforts aimed at making them more effective in the new 
economic and technological environment of the 1990s. and -ountries would 



also profit from an increase in the effecti\'eness of their ITRls. To this end 
llNIDO may carry out \'ery useful cooperation acti\'ities. ,,·hich can be put 
together in a programme of action to be executed over a number of years. 

In developing the present guidelines for such a programme \'\"e have used 
several inputs: the results of the ITRI Project, the opinions and suggestions of 
the researchers who have participated in the ITRI project. and the importam 
contributions made b\· K. \'enkataraman and P. Ellwood of l"'.'\100. to whom we 
are especially grateful. 

3.2 Elements for a UNlDO Programme for the Revitalization of 
Industrial Technology Research Institutes 

The purpose of this programme \Vould be to facilitate the tr .msformation of 
existing ITRls into sustainable and effective institutions. in the face of the 
challenges brought about by the new conditions of the I 990s. 

The programme includes promotional. research and techni~al cooperation 
activities. some of which would be carried out centrally t-y l "'.'\100 as a support 
to field acth·ities in member countries. 

( 1) Diffusion and sensitization 

The previous experience nf l"SIDO, and the results of the ITRi Project. have 
allowed the Organization to accumulate a great deal of knowledge ,\bout the 
problematique ot ITRls in developing countries as they fare the new techno
economic situation of the 1990s. 

(al Diffusion. 

This knowledge should be v.idely diffused to those who may profit from it. 
through publications. workshops and meetings. l'l\"IDO should St.'ek for this 
purpose the cooperation of IDRC. which is very interested in fo~tering the 
application of the results of research it has sponsored . 

. .\ special group to be aimed is that of ITRI Directors. for which regional 
meetings may he held to discuss the issues uncovered in the ITRI Project. This 
could be done \\ith the cooperation of WAITRO. Such meeting., could also 
discuss the possibilitic\ of collaboration among ITRls through C()operation 
networks and other means which are mentioned below. 

Small and medium cntreprises are another group to be especially targeted. ard 
here l"~ll>O could join forces with interested partiec; in certain de\"C'loping 
counrries to m.1kc S\lb aware of their needs for sdence .md technology inputs 
and of th!! role that could ne fulfilled by local lTR:s. 

(hi Sc>n.'iiri7.itinn 

:\ t.isk of sensitization of policy makersshould be em·isaged in order to build 
tht.•ir aw.1n.•nf!ss of rhos(• issues and transmit to them th(! importance of 
rc1·italizing institutes that were established time ago and hJ.\"C not evolved 
adequatc>ly. This may be done through carefully prepared briefings. and 



through short texts \\ritten for non-specialists - a "20 minute read" as Prof. 
Oldham has put it. 

Once again. l'NIDO could seek the collaboration of IDRC in the sensitization 
activities it undertakes. 

(2) Studies 

The ITRI Project has mainly consisted of a number of case studies of ITRis in 
the Larin American region, which have employed a common mechodological 
approach. Two other cases. in Canada and New Zealand. have provided useful 
perspectin~., for comparison. The presenc author \••as able to collecc useful 
information in some ocher cases. which has thro"n additiC'11al light on the 
issues analyzed. 

Even though the complexit) of the subject and the limited time available ha,·e 
not aliowed as deep and detailed a work as would otheraise have been 
desirable. tht.> Project has been able to produce much useful empiri~al macerial 
in a pr0blem area where before there had mostly been general descriptions 
and un~tructured essays. 

The impulse gachered in this work should not be lost. Further research should 
be em·isaged to deepen our understanding of ITRis and their problematique, 
and to cover ITRls in other geographical regions. 

For chis purpose the follo\\ing accions are suggested: 

la) \\'orkshop ro rt..>\ ·iew the results of the ITRI Projecl and idencify further 
research acri,·iries 

This would be a two- or three-day meeting, organized by UNIDO and co
sponsored by IDRC and WAITRO. It could be held in early 1994, \\ith a limited 
number of participants, not more than 20. which would include 
represemaci\·e~ from the sponsoring organizations. some of the researchers 
involved in rhe ITRI Project, and outside experts. Plans could be made for 
another round of studies, to be started in the second half of 1994, dealing \\ith 
some of the areas mentioned in the following subsections. Collaboration on 
diffusion and sensitization activities could also be discussed. and plans drawn 
up. 

(b) Research on issues common ro mosc ITRJs 

This would be research aimed at a deeper understanding of lTRls and their 
problems. as global techno-economic conditions continue to change and 
countries adopt nl.'w types of economic and industrial policies. Some possible 
subjects could be: 

- Issues of ITRI efficiency and effectiveness; development of indicators. 

- Benchmarking for comparison purposes. 

- Organizational models adequate for iTRis. 

- Application of modern management techniques in ITR!s. 
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- Problems in the marketing of ITRI outputs. 

- Development of teaching materials for training in management and in 
marketing topics. 

(c) Empirical studies of JTRh in other regions 

Further rounds of empiric.ti research should be envisaged in developing 
countries' insritutes in other regions of the world - Africa, Asia, the Middle 
East and Eastern Europe. The methodology employed in the ITRI Project would 
probabiy hd' e to be adapted co the different general conditions in each of 
these regions - for instance. the presence of mainly non-mature ITRh in 
Africa, and the peculiar situation of institutes in Eastern Europe that are 
caught in a rransition process towards the free market. 

<d> Analysis of the applicability of ITRJ Project results to other rype5 of 
scientific ;md rechnological insrirurions 

~tuch of what has been learned in the ITRI Project would appear to be 
applicable to other applied S&T institutions in developing countries. such as 
university-based applied laboratories. applied research laboratories. 
agricultural research insritutes and technological service organizations. We 
suggest that a study should be conducted on this subject. Th~ resulcs could be 
extremely helpful for the attempts now being made to make all of science and 
technology more relevanr to the development objectives of developing 
countries. 

( 3) Data base 

We suggest that C\;IDO should develop a data base of industrial technology 
research imtitutes in the w<•rld. This would require a careful definition of an 
ITRI. as a prdude to a surYey of .zxisling ITRis and the collection of 
information on chem according to pre-established guidelines. Results of the 
ITRI Project case studies ~rnd other studies would also be included. 

The data base would be useful for UNJOO and other international and national 
organizations interested in !TRI issues. and for the JTRis themselv~s. to help 
them understand the universe of which they are members. become aware of 
the problems and solutiom of other ITRIS. and establish cooperation with 
ITRJs wor)d\\ide. 

( 4) Technical cooperarion 

The infornurion presented in this paper about specific institutes that h.ln~ 
been studil'd in the ITRI Project, and the suggestions made on how a 
re\'iralization exercise may he conducted. may constitute a starting poinr for a 
technical cooperation programme by t:NfDO aimed at assisting in ITRI 
revitalization. 

This pro6r.tmmc would have two rypcs of acti\·ities: 
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(aJ Ad\'ison- serYices 

Short-term advisory services would be provided. utilizing expert consultants 
from a special roster. The main purpose of these missions. lasting from a 
couple of weeks to three months. would be to examine the situation of an ITRI. 
its capabilities and its problems. in the light of the expectations of the 
government and other sponsors. and to recommend a way of solution, which 
may involn• the revitalization of the institute. Advisory services could also be 
aimed at specific prohlems such as the impro,·ement of relations with 
industry. the setting up of a marketing department or the development of 
capabHities in a new field 

( bJ Re,·italizacion pro;eccs 

This activity would invoh·e l'NIDO for substantial periods of time. typically 18 
to 30 months. and would render assistance to the complete revitalization 
process described in tht• UGuidelines for the re\·italization project". Section 4.2 
abo\·e. 

The first phase of assist.mce would be in the preparation of the revitalizaton 
project. This would comprise the following stages: (i) analysis of the initial 
conditions. (ii) design of the revitalized institute in its desirable new steady 
stare. (iii) drafting of proposals for policy adjustments. (iv) design of the 
transition towards the new steady state. (v) discusion and approval of the 
proposal. and fvi) organization of the revitalization exercise. 

The second phase. implementation of the revitalization project. would involve 
l ''trX> either in an advisory capacity or in an executing capaciry. In the latter 
cas~ it would perhaps he preferable to perform this task through a separate 
project. since it would prohably require experts "irh a different background 
than those in the first phase. 

( S) Training 

This is an important instrument for l·~mo in its purpose of helping to 
improve the efficiency and effrrtin•ne.,s of ITRls in developing countries. 
Two main types of training anivities are prop<>sed: 

(a J Training of scientific and wchnical p('rsonnl'l in subsranrin• an·as 

Th<.' cases <,tudi(•s in thl' ITRI Project have shown a need for further learning 
on the· part of junior .,,i(•ntists and technologist., who an• recruited fresh from 
l'niversity. They may require training in theoretical and practical a<,pects. 
This may he carried out .it home or ahroad. 

S<.•nior p<.•opll• would principally he in need of spt•dfic tramrng opporturntJt•<, 
in n<.·w technology field.,, through stay., at first rate research institution., 
ahroad where they can participate in advanced res<.•arch activitie<,. 

l ·smo can help to identify training opportunities internationally, in 
universiti<.''>. rl•search institution., and othl•r ITRI.,, and to mar.,hall the 
necessary f un<h for individual or group training. An interesting possibility is 
to organize training programmes for ITRI personnel at the two l'.!\:JDO
spomon·d imtitutiom lor•1ted in Trie.,te. Italy: thP lntPrnational Centre of 
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Science and High Technology. and the International Centre of Genetit 
l'.ngineering and Biotechnology. Both are well prepared to undertake thi'> task. 
Their emphasis so far has mainly been on the training of scientists from 
universities and research centres. but it should be possible for them to addres'> 
scientific and technical personnel from ITRis. For the Trieste institutions this 
change of focus may allow them to have a higher impact on development. 
since ITRI personnel is much closer to the productive sector and can b<: 
expened to apply in practice their new knowledge "ith little delay. 

I bJ Tr;,iining of managers 

.-\n important finding of the ITRI project is th.J.t in most c.l'>t.'S ITRI Din•ctor'> 
and their collaborators in top management would benefit from training 
progr J.mmes specifically aimed al building up their management skills. 
including marketing aspects. Of the Latin American ITRls studied. the Chile 
found.uion offers the best example of how attention to this feature can bring 
about ar. effective operation. The Foundation's managers were trained 
through working '4.ith a foreign associated institution. However. this would 
not Sl>em to he a real possibility in the case of other ITRls . 

.-\ specific programme for the training of ITRI managers could be organized 

.md implemented by t ·;o.;mo. Thi'> could have a \'ery wide co,·erage in a 
relatin~ly short time. through a succession of courses held in differ-enc part'> 
o! the world. 

Perhc.tp'> a fully fledged training programme of this nature should be preceded 
hy a more modest effon. which would allow l SIDO to try out the he'>t approach. 
;-efine the methodology. build up the teaching materials. and put together a 
team of '>pecialists as imtrurtors. In this case. rs mo could follow up on an 
informal proposal to train ITRI Directors made by WAITRO. the World 
.-\ssoci.uion of Industrial Technology Research Organizations. We now turn to 
thi'> course of action . 

. ·\ joint l SIPO-\\:.\JrRO prugrmm1e fur the cr;,iining of ITRI Diredors 

.·\I thl' l'nd of I 992 \\..\ITRO officiah informally approached lSflX). through 
!ht: prt•'>ent author. to indicate the interest of their organization in th<: 
training of ITRI Din.'<·tors. and suggested that both institutions could 
roll.thoraw in de\"(:loping and l·.trrying out a programme for that purpo'>e. 

Thl' il.k.t discussed with \\',\ITR< > at that time was that a first cour'>e could hl· 
held in the '>l'Cond p.lrt of i<J 1)3. The output of the 11 RI project r<Juld he U'>l'd 
.l'> one of the '>ets of ll·a•hing m.ueri.th. The course would also include a 
strong practical. h.tnLh-on component. through enabling each panicip;.:nt 
10 spl'nd '>Oml' time in a well-f unnioning ITRI. 

In ronversatiom th.ti the present author held with the President of 
\\ ..\llRO. Dr R. ~igam. a p<>'>sihk structun.• for th<· c<1ur'><' wa'> em·i'>aged. The 
participant'> would he ITRI Director\, or per'>on'> ahout to h<.>rome Director'>. 
and their numb(.•r W'>uld not ht· higher than 20. Th<· course would han· .1 

minimum duration of on<.· month. with two-third'> theory and one-third 
practical involvem<·nt of each participant as the: "shadow" of the Director 
of a succ<•ssfully run ITRI. Thi\ may be translated into two full weeks of 
thPory. followed hy ahout two week.-. of practice and a thr<'<'-day roundup 



and discussion. To keep do\'\.n rosts. the tht.>oretical pan of the course. as 
well as the final discussion sessions. could be held in a location close to the 
half a dozen ITRls where practical training took place. A \'enue in Europe. 
such as \"ienna or Trieste. would be appropriate. Dr !\igam suggested as an 
altemati\'e that t;•e course could be hosted b,· the Shriram Institute in 
Delhi I where Dr r\igarn is the [)irector) and the. pankipants could be sent 
for their practical training to selected ITRls in India. This would lower the 
costs e\'en f unher. 

A first course of this nature could take plai."e in mid-1994 I rather than the 
original I C)<J3 date proposed I. giving t.•nough timl' for planning the cnur'it.'. 
searching for funds and allm,ing the outputs of tht.• ITR! projt.•\"l :o hec:J11W 
~l\·ailable. Should this first course be successful. .i series of such courses 
could be en\'isaged. making this a regular ani,·it~ to he t·.1rried out jointly 
hy l ""'.'HOO and \\'"AITRO. 

({l) Cooperation with ITRls of developed countries 

Perhaps one of the best ways for an ITRI to impro•:e its efficiency .md de,·elop 
ito, knowhow in new areas of knowledge is to cooperate closely with a firc;t 
class industrial research institution in a de\'eloped country. through visits. 
stays. training and joint research projects. This has been done frequently in 
the pa'it hy some serious scientific institutions in de\'eloping countries: for 
instance. the '.\tetaliurgical laboratory of the Atomic Energy Commission of 
Argentina wac; for many years collaborating with the l'S's South \\"ec;t 
Research Institute. Y.ith \'ery good results. 

Th0ugh such cooperation may be done informally. formal agreements .tre 
prohahly more effecti\'e, as a result of a \\Titten understanding which \\ill 
often include a programme of action. The cooperation may he carried out on a 
commerci.il hasis. \\ith the outside institution recei\'ing fees for che scrYices it 
renders. Or it may take place at no cost to the de\"(~loping country ITRI. for 
instance if thc> arti\'ities recei"e funding from thc> cooperating ITRl's m'n 
go\'ernmc>nt or from another source such as a private foundation. 

:\ particularly interesting mechanism is the 'twinning' of the.• cooperating 
institution... which implies a stahle relationship in which th<' sl'nior 
institution takes on a special concern for its junior p.irtner. 

l "'.'\IDO m.1y carry out two acti\·ities in rel.ition to this issue. First. it m.iy 
analyz<· the experience of a numh<.>r of ITRI'> rl'g<trding collahoration \'\'ith 
outside.• institutions. Reo,earch on this may he started hy inserting a f<.>w items 
in tht.· que'itionnairc.• st•nt to ITRls for thl' purpose of de\'eloping the data ha'i<.' 
mentiom·d aho\'l': onre information is rollerted. a few ra'ie'i can he 'ielerted for 
det•lil<·d analyc;is. Secondly, liNIDO ran guide ITRls to find a suitahk partr.c•r 
and to l''>tahlish thc> hcst possihle typc> of relationship. 

(7) Cooperation among ITRls of developing countries 

The presc.•nt author feels that cooperation and networking among thl' ITRl'i of 
dt.•\·c•loping countries can he a powc•rful in~trumC'nt in thl'ir favour. and that 
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this should preferab'y be envisaged in a subregional or regional arena. ''ith 
expliC'it lJNIOO support. 

In a short paper prepared by request of the W.AJTRO Consultati\"e Committee. in 
October 1<)92. the present author suggested that !he WAITRO network should be 
consolidated and considerably strengthened if it is to become a true system 
that \'\ill assist members to expand into new technological fields. increase their 
efficie~KY and heighten thei1 impact on ~ustainable industrialization. Crucial 
aspens of this consolidation are a stronger. more stable Secretariat. and a 
significantly higher level of funding. Such a course of action would help 
improve the value of WAITRO to its memoer organizations. particularly those 
in the den~lopin~ world. 

Perhaps a suggestion of this nature would not be easy to follow on the part of 
WAITRO. since quite apart from the practical problem of gathering the.• 
necessary funds. there is bound to be a problem in establishing a network 
\'\ith members that are very different - strong. powerful ITRls from developed 
countries; weak. not yet mature ITRls from Africa: problem-ridden ITRls from 
Eastern Europe. etc. 

It is preferable. in the opinion of the present author. to create coopera~ion 
networks of ITRls in certain subregions (like the Mahgreb and ASI:AN) or in 
whole regions .. -\s an example of the advantages to be gained by this. and of the 
characteristics and activities of such a necwork. we present below a concrete 
proposal for the creation of a network in Latin America. This may be the basis 
for similar proposals in other parts of the ·world. 

Larin American lnduscrial Technology lnsricures Secwork ( RITALJ 

There are numerous advantages in creating a cooperation network among 
the several dozen institutes devoted to industrial technology in the 
different countries of Latin America. Such a network. which could be 
named "Red de lnstitutos de Tecnologia Industrial de America Latina". 
RITAI., would link together its member ITRh and facilitate their 
cooperation. 

The network would allow the member institutes to profit from each other·s 
exp<·ri<•ncr_'. C'Xchange scientific personn<>l. carry out joint rc>search and 
other activicies. and negotiate jointly \\ith international organizations and 
foreign rl'search institutions. It would help them to rollaboraw in a 
numb<•r of applied scientific and technological fields. and to participate in 
a joint lc>arning effon. at a time when a single ITRI of small to moderate 
size I ac; is u<,ually the case in I.at in America) finds it increasingly difficult 
to l\c>ep up to date and to develop and maintain an expertise on its own in 
the fields of work it has chosen. particularly those involving new 
technolo~ie<,. 

The main d('ments in the network would be the follm,ing ( :\raoz, I 981 ): 

( I) The nodes. i.e. th(' institut('s that would make up th(' networl\. Th('y may 
asc;um<· diffc>rent charact<'ristics. but in general would hav<• a strong 
component of R&D and technological services aimed at industry. 



An operational definition of what constitutes an eligible ITRI should be 
estahlished heforehand. and the candidate members should c-omply \\ith it. 
For instance. the network may or may not include Mcapti\'e" R&D labs 
\'\ithin industrial companies. or univer-sity labs e\·en though oriented to 
industry . 

.-\ sun·e\· sh1 •ulJ be carried out to identifr the likel\· c.mdid.nes before 
attempting to constitute the network. Tbe numher of memher-; from 
different countries would \'ary a<.-cording to the country's size and the 
stage of its industrial de\·elopment: a large country like Brazil has many 
more ITRl'.i that are potential memhen than a small O!lf: like Ecu.ldor. 

( !.. ) The nucleus. or- central unit of the network. in charge ol coordin • .uing 
the acti\-ities carrit>d out '4.ithin the network. This could h<> organized as ._, 
Secretariat which would he independent of the nodes but would report w a 
Board made up of the latter's representati\·es. 

The Secretari.H should be small, \\ith very few professionals under fixed.
term contract\ t to a\"<lid rreating a bureaucracy). \\llem·\·<.'r nen•so;..1ry it 
would employ consultants to de\'elop projects. ("arry om ;oint acti\'itic..•s. etc. 
It should operate flexibly. but at the same time enjoy a good mea'.'>ure of 
imtitutional stability. Thi'.i may be obtained by attaching it to a regional 
project sponsored by l rs mo. In this way it could count \\.ith a a chief 
offict>r for St.•cretary1 and supporting staff. hired for se\'eral years. and 
budgetary resources CO\'ering structural costs during that period. 

The Set:retariat would actin~ly organize and promotl' variou\ types ol flows 
between th<.• nodes. and joint acti\·ities among them. It !!.hould tx> pn•pareJ 
to help institutes in their development and impro\·ement. for instance hy 
org.rnizing wchnical and training programmes for them. particul.irly a'> 
part of revitalization efforts. It would also en~age in acti\·iti<.'\ relating to 
information. training. the holding of symposia and meetings. consultatiom 
on different aspects of industrial technology, relations with institution\ 
outside the region. and so on. 

f 3) Tht.• links between tht' nodes. or channels through which llow\ would 
t.tkP place .. \ smooth circulation of flows d<.'pend\ on stahlt.• and rdi.1hl<• 
link'>. The es1ahlishment of such links i~ one of the more importanl ta'>ks 
the nuclt>us \hould undertake at the time the network is created. 

Traditional link\ include postal and telephom· t>xchange\. pl'riodir 
new'.'>ktl<.'r'.'> and hull<.•tms. p<.•riodic meetings. formal consulta1ion 
mechanisms. and 1 very importantly> informal personal contact.-, of 
difft·rt'nl r~T'''>. 

'.\ton· modern me1hods would include fax. electronic mail, tcleconfert•nring. 
rompuwr-has<.•d lihr.&ri<.•s. and oth<.•r such means. :\ di.-,tant po\\ihility would 
ht• '>nme 1ype of satellite linkage as W.lS proposed \Orne yearc, ago hy th<.• 
\\'..\f"p~o Secr<.•t•lri~lt. 

l·H Thl' nows cirrnl.lling 1hrough the network, lx•t\wen the nucl<.•u\ and 
t ht' nod<'c,. and h<'!W<.'<.'n th<.• nodes themselves. Such flows may include th<· 
following typ<.•c, of "knowl<.•dg<.• resources": I al knon-/<>JJ:C'. comprising in 



the fir'>t place substantin.• tscientitic .ind tt:chnologkal) knowledge on the 
diff<.•renl hard and soft fields cm·ered hy tht.• ITRls in the nerwork a second 
category of knowledge would be policy and management knowledge 
relating 10 the organization. development .md operation of an ffRI: (bl 
rcchnology. usually in the form of .. p . .H·kages .. of readily applicable 
solutions rather than just a re-search finding or .. basic .. engineering 
knowhow : \ c) rechnic~ll and scienrific sen·ices. such as analyses. 
dncumentation. engineering. training syllahuses and materials. advice on 
\~trious prohlems. formulation of programmes and pn,jens. etc: and td) 
informa1ion and inrelligence. on knowledge resources. sot·ial and 
t'l:onomi·· suhjects. spt..>c.·ific experiences. e1t·. 

'.\l.un· •>I thl''>L' nows \\ill originate \\ithin tht." network. often as .1 result of 
1oint- ~•cti\·itit.•\. There may he significant flow\ coming from the oulsidt'. for 
in'>t.mn.• tho\e captured through te,:hnology monitoring and asse .. sment in 
diHen.·nt fields. which would ideally be circulated throughout tht· network. 

P.1nicul.ir i'>'>Ul'~ may come up in tlw ca\e ol flow'> o~ 1echnology whert• 
propietary right:; or commercial considt>r~ltiorn, may imped<.' free 
tr~mc;mi.,c;ion to 01her nodes. 

1.::; 1 Tht.· joinl activities undenakl·n by two 1)r morl' memhl'n of tht• 
ne1work. such as: resl•arch and de\·dopment projects: tl'chnology 
moniloring: technology assessmem: training courses: lhe establishmenr of 
.-ommnn ,1-~ndards. specifica1ions. procedures. norms and <·odes: the 
formulat:nn of common policiec;. for in\t.mcl' for joint anion at the 
intl'rn.tlional level. elc. 

Tht.•\t' .h·tj\·ities m.iy hl' set up .ind c.irried our .l'> prnjl'l·ts. which should hl' 
t".lrl'lully prepared hy lh(' pankipating nnd<.•s \\ith .lS'>istance from lhe 
St.•cn~t.tri.lt. Joint project'> should be adequ.udy funded. from sources other 
th.m thl' regular budget of the network .. \ joint projen \'\ill constitule a 
ll'mpnrary <·ooperation ne1work around a \mgk topic. and \'\"ill ~enerate 
intc•n\t' llow\ b<.•(w('('n the panicipanling node\. 

R&P proit'CI\ would tx.• of 1wo IYJW'>. In the lirst place. ih<.•y may rekr 10 
\Uh'>t~mtin• qu<.•stiom in a panicular '>rienlific or lffhnical field. S<'<·ondly. 
th<.•y may de.~i with policy issm•s which need .. policy research~ of a 
multidi\ciplinary natun·. po'i\ihly with lhe p.trtit·ipation of t•conomi\t\. 
\oci.il \Cil·nti\IS. lawyers. t•tc. 

11>1 Tht.· objectives pursued hy tht.• network memht.•rs 1hrough llll' 
lundioning of lh(• n<.•twork. :\ wt of long 1<•rm ohj<.•ctin·s \hould h<.• 
'.1rdully spdlt•d out wht•n designing thl' nt•twork .md 'ihould gain tht• 
.1gret•nwnt of the founding memh<.•r\. It snould tx.· po\\ihk 11; modrfv th(.'m 
\\hl'n nllwr in\titution\ j1;in the network or when circum\t.mn_•\ 1~h.mg<.-. 
Short t<'rm t~tctical ohj('nin•s to guidC' activitie.-. in th<' nNwork should tw 
.1doptl·d at tlw pt•riodic m<.'l'ling-. lannu.11 or hi-annual\ of th<.· Hoard. •md 
would normally he expre~\ed in a work progr.lmme for th<' coming period. 
i tli\ m•l~ t"lt• dr.tft<.•d hy the S<•c-rt•tari.tt on tht• hac;ic; of c;ugge-.lion .. hy th<.• 

111 ith•\. 

1 ;"°) Thl' funding of th<.• S<.•Cf(.'l.1ria1 and of the ac11v111e\ to he c.lfried out 
w1h111 llw ll<'lwort.. ·1 ht• imponanrP of rhi' <"iPffi('ht \hould not ht· 
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minimized. since the smooth and eflkient functioning of the network 
depends on it. Pluriannual budgets should be prepared and financial 
resources gathered: prnjens and joint ~Ktivities should not be started if 
specific funding is not .1ssured. The main sources of funding \\uuld be the 
pankipating institutes themselves. whch should contribute a membership 
foe. and co\"er part (sometimes am of their 0\'\11 expenses in activities in 
which they participate. Other sources would be international cooperation. 
preferably through l!SfllO: bilateral cooperation: various foundations. etc. 

The RlT..\l network should ultim.ltely be1.:ome a true cooperation system. 
Thi<> requires that sen·ral conditions he met: dearly defined long tC'rm 
c Phje1.:tin~s that an.· shared by the member instilUtes: firm and stable links 
among the la.Her: an intense circulation of flows so that systemic 
relatiomhips are established through them: the sharing of flow\ c mainly 
information. knowledge and technology) originating in outside 
institutionc;: joint 3ctivities rarried out \\;th sufficient continuity: . If these 
conditions are obtained. and the network acquires systemic characteristics. 
there \'\ill be a much higher probability that the efforts and resources 
~•ssigned to cooperation in RITAL will produce high returns. through a 
signitican• imprO\·ement of the efficiency and efficacy of the member 
institutions . 

.-\ feasibility study should be prepared before constituting RITAL This 
study. which could be funded by l'Nll>O. should indicate whether the 
network is \"iable from the technical. political and financial points of vie·.\· . 
.ll1d should pro\"ide an initial de~ign as well as a preliminary budget for at 
leac;t three years of operation. If the findings are positive. a meeting could 
take plare \\ith the participation of the most important candid3te memhcn. 
in order to discuss such findings and. if all goes weli. to launch the 
network. 

(8) Cooperation with other international organizations 

Sen.·r .ii international organizations are interested in improYing the 
perform.inn· .md impart of industrial iechnology research organizatiom . .ind 
l ·"'mo should explore how to rollahorate \\ilh them for thi\ purpose . 

.-\ firtst s1ep hJ') lx>cn tJken in the coll.1hor.1tion \'\ith IDRC on the ITRI Projl'rt. 
which h.is heen n~ry succec;c;ful. We han· already suggested that hoth 
in'>litutions should continue their roll.iboration in actiYities of diffusion. 
\ensitiz.llion and n.•\earch. and that they could identify 'ipecific an•as for 
roopl'r .ltion 1hrough a work\hop which I :...;nx) nmld organize . 

.-\ numtwr of .igenl°it'\ in tlw I nited '.\ations system .1rt· active in ~cienn· .md 
ll•chnolo~y affairs. •tnd { "'.\llX> should explore the possihiliry of rnllahor~uing 
\\ii h th(•m on JTRI issues. f-xamples an.· l"~llP. l ",fSTD. n.:CTAD. F".:f:SCO. II O 
•llld lhl' I·'.'\ Rl'gional honomir Commissions. These ag(•ncie'> met.'I periodic.lily 
at J 'iperi3lil<:d t ., T .tsJ.. Forre dl'.tling in que\fion\ of sciPnn· and tl·rhnology. 
I ·'\mo should pr<'sent its ITRI Re\ itali1ation Progr;imm<' at the nC'xl me<'ting CJf 
this group. and explorC' what cooperation could he c>stahlished to implc>ment 
that programme. Additionally. tht> ques1ion of the aJlplicability of tht' ITRI 
Projl•rt findinr,'> to oth(•r typt'\ of sci(•nce <lnd lt>chnology institutions should 



be explored and possible collaboratiVt.' projects on this should also be 
identified. 

Cooperation v.ith the European Community. and v.ith some of its programmes 
like FA~-T. should also be explored by V~IDO. among other things. the K is 
increasingly interested in the problems of scientific and technological 
an:i,·icy in che countries of !:astern Europe. an area which is also of concern to 
l;~lOO. 

finally. l";\IDO '>hould endeavour to cooperate \\ith \\'AITRO. which is an 
intt•rnational 'ffg~mization of a non-governmencal cype. We mention below a 
f e,,· ide.l'> on Chh: 

On l Sf[)O supporc for. md cooper.Ilion wich. \\:.\ITRO 

ITRh han.• a world\\ide associati0n. the World ..\ssociation of Industrial 
Technology Re.-.earch Organizations. \\'AITRO. which has a membership of 
some 100 institutes from both developed and den•loping countries. VKIDO 
had an impon.mt role in the establishmenc of WAITRO in the early 19/(h. 
and kept a '>ignificant level of support until some years ago. when 
principally due to financial shortages this support has been sharply 
n>duced. 

hpenations .\hout WAITRO"s impacc in helping the ITRls of developing 
nmntries h.•n· only been partially fulfilled. and WAITRO as an 
organization i'> facing a number of problems. It has not been able to attract 
instilutc•., from cercain important developed councries like the l'S.-\. 
<~erm;iny and J.lpan. and it has lost some members. particularly from Latin 
America. It'> nn . .mcial means have suffered a decrease. which has resulted 
in a '>mailer hudgel for the biennium 1992-94. 

\\._.\ITR<Ys Bo.mi. howl'H~r. has expressed a clear desire to expand the 
mt.•mhl'r'>htp. hoth in developing and developed countries. and carry out .l 

'>ignifi\.int progr.imme of work. 

\\' .. \ITl\O is potl'mially a very important organization for the den.•loping 
countrie<,. Th1..•n• art.· sen•ral ways in which it ran ~l'><>isc JTRls to 1mpron: 
their dfectin•ne<>'> in providing industry \\ith the technological and R&D 
'>l.'rvin.•., rt-quin·d to face the new techno-economk condition'> of the 1 <)<)().,. 

One of tht·m i'> the establishment of cooperation links between well 
developed. c>fkctive ITRls and those that need expansion. upgrading and 
improvement. This can go :111 the way from ccx>peration in specific project<, 
to the wt\\inning" of institutes. a practice that W.-\JTRO wants to revive. 
Ocher ways are study tours. seminan and courses. and technical 
cooper.uion to gi\"e advice to ITRls. The Work Plan for 1<)93-lJ-1 induci_.., 
st.>ver.il artlon' of thi., type in the chapter entitled ··Wr\ITRO str.itegic plan 
for imtitutional capafity building ... This document also inrludes 
'>Uggt•\tion'> for action regarding S!\ll:s. l·m·ironment. \\"omen in 
Technology .mJ Terhnologiral lnform.uion. All the.,<..· fields are of direcl 
concern to l"\,;IP'>. 

The pn.•\t.•nt .lUlhor fods that l :snx> would be well .ld,·isc·d to resume clo'>t' 
collahor .it ion with W.-\lTRO. 
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This may be done in a number of ways that would not require significant 
financial resources. such as im·iting WAITRO to join in the sponsoring of 
further research on ITRls. to which it would contribute advice and the 
experience of its members. and helping WAITRO to distribute information 
products through the INTIB network. Other areas for collaboration would 
require the formulation of specific projects and the search for funding. 
such as the training course for ITRI Directors. to which \Ye have ref erred 
above. 

(9) The synergy with other UNIDO programmes 

F!'\'IDO has a number of current programmes with which tht: ITRI 
Revitalization Programme could cooperate. This could be done in such a way 
that s~nergistic effects take place. each collaborating programme helping the 
other co increase its efficiency and outputs. 

One way of doing this is to employ installed capacity in ITRis as an input to 
activities in those programmes. and ~o use the latter to push the ITRls into 
areas new to them (for instance. activities related to technology transfer. 
investment promotion and feasibility studies). 

Here is a prelimary list of l'.:'•:100 programmes \\ith which the new programme 
in ITRI re,·italization could fruitfully cooperate: 

I a> Operations-Technology. 

I b) Industrial Institutions. particularly in the area of technical institutions 
and in that of planning. 

(c) Transfer of Technology - advisory and training activities 

Id) Technology ~tanagement 

( e) Industrial and Information Technology Bank 

( f) lm·cstment Promotion 

1 g) feasibility Studies 

(h) Training 

l"'.'IDO should explore the possibilities of synergistic collaboration hctween the 
Programme propmed in the present Guidelines and other existing programmes 
in l :!'\'mo. This may ti<.> done through a series of meetings once the> present 
Programm<.> has been de,·elopcd in detail. 



CHAPTER 4 

CASEBOOK 

The Casebook comprises twenty-one texts of three diff el·ent types. all of which 
v..-e have labelled "Cases" for the sake of simplicity. 

The first group of eight cases consists of summaries of the case studies carried 
out under the ITRI Project, six of them on Latin American ITRis and the other 
two on New Zealand and Canada. (Two other cases studies in Latin America 
under the same project have also been summarized very briefly in Case 19 
below). 

Case I. Fundaci6n Chile: Technology transfer and diffusion through 
demonstration enterprises 

Case 2. Brazil: CODETEC 

Case 3. Chile: ~IEC 

Case 4. Argentina: New outlook for CIMM 

Case 5. Central America: ICAITI, a regional ITRI 

Case 6. Colombia: The demise of UT 

Case /. New Zealand: Science restructuring and new modalities of 
industrial research 

Case 8. Canada: Some recent initiatives in industrial research 

The second group of five cases includes summaries of additional cases from 
other sources. four of them about Asian ITRls and the fifth about a first-rate 
research university in the United States. These cases do not follow the 
methodology .:dopted f0r the ITRI Project, and therefore they arc not strictly 
comparable to the cases in the first group above. However, we have felt them 
to be worthy of inclusion since they cover other geographical areas of the 
world. and add to our understanding of the issues facing ITRis and of what may 
be done about them. 

Case 9. India: The National Chemical Laboratory 

Case 10. Thailand: Towards reforming the Thailand Institute of 
Scientific and Industrial Research 

<:asc 11. Taiwan: The Industrial and Technological Research Institute 

Case 12. Pakistan: Improving science-industry links 

Case 13. llnited States: Interactions of MIT with industry 

• 



The third group of eight cases summarizes texts of a more general nature: they 
ref er to groups of ITRls, focusing on the issues they face. The first text is abcut 
the conclusions of an important evaluation study of ITRis made some years ago 
jointly by UNIDO and tTNDP: many of the conclusions are still valid today. 

Case 14. UNIOO-FNDP: h·aluation study of industrial research and 
service institutes 

Case 15. WAITRO Seminar: Observations on ITRls 

Case 16. Europe: Cooperatin• research between ITRh and small 
industries 

Case 17. Europe: Contract Rt.>s1.•arch Organizations 

Case 18. Brazil: Industrial R&D lmtitutions 

Case 19. Death of an ITRI: four examples 

Case 10. ITRI Project: Role of ITRls and proposed guidelines for cast• 
studies 

Case 21. India and China: High technology R&D institutions 
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CASE I 

FUNDACION CHILE: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND DIFFUSION THROUGH 
DEMONSTRATION ENTERPRISES 

The Chile Foundarion offers a \·e1')" inreresring conrr.1sr ro rhe 
usual indusrrial rechnology research insrirurion in a de\·e/oping 
counrry. Jr is self-susraining. sho\\'S a srrong commercial ourlook. 
hardly makes research. and ha.'f had a srrong impacr on the 
produCCi\·e acriricies of the counrry in key exporr seClors. This 
re\·ien· of irs approach and acCi\·ities is tx1sed on a paper by ]. 
Cordua. "Roi de Ios insriruros recnologicos indusrriales en el nue\·o 
conrexro social y economico mundial: Esrudio de casos de 
Fundacion Chile". Fundacion Chile. Sanriago. 1-ebruary 1993. 

1. INTRODUCllON 

The main activity of the Chile Foundation is not research and development. but 
rather bringing into the country proven knowho,,· in areas of commercial 
importance and carrying out an active task of technology transfer and 
diffusion to lncal users. This is done through traditional methods and. 
increasingly, through a novel method of setting up demonsrrarion enrerprises 
that apply commercially the technology and show its viability. Such 
enterprises are sold to the private sector once the demonstration effect has 
been achieved. Thirty one demonstration enterprises have been set up since 
Jl>S2. and six have already been sold. 

The Chile Foundation was created in 1976 through an agreement between the 
gon~rment of Chile and the ITT Corporation. as part of a broad settlement for 
the expropriation some years before of ITT property in that country. Each 
panner agreed to contribute US $25 million over a period of ten years for the 
creation of a private non-profit corporation \'\ith the aim of "scientific and 
terhnological research. its deve~opment and the application of its results to the 
economy". During the first ten years of its life the Foundation was 
administered hy. and received technical advice from. ISI'.C. a subsidiary of ITT. 
It is now run by nalionals of Chile. 

The Foundalion's full-time staff currently numbers 180, of which 75% an .. • 
professionals. 11 m;es an even larger number of short-term consultants and 
expert~ ~rom Chile and abroad. The annual cost of its operations is in the order 
or l'S ~ 1 O million. Sinre 1986, '-·osts have been fully covered by the income 
from the sale of services. the results of the enterprises created and the 
mtc'rC"sl on financial investments. The Foundation's assets are currently $5() 
million. higher than the sum of the original rontrihutions. 

2. ORIGINS AND EARLY Dr.VEl.OPMl:NT 

The crealion of the foundation took place at a time when the country was 
starting to apply a new development model, hy opening up 1he economy, 
providing inr<'ntives to export activities and to national and foreign 



investment. and searching for a higher stability of the economic and legal 
conditions affecting productive enterprises. particularly regarding inflation. 
These policies were maintained with few changes during the Foundation's 
formative period. The good results obtained by the Foundation are largely 
e:\.-plained by this policy environment, particularly its export bias. 

Chile's economic policies were to a large extent continued by the democratic 
gm·emment that came into power in 1989. The country's economy has steadily 
gro\\TI and diversified. making up what is now called "the Chilean miracle". 
Export policies were successful in integrating the Chilean economy into the 
world markets. Exports have increased steadily and now represent 38% of GNP. 
They have diversified: copper. historically the main export product. now 
reprc>sents less than half of exports. while products attended by the Foundation 
have grown in importance: wood products 10%. agro products 9.5%. marine 
products 8.8%. 

In I 97"8 the Foundation started to provide testing and certification sen·ices to 
rht' food industry, using its new laboratories. During the following years it 
rarried out many activities related to agroindustry such as: freezing of berries 
and of horticultural products: development of a S\\iss-style yogurt: study of 
varieties of peaches and apricots for the fruit canning industry; introduction 
of new varieties of gr«:en asparagus; sanitary improvements in the dairy 
industry. In marine resources. feasibility studies were made on the culture of 
salmon. trout and other species. Work on forest products began somewhat 
later. in I 983. Activities in electronics and communications that had started 
early were gradually phased out because of the lack of a sufficiently large 
market in the country; they were replaced by work on the industrial 
application of microprocessors. More recently the Foundation has started 
anivities related to softw·are production. 

As we can see, the orientation has principally been towards the dynamic 
exporr sectors. which had not been adequately Co\·ered by other institutions in 
the country. The Foundation has adopted a practical approach to ensure that 
sufficient revenue is generated from its acrivities. In I 981 it received 
government authorization to officially certify quality of export fruits and 
n•get<.1hles. the starting point for an activity that has become an important 
.-.ource of revenue as well as of knowledge about th<' problems of these sectors. 

3. CHARACTERISTICS 

The innm·arion system in Chile has been characterized as compnsmg four 
largt• functional subsystems: incorporation of knowledge' (from abroad or 
locally generated), which includes the eight universities that perform R&D 
and the more than ten government-supported research institmes: ucilizacion 
of .knou·Jedge. made up by productive public and prh·atc enterprises. 
inrc>nnc>diation of know/C'dge, th~ purpose of which is to link the two previous 
suhsystems. and includes firms providing consultancy, technical support and 
servile.-.. and information; and educarion, comprising the universities and the 
insritutions which train professionals and technicians. 

In this scheme. the foundation belongs intrinsically to the third subsystem, 
int<•rmc•diation of knowledge, hut it has important activiti<•s in the oth<>r 
suhsyc;H•mc;. 



The foundation's structure comprises four technical Departments. 
Agroindustry. Forestry. Marine Resources. and Development and Marketing. 
and three modern Laboratories in the chemical. chromatography and 
microbiology areas. which offer a wide \'ariety of tests and analyses mainly 
related h1 the needs of the export industries. including quality certification. 
There is. additionally. a Department of Finance and Administration. 

The Foundation has specialized in economic sectors chosen on the basis of the 
country's and the institution's comparative and competitive advantages. 
\\"ithin those sectors ir hJs been guided mainly by marker signals. which was a 
novel concept when first used since at that time other institutions followed 
orientation'> derived from the concept of "strategic needs" of national 
development. 

The Foundation now contributes technology and services to four of the most 
dynamic sectors of the economy: agroindusuy. forestry. marine resources and 
informatics. It has achieved prestige and comparative advantages in them. 

4. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACTIVITIES 

To transfer technologies to the country's enterprises. the Foundation employs 
both traditional methods and its own method: the creation of demonstration 
enterprises. 

The main traditional instruments in technology transfer employed by the 
1-oundatmn arc>: 

- Diffusion. through seminars and the publication of three specialized reviews 
in its area., of specialization: 

· Training. through courses and workshops in the Foundation: 

- Technical assistance. through service contracts. principally tor th<.' 
development and commernalization of new products and s<.'rvin.•s: 

- Quality control and certification, one of the Foundations's most d<.'\'l'lvped 
activitit•\ on account of the incom<· g<.'nerat<>d and the pr('\ti~w accruing trom 
it: 

In I <JR2 thL' Foundation started to apply a model of creation of enterpris<.'s for 
th(• dt·monstration of new technologies, as a tool for thl· l'lficil•nt transfl'r of 
technolo~y. The Foundation studies and develops a project. con\'<.'rting it into a 
functioning pri\'.lte enterprise that demonstrates the 'alidity of the 
technology inrnrporated. To do "" it looks for the h(•\t know-how l':-.:isting 
ahroad and us<.'s it in th<.' new enterprise. Th<.' \\idc diffusion of the initiativ<.' 
and it'> achievement<, motivate oth<.·r entrcpren<.•ur<o. hy imitation. to inn·st in 
the n<·w activity. :\ diffusion chain is created in this way. and i'> regarded as 
complete when th<.• ne\\ economic activity is consolidated. At that time the 
dcmonc;tration ent<.'rprise i'> sold. recuperating at least the inn·stl'd capital. 
Thus tak<• plan· rhl' transfer of technology and the cn.>ation of a new 
productive acti\·ity. 
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The Foundation has been outstandingly successful in its technology transfer 
projects. But there have been failures. such as the introdunion of the 
cultivation of S\\'eet lupin and jojoba. the development of products based on 
cereals. and the tre.arment of milk to solve lactose intolerance. Other 
unsuccessful activities have been the creation of a TechnologicaJ Assistance 
Centre for the canning industry. and that of a programme of technical 
assistance to the dairy industry; in both cases insufficient income was 
obtained from the sale of services. 

5. THE CREATION OF •DEMONSTRATION ENTERPRISES" 

One of the characteristics of the foundation's model of technology tramfor is 
the creation of .. demonstration enterprises". Their purpose is to show in the 
«ountry the technical and economic potentiaJ of a technology. already prm·en 
overseas. which can generate new production opportunities based on a 
technol<,gical innovation in Chile. 

The Foundation prefers to create the new firm by itself. but may do so through 
a partnership "ith private entrepreneurs. The latter procedure is used when 
the project's success depends on having available a lengthy experience in the 
productive sector. particularly in the marketing aspects. or when the 
investment is very laq;e in relation to the Foundation's resources. 

The transfer and diffusion cycle is closed by selling the firm I or the 
1-oundation's share 1 once it has achieved the purpose of demonstratin 
practically the technical and economic advantages of the new technology. Tht
Foundation's experience shows chac the cycle has an average length of four co 
seven years. 

The phases of the cycle are: 

la) Identify an opportunity for a new productive activity, preferably with 
export possihilities. for which there is a proven technology abroad which has 
nol _.-e1 been U' .. ed in the country. 

(bl Introduce the new technology through a demons1ration enterprise. 

ICJ .-\ssisl the new enterpris<: in different areas. particularly marketing. 
quality control and troubleshooting. 

(d) Diffuse rh<: new wchnolog) in the country. 

le) Sell the Foundarion's share in the demonstration enr,•rprise, once it has 
c.,1.1hilized and 'tlarled to \how profits. 

(f) Search for a new opportuni1y to restart the cycle. 

The success of rhi'> ..ippro;tch depends to a large degree on having .imple 
finanring and ., ',tahk•. au1onomous and flexihle operation. 

Some of th·· l\·.tnrages of 1hic., mechanism of iechnology rransfer and 
diffusion an·. 



- for an industrialist, the best argument in favour of a new technology is the 
coJ111Tlercial success enjoyed by whoever has applied it; 

- an institution that aims at technological innovation will be more likely to 
implement high risk projects than a private investor; 

- the active participation of a technical institution in the investment and 
operation of the project shows its trust iJl it. which in tum gives confidence to 
prospective investors. 

There are also problems. such as: 

- a potential conflict of interest between the institution's aim of technical 
assi~tance to producers in an area and the fact that it is at the same time a 
producer in the same area: 

- 1he management of a number of enterprises demands a high managerial 
c..tpability which normally is not available in a technological institution. 

In spite of such problems. results have been ,·ery positive in the case of the 
Chile Foundation. A total of 31 enterprises were created in the follm .. ing 
sectors: agroindustry ( 13 1. aquaculture ( 11). wood ( 5). and informatics ( 2). Six 
of them have finished the cycle and have been sold with good profits. One was 
closed do"n. and a few show problems. The remaining. about 18. are doing fine 
I see the attached table). 

The most interesting consequence has been the spate of followers in many of 
the cases. Salmones Antartica S.A .• the first demonstration company, fot•ndect 
in 1983. promoted a rapid development of the salmon industry. which did not 
exist previously. During the first six years after its creation. more than 60 
salmon producing firrm were established. and salmon production went from 94 
metric tons in 1983 to 35.000 in 1992. Chile is today the second world producer 
of salm0n in captivity. \\ith exports of PS 5200 million a year. 

6. ORGANIZATION, M~NAGEMENT, AND MARKFf STRATEGIES 

:\s a private corporation. che Foundation enjoys a great degree of autonomy. 
and it has extended this characteristic internally. Departments enjoy great 
independence in their op<:rations. and define the strategies. tactics and actions 
needed to implement the policies laid down by the Board. including marketing. 
budgl'ting and operation<ll aspects. On creating a demonstration enterprise. 
the department in charge carries out the initial phases until the enterprise 
start'> operating and is turned over to a manager. 

The salient characwristic; of the Foundation's institutional model are: 

- Oric>marion cowards rhe marker. The three main areas of spccialiution -
agroindustry. marine resources and forestry - have been excellent choices: in 
1 <)i(>-90. while Chih"\ exports grew 40% in real terms, their exports han• more 
than doubled. Great imp0rtance is assigned to market studies and to income 
generation opportunities in project selection. 
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- Pr.igmacism. The Foundation employs a wide array of instruments to transfer 
and diffuse technologies, and has been able to change substantially its 
approaches and policies ·when the market has not responded. 

- Autonomy. Its status as a private non-profit corporation and the equal 
participation of government and ITT representatives on the Board has allowed 
it to function ~ith great autonomy. 

- Specialization. By concentrating on four productive areas (agroindustry. 
forestrv. marine resources and informatics) the Foundation has been able to 
acquire high technological skills in each of these areas. and to generate 
confidence in the main enterprises operating in them. 

- Professional managemenr. The techniques for managing technological 
activities brought by ITT were adapted to the conditions of Chile and th<· 
specific characteristics of the Foundation. This permitted the use of very 
effective packages for the programming of activities. budgetary control and 
management of professional personnel. including management by objectives. 
training programmes and executive development. 

- °''n model for rcchnology transfer. Beyond using traditional mechanisms 
for transfer and diffusion of technology. the Foundation has developed and 
used successfully a new mechanism, the creation of demonstration 
enterprises. which the private seccor finds particularly attractive since it 
lowers the risk inherent in adopting a new technology. 

The Foundation prepares each year an Annual Plan of Operations. detailing 
the agreed activities for the different operating units. On the basis of this, a 
permanent evaluation and control is made of projects. operating units and 
persons. Each project generates a monthly report and is subjected to review 
twice a year. All staff members are evaluated annually on their performance. 

The Foundation has been able to attract a disti~1guished group of professionals. 
and this bas allowed it to achieve high productivity levels and carry out a 
large volume of activities \'.ith a relatively small professional staff. The 
frequent use of outside consultants. both national and foreign. significantly 
amplifies the capabilities of the permanent staff. Managers have a 
commercial. profit-seeking spirit, which has made for good economic result5. 

The concept that the professional excellence of its personnel is the main 
factor for the success of the institution is reflected in the Foundation's 
personnel training policies. The staff is encouraged to participate in 
international courses and meetings. in order to update their knowledge and 
establish personal contacts. The wide use of consultants is also a rich source of 
knowll.>dge and experience for the Foundation's staff. 

The f·oundation charges for all of its services and thus has to adapt it:<> 
programmes and thC' services it produces to client demand. The enterprises 
created by the Foundation are an important source of contact.'i, leading to new 
clients wanting to duplicate the experience and needing the J;oundation's 
suppr>rt for this. 

The Foundation's main comparaiiv~ advantage is its excellent image, basc>d on 
a gr<••lf cn•dihility and presfig<•. The· cr<•dihility romPs from a first rate> track 
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record on providing effective technical assistance and an effective transfer of 
technology. The institution's prestige brings frequent invitations to its 
managers and professionals for participation in technical meetings, both 
national and international. The Foundation enjoys .a high coverage in the 
media of its activities and achievements. and its three serial publications are 
also important promotional insrruments. 
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CASE l 

BRAZIL: CODETEC 

This Inscicute, born wichin a uni\'ersicy and lacer e\·olving 
largely on its o"n· has undergone a series of adaptations and 
cransformations as it went from a liaison mechanism for 
Campinas Universicy ro an insrrumenc of Brazil's imporc
subscirucion policy in rhe field of pharmaceuricals and finally to 
an /TRI rhar. keeping co che rechnological field where it has builr 
screng1hs. is crying ro sun·h·e and prosper in rhe ne"· liberal 
economic regime inscalled rwo years ago. The follo.-.ing is a 
summary of che paper by Jose Adeodaro de Souza .'\'ero and Jose 
\ ·;dal Bellinecri. "Case Srudy of CODETEC". Sao Paulo. Feb. 1993. 

1. ORIGINS 

Brazit's Company for Technological Development. CODETEC. is based at the 
Unive!'sity of Campinas, in the state of sao Paulo. It was created in 1976 by the 
joint !nitiaHve of the university, the Federal Ministry uf Industry and 
Cornmerce. and a group of more than 20 companies. 

CODETEC was organized as a private company "ith the objective of providing 
services in research. technology. engineering and consulting. mainly in the 
fields of fine chemicals and biotechnology. with special emrliasis on 
pharmaceutical products. It was based on a Mscience push" approach: good 
research results were available and deserved being tried in the market. It was 
expected that this would make a significant contribution to the national 
objective of maximizing autonomous technological development. 

2. THE MILIEU 

To understand the role 0f CODETEC and its strategy. we need to discuss the 
evolution of economic policy in Brazil. from import substitution 
industrialization to liberalization. 

During many years the main objective of industrial policy was to develop local 
industry. by integrating production chains. building industrial complexts and 
diversifying capabilities. The main instruments for this policy were tariff and 
non-tariff barriers on imported products. This attracted foreign investment to 
a number of industries like autorr.11biles. elenric power equipment. co">metirs. 
entertainment electronics. etc. Foreign investment brought to thP. country 
capital. tc>chnology, and managerial skills. 

In somC! secton; like petroleum. electricity, steel, communications and others, 
the deci.,ion was to han.· state-owned enterprises exclusively. Th(' polity also 
reserved ccrrain sectors for Brazilian private capi:al, such as capital goods, 
pulp and paper. petrochemicals. segments of electronics (communications and 
mini-computers) and others. In some cases. like petrochemicals, investments 
were made through joint ventures with foreign capital. 
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There was addicionally che need for a clear policy of cechnology transfer. with 
the purpose of absorbing technology in a way that would allow future 
indepcndenc den:-lopmencs. This policy was defined by Ace ~o. 15 of che 
National Institute of Industrial Properly ( INPI) Ci.Ild complememaf}' decisions. 

During chis phase th..:-re was :l predominance of projeccs dealing \\ith 
rommoditit.•s. Siner such prnducts compete basically on price and need few 
sales services. chis \'\-.is helpful for the suffess of che strategy . .-\ measure of 
this success is shmm by the fact that today Br&uil impons only <>% of its G!"P. 
and that half of this i<; oil. 

By rhe 198Us. the model of import substitution had ben>me exhausted. but only 
in 1990 wa\ ii replaced hy a new policy. the Industrial and Foreign Tradt• 
Policy. PICl:. which changed the objert1\·e of building an industrial basis to 
thar of improving industrial competitiveness. :\on-tariff barriers were 
removed. T argers for tariff reduction were set. A restrucruring is taking 
place. and it i'> expected thar some industries \'\ill flourish and that others will 
vanish .. 

The new policy called for a significant reducrion in government intervention 
in rhe technology transfer prcx-ess. Act 15 was replaced by Resolution 22 and 
irs annex. The Industrial Property law is now under re\ ision. among other 
rhings in order to include patents for food. chemicals and pharmaceuticals. 
Other changes in regulatof}· legislation are underway for the purpose of 
making more h0mogeneous the principles of foreign trade: for instance. 
industrial ')tandards committees are being set up \'\;thin the '.\tERCOSl"R 
cooperation agreement \\ith Argentina and liruguay. 

3. EVOLUTION. FOCUSING OF ACTIVITIES. 

<a) In .1 first phase. until l 983. CODFTEC was involved in the developmem of 
product\ and procc.·sse') resulting from the t:niversity's research in Applied 
Physin and Chemistry. like solar energy flat collectors. elerrrolyscrs and 
r>n>dUCl\ derin•d from h.tgaS')(.>. 

During thi'> time conr:nc worked within the uni\ersity campu'> and enj0yed 
th<: f.irilitH.''> .l\ail.1hle. inrluding frc.•t.• span•, consultancy hy university staff. 
etc. Orn.• of the interesting early results was the generation of half a dozen 
spin-oft l'>mpanie'>, in cryogenic vessels. energy applications. computer 
technology and othPr area\. (ODETF.r eventually conrc-ntrated in biomass. and 
carriC'd out l.1rgc projc>ct\ that supported indc>pendent rC'searrh teams. pilot 
plan!\ .md other facilitie\. 

• hl In I 'HU the gon·rnnwnt took thl' dt.'Ci')ion to dt.•\ <:lop tl'rhnological 
r.lp.lhiliti<·\ in tht· pharm•tn•utiral field. in ordc>r to a\sisl the Hra7ilian 
pharm.tn•u1ic.ll companit.•s. and to lower their dependence on imports. (Ol>ITf:C 
wa\ im·i1ed 10 hecomc tht.• Sational Reference Centre for pharmaceutical 
.lCli\<: principle\. The authorities looked for an imtitution of a special kind. 
free from hure.1ucr;1cy .md capable of quick respcms<.>s. Past e\pericnces \\ith 
\m.tll univcr'>it\· n",c•arch t<'am\ had not been satisfactorv. tx•caust• there- w<.>r<.> 
too many unit~ involved. sho~ing little or no synergy &unong rec;earch~rs. 
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The rwgoti.llion ol thc contract lasted for O\'t..'r a ye.ir. It w-..is nen.•ssary to sol\'e 
a numtx>r of problems . The first problem was confidentiality: since it Wd!> 

difficult to maintain th!s in a university em·ironment. CODITEC solved this hy 
lea\'ing thc Campinas lini\'ersity c..impus. Second. it became necessary to pay 
much higher salaries than the uni\'ersity to be able to recruit personnel from 
industry. Third. there was an implicit constraint: CODITFC was required to stay 
away from other fields and specialize in pharmaceutical active principles. 

_.\\ .i n 111-.1..'qul..'rKe of this dt.•t:ision. CODFfEC cmKentrated in the fields 1)f fint.• 
,·ht.·micah. n..itural products and biotechnology. The fine rhemicals 
progr.tmme tonk off in t<>S-t. \\ith the construction of R&n labs ~md pilot plant'.'> 
.tdaptt.•J tor qrganic synthesis. and the recruiiin~ and training of a t·apahk• 
tt..·am . 

.\t th.u tim1..· the con\umption of pharm.in.•uticals in Brazil w.ts r.nher low. 
ahout S 2 hilhon .1 year. If the minimum requin.•mt.•nt\ were to he mt•t. \\ith the 
popul.Hion ha\-ing full access to me11irines. a market close to S S hillion W<ts 
'-''timatt:Lt. The gon.•rnment was Jetermined that this should ht.· supplied \\ith 
intt.·rn.11 pr11Juctinn to the maximum extent. 

n1.._. gnn.·rment supported thi\ sir .uegy through CP·IL the :\.uional '.\ledical 
llrug -\gency of tht.• \linistry of Health. ~ince pat('nts for pharman•uticalc, 
\Wrt.' n<1t rt.'l-ognized under the Industrial Property Law. tht.> ropy of products 
w.t, not illegal. Tht• l'\t.ihlishement ot the Sational Reference Centre at 
cnnFn< w.1., the <;tarting point of a long range policy of nationalization of 
ph.1rm.1Ct·ut1c.tl.-. production. which indud('d R&D. use of pat('nl information. 
tr.tining 'll pt•r\onnel. •tdqui'iition of non·patentt.~d knowhow. etc. 

Cl-\11- li11.1111 eJ '>dected d1mpanie;, ro enabk· them to hire CODl-Tl:C for lht.• 
perlorm.mi-·.· fl! l\&ll in specific products. Thi'> included inn•stment in lah'> and 
pilot pi.mt" th.u would finally be left in 1he ownership of COOFffC Once thl 
pro<lut·t., were J\"ailahle. C[\11· purcha\ed them from the local producer\. and 
dislrihutt.·d lhem t<1 hospitals and other health serYices pro\·idt.>r\ . 

.\hout ~' 1 t•, ~I 1• 1., of the tl)t.11 \·alue of a dl·\-elopment was fin.meed hy the 
J.:"'·l'rnnwnl though <l·:'-11·. ollen ,,;rh a ri'>k sh.tring cl.tu'><.' th.tt wain·d the 
lkht ii t lw dt•\ dopmPnt did not succt.•ed. One half of the.• projenc, Wt.'rt' rd~ttt.-d to 
thl' ()!!k1.ll li't 111 ha,ic ph~trmac<.'utical\. 

Cli<.·nt !"nmp.rni<.·s expectt.•d C.ODFITC to prm·ide operational a\si-.tann·. 
con<,ultmg (·ngim·ering. and hPlp in equiprrwnt procurt.•m(•nt and instalt1tion. 
h•w of th•.·m \ought a\sisto.mc,_• in ne\ .... product den_•lopmt>nt. Rra1ilian 
ph.trm.11 l'Uti1.tl firm' are follower\ of the multinational •1urket ?e.1der\, ;.md 
copy \\h.1t tlw l.ttter do. It would not ht.· e.ic,y for them to c,upport tlw enormou\ 
('Xpl'nditun· of d< n·loping •md putting in th<' mark<•t a new drug. 

Puring th•· following ye.If\ COIHTl·C den•loped prol°<.'\\t.'\ lor \onw 70 
ph.1rm.11 t·u11 .. 11\. ol whirh 1-t .lf(' now hl'ing produc('d hy induc,try: olh<•r\ will 
go in!o pr11du<"ti()n in th<: nt'.tr fu1un·. 

I-in· mullipurpow planl'> ha\'" heen e\tJhli'>lwd . .ind thn.·t.· .1rt.· und(•f 
romtruct11111. U\ing < < >IWIH''s tc·hnology. Of a 101.11 <·xr<-ndilur<' in proj<•ctc, of 
l'SS 1n2 milhnn in l')R-t·'H. S (1 million cam<• from th(• C.f\ff '.pomon:<l proj(•ct\. 
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(c) The above model with its .. buy Brazilian" approach was abandoned 
between 1990 and 1992. as the country adopted a new policy of liberalization of 
the economy. The .. buy Brazilian" approach was replaced by standard price
quality purchase criteria. 

In August 1990 all of the ten ongoing R&D projects involving CODETEC were 
cancelled. together \\ith other contracts ,.,,ith CEME foi specialized services and 
technical information. The amount of the unpaid balance - S Im. for an annual 
budget of S 3m - almost drove CODETEC into bankruptcy. 

These e\·ents caused policy changes in CODETEC. towards being less dependent 
on large gon~mment contracts. The Institute now tries to maintain a larger 
number of small consulting and service contracts. as a means to stabilize 
income. 

4. PRESENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSTITUTION 

The organizational chart of CODETEC is sho,,n in the attached Figu1e. CODETEC 
has enjoyed a large degree of autonomy. since by stacute the participation of 
the government. directly or through state finns. cannot be more than ~0%. 
and no shareholder may own more than 25% of the capital. Until 1992 there 
was an agreement to reinvest all profits. but this is now being revised. 

The recent financial difficulties forced CODETEC to adopt emergency measures. 
The budget for 1992 has suffered an imponant cut. and the full time scientific 
staff has been reduced f rnm 130 to 70. There has been a shift in the product 
mix. towards less R&D and more services. The production of chemical batches. 
the rental of multipurpose plants. and the provision of services associated \'\ith 
the operation of those plants, provide an income of about S 50.000 a month. 
Other services rendered to ind us tr ._s and other organizations represent 
another S 100.000 a month. Such perlonnance. achieved by the last quarter of 
1992. would be enough to make CODETEC self-sustaining. Profits were 
reinvested until 1991. but this policy is under revision with the objective of 
bringing in new partners. 

CODETI'.C preserves a good managerial degree of freedom, since by statute the 
panicipation of government in its capital, di:-ectly or via state-owned firms. 
cannot reach 50%, and the participation of any shareholder cannot exceed 
25%. This guarantees its private character and preserves it from being 
controlled hy a single individual interest. 

CODETf:C uses three types of contracts \'\ith its clients: cost plus. lump sum. aiad 
hy n~sult '> f ri'>k 1. The typical value of a contract is $ 200 to 300 thousand. 
although ihere h.we heen S 1 million contracts. Cost plus con1rae1s have been 
preferred. and contracts by results have been used only t\\ice in the p.ist. 
However. CODFTH~ i'> now favourinJ; risk c<mtracts in which it gets paid in 
<.>quity of the• future> husiness. 

The comp.iny has 70 gr.iduatcs among its full-time employees. inciuding 6 
doctor'>. 1-J m.lsters .ind SO bachelors in th<.' fields of rhemistrv, chemical 
cnginet•ring. pharm..tcy. micro-biology and other areas. Some of the 
professionals have industrial experience. The only avtnue of participation of 
employees in th(' results of CODHTC. are the equities taken in the spin-offs by 



two foundations. the first one. CODI:QUIMICA. established by the orignal 
founders of CODFfEC. with 13.5% of the capital. and a new one currently being 
organized by the employees. 

CODl:TK's assets are worth about S 10 million. It occupies some 2900 square m. 
of buildings, including 1200 for chemical synthesis labs and 900 for 
biotechnology labs. 

S. NEW ORIENTATIONS 

The Company new strategies now include the support of a policy of generic 
pharmaceuticah in Brazil enhanced specialization in Fine Chemicals. 
diversific.uion of services. expansion of the venture capital activity, accepting 
new partners. and a reduction of dependence on government programmes. 

The Brazilian industrial policy is currently under revision. anct it is likely that 
selected medicines \\ill have to be prescribed and commercialized under the 
generic name of the main active principles. This \\ill change deeply the 
profile of the internal r.1arket. in which generic drugs now represent only 8% 
and the gch·emment currently purchases 40% of the total market. 

It is expected that competition will depend less on brand name and more on 
quality and price. for which an industrial technology capability is an 
important factor. This opens oppotunities for chemical firms to diversify into 
the production of generic pharmaceuticals, as opposed to the previous strategy 
of having the manufacturers of final pharmaceutical products integrating 
hackwards towards raw material production. 

Should this be the case. the strategy adopted by CODETEC of enhancing its 
specialization on fine chemicals \\ill help it to better meet the demand for R&D 
and services of fine chemicals industries. Instead of defining its business 
according to the criterion of the client or that of the market, CODETEC is using 
the criterion of technology. Now it offers the same technology oind services 
f relating to organic syntheses, multipurpose plant design, technical and 
economic information on fine chemicals. etc.) to clients other than 
pharmaceutical labs. and to markets other than the phannaceutical industry. 

At the same time. CODETEC can supply these markets with process development. 
pilot production, analytical testing, terhno-economic feasibility studies. 
multipurpose plant design. venture capital, assistance in the procurement of 
equipment, etc 

The liberalization policy will bring new opportunities in the international 
mark<.•t. Rerl'ntly coni:nc has devl'lopcd a strong presl'ncc in ~11'.RCOStrR. It h 
nl'gotiating interchanges \\ith Cuha in ,he fields of hiotcchnology and organic 
syanthesi.-.. The Centre for Pharmaceuticals and Chemicals in that country was 
partly desi~ned by CODI'.TIC 

Thl' company <liso provides tel·hnical follow-up SL'rvicc.-. for IDRC projects in 
countril's of Latin America. 

Recently .1 .-.mall group of investors in the chemical fo~!d have joined CODFTEC 
to <·nhann' th<' V<·nturl' capital .straH•gy, with th<.• purpos<.• of promoting joint 
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ventures in market niches. The new group has brought in an im·estment of S 
Im and has asked for a revision of the existing shareholders agreement to 
reinvest profits. 

Finally. CODETEC is trying to diversify its clientele to avoid concentrating on 
contracts with government clients, which have brought about a bitter 
experience in the past. However. a government fund. PACDT. has recently 
approved five proposals by CODETEC on which work Yo.ill stan soon. 
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CASE 3 

CHILE: INTEC 

We cake up here che case of an ITRI in Chile wbich has effecced a 
successful cransirion co the present "liberal" seccing. Chile was 
che firsc councry in Latin America to abandon che import 
substirurion model and open up its economy. This happened ten 
years ago. and evencually led co a sharp increase in exports and a 
high and steady rare of economic growth .. <1.tJapcing ro rhe new 
model was nor easy for JNTEC. and che way it was done has 
interesting ceachings for other developing councries. 

The re\'.C below follows closely the case srudy report prepared by 
Luis Soro Krebs. "f\·aluaci6n del lnstiruro Tecnol6gico de Chile". 
Sanciago, January 1993. Mr Soro "as one of the original founders 
of l'l\TEC. and his r~,·isit 20 years airer he had ro lea,,e it makes 
for a deep and hearrfelr rel·iew of Che Jnsrirure and che ways in 
which ir has dealt wirh che challenges and problems ir had ro 
face. 

1. EVOLUTION 

The Technological Institute of Chile, INTEC, was created in 1969 as a 
multisectoral and multidisciplinary technological institute, within the 
Corporacion de Fomento de la Producci6n (CORFO), the state developmenc 
corporation. 

Three dynamic professionals were chosen to start the new institution, and the 
following areas of work were established: electricity and electronics: 
chemistry, food technology and extractive metallurgy, and mechanics. Other 
units were an information centre: a unit for techno-economic studies: two 
pilot plants for metallurgy and food technology, respectively: laboratories for 
services such as tests. chemical analyses and the construction of electronic 
equipment, and administration. 

By the end of 1970, INTEC had acquired a staff of 80, of which 24 were senior 
professionals (including 4 PhD's and 4 MSc's) in the substantive areas. It had 
its o\\n building, and had entered into a number of contracts. Funding was 
provided by CORFO, though by the end of 1970 some 8% of the operation costs 
came from contracts \\ith the productive sector. 

The objectives of the institution were defined as: (a) to copy, adapt and create 
technology fc r industry and extractive metallurgy activities, (b) to develop 
processes and products. (c) to assist the productive sector in its production 
problems. and (d) to give advice to CORFO and the government on technology 
matters. 

The principal characteristics of I~TI'.C have been maintained in later years. 
through successive adaptations to widely different political and economic 
conditions. 



During tht.• first two years of its life. l~lTC lived under a democratic. politically 
centrist regime. Industry enjoyed high protection levels. The government was 
keen on industrialization and created a number of enterprises that needro 
technological support. Pri\ ate industry found it easier and more profitable to 
lobby for higher prices or further protection than to invest in •pchnological 
development. though the latter could be atttractive for state en!e1~>rises. High 
national growth was achieved in the mid-sixties hut became moderate by the 
time of ISTEC's foundation. despite high prices for copper. the main export. 
The import substitution scheme was starting to lose force. 

In I tl70 a new Pn.•sident. S.ilvador Allende. was elected. A leftist regime came 
into power. and put emphasis on the country's economi!.' and technological 
independence. CORFO became a fundamental instrument for central planning 
and the transformation of the manufacturing sector. :\ large number of 
indu~trial enterprises and banks were taken over or purchased by the 
government . 

. ·\s tinw went on. the economic situation increasingl. · deteriorated. The money 
supply increased greatly through <.>mission. By Sl.ptemher 197 3 the public 
deficit was equivalent to 55% of the government hudget: inflation increased 
dramatically: production fell. Social tensions became overwhelming. and the 
country's situation bordered into anarchy. Follm,ing a bloody coup. a military 
Gm·ernment took over in Sept em her 1<>73. 

During the Allende period access to foreign technol<>gy became difficult. and 
thl' n.·search institutes. particularly l~T~C. recei•:ed preferl'ntial attentior1. As 
a result. the demand for l"\TfC's services grew vigorously. New areas of work 
were added. l'."TFC absorbed an 80-person group on prvtein-rich food (mainly 
using fish for enrichment). and units for low-cost furniture design and 
management technologies were inaugurated. As a consequence. the Institute's 
personnel increased to about 300 hy the end of 197 3. No significant changes 
took place in the lnstitute's structure. Hardly any new equipment was added 
save fer that hrought along by the Protein group. Almost all the funding came 
from LORfO. l!\TH~ became an arm of the government. practically losing its 
contacts with private industry. Because of the violent structural changes 
suffered hy the country. and the climate of near anarchy reigning at that 
time. thl' work of ?STl'.C could nor have a great impact. But in spite of the 
uphea\·als. and of the drop in salaries. an important part of the professional 
personnel remained in INTI:C, keeping its mystique and values. 

The military government that came into power in September I ')7 3 adopled a 
"liberal" enmomic policy. :\fter a kw years of graduali'im. which was not 
really df<.•ctive. lh<.• l'c<rnomy was reoriented radically through a shock 
therapy aml profound structural changes which includ<.•d repri,·atizatiPn. the 
unmaking of the agrari,rn reform. a gradual lowering of tariffs. the 
elimination of barriers to imports. periodic adjustmC'nts of the rate of 
exchange. and in general an opening up of the rronomy. A diffi< ult p<.•riod 
ensued. 'Aith a high lev<•l d unemploy1nent and many enterpr.c;es going into 
hankruptcy. ,\ft<.'r I 'JK.l imports startl•d to grow. induc;trial output expanded and 
th<.• <.•nmomic .tl"tivity gradu~tlly impron·d. 

Since l <J<JO Chile is ruled hy a dC'mocratically elected rl•gimC' of left-centrist 
l<·.rning.,, which has ha<,ically r<·tain<'d th(' liht·ral <.>ronomir policy hut ha., 
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greatly emphasized the social area in order to correct social inequalities that 
had deepened in the previous years. 

In the period 1973-90 an important role was assigned to technology, but the 
government played a subsidiary role. Contestable funds were created, which 
had an important role in increasing the competitivity of national production 
and strengthening the technological infrastructure in productive enterprises 
and research institutes. However. there was no direct financing for the 
institutes to work in the medium and long term. This has now been corrected 
by the new government, which is making funds available for that purpose. 

It is in this setting that the adjustment of INTEC took place. Already in the mid
seventi.es there were intimations from the government to technology 
institutes that they should come closer tc the productive sector and enhance 
the sa!e oi services to it. By 1982 there was an explicit request ro increase self
financing. Annual goals were imposed for this purpose. which in case of non
compliance could eventually lead to the privatization or closing do"'n of the 
institution. This pushed INTK into a profound change, in order to adapt to the 
new rules of an open economy. 

As direct transfers from, and contract scudies performed for, CORi--0 were 
reduced, rhe pressure to generate income in the short run increased. This 
brought about a number of effects. :'\ major consequence of the goal of self
financing was the relative increase in service activities, to the detriment of 
research <Vtivities. Services are easier to sell. and allow a rapid increase in 
earnings. The reduction in salaries. the loss of senior personnel. and the 
general aversion on the part of enterprises to contract projects for the 
generation of technology, pushed the institute tow~rds activities closer- to 
ro:.itine services. 

From this perspective, up to 1990 INTEC was increasingly ceasing to be fully a 
Technology Institute and was taking up tasks that are typical of a Centre of 
Technological Services. This trend has been revised as a new government cook 
over. 

2. INTEC TODAY 

2.1 Th(' rnntext 

Chile's economy has enjoyed during the last few years stability and growth, 
particularly in the export sector. where the participation of marine, wood and 
agricultural products has increased strikingly. Industrial production grew at a 
s1rong clip in recent years. reaching a rate of 11.8% per annum in l ')92; 7 .Mf1 
h expected in 1993. There arc currently disrus'>iom rcgardmg a further stage 
in lh<.· growth of the (•ronomy. im·olving th<.' production and <.•xpon of 
productc, terhnolngically more complex and \\ith a higher valu\: added. 

Thl· pn.•c,ent government has dcrid<.•d to alloraH· funds dir<.·rtly 10 t<•rhnology 
n·st·arch instiruws so that th(•y may carry our work in m('dium and long wrm 
prohl<.•mc,. 

11 is in thi<. selfing rhat INTF'.C has car:ied out its adju~tment sinn• 1982, and h 
now prep.1:-ing for its furure activity. 



2.2 Objt!Cth es and organization 

l!\'TK continues to have the same objectives as at the time of its foundation. but 
because of the self-financing imperative it has moved on co tasks that are 
easier tn sell. closer to routine services than to technology generation. 

l~'TE:C's structure is sho~n in the attached Figure. Policies are defined. and 
their implementation reviewed, by the 8-member Councii. Members of the 
Council are senior government officials plus an important industrialist frcm 
the pri\'ate senor. who is the Council's President. At the executive level there 
h an Executive Direcrnr. and the Directors of the five Departments - three 
tec:1niral departments (food Technology. ':.:hemistry and Metallurgy. and 
Other, including rollution control). Plannin~ and Marketing, anc! 
Administration. The five Directors make up the Executive- Committee. which 
meets \\'ith the Execucive Director once a week. 

The lnstitule count~ wim a well tr;: ·ned and experienced management team. It 
uses a system of management by objectives. and has :i matrix organization, 
\'\ith a structure by projects that cuts across the structure by thematic areas. 
Projects have more weight ac the time of executing contract work. which in 
the last resort is the lifeline of the Institute. Such a structure has been very 
important for the success of INTEC. The operational unit is .. the Project". w!th a 
Projen Leader under the supervision of an Area Chief. The project leader is 
entrus!?d v.ith full responsibility for the project. and is given the means to 
carry it through. 

2.3 Per~onncl policies 

Some of the l~TEC personnel is under permanent contract. with all the usual 
guarantees in public sector personnel. including stability, but their earnings 
are limited to what is allowed in the public sector. The rest have shorter 
contraccs and are paid fees which may reach 80% above the former level, but 
their stability is much less. Personnel in both groups are submitted to the same 
controls and evaluations. 

At pre~.:·nt l'.\TK docs not have a scheme of incentives for its personnel. Such 
a scheme was tri<:d at the beginning of the adjustment process. 'Aith addilional 
premium payments depending on sales to industry and to non-CORFO 
go·:ernmem departments, carried out during the three previous months. A 
person who only did contract work could double his salary. The system was 
very important in helping to achiev<: self-financing. hut it created serious 
problems in the medium and long run: services were empha•ized, to the 
detriment of r<:\earch supported by CORFO funds, and there appeared a 
privileged group of individuals who only worked on the non·CORfO projects. so 
that the esprir de corps was weakened. On account of these problems. the 
\Cherne was discontinued as soon as salaries could he improved and self 
financing achieved. 

2.4 Clicntek 

fSTEC has some 2 ,000 clients; 1 SO arc habitual ones, and include 4 industrial 
associations and 80 large enterprises. among which five of th(• largest in the 
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country. About 90% of the current client enterprises are producir.g for export. 
large enterprises generally ask for projects and not for services: medium 
enterprises ask for both. and small enterprises only buy services. 

INTECs track record and prestige help it to attract clients. which it searches 
bv different means: its 0¥.n contacts. contacts of Board members. courses for 
managers. periodic invitations to industrialists to visit the Institute and 
participate in meetings. presentations. visits to enterprises by senior 
personnel, and the creation of "sponsoring committees" ¥.ith entrep1eneurs 
from branches where INTEC is active. This work is coordinated by the 
Department of Marketing and Planning. 

ISTEC has the strategy of educating its customers so that they may become 
permanent clients. on understanding that technological development is a 
continuous process. 

The change in the Chilean economic model did not modify the behaviour 
patterns of entrepreneurs for several years. A double standard was evident: 
the entrepreneurs asked the state not to interfere in the \\'Orkin gs of the 
pri\'ate senor, but demanded from it assistance and subsidies e\'ery time 
protection was removed and they were exposed to the market. As liberalization 
increased. many enterprises disappeared, not having understood that 
competition means. among other things, the need to remain up to date in soft 
and hard technologies. This process of cultural change in industry followed 
the typical "S" curve of learning processes. It is only during the last two years 
that INT£'.C i'> experiencing a higher demand from clients that find it can help 
them to compete in their home and foreign markets. 

2.S Funding 

l!\Tf:C has four main sources of funds: the sale of projects and services to the 
productln' "iector: sales to the state sector. including CORFO. \'arious ~finistries. 
the Armed Forces, and several agencies; direct transfers from CORFO, and 
bilateral and multilateral technical cooperation. 

Income from sales gr<•\\' after 1 ':)82 and the Institute achie\'ed lOO'tii self
financing in the years 1988 and I 989 < thi~ includes th<.' income from studi<.·-. 
contract<.'d hy C.ORFOt. After that time. income from sal<.'"i '>tabilized a .. l~Trf 
reached full capacity. hut CORl;O's direct transfers increa\ed to allow tht· 
physical expamion of the Institute. which i~ currently adding -WO sq. m. to it"i 
huilt installations. Total inccme was US $2.Sm in 1 <)88, $2.<Jm in 1 ')')1 and $4m in 
1 ?JL 

Tht· '>ak•"i of IVIH an· .-urn.'lltly di'>trihuted in the following way: studit•s 131Y.1, 

creative prowct'> 3<>'!•;,, roulim· projects 3h1ri1, and sen·tre\ 1 S'rl1. The lnstnutt> 
wants in th1..· lutur1..· to incn.•a\t• tilt: ">hare of cr<.·atin• projects and !owl..'r that of 
routine project\. 

L.h Current trend., 

The strucrur1..· of thl' ln"ititutt• remained almost the '>amt• until tlw end of I <J<J2. 
At that timl' a "itratt·gir planning exercise wa"i carrit·d out. analy1ing th<· 
strengths and wt•akm•.,.,t·s of JNTfC and defining four priority areas. As a 
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result. INTEC is now being restructured. includinJ? che removal of certain legal 
rigidities to make it more flexible. 

The Planning and Marketing Department. created in 197 4. has had an 
important role in guiding the Institute towards self-financing. finding 
windows of opportunity. analyzing outside demand. training technical 
personnel and management in marketing and administration techniques. 
helping sales and negotiation efforts. and carrying out a diffusion 
programme. This Department also is in charge of planning. and organized the 
strategic planning exercise to which we have referred above. 

In 197 3 INTEC counted with 300 persons. This went dm\n hy ahout 50 afler thl' 
government changed. Some left for philosophical reasons in view of tht." 
change in the rules of the game th•Jt meant a shift to demand-pull work. Othen 
were asked to resign since the new authorities considered them acti,·ists. 

At present l!\TF.C has a staff of 115. of which 157 an.> professionals and 
techniciaus. Additionally the Institute employs external consultants. about (iO 

to 80 a year. and generates work for personnel in national external groups. in 
tasks like detailed engineering. that complete the chain for incorporation of 
the technology into the producrive sector. 

There was a significant loss in I 986-8 7. when 13 out of 30 senior professionals 
left the Institute at a time when remunerations hit their lowest point. This wa., 
a grave hlow to l!':TEC. not only for the Joss of senior personnel who are the 
life of an institution of thi'> nature. hut also for the loss in clients which in 
some cases followed a profec,sional to his new institution. After 1990. with a 
higher suppon from government. it was possible to improve salaries and hire 
more people. Because of low salarie\ the replacements were done with 
professionals recently graduated or with little experience.This had twn 
consequences. First. the young people tend to consider l!':Tl-C as a place to 
learn before going elsewhere. Secondly. the "l!\TFC School" ha., suffered. and 
itc, e . .,prir de corp . .-. i"> <,omewhat affected. 

To correct such a situation the new management of ISTI·\. ha<, been ahll' t(J 
ohtain funds that will allow an increase in salaries. and ha<, decidt.·d to 
incorporate well knm"n professionals to fortify once more the "ISTH' Srhool". 

In an) case. l~TH: still has .i good profe<,sional staff and a high reputation th.ll 
enables it to enj<n· suffident dt•mand in most area'i. In fart. l'.'\Tf:C ha"> t<x.tn 
more dl'mand than it can accept in most of the areas it attendc,. Th<· area., 'Ailh 
imufficit·nt dt.•mand are heing eliminated. and the perc,onnl'I retrJinl'd 111 

work in diff erl'nt area<,. :\t the same time. the strategic planning ('xcrci'>e ha., 
shown that there are priority area<, 'Aith unsati<,fil'd dt•mand. Th<• Jn<,titute h 
pn·paring itc,plf to att<.•nd thf·m. using th<' personnel from the arc•a<, to h(· 
doc,pd down. 

l'.'\Tl·C h.1 .. ht.•t.•n ,1hle "" far to rt•c,pcmd to d(•mandc,, hut it h.t'> n.'.Kh("d tht.• limit 
of itc, c.1p.ihili1iec,. In order 10 rontinut• having c,ucre\\, it i<> now starting to 
t.·xpJn<.l in pl'rc,onnt•I. t.·quipmt•nt and floor span.•. 



3. TRANSITIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 

ISTEC has lived under a variety of politic.i.l and economic rl..'gimes. It has 
shm"n much flexibility throughout these changes. and has n3\\." been able to 
restructure and adapt sun.·~ssfully to a liberal economic regime 'V'.ith open 

markets. 

The author finds that this success i5- due to a number of causes: 

- l'.'~TEC adopted trom the beginning n~n.iin positive characteristin that 
have persisted: creativity and mental aggressiveness: mystique and 
esprit de corps: organization of work hy projects: a continuous scan-h 
for self-financing; an explicit purposl' of gi\·ing service to the user. Tht: 
way in which an institute is born. how it is originally structured. what 
procedures it adopts and persistently follows. can re important facrors 

in its later success. 

- ISTH~ ,,·as able to ronstitute and n:tJ.in J. high quality profcssil)nJ.l 

stall. 

- ISTH: made a good choice of the areas 1.md technologies where it would 
perform. later making anticipatory changes when needed. and training 
its persnnnel \\ith care. 

- The team that led the transition knew well the institute and enjoyed 

the trust of the staff. 

- This team also h..id rkar indications from the political levels about ne\,. 
policy orientat:ons. and enjoyed their strong ... upport to carry out the 

transformation. 

- It u<,t'd ade4uate imtruments for thi<. purpose like: 

- a serious effort in planning and marketing. for which a spel·ial 
unit was formed. This group identified opportunities and designed 
a programme to approach indu'itry and sell to it. All senior 'itaff 
were given training in marketing· 

- .i stnrt Sl·heme of management by objectives and the 
seo.lrrh for efficiency and impact. ~torl· recently. total 
lluality management i'> heing introduced at all levels: 

In ordl'r to help hring ,\hout IST':C:'o; tran..,tormation, tlie govl'rnment ddineJ 
'>lrirt annu,ll ~oal'> for tlw generation of rl'\l'llUl'. Thl' institutt• w.l.., ahlt.' t1J 
,1d1it•ve tot.ii '>elf-fin,mcing after a '>ix-year period. 

In sl'1:king to achit•\'l' thi'> goal thl' per'><>llllt'I of ISTH. undl·rn<·nl ..,lrnng 
"cultural changes". that W(•re positive and fundam!ntal hut at the sam(• tiffil' 
invoh·<.•d cmt'i for the institution. Such costs o;hculd h<.• taken into auount 
when planning tran'iitiom of this nature. 



The drive tow-.irds self-financing meant: 

- the concentration on acti,·ities closer to routine technological 
services. to the detriment of more creati\'e and long term work. which is 
the essence of an ITRI: 

- a drop in salaries leading to the loss of som ..... personnel. <.'specially 
Y.ithin the senior staff. which is the backbone of an institute: 

- a loss of human capital as less resources were available for training or 
for hiring high ll'n~l people: 

- posti:'ming the purch.ise of equipment for l;iboratory. pilot plant 
and data processing. so that the Institute became somey.·hat outdated-

Once 1r-.:TEC got adaptL>d w the new conditions. the liberal economic policy 
be<·ame a positive factor for the increa\e of demand and for the Institute''> 
growth. The liberal policy h.is brought about a boom in exports, and at present 
some 90% of l!\"TEC's clients are engaged in production for export as their main 
activity- The transition from producing for a protected internal market to 
producing for a competitive international market has induced enterprises to 
look for soft and hard technologies as one of the most imponant sourcc.-s of 
competitivity. This is contrary to what used to happen in a protened. closed 
economy. when enterpri-.es found it more profitable ta lobby the government 
for protection. price raises or the closing of imports. 

The re • .Ktion of thl' d ~mam~ has not been immediate; there was a lag while 
entn.•preneurs got used to the nt:w situation and made adjustments in their 
firms and their markets. This del.iy meant that the Insticute had to continue 
relying on t~e stale for assist;!Ilce to ensure its sun·i\·al while it adjusted to the 
new circumstance-.: at the same time the state forced it to change. become 
efficient. sell its capabilities. and create a . ready markNs for its products. 

4. SOME FINAL Rl:fLECTlONS 

TllL' experience of l~TH .• rnd its -.urrt:'>f ul response' to the (hJ.llengl''> of 
changing \.·conomir condition'> .md poliry environment'>. ha'> prompted the· 
author to some r<:f1ccti<ins that m.iy find application in the case of other ITRI\. 

(a) ITRI\ should not look for completl' '>l•lf-financing. They should count with 
n·sourcc•s that allow them to pel•r into the future. pn.•pan• for it. and 
encourag(.' th<..• rr<..'ativi!y of their staff. This would nl•ed a level of funding of 
soml' 30 to 40~11 of tot.d funds. Thl' pr(.''>Cllt gm ernmc:nt has undentood thi'> and 
ha'> given ISlTC adequate funds for tho-.c purpml·'>. 

( h1 In any rasl'. it is important that such fund'> h<.• applil•d to H'I) preci'><..' go.ii'> 
and usl·d through a projfft systl•m with all the '>trictnes-. which is usual in a 
projl'Ct contr.icted with a producti\'l' firm. 

(c) Bec.iuse of thl' dynami'>m of changes in tlw world markets and technology. 
institute'> to be created or transformed should enjoy flexibility. Thi-. meam that 
th<..•y should have· 



- the capacity and the structures needed to forecast technological. 
industrial. market and economic trends in order to identify sufficiently 
ahead of time the .. windows" for which it may prepare: 

- a personnel structure that includes a stable senior team of very high 
quality. capable of looking into different areas of knowledge. At the 
same time they should have the organizational and legal capability of 
putting together and disbanding teams to face specific tasks: it should be 
possible to incorporate and dismiss with ease local and foreign 
personnel. 

( d) In lTRls of the 1990s and the next century the central core. more 
permanent. should not be more than 40% of the total project personnel. 

te) ITRls should work both with hard and soft technologies. in contrast with 
times past when they concentrated exclusively on the former. 

1 f) In the new economic environment it becomes necessarv to re-educate 
entrt·preneurs to compete in an open' market using a variety of tools. in 
particular technology. The government should explicitly help in this regard. 
mainly through diffusion and training programmes. The institute has an 
important role to play here. 
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CASE 4 

ARGENTINA: NEW OUTLOOK FOR CIMM 

CJMM is a relatively small public sector ITRI in Argencina, founded in 
1963, which has been able to make only limiced progress, despice 
scabilicy of ics managemenr and screnous efforcs to serve local induscrial 
firms. The auchor of che case scudy, with a lengthy experience of his 
oMJ in building up and managing successfully an applied resedrch 
insciture (ll\'VAP. which he creared and Jed for O\'enl)' years). has made 
a careful analysis of CJMM and has sec forch a number of suggescions 
for rescrocruring and revicalizing ir under che new policy environmenr 
rhe country has recenrly adopred. The following rexr summarizes che 
main poinrs of che paper bur falls short of doing full jusrice ro the 
wealth of informarion and che rich analysis presenced by che auchor (C. 
\'arocto, "Hacia un nuevo rol para las lnsticucos de Tecnologia lnduscrial 
en los paises en desarrollo: Escudio del Cencro de lnvesrigaciOn de 
1\fareriales y Merrologia", Buenos Aires, January 1993). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Centro de Investigacion de Materiales y Metrologia, CIMM (Centre of 
Research on Materials and Metrology), was felt to be an interesting case to 
study, for two main reasons. First, it has enjoyed a high degree of stability 
!only three directors in 29 years, the last one since 1972), is linked v.ith the 
local industry, the University and the government of Cordoba Province. where 
it is located, and has made many efforts to build up a clientele and supply it 
with the research and services needed by it. Second, CIMM is a part of the 
system of research centres of the National Institute of Industrial Technology. 
INTI, and as such it faces the limitations of a public sector institution. 

The reasoning that led to the choice was to sec how well can an ITRI fare 
within the limitatons of the public sector when it enjoys reasonably 
favourable conditions - stability, good links, a steady though not too generous 
funding from the state. and the possibility of largely deciding whar activities it 
will undertake. 

[:nfortunately. the answer in this case is that the Institute has not done well 
enough so far. 

What can be done to increase the effectiveness of this particular ITRI? How 
can it adapt, prosper and a~sist industry under the new policy environment 
that has now rnmc into being! The author, in close cooperation with the 
senior staff of CIMM. has been able to develop a number of suggestions, which 
are now under discussion with the authorities of INTI. 

2. CHANGES IN THE POLICY ENVIRONMENT 

Import substitution industrialization in Argentina had its roots in the 
industrial efforts made at the time of World War II, which were contir.ued 



thereafter through a series ol measures. such as nationalization or transport 
and public sPrvices. the protection of industry. a strong support for the 
deveiopment of heavy industry. programmes to promote industry in the 
country's interior. the regulation of foreign investment and of technology 
impons. the sapport for R&D (though with many up'i and downs). the creation 
of technical schools and since the 1960s the creation of many public and 
private universities. 

During this period the country achieved a considerable degret: or 
industriJ.lization. but it also showed chronic inOation. bordering into 
hyperinP.o.ttion in the mid I q~·os and again in the lo.He 1 l)80s. when gro\\1h rates 
1'eraml· nq~tigibk. 

Beginnmg :n 1990 th.._, country changt.>d the course or its economic policy. and 
adopted a numher of liberalization measures. The economy was opened up, 
market forces were increasingly relied upon. and a process was started for 
privatizing state enterprist.'S. :\t the same time the \ll'.RCOSl"R agreement was 
'iigned with Brazil and l ·ruguay for the develnpmcnt of a common market 
~1mc.ng thl' countries in thl' South of the continent. 

The results ol this new policy have been very positive. Inflation has come 
d<;'.'.TI sh;;.rply. groMh rates have increased to 8-9% per annum in I <J'Jl-<J2. and 
unemployment has declned. 

The nl'W policy docs not consider that the teclinologiral development of 
industry should nl>res.irily rely on the direct support of the state. CIMM and 
the othl•r Centres of the !:'\Tl system will have to look for w.iys to provide 
industry \\ith the technological inputs it requires in the changed situation. 
and to .l'>'iUrl' their own permanence in a new setting in which they can no 
longer count \\ith the state's largesse. 

3. l'.VOUITION 

Cl\1'.\1 w.1s foundl•d in l ')63 as till' Centn• of Metallurgical Rt.•search. \\ithin the 
sy'>ll·m of re'>e.tn-h n·ntn•s of thl· ~ational ln'>titute d Industrial Tl>rhnology, 
ISTI. Thl' naml' ch;mged to Centre of \1.iterials Research in thl• early }<)'70'>. 
and \ktroh1gy wa., added to it in I ')82, when Cl'.\1\1 ah\orbed another l~TI 
<l·n t n.., on \1l't rologic ai Research and Service'>. 

l\.;TI i'> ..1 rompl!..•x in'>titution which count'> with a n•ntral administration. a 
group of < ('ntr.tl l.ahor.uori1•s hy di'>ciplint.•s t< hl•mistry, Physic'>. l·ood 
·1echnology. Hectronics, l'tc.l. and mon• than (\\'(.'Illy largely autnnomou., 
Rl'se.1rch c l'll t res at tending industrial brancht.•'> (Fruits and \"l·get a hies. 
Plastic'>. Pulp and P.tpl·r. l.l•ather. ~kat. \1achinc· Tool'>. l'tL). which hav(· bt.'l'n 
'>l't up hy .1gn·l·ment with indu'>try. unin·r\ities a.1d !oral gon•rnml·nts. Thl' 
<:c•ntn·., an· htndl•d hy contribution'> made hy INTI I the main source) and their 
ot h<·r <,pon.,or'>. a\ well as hy t hP \ale of '>ervice'>. In theory the Cent rt''> han· a 
gn•at dt•.tl 111 autonomy. hut in pr;tnin• tlwy opl•r•ttl' a., public .,ertor 
inc,t it ut ion.,_ 

.\t the timl' of Cl:'-1."-1''> foundation. the city of C11rdor.1. r.1pital of th<· provinc1: 
'>I thP sanw n;1m<'. was h('coming the main concentr.ttion of ffi<'tal-ml•chanic 
lt•ngln('l'ringt industri<''> in Argl'ntin•&. 
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The original sponsors of CIMM were INTI and the facuJtad de Ciencias Exactas. 
Fisicas y Naturales (equivalent to a School of Engineering) of Cordoba National 
University. A year later an important automobile producer. Industrias Kaiser 
Argentina. joined the sponsors. but left in 197 4. In 1969 the government of 
Cordoba Province joined as a sponsor. and also brought into the Board a 
representative of the Chamber of Metallurgical Industry of Cordoba. 

Originally, the basic objective behind the creation of CIMM was to link up the 
~ationaJ llniversity of Cordoba with the producti\'e sector of its zone of 
influence. The contribution of the Centre to import substitution 
industrialization was an objective which was implicit in its cooperation \\ith a 
<>trongly protected industry. 

In the end. the l;ni\'ersity's insertion in th~ produrti\'e milieu was not 
achieved. and e\'erything seems to indicate that this outcome was not the fault 
of CIMM. The trniversity helped CIMM at the outset in developing its scientific 
research capahihties. but not its practical activities related to industry. It 
gradually became disengaged from the activities of CI~1M. On the other hand, a 
part of the entrepreneurial world regarded Clf\.1~1 as a university institution. 
This did not help CIMM in f uctioning as the link between uni,·ersity and 
enterprise, or to show that the role of the technologist is very different from 
that of the scientist or the entrepreneur. 

I-our stage<> can be identified in the ~volution of CIMM: 

Ii> 1 'JCJ.:1-1970: formation of the infrastructure. creation of working groups 
\\ith young people from industry. 

(ii) 1970-87: constitution of R&D groups l•J work in the iron and steel sector 
(this turned out to be too ambitious a goal), and in the extractive metallurgy 
sector. which did not evolve as strongly as expected. At the same time Cl:'-1!\1 
den•loped and consolidated its short-term ser,·ice activities for a wide 
spl'ctrum of usen. The latter activities accounted for the greater part of sales. 
R&D work did not have industry support in the majority of cases: it was 
principally funded hy institutional money, and to a small degree hy funds 
ohtained from the Sational Research Council and the Cordoha Reearrh Council. 
:\ marked separation appeared between groups pertorming R&D and groups in 
charge of service<>. leading to a conflictual situation on account of the 
different characteristics of the activities. which made interaction very 
difficult. 

(iii I In order to set thi lgs right. the Centre's structure was modified in I 'J87, 
and the thre<' acti\itit.., of testing. technical a<>si<>tance and t~:drnological 
devl'iopment ·wen.• made to coexist within each Department. 

1 iv) Since early 1 <)<J2 CIMM is looking at new possibilites of organizatton, in 
lirw with tlw rond11ions now ohtaining in the county. 

4. STRlJCTlJRI'. 

CIMM ha<> an l:xl•cutive Commitec made up of om· representative from each of 
the <>pomorc,: 1r-.;11, Cordoha National University, tht.• Ministry of Industry of 



the Province of Cordoba. and the Chamber of Metallurgical Industry of 
Cordoba. 

CIMM is led by a Director and his deputy. under which there are five 
departments: Machinery and Equipment (with sections on mechanics and 
electronics), !\tetallurgy (testing. metallography and corrosion. non
destructive testing), Materials (chemistry. magnetic and ceramic materials. 
processes). Quality and !\tetrology (quality asuran(e and certification. 
metrology), and Commercialization (technical information. marketing). 

Cl!\t!\t defines its present obj<.•ctives as follows: 

- To sern: industry through technological developments. technical 
assistance in problems requiring interdisciplin3rity. and the guaranteed 
measurement of quality attributes. 

- To put and maintain industry in a "state of calibration" and contribute to 
develop and impron• national metrology. 

The Centre has enjoyed great continuity in its management. which allowed it 
to adapt to the changing events and circumstances experienced in .-\rgentina 
during the last 30 years. 

On management questions Cl!\tM faces strong limitations on account of the 
restrictions inherent to the public sector. One of the major problems is the 
inability to offer competitive salary levels to its scientific staff. Thi'> i'> a key 
point in the institution's search for effectin•ness and permanence. 

l!\Tl carries out a de facro annual evaluation of Cl!\1M through thl' prl)cess of 
approval of the budget. but there is not a formal methodology for evaluation. 
Internally. management makes an annual evaluation of each project and of 
each staff member. llo\'\ever. since it is not possible to give premium'> or to 
significantly improve salaries, this means that in practice personnel 
<'valuation loses its meaning. 

(:J!\IM ha'> ren•ntl\· put much effort in devl'loping it'> formerly weak 
commercial rapahilities. l:ffort'> to have the Centre's own technical p(•rsonnel 
carry out \·ommercial functions hav<' Bot ht>en '>Uff(.•ssf ul. :\t pr<.•-,ent thi'> 
rerc,onnl'l act~ in .m advisory role to the people in thL' marketing group. 

5. ACTIVITIES 

Cl~tM orient'> most of its work to th<: nwtal-mechank industry. It'> .1cti\'ities 
fall into thl· following categorie'>: 

I al Activities directly related to th(.• indu\lrial sector. Thl'S(.' rnmpric,v 

i) Tec,ting. an.lly.'>e.'> and other short-term services. typically n(•eding 
0111 J ftw days. wnirh Cl~IM would prefer enterpri"ies to do hy th<.·mc,(.•lves: 

ii) Technical ac,sic,tance, ne<•ding 2-3 months, for subject\ c,uch a'> fault 
analysis and pron•s'> prohh.•m-,; 
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iii) Research and Development project~. needing considerably more 
staff and time (up to 2-3 years) than the previous activities. 

( b) R&D acuvities of a strategic nature, addre~sed at future needs of 
enterprises as identified by the Centre. Three main fields are covered: 

i) Materials. comprising metallic materials and industrial ceramics. 
Examples: filters for alloys. lT02 sintering. 

ii) Metal-mechanics. electronics and electric sectors. Exampl<>s are the 
design of parts, de\·elopment of equipment, control of processes. 

iii) Non-conventional mater·;als, such as magnetic materials. 

1 c) Training for induscry personnel on metallurgy, non-destructi\'e testing, 
metrology ar.d quality. The courses last 20 to 45 hours each. A total of about 
1100 persons have been trained so far. 

( d) Qualifying and certifying of operators of non-destructive tests I some 300 
instances) and welders Isome 150 instances). 

le) Documentation. ·r1,rough its library and its links to other specialized 
reference centres. CIM\I provides a very complete documentation service for 
industry. 

During the last decade ll'TI has placed a strong pressure on its Centres to 
increase the share of income from sales \\ithin their total budget. This has led 
CIM~1 to concentrate in activities of type (a) \\ith a strong decrease in those of 
type lb). 

Under the import substitution policy subsisting until 1990, firms did not have 
incentives to impro\'e quality, create new products and compete in the 
international market. Cll\1M did not receive clear indications from industn· 
about the areas where it should apply its best efforts. As a resu!t. there have 
heen many cases of projects which have been discontinued in order to start 
other projects which were expected to obtain a solid support from industry. 

6. Rl!SOURCES 

I a) Human Re-;ources 

Cl!\tM has a stahl(' staff of some 60 persons, of which more than one half are 
profe\\ional\. The lewl of salaries for experienced professionals at CIMM is 
much below the level-. CJf private industry. by a factor of 2 in technical and 3-S 
in management acti,·ities. CIMM counts additionally with 14 last-year students 
and rerent graduates nf technical careers, who work as interns ~ith one-year 
scholarships. This category has become the way to incorporate new people 
into th(' Centre. since there is no possihility of offering high enough salaries 
to •lfract mor(' S(•nior people. As a result then• is a strong gap in seniority and 
in experiC:'nce between hoth groups. old time professionals and recent recruits. 

Financial constraints. rnnflicts between R&D a.nd service activities. i j lack of 
clear guidance from industry regardrng fields of ronrentr •. .ion, are 
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circumstances that have conditioned the Centre's policy towards the training 
of its staff. CIMM did not develop a clear training policy for its personnel. 
which in general have acquired their knowledge and experiem.·e through 
training on the job, plus short courses in national institutions and in a few 
cases training overseas. CIMM has generally not been able to retain staff that 
received foreign training. Of the 12 persons that undenook overseas training 
for periods of more than six months, only three are still at CIMM. 

1 b) Equipment 

Cll\11\1 counts ·with good facilities and equipment. contributed by l~TI and the 
Fniversity, for a wide range of technical acti,·ities. . It will be receiving 
shortly some specialized equipment for its magnetic materials laboratory. 
through a contribution from the German cooperation agency. GTZ. 

I c) Finances 

The 1992 budget of CIMM was llSS 1.2 million. of which 10% came from l~TI 
and 30% from the sales of services. About 10% of that amount went to salaries. 
S% to investment and 22% to other items. 

St..pport from the University has been in kind. through the use of buildings 
and maintenance personnel. This has now ceased. since the C<:ntre moved to 
new quarters at the end or 1992. 

The majority of CIMM'.; services are strongly subsidized: they account for 80% 
of expenditure but only return 30% of resources. 

The income from sales cannot be applied to the payment of salaries, but may be 
use to hire the services of outside experts. 

7. CLlf.NTl~LI~ 

CIM~l has interacted with 900 enterprises. lO<fi1 of them in a stable manner, 
during its 30 years of lifo . The number of R&lJ clients has been 17, three of 
them large state firms. one a large private firm and the rest S~lb. 

Although the services to industry are strongly subsidized. industry has not 
been keen in making spontaneous use of CIMM. The reasons for this an.· 
several: the background of many entrepreneurs who have progressed 
through trial-and-error, and find it difficult to trust outsiders: the fact that 
many of the local enterprises manufacture products for a market which is not 
too demanding: the inclination of enterprise professionals to solve things by 
themselves (which the author thinks shortsighted>: the thought that a 
competitor may also ask CIMM to s<>lve the same problem: the unfavourable 
imag<.> that prospective new clients have of CIMM as a state organization. 'A.1th 
the lahel of slow, non-confidential and expensive ("since we pay taxes. th(• 
services should he free" I. or as a university-related institution when• students 
\\ill tx· put to do the work. 
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8. OUTSIDE REIATIONS 

The author has surveyed the relations of CIMM with other institutions. Some of 
the more interesting aspects are: 

- There is a very close relationship with INTI, since CIMM is pan of the system 
of centres and receives from INTI 70% of its budget. In spite of this, the 
operative autonomy of CIMM is surprisingly high. 

- CIMM is interacting \\ith Cordoba National University in a few areas. It 
provides facilities to graduate students of the Doctorate in Engineering for 
carrying out their thesis work. It is asking the new Business School to train its 
staff in marketing, and to help convince entrepreneurs that it is in their 
interest to work with CIMM. A &ecent development is the beginning of 
cooperation with the Faculty of Mathematics. Physics and Astronomy for 
research on boron steels and magnetic materials. 

- The government of Cordoba Province interacts with CIMM through its 
Departments of Industry and of Science and Technology. A clear position 
regarding CIMM has been put fonh. recognizing that CIMM suffers from the 
lack of an explicit industrial development policy at the national level, that it 
will be privatized at some moment, that it should improve its relations with the 
University, and that it should concentrate its resources in a limited number of 
areas. panicularly in supponing the development of the dairy, agricultural 
machinery and fine chemicals branches. and in the field of quality. 

- The Chamber of Metallurgical Industry has a weak relationship with CIMM, 
even though it has a representative in the Executive Committee. In the past it 
has not had any participation in the choice of areas of work for CIM~l. 
reflecting the little use industry has had of the Centre except as a provider of 
routine services. However. with the change in economic policy, there has 
been a change of mind in the Chamber's associates. The Chamber now 
envisages the need for support to its SME associates in the following aspects: 
improvements in the organization of finns. total quality. advice on the choice 
of technology and equipment. and on the need to update them, and advice on 
issues of productivity and competitiveness. 

- The connection with the national system of innovation takes place through 
interactions with Cordoba National University and with INTI. 

- Interactions with foreign agencies took place in the past through the 
participation of CIMM in two internationally funded projects: Non-Destructive 
Testing (funded by UNIDO) and the Multinat!onal Programme of Metallurgy 
(funded by the Organization of American States). At present CIMM is 
negotiating two technical cooperation projects. one with the German agency 
GTZ for support of a laboratory of magnetic materials. and the other with the 
Japanese agency JICA on design. simulation and automation of manufacturing 
processes for the metal-mechanic industry. 

9. FACING THE NEW SITUATION. 

We have already referred to the new economic and industrial policies adopted 
by the country in 1990. Their impact on CIMM is taking place directly through 
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the need to improve the Centre's t inancial basis, and indirectly through an 
expar.ded and somewhat different set of iRL•nediate demands and long term 
requirements from industry. 

CIMM is facing rhe new situation rhrough two well defined actions: (i) making 
irs marketing function more professional. and (ii) searching for areas where 
industry is bound to require CIMM'~ services in the future. 

The search for new areas of activity is being made by trying to answer the 
basic question: where are the enterprises heading on account of the drastic 
change in the i.1dustrial policy. and how should they - or better. how would 
they like to - be accompanied by Cl~t~1. 

The author believes that the answers to questions of this nature should be 
framed within an overarching obJt_"Ctive: the .. permanence" of CIMM as an 
organization promoting industrial developmem in the framework of a 
fundamental change in economic policy. It should be remarked that the 
author uses the Spanish term '"perdurabilidad". which we have imperfectly 
translated as .. permanence". and contrasts it \\ith a situation in which the 
institution barely vegetates. carrying out a passive existence. without 
contributing much to industrial development. 

The author feel~ that the efforts flt}W being made by CIMM to face the new 
situation show great merit. and that it wou!ct not be easy to come up with other 
type~ of effort that could be carried out. given the present institutional 
situation and the limitations faced by CIMM. However, in spite of such efforts. 
the future under those condition.-, is to vegetate rather than to achieve 
permanenc~. A different approach is required fm CIM~t that will allow it to 
escape the present strictures. 

In preparing his suggestions. the author interviewed CIMM managers and 
staff. as well as different acrors, related to the local industrial scene, in 
busint•ss. government, university and science circles. He was abo able 10 use 
the results of studies recentlv carried out on the Cordoba industrial sector. 
which have addressed issues of industrial competitivity. support for small and 
medium industry and total c:.uality control. 

Some of hi'> observations follow: 

la) Clients. The new policy of privatizacion will mean the disappearance of 
public: ent·~rprises. which have been important clitnts of CIMM. and were 
.-,upplied by ii with complex services, including R&D. The clientele in the 
future \\ill principally consist of small and medium enterprises. which at 
pre.-,ent tend to demand simple and routine services. 

I bl St•nin.•.\. Ci 1 Cl~1~1 should keep or1 supplying systematized I standardized) 
services in field'> where it is capable of being a leader on account of the skills 
of its staff and the quality of its equipment. 11 should 1ake care that sufficient 
fund.-, are g~m.•rJted. so that it may be enabled to carry out other activities 
involving more risk. fii > Regarding routine services. CJMM should help 
t•nterpri.-,t_•\ to pt'rform these services by themselves. fiii) On technological 
development and other technical asistanre services of a certain degree of 
complexity. it ~ill not be easy to surmount the passivity that enterprises have 
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shoY.n so far. but as the need is increasingly felt to improve competitiveness. 
the marker is bound to grow. 

c) Enrrepreneurial arrirudes. The author analyzes for different types of 
enterprises their likelihood of becoming clients for complex servic~s of CIMM. 
Those thal are more prone to do so are: ( i) innovative enterprises devoted to 
the internal market. which are a minority: an interesting precedent is the 
R&D work on magnetic materials carried out for one such firm in recent 
years, although the results have not yet heen applied because of lack of 
funding for the experimental development and basic engineering stages: (ii) 

innovatin• enterprises in the area of capital goods. which ha\e found a 
m.1rket niche: (iii) potential technology-based enterprises. which would make 
up one of the most promising fields for CI~·lM: Hv> enterprises that sell in both 
the internal and the foreign market. The preceding would be the types of 
enterprises better prepared to use CIMM's services. principally homologation 
tests, and developments which are complementary to advances made by the 
firm or originating fro1'!1 the outside. 

di The inl1uence of MERCOSUR. The current salary differential between Brazil 
and Argentina is a disadvantage for the latter country. and rhe relatively 
higher costs can only be compensated with a higher degree of automation. 
This necessitates the replacement of certain pieces of equipment and the 
upgrading of others. An interesting field of action opens for CIMM in thb 
regard. 

el The ne\\· maliries for rhe services rendered by CIMM. The aurhor feels that 
Cl'.\1~1 Y.ill face much competition in metrology, chemical analyses and non
de~tructi\·e testing sen·ices. while it has good market possibilities - if it keeps a 
technological lead - in the areas of materials. metallurgy, corrosion. magnetic 
measurements. development of magnetic materials. and implementation of 
quality assessment and total quality programmes. Automation and the 
treatmenr of industrial wastes are promising fields of work if CIMM develops a 
capabilit~· in them. or joins up with institutions that have it. 

f) .-\nalysi.<i of some paramerers of CIM.~I. A quirk analysis of budgetary and 
s.iles figu:es shows that (i) Cl~1M has an operating annual loss of S 870.000. 
which is currently made up by INTI's contribution; (ii) per capita expenses 
are as low as is possible for an organizati~!! of CIMM's calibre f and are even 
lower if the \Cholarship holders are considered). and a further significant 
reduction does not seem possible: (iii) the metal mechanics sector firms arc not 
the predominant client group. 

gl <.JM:\! .md rhe criwria of pennanencc. The question here is how ran CIM~1 
achieve permanence as an organization devnted to technical assistance and 
thl· den.•lopmcnt of industrial technology. \\ithin the setting of a fully open 
economy and a non-interventionist state. The author presents several 
.. p(•rmanence criteria": (i) an adequate organization: this needs an 
.lppropri.ue "institutional memory", which requires a sens(• of belonging. 
which in its turn needs clear professional objectives and a proper 
n·munera1ion: ii also needs an adequate renewal of personnel. requiring that 
thl' instirntioP should h.we a free hand in hiring people. CIM~1 fails in these 
aspects: (ii l the capability of anticipating change and adapting to it. which 
Cl~f ~1 is now developing: (iii) a specific area of activity whcr!' products and 
S(•rvires with economic value may be provided: here CIMM is making efforts 



but clients are not easy to come by; (iv) the purpose of bringing about change. 
a feature which is present in CIMM; (v) very crucially. the avoidance of 
operating losess, and ideally the making of a profit; CIMM is still far from this 
desirable situation. 

The author concludes that under the present circumstances CIMM does not 
satisfy the permanence criteria. and that a radical change is needed. 

10. SUGGESTIONS FOR RESTRUCTURING 

l 0.1 The proposal 

On the basis of the preceding analysis. the author presents a basic proposal for 
the restructuring of CIMM. which starts from the hypothesis that the new 
economic policy "ill question the present system of technical assistance to 
industry • .?.IId will inevitably require it to be self-financing. 

The author explores the possibility that CIMM should concentrate on extension 
activities. but thinks that this would not be economically feasible for CIMM on 
its o"n. on account of the characteristics of the Centre and of the local 
industry. which is used to ch~ap subsidized services. 

The author suggests that a viable alternative for CIMM. allowing it to achieve 
permanence and usefulness for industrial development, is co rransfonn ir in co 
.111 enterprise. \\ith two well defined activities: 

a) PrO\·ision of sen ices. which would include 

i) Tesrs of specified, normalized rypes. CIMM should only provide 
services that can be sold at full cost plus a profit. 

ii) Qualiry-relared scn'ices. Here it is proposed that CIMM, rather than 
staying in an advisory role. should try to implement a policy of shared risks. 
The compensation of ClMM would be on the hasis of results. such as a 
percentage on the savings achieved through the improvement of production 
or the lowering of rejects. 

iii) .-\uromarion-relarcd sen"iccs. CIMM docs not ,·et have sufficient 
capacity in this area. The author suggests that CIMM should expand its 
capahilitic~ by becoming associated with an organization that may 
complement the design capacity and the existing equipment of the Centre. This 
could he l'.'i\".-\P. Y.ith which Cl~1~1 has subsequently had talks promoted by the 
author. 

iv) Sen 1cc.i; in rhc arc•.J of indusrrial wasre. This case is similar to the 
prt•vious one, and a similar solution is suggested. Cl~1M has the advantage of 
having a very good knowledge of most of the enterprises in it~ zone of 
influence. in metal-mechanics and other branches. An impor1ant aspect here 
is the recuper.uion of valuables from the wastes. 

b) Crearion of rechnology-based cnrcrprises. ( i)The proposal is not that CIMM 
should become a "technology enterprise", or a technology-based enterprise by 
ilself. Rarhcr. r/1c> produce should be technology-h;i.i;ed enterprise.<; The Cenrre 
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should develop technology for products and services of very high value added . 
around which an enterprise would be created. CIMM would participate in the 
risl:s. Once the business has been shown to be viable. it ma.y be sold and a new 
enterprise created. (ii) Practical implementation of this suggestion depends on 
the detection of high value added opportunities. One of them. in which the 
technology has already been mastered by CIMM. is the set of special materials 
it has developed in past years. t iii) Enterprises with an inno\'ative: mind could 
accept ClMM knowhow as equity. and this would be a quick v.-.iy to exploit the 
knoY.'how. (iv) The weakness of this proposal is that access to credit is difficuh 
nowadays in Argentina. It is to be hoped that risk investors will appear. 
particularly from overseas. as the e<"onomy becomes stable and strong. 

10.2 Implementation of the proposal 

The transformation of CIMM into a pri\'ate enterprise would require it to lea\'e 
th•! INTI system and become a corporation t"sociedad anonima"I. The 
shareholders couJJ include INTI and the CIMM personel. 

Some of the transitional measures could be the following: 

The equipment bought with INTI contributions would be sold in installments to 
CIMM. at current values less depreciation. Equipment crigmall:,.· provided by 
the University would be partly paid back v.ith services. such as hosting 
doctoral candidates. The building may be rented to CIMM for .i lengthy period. 

The staff would be given the option of \'Oluntary retirement. with l~Ie 
rnrresponding compensation paid by INTI, or of staying in CIMM under new 
(Ontractual conditions. \\ith a bonus of 50% of \'.'hat would have corresponded 
in the previous case. People unwilling to accept any of the abo\'e altemati\'es 
would be retained by INtl. 

I~TI would make a loan to CI~IM of a sum equal to the 1992 budget. Tlll'rP would 
be a IO-year grclr" period and a 5-year repayment period after that. 

finally. Cl~tM should concentrate its work and its resources. and would need to 
change periodically its main lines of work as it seeks to create ne·.,· 
enterprises. l;rom the organizational point of view, the divisional strunure of 
CIMM is adequate in regard to the goal of increasing the capacity to interact 
\\ith industry. hut it should evolve towards a more matrix-like strurture if 
Cl~1M is to com·entrate its dforts as required by the restructuring proposal. 



CASES 

CENTRAL AMERICA: ICAITI, A REGIONAL ITRI 

This case shows an ITRI wirh rhe srarus of a subregional 
instirurion, conceived ro serve the indusrrialization process of the 
five Cenrral American counrries, which 30 years ago agreed to 
form a Common Market. The characteristics of Central American 
industry - small scale. rechnologically backt\·ard. oriented 
rowards the local markets. demanding relatfrely simple sen-ices 
and hardly able to pay for them - ha\•e not made life easy for 
JCAITI. which has relied ro a large extent on foreign and 
inremarional cooperation to build up its capabilities and t-arry 
our research and other activities for its member countries. Ar 
present ICAITI has ro find ways to improve its human. physical 
and financial resources. its efficiency, and its Jinks ro indusrry. 
(1-ernando Machado "El lnstiruro Ctntroamericano de 
Investigacion y Tecnologia lndusrrial. ICAITI", San Jose. Costa 
Rica. February 1993). 

1. TIJE CONT~T 

1.1 Economic setting 

Thiny years ago the countries of Central America (Guatemala. El Salvador. 
Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica) decided to join efforts and form a Common 
Market, \\ith free trade of goods and services within the region and a common 
tariff system to help their industrialization. Results were very positive during 
the first ten years. during which economic and panicularly indusrri:.:aJ activity 
grew fast. After 1970 the growth rate declined, and in the l 980's a number of 
problems set in - unbalance of commerce. debts outstanding among the 
countries. high inflation. large foreign debt, unemployment. economic 
recession. and armed conflict between Nicaragua and El Salvador. These 
problems led to a reduction of commercial exchanges. 

A new common tariff structure was adopted in 1985. with lower protection 
levels and more flexibility. However. in 1987 Costa Rica uni.laterally adopted a 
policy to lower its tariffs over a number of years. More recently. all of the 
countries have started programmes of structural adjustment. that have 
accelerated the introduction of independent national policies for lowering 
tariffs. eliminating price distortions (subsidies and price controls!. reducing 
the fiscal deficit and curtailing the participation of the public sector in the 
economy. On applying these policies. the five governments decided to adopt a 
maximum common tariff of 20%. startin~ in 19C)2/93. a clear indication of the 
trade liheralization process whch is taking place in all of the countries in the 
region. 
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1.2 Industry 

Industry in the region grew at an annual rate of 8.4% between 1960 and 19/0, 
and its participation in GDP went up from 12% to. 2.1 %. This increase mostly 
went to local and regional markets. In the 1970s growth rate declined. as we 
have indicated above. and manufactured exports to third countries -mainly 
food products - decreased sharply. 

It is estimated that there are about 15.000 manufacturing enlerprises in lhl' 
region. with 300.000 employees. Food industries are predominant, with 42 to 
66% (acrording to the country> of the total manufacturing value added. 
followed b,- chemical and rubber prnducts. with 8 to 20 ~... Most of the 
companies are small; 80 to 90% employ 20 persons or less. Estimates of the rate 
of utilization f)f installed capacity in the region are between 20 and 70%. 

A number of problems are fact!d by industrial firms. such as local raw 
material\ of deficient quality. difficulties in obtaining raw materials from 
abroad. obsolete or inadequate equipment. low quality of producti0a, lack of 
technical information. lack of finance. and high perceived risks for 
im·esting. 

There wa~ no well defined industrial policy in the region until 1990. with only 
isolaceJ attempts by the different governments to stimulace foreign 
invescment and exporcs. combined with the creation of free zones. The impacts 
expected from the liberalization policies have stimulated discussions on 
restructuring a.nd modernizing the economy. and there is a gro,,·ing 
awaren<.·ss of the need to adopt specific measures in order to increase the 
competitiveness of industry. All co<intries are making efforts of industrial 
restrurturing. There is the purpose of defining a regional policy on science 
and technology as a support co restructuring. and a Regional Commision for 
the Development of Scier.ce and Technology Policy has been formed. 

1.3 Impart of the new policie<; on industrial development and on the industrial 
research institutes 

Structural adjustment programmes have brought about concerns in 
go\'crnm(.'nt and industry about the long term possibilities of survival of the 
manufacturing sector. particularly its small industries component. The 
Chamber of Industries of Costa Rica. for example. feels that the new 
macr0cccmomic poliries arc menacing the subsistence of 5000 firms. 70% of 
the industrial sector. unless support is given to enterprise restructuring. 

International experienre shows that the arhievemcnt of competitiveness hy 
enterpris<.•s depend~ basically on their rapacity to design and implement 
adequah.' and ncati\'e competitive strategies. through rapid and effcctin, 
inno\'ations. 11<.'r<.' technological inno\'ations become critically important. 

Th<.• .iuthor elaborates on this theme. suggesting that technology management 
is ,t rritiral capability to attain competitivcn('ss and mud~rnization. Work 
carried out by the author and his rolleagues at Cl'.Gl:STI. the Centre of 
Technology ~tanagement and Industrial Information of Costa Rica, has sho\\n 
that the large majority of Central American manufacturing enterprises ~o not 
have this l apahility. ITRls ran supply it to firms. beyond the support it gives 
them on t<>rhniral matters. 
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2. EVOLlITION OF ICAITI 

2.1 Origins 

The Central American Institute of Research and Industrial Technology. ICAITI. 
is a regional non-profit organization. established in 1955 by the five Central 
American Republics. on the basis of a study by the Economic Commission for 
Latin America It was gh·en the status of an international organization. and 
placed under the Comitee on Economic Cooperation of Central America. which 
acted on behalf of the gow:rnments. 

Its objecti\·es can be summarized as follows: to support the progress of the 
technology of production. and to carry out research and technical training. 

Duri .. g almost 8 years. until 1968. ICAITI was financially supported by the 
Fnited Nations. which named its first Director. 

2.2 Evolution: sources of funding 

In 1960-64 ICAITI was able to receive a grant of about l'S $900,000. which when 
added to the contributions of the member countries allowed a considerable 
expansion of the staff and of the laboratory and pilot plant installations. The 
UN contribution gradually decreased from 1965 co 1972. but other funds were 
obtained through an increase in the contrib'-ltions from member states and 
from work carried out for several outside organizations. notably the 
Organization of American States. OAS, the United Natons Development 
Programme. UNDP. the Inter American Development Bank. and the US Agency 
for International Development. AID. This allowed the Institute to consolidate its 
laboratories (chemistry. instrumental analysis. leather. food. wood pulp) and 
its pilot plants (textiles. pulp and paper). as well as co perform research on 
natural resources of the region like coffee. sugar and bananas. 

In 19ii-88 there was an economic recession in Central America. Since it was 
not possible to collect the contributions of the member countries. ICAITI 
turned for funding to several international agencies - UNESCO, GTZ of 
Germany and IDRC of Canada. among others - thus modifying its income 
structure. 

On notably increasing its dependence from international technical 
cooperation, which in 198...i-ss was more than i0% of its budget, the Institute 
found that its orientations were strongly influenced by the priorities of the 
outside funders. It became less close to Central American governments and 
enterprises. and its ccntribution to Central American development became 
somewhat passive. 

:\s. from 1989 ICAITl has endeavoured with some success to increase its 
efficiency of operation. strengthen its presence in the member countries. and 
design strategies to redure its financial dependc>nce from international 
sources by significantly increasing its income from services to local industry. 

The lnstitute's budget for 1992 is uS $2,05 million. of which 70.2% are to be 
spent on pe.rsonal services (more than half of it on technical staff). 6% on 
materials and supplies. and 23.8% in investments and other items of 
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expenditure. From this last item one third will go to travel expenses. needed to 
cO\·er the several member countries. while $75.000 will be allocated to 
investments. including s.ooo for techmcal bibliography. clearly insufficient 
amounts. The main problem. however. is whether the expected income for 1992 
will materialize in full. 

2 .3 Service mix 

The Institute does not seem to have kept registers of income by type of service. 
so that it is not possible to establish accurately the shares of R&D. testing 
serYkes. and various Mudies. The author estimates that R&D projects accounted 
for le:-, than 24% of income in 1991. Though the 1992 projections aim at a 
much higher share. the author feels that this will not easily materialize. and 
that R&D will maintain the same proportion in 1992. the rest - some 76% -
corresponding to services. 

LA Continuity 

The fir..ancial difficulties faced by the Institute are affecting its capabilities 
and posmg a menace to its survival. During the last five years the organization 
has lost highly qualified. competent technicians. At the beginning of 1992 it 
was obliged to reduce its personnel from 144 to I 00. Fortunately it has been 
able to retain some experienced staff. particularly in management positions. 
However. the low level of salaries it offers are not favourable to recruiting and 
retaining new personnel of quality, and thus the institutional stability is 
affened. 

3. RELATIONS WITH THE CENTRAL AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS 

The Ministers of Economics. Industry and Commerce of the five member 
countries form the Governing Board. They appoint the members of the 
Industrial Consultative Committee, with one member per country selected 
among three candidates submicted by the respective Industrial Chambers. The 
latter Committee approves the lnstitute's five year plan. 

ICAITI and its member governments have gradually become more distant. The 
Governing Board last met in 1989 to elect the lnstitute's Director. and will only 
meet again in January 1993 to examine ICAITl's problems. 

Member countries agreed. at the time of ICAITl's creation. to contribute to it US 
S 150.<X>O a year each, one half as subsidy and the rest as advanced payment for 
services to be received. By the end of 1991 the outstanding payments 
amounted to $5.S million ( S 1 A million in subsidies and $4.1 million in advance 
payments). enough to cover 2.1 years of operation. 

In the January 1993 meeting the Institute will attempt to collect those sums 
and to crl'atl' a permanent tund for stabilizing financially the imtitution. 

ICAITI has not been actively involved in preparing and implementing thl' 
technology and industrial policies of its member countries. which in any case. 
with the exception of Costa RirJ have not been explicitly formulated. 
Regarding regional S&T policies, ICAITI has participated actively in preparing 
the regional programme on S&T coordinated by thC' Science and Technology 
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Commission of Central America and Panama. with the support of the 
Organ:zation of American States. 

4. ACTMTIES AND PRIORITY SECTOlS 

The Institute has four technical divisions. a division of planning and 
marketing. and a division of administration and finances. We now examine the 
technical divisions. 

(a) Applied research Di\'ision. 

The aim of this division's work is to achieve a better use of natural resources. 
The following laboratories are active: chemistry. food technology. industrial 
microbiology. instrumental analysis. cellulose, pulp and paper. and leather 
and textiles. There is also a pilot plane for new product and process 
development. 

ICAITI has carried out a total of 254 R&D projects from 1956 to 1992, which 
represenred some 30% of all its projects. Of these. 140 were sponsored by 
internarional organizations and 114 were covered by contracts with the 
private sector. As a result. 10 patents on processes and products were obtained: 
one of the patents has been commercialized. 

In 1988-92 the Division of Applied Research carried out 93 projects. 55% of 
which were funded by the private sector. They included 15 scientific research 
projects, 29 technical studies. 9 courses, 10 individual tutorials. 24 short term 
technical assistances, and(: projects supporting S&T development. 

The Division has also put out 38 scientific publications and supported 24 
scudent theses. 

These figures would show that the R&D activity not only is of low import in the 
Institute. but that it has a bias towards basic research. academic theses and 
publications. which is reflected by the low number of patents and the little 
amount of technology transferred. 

There is however a positive aspect in that the technical level of this Division 
has been well appreciated by international organizations. particularly in the 
areas of food biotechnology and anaerobic digestion. 

(b) Energy Division. 

In this field the Institute has accively taken part in the search for solutions to 
the energy problem, and collaborated \\ith the countries of the region by 
carrying out regional projects. Acti\'ities consisted mainly of energy audits 
(255 from 1983 to 1992) and training seminars (74 between the same dates). 
According to ICAITI. good results have been obtained, as measured oy a more 
efficient use of energy resources (wood, oil and electricity) and the 
moderni1ation of installations in industry. with a positive economic impact. 
There is some doubt however whether the recommendations of the audit!! were 
implemented to a ;ufficient degree. in which case the economic impact would 
be lower than estmated by the Institute (by a factor of S in Costa Rica). 
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Du!ng the 13.st two years the people that had been trained in this area have 
largely left the Institute. and have installed their own consulting firms. with a 
loss in market opportunities for the Institute. 

(c) Analysis and resting Division. 

These services are provided to the public and private sectors. and focus on the 
certification of production and origin of raw materials for industry. which is 
necessary to guarantee the legitimacy of the products that enjoy free trade 
within the region. The main products tested are fresh and processed foods • 
pharmaceutical products. raw materials. v.ater for domestic and indu~trial use. 
grains for the production of concentrates. textiles. leather and skins. and 
paper products. There has also been a growing demand for the determination 
of pesticide residues in meat and other agricultural products for export. 

The high level attained in these activities has been given recognition by local 
users and by technical and health organizations in the US. Europe and Japan. 
The performance of the Division is surprisingly good when account is taken of 
the adverse organizational conditions it faces and of the obsolescence of a good 
pan of the equipment. 

( d) Ocher rechno-induscrial services Dilf·ision. 

Beyond its work in the en.zrgy area. ICAITI performs several other techno
industrial services: 

- Studies on existing industries and the establishment of new industries. such 
as the identification of investment opportunities. preinvestme!'lt studies, 
techno-economic services for the industrial sector, development of new 
products. technical assistance for the design and implementation of new 
industries. market studies, selection of technology and equipment, 
nptimization of production processes. and valuation of plant and equipment. 

- Consultancy services on process engineering, including layout. design of 
processes and equipment, technical diagnoses of industrial operations. and 
commissioning and testing of new plants. 

- Preparation of standards for the Central American industry; 1220 standards 
were emitted until mid-1989. 

- Metrology services, which have bt>en made possible through a S 1 million 
technical cooperation project. 

- Environm·.!ntal protection services, still incipient. mainly on agricultural 
and industr! .. J effluents. 

- Services in the area of quality, which have recently been added to ICAITl's 
menu. 

- Finally. information and documentation ser\'ices, traditional (library. 
t1;>chnical consultations, information searches, reproduction of documents) 
and non-traditional (on-line access to data banks, maintenance of own data 
banks. advisory and consultancy services, training, specialized publications). 
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The Division's t 992 budget ·was $38.000. of which one half was funded by 
contract work. 

Having analyzed the informat;on available and talked to the personnel. the 
author concludes that this Division is clearly deteriorating, with inadequate 
resources to mamtain its previous level of excellence. 

S. LINKS WITH THE SYSTEM OF INNOVATION IN THE REGION 

IC.\ITI has prepared an inventory of national and regional institutions in 
Cen:ral America that carry out R&D and technical asistance for industry, and 
found that 3 3 of them were interested in collaborating \\ith the Institute. 
among them the five national universities of the countries. However. no 
agreements were formalized and networking efforts were put aside in 1991 
because of lack of funds. 

There are opportunifies for such collaboration. but also many obstacles. among 
them the question of national vs. regional priorities and the fear of ICAITI 
domination. 

All seems to indicate that. except for occasional links with half a dozen 
Guatemalan consulting firms in the fields of energy and quality. lCAITl has 
not yet established links with other regional innovation agents such as 
industrial consultancy firms. manufacturers of capital goods, engineering 
firms. or technology management centres. Neither has it developed a strategy 
for the commercialization of its services that would imply links with clients in 
the industrial sector. 

ICAITl's orientation therefore does not seem to have been directed towards 
technological innovation and its management. To its tendency towards vertical 
integration and the "easy life" provided by contributions from international 
sources and member governments, one should add its lack of regard for the 
different Slages of the innovation process and the actors with which it could 
interact in that process. 

Recently competition has appeared for the services of ICAITI. at least in Costa 
Rica. where there is now a set of institutions that can supply such services. 

The author feels that ICAITI is at a crucial juncture. It has financial problems. 
it is still not well known by industry, and the activities of the country 
branches are in decline. Clients tha: were interviewed thought that a 
substantial improvement in the effectiveness of services should be sought. To 
define lCAITl's future role in the region represents a significant challenge. 
partirnlarly a~ the demand for technologkal innovation and R&D is bound to 
grow as liberalization policies arc fully adopted. 

6. SCOPE Of SERVICF.S 

We have already described the type:> of services provided by the Institute and 
the sectors and clients to which thC'y are destined, and have mentionC'd its 
limited experience in the management of innovation. 
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The author sees an opponunity for developing the latter activity, particularly 
in the stages of management of product innovation, scaling up of processes 
and experimental development results. and management of the assimilation 
and marketing of technologies. 

The Institute so far has approached the transfer of technology produced by it 
through '"technology-push" effons - joint work ~ith industry on product and 
process development, visits. presentations and seminars for industry, 
collaborative applied research ~ith universities. and publications. But other 
things have been missing - technological diagnoses of firms. assistance in the 
preparation of technological strategies, other mechanisms for identifying 
requirements such as total quality. and the integration of technological 
packages. 

The results of ICAITI's technology transfer have been meager so far. Here is a 
list of cases: 

- Screw pres~ for coffee pulp and other materials. This is being manufactured 
commercially in two or three countries \\ith pirated designs. 

- Integral utilization of coffee pulp for different purposes. now being used 
commercially for the production of fuel. 

- Effluent treatment by anae&obic digestion. which has reached industrial 
scale in two food processing plants: other application projects are on hand. 

- Acid banana pulp. a process to allow temporary storage of banana pulp. has 
been tried out successfully in a small plant. 

- Production of edible mushrooms. now being used by three agroindustrial 
firms which employ agricultural byproducts as raw materials. 

- Formulation of a variety of food products. ~ith specific contracts with 
several industrial branches (coconut. fishing. fruits and vegetables. pickles. 
cereals. ice cream and other). 

However. the mere trial or application by one client constitutes the only 
success criterion for ICAITI: no follow-up is made of the use and profitability 
of the technology. additional services are not offered, and there is no feedback 
that would help the learning process and the improvement of the 
organization. 

It would be important for the Institute to develop its own capabilities for 
managing all types of changes. and to introduce in ics o»-n services total 
quality and te<·hnological innovation 

7. STRATEGIFS 

7.1The1990-94 strategic plan 

ICAITI started to formulate an explicit strategy for lhe first time in 1988-89. by 
recommendation of AID, which funded the exercise (for aJmost $1.6 million). 
Eight consulting firms were involved, and there was participation by ICAITI 
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staff. representatives of the member councries and specialized consultants. As 
a result. a strategic plan was prepared for the period 1990-1994. which 
included a number of analytical documents. and manuals on different aspects 
of ad.ministration. 

The Institute's mission is defined in the following manner: .. to advance the 
integral and rational development of Central America.a industry". A number 
of long-term objectives have been stated. dealing with support for the public 
and private sectors, increase in financial self-sufficiency. covering of the 
whole region. helping technological updating. enlarging technology transfer 
.tctivities. and forecasting the social and economic implications of industrial 
development. 

The areas of activity of the Institute have been defined as follows: (i) techno
cconomic studies. (ii) technical assistance (includes quality and productivity 
management. environmental management, industrial reactivation and 
restructuring. energy, technological packages. standardization. and 
technological innovation), (iii) industrial information, liv) analyses and tests 
1analytical services. metrology. quality certification), Iv) research and 
development (utilization of natural resources. treatment of industrial waste. 
hiotechnology. development of products and processes). (vi) training. (vii) 
organizational development and institutional relations. and (viii) financial 
development. 

Each Division is asked to establish its o~n annual operative plan on the basis 
of the Institution's strategic objectives (a detail of the 199 2 plans is included in 
the author's report). 

The total expenditure planed for the five year period 1990-1994 is of the order 
of $20 million. This includes investments in equipment and systems for 
Analysis and Metrology, and in buildings (including a Convention Centre> for 
the area of Training. 

-; .2 Comments on the strategic plan 

The author makes a number of observations on this plan: 

· \.1ost of the planning efforts had to do "ith the structural reorganizaticn of 
ICAITI, in particular the accounting and financial system~. However. the 
corresponding documents have not been made lrno\\11 so far: 

- Emphasis was more on the result than on the exercise of planning. so that 
the exercise did not become an instrument for the comuniration of strategk 
ohjectives, negotiation of internal cooperation among Division. and definition 
of the main changes: compatibilily was not ensured between strategy . 
. o;tructurc. organizational culture and budget: 

- The lnstitute's mission as defined does not transmit the basic beliefs and 
values of the organization: 

- Some important strategies are not clearly outlined. for instance, human 
resource improvement, the service mix, changes in the organizational culture, 
strategic alliances \\ith other agents of innovation. etc.; 
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- There is no analysis of the present and likely competitors (especially in new 
areas like total quality and restructuring) in the face of changing conditions 
in the countries served and the policies of commercial opening, regional 
integration and globalization of markets: 

- There is a bias to"ards presenting in an elaborate manner the programme 
areas, which leads to the thought that a central purpose of the restructuring 
exercise has been to produce attractive promotional material on lCAITI and its 
services. not only for the industrial sector but also for member countries and 
international organizations. 

At the time of writing this report, IC..\ITI had not implemented its strategic 
plan to an important extent, justifying this delay on financial difficulties. 
There are ho\ ... "ever signs that there has been a lack of commitment \\ith the 
changes comemplated in the plan. and little capability to undertake them. The 
inten·iews carried out by the author confirm that the present activities of 
ICAITI have an inertial. short-term impulse. On the other hand, the only 
funding available for long term R&D is still coming from international 
cooperation. in spite of the purpose of lowering the dependence on it. 

7.3 Performance 

ICAITI does not seem to have carried out formal evaluations of its performance, 
beyond the financial aspects of its operation. The author has attempted a 
rough appraisal. based on the little information available and the results of his 
inten iews with clients and staff. 

Between 1956 and 1992 ICAITI carried out 1,124 projens. There was a 
concentration of projects in Guatemala (over <>4% of the 848 projects for the 
member countries). R&D projects were 254, some 30% of all projects: the main 
emphasis of the project mix was therefore on services. 

Regarding the transfer of technology. 18 technologies had been transferred 
succesfully (according to the lnstitute's criteria: siwple use or application by 
rhe client. rather !han continued, trouble-free use for a year or more). This 
would represent 7% of all R&D projects. By Latin American standards the 
figure is reasonable. but a higher value would have been expected given the 
long experience of the Institute. The number of patents obtained. 10. was less 
than 4% of all R&O projects. Only one patent was licensed. 

The above values would indicate a low originality of R&D results as well as low 
capahilities for their rnmmercialization. 

The management of R&D projects could be improved, possibly through specific 
traininJi on the subject. Some 20% of the projects have gone beyond the 
original deadline. and 15% beyond cost esrimates. There has been insufficient 
follow up of the projccrs I except in the case of those funded by international 
organizations> and no post-mortem analysis has been made of those that have 
failed. 

Regarding services. the interviews with clients of lCAITl have showed that 
energy audits. as well as analyses and tests. have been of good quality, but the 
prices were considered to be too high, and the time taken to prepare proposals 
requested by clients was. at 1 to 6 monrhs. too long. 
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8. ORGANIZATION 

As a result of its strategic plan 1990-1994 ICAITI has adopted an organizational 
structure ~ith three Depanments: Technical. Promotion. and Administration 
and Finance. 

fi\·e Divisions make up the Technical Department: Standards. Analyses and 
Tests. Industrial Technical Services. Applied Research. and ~umentation and 
Information. 

The Promotion Department is in charge of marketing 11.AITrs sen·ices. It has a 
Planning and Marketing Division and a Publications Division. It also oversee~ 
the operations carried out by the branches of ICAITI in the five member 
countries. 

In December 1991 ICAITI had a staff of 170. but shonly thereafter there was a 
reduction because ol financial difficulties. The permanent staff is now 101. ten 
of which are in branches in the other Central American countries. 50% of the 
total staff are professionals. and show an a\·erage experience of 15 years. two 
thirds of which in IL\ITI. 

The employees enjoy a number of social benefits. including retirement at age 
55. and those \o.lith many years of seniority prefer to stay in the institution. in 
spite of the low salaries. No incentives are offered to the staff on account of 
good performance. 

ICAITI aims at a matrix structure. but continues to have a largely functional 
structure. which is far from adequate on account of too may hierarchical 
levels. the tendency to passivit~·. the hostility between the d\fferent 
··fiefdoms". and the resulting blocking of communication. 

An assessment of the organizational culture of ICATI was carried out by 
initiative of the author. using a four step methodology: analysis of documents. 
analysis of previous studies about the institution. utilization of a two-part 
questionnaire applied to a sample of 35 staff members. and structured 
interviews \\ith 15 staff members. The results point to the existence of 
problems in the institution - ineffective communication. lack of group work. 
absence of training opportunities. existence of an autocratic style of 
management. insatisfaction of the personnel. an attitude of just complying 
with the working hours. and little identification with the institution·s 
objectives and goals. which in any ca~ are not clear to everyone. 

f;rom the above an.ilysis, the author concludes that significant changes should 
be imrodun.:d into the structure and the organizational culture of ICAITI. 
which would ~reatly contribute 10 its performance and future sun·ival. The 
structure should allow flexibility. favour internal discussion and help the 
development of thC' lnstitute's potentialities. This would need to create an 
•ltmosphert' of high participation. a process of training, internal rotation of 
personnel and good information flows. a system of performance evaluation 
and incentives for the personnel, and a system for maximizing contacts with 
clients and suppliers of the Institute. It would also require a good management 
of patent<, and intellectual property. the training of staff in the management 
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of technology and innovation. a re\'ision of the role of country b. :inches. and 
a careful selection of the areas in which effons should be concenu •ted. 

The marketing activities of the Institute could also be sub5tantially improved. 
First. "ith a different service mix more in line with the requirements of the 
region. focusing on R&D. technological innovation. and the management of 
technology transfer. rather than on the fashionable services that attract 
international clients. Secondly. generating good project proposals. 
emphasizing total quality and technological innovation in its ov.'O services. 
and looking for feedba("k from the clients. 

9. THE FUfURE 

:\t the end of 1992 IC..\ITI was putting its hopes of ra·o'"ery and surYi\"al in 
several funding possibilities: the payment of nrears by member countries. a 
loan from the Inter American Development Bank. the creation of a Science 
and Technology Fund for technological support to small industries with the 
CE>ntra! American Bank of Economic Integration. and the creation of another 
fund "ith the same Bank for promoting new enterprises. 

In the author's opinion. •he chances of any of these options marerializing are 
far fr-:>m certain. and it would be advisable for the Institute to de\·elop. 
together with likely users. a portfolio of good specific projects in its areas of 
excellence. 

The author reviews :he problems faced by ICAITI at this point of time. which 
origir He not so much from pre~ent changes in its milieu as from certain 
unfa\"ourable characteristics of its past evolution: 

- The role of a .. super-Ministry of science. technology and development for the 
region". which may have been justifed at the time of ICAITl's creation: 

- Abundant international funding, which created an .. easy lif c" out!ook that 
made ICAITI lose sight of the need to link up closely \\ith the industrial seC"tor. 
lC.-\ITl was unable to focu~ international cooperation towards projects that 
could make a significant impact on industry: 

- The Institute has enhanced scientific research rather than technological 
innovation and technology transfer: 

- It has lived on for more than 30 years without an adequate planning of it<> 
activities and its future development. and acquired an organizational cultun.• 
and a style of leadership 1hat has no1 helped ii in pursuing ils ohj('ftiveor,. 

IC...\ITI must now face the new conditions of its environment while hcing 
saddled wirh a number of drawbaks: financial difficulties. a deteriora1ing 
infr.istructure. a lark of focus. J staff whose experienced members are ne.tr 
the age of rerirement while many 01hcrs are in an initial learning phase. low 
sal.iric.'>. and other adverse characteri'>lir\. 

The author feels that. in order to face the new conditions. the Institute should 
defin° well i1s mission and objectives. and sharply focus its capabilities. R&D 
should conccnrrate on priority .treas related to the past expcrienn• of llw 
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Institute. looling for technological innovation aud not merely R&D. ll is .1ho 
imperative for ICAITI to develop a tt.'<'hnology management capabiiity that 
would allow it to take up other roles. such as the formation of n.•sl•an.-h 
consortia. the promotior. of technology based enterprises. the intermediation 
of technology. the updating of firms through a Mgatekeeper .. role. and th£' 
cooperation with other innovation agents in the region. 

Tht.• principal t.·hallenge is to build up the nt."t·essary rapabilitics tor thest.• new 
roles. and at the same time soln• tht.> finanli.il .md other problems now ht.'ing 
faced. 
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CASE 6 

COLOMBIA: THE DEMISE OF llT 

The Institute of Technology Research of Colombia. llT. was closed 
down recently and its assets were dispersed. marking lhe 
unfortunate end of a long crisis. How did chis happen? Why didn ·r 
industry fight ro salvage the only general-purpose !TRI in the 
country? These and other questions are explored in this case 
study. which "'P summarize below. (L.]. Jaramillo. '"La larga crisis 
del IIT: dificultades para conformar una capacidad recnologica 
indusrrial en Colombia ... Bogota. February 1993.> 

1. THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

The author remarks that Colombian entrepreneurs ha\'e shovrn a greac 
capacity for risk-taking in creating industrial enterprises. but not in 
technological change in their enterprises once established. There has been 
little or no demand for loc~lly created knowledge on the part of the 
technologically simple Colombian enterprises. Industry was not convinced of 
the need to come close to an institution like the Technological Research 
Institute, llT. either individually or collectively. 

The lack of appreciation of the technological factor. as well as a lukewarm 
anilude towards cooperation among enterprises. did not allow an industrial 
compacc to come into existence to susrain the \'aliclity of IIT and the need to 
renO\ ate and imprO\·e it. On its part. the government. while supporting 
science in general. did not understand well the issues involved in industrial 
research. Meanwhile. the researchers and their sponsors were happy to 
assun: research at the laboratory level but did not have the means or the 
inclination to transform the results into commercial applications. 

2. ORIGIN AND l:VOLUTION 

The lnstituto de lnvestigaciones Tecnologicas. llT, was created in 1958, as a 
non-profit c:orporation. \'\rith the sponsorship of two official banks. the 
Agrarian Fund and the Bank of the Republic. and the Narional Coffee Growers 
Federation. which were soon joined by the Colombian Petroleum Enterprise. 
ECOPETROL. and the lnstituto de Fomento Industrial. a state development 
corporation. 

llT's main objectives were stated as follows: to carry out technological studies 
and research in all phases of Colombian agricultural and industrial activitie~. 
and 10 stimulate lhe application of results. 

The new institution had the inspiration and suppon of the Armour Research 
Foundation for its foundation and during the first phase of its life. The United 
Nations provided funding and tec-hnical suppport for some years. 

llT responded to the needs of the day - to support the agro-industrial 
development of the country - and played an important pioneering role in 
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charncterizing natural resources and in studying agriculturnl products from 
the vie\'\jl<>int of their industrial processing. However. the .. contr.ln research" 
model proposed by Armour could not be applied in the Colombian 
environment. IIT had to go through its own learning proce;)s. 

llT started \\ith sen·ices for the formulation of fertilizers and pesticides for 
local conditions. and went on to study problems in the post-harvest stage. 
taking care not to duplicate what others were doing. Thus it took up the 
utilization of agricultural wasles for the production of alcohol and other 
products. and the developmem of coff e-based products. 

The original structure comprisc:d six units: Applied Chemistry and New 
Products Development: Agro Chemistry; Quality Analysis and fa·aluation: 
En~ineering: Economics. and Technical Assistance. (Later on. in 1972. a 
restructui-ing produced four divisions: Research. Industrial S<.>rvices. 
Consultancv. and Administration and Finance). A number of international 
experts were brought for periods of one month to several years. 

In the ApplieJ Chemistry section. research was madt: at laboratory and pilot 
plant level. and continued on to engineering development. Amonj! tt.e subjects 
studied was the industrialization of guava and other local tropical fruits. This 
was the first formalized industrial research carried out in the country. 

Technical Assistance became the strongest unit in llT. It interfaced witl. 
industry, bringing in the latter's problems antl demands and returning to it 
proposals for research and studies. Technical diagnoses of a number or 
industrial branches were made. and a proposal was prepared for technical 
assistance to SMEs. Other activities included courst?s and seminars. advison· 
services, and market and feasibility studies. Sen·ices pro\'ided to industry were 
free of charge during an initial stage. This had a good welcome and prnduced 
several successful outcomes. However. once the support of United Nations 
ended, there were no alternative sources of funding to continue this subsidy, 
until some vears later when technical assistance from Germam· allowed to 
partly subsidize those sen·ices. · 

During ils whole life IIT was a focus for lechnical cooperation from 
internation•tl organizations (the United Nations. the Organization of American 
Slates), .several foreign governments (llSA. through funding programmes like 
Point Four and lhe Alliance for Progress. and later through agencies like the 
Department of Agriculture and llSAID. lhe Agency for International 
Developml'nt: (;ermany: the ~e1herlands: Great Britain. and Denmark). and 
foreign institution<> IArmour Research Foundation, l:niversity of Michigan. 
Fren«h Institute of Tropical Fruits. Arthur D. l.ittk Inc. Denver Resean-h 
Institute!. 

By l ')82, on tlw occasion of its 25th annivcrs.iry. llT could point out to its 
arhien•m(•nt\: 1 'HR reports on studies and demand for wrvires: ! 1,770 
ronsultarion., and visits to industry: 112.35<> samples analyzed \'\ith more than 
400.000 det(•rminations: 140 editions of its Technology R••\'i('W with 175.000 
d1strihut<.>d rnpi<'s. •tnd a number of other puhlications. 
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3. RELATIONS WITH GOVERMENT 

During the time of import-substitution policies. the government paid much 
attention to different protection and regulatory activities. but little to 
technology related acti\'ities, where laissez faire reigned. In a National 
Seminar on Industrial Technology which took place in 19 75. there was 
insistence on the need to define an industrial technology pohcy; but this did 
not subsequently take place. The only decisions made in questi,ms of creation 
a;~d assimilation of technology were those derived from che technological 
policy agreements of the Andean Pact. to which Colombia was part. But 
Colombia did not follow up the agreements except for the control Jspects and 
for its participation in the Andean Programmes of Technology Development. 
in which IIT represented the go\'erment in the Contracting Committees. 

IIT played a role \"is-a-vis the governm<'nt not as a key player in a practically 
inexistent technology policy. but a~ a provider of consultancy and services. 
which were commmisioned from it by different agencies. notably 
COLCIENCIAS. the official organization in charge of promoting '>cience and 
technology. The latter also contracted "ith IIT some projects that im·olved R&D 
activities. One of the most interesting in this regard w.is the provision of 
technologies. developed by IIT some time before. for the formulation of 
processed food of high nutritional value and low cost. 

One of the links with the Government was through the participation ot official 
entities among the sponsors of IIT. notably the Bank of the Republic and the 
lnstituto de Fomento Industrial. Since there was not a central libretto. IIT 
found itself in an uneasy position as each of chese sponsors exerted its own 
type of influence. 

In 1968 the government declared llT an institution .. linked" to the Ministry of 
Development. This damaged the image of IIT. which was regarded thereafter 
by industry as a public sector organization, m;:.king firms reluctant to pay for 
sen·ice') which they felt were already CO\'ered by the taxes they paid. As the 
author says. Mthe private firms wanted to be subsidized. the public 
organizations asked for free services. the government did not provide funds. 
and the Institute suffered a progressive erosion". There was also a matter of 
the ambiguity of llT's legal stams. In 1980 a study was commissioned from 
which it resulted that llT had a juridical nature unique in the country. and 
could not be regarded as an official instituthn. though the government was a 
sponsor through several of its institutions. 

In any case. <1" a "linked" insritution IIT was unable to capture the benefits of 
belonging to the public sector. principally a substantially higher funding 
level from rhe national budget. Though it gained from retaining its 
indcpcndcnet• and its flexibility. it could nm at the same time enjoy more 
significant links \\ith the government. 

Thu'> the ground \\·as laid for the protractel~ agony of the Institute. 

4. HT AND THE INNOVATION SYSTEM 

The Colombi.m policy in science and technology has centred on the creation of 
a "srh..>nce ~ind technology system" rather than a system of tc•chnologiral 
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inno,·ation with industry as the central actor. It has not fa\'oured the 
formation of -c1usters" between enterprises. R&D institutions. engineering 
firms and financial or~anizations. which have characterized the export
oriented industrialization process in South F.ast Asia. At one time howe\"er this 
appeared to be \\ithin reach in the field of food products of special social 
int<'rest. when llT participated actively in the National Research Programme 
on Food Technolofy and Nutrition. but lack of finance and of steady 
management did not permit it to happen. 

Another area i11 which llT could have had much activity was in the processing 
of n>ffee. Indeed. the! h.>deration of Coffee Grm,·ers was one of the sponsors of 
IIT. but it nmtr.Ktl'd llT\ -,en·ices only for agrcx-hemiral analyse,. 

The other spomor'> of Ill also had a limited use for the Institute. H:OPFfROl.. 
the Col.:>mhian Petroleum Enterprise. neaced its o\\n research organization. 
Thl' lnstituto de 1-omcnto Industrial did not use llT except for industrial 
consultancy studil'\. Th(.' two official banks hardly used the service\ of llT. 

Tlw uni,er\itie\ looked do\'\11 on llT and did not much engage in rooper.uion 
\\ith it. One of th•·m. the !\ational l'ni,·crsity, became a competitor on 
establishing an lnstitut(.' of food Science and Technology, only a few blocks 
aw.ly from llT. 

One tlf tlw impnrtant outputs of llT was the stream of qualified professionals 
that went on to industry and other sectors after having acquired experienced 
in llT. Th1..• ;iuthor reports that "someone called llT the country's gr.iduate 
school in rest.·.tn-h and de,·elopment. in industrial technology adYice and 
ron<,uhanry." In tart. the: transfer ot ?xperts to industry was rcgarL-ted as a 
norm•ll t.1-.k of the lmtitute. 

5. SCOPE Of ACTIVITIES 

llT had a widl' rn\erage in its acunues: food technology, casting. 
mctallographic .m.ily,h. plastics, leather, ceramics, chemistry of roffec and 
rarh<ms. The m.tin concentration of efforts •.vas in food technology. 

Tht• arli. ities inrludt.'d ta) applied technological research. { h) tt.'l"hrncal 
sen· ires for industry 1 analysis. t~sts, consultancy related with company 
dt.•risiom on tlw purrhast• of equipment or raw materials, the appro,·al of a 
pron•,.,. product or r.tw matl'rial. etc); (c) quality control, mainly through 
inspection of lot•. in the· enterprise itself; Id) industriai dcn~lopment studies. 
princip•1liy for th<.' idc>ntification or evaluation of investment possihilitic·<; in 
agricultun• anc.1 indu"ttry; ((') tl·rhnical assistance fo1· SMl:s. during tht.' first 
period of tht.• lnstitutt.•: I fl collaboration with other organizations. through 
trnining ol thl'ir pcr-.nniwl and participation in technical committt.>es: {gl 
n1mpi<.•ment.try c;<.·n·ice' in pilot plant. lahoratory of sensory analy"i" and 
expt.•rim(•nt.il kitdwn . 

. ·\ fornwr director of thl' h1\titute felt that llT had not been ronr<.'iv('d to work 
in only om· lil·ld of .tppplir.uion, since such a thing "would only bl' possihll' 
when the <.>nterprist.''> linked to such an institution attained the numhers .ind 
tht.• economic kvl'l that would allow them to finance an institution of their 
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O\\n ... it is a strategic mistake to increase the number of institutions or keep 
those in existence if a critical mass cannot be reached". 

The low demand for research. however, did not allow IIT to generate sufficient 
income. This created problems that redu<.·ed the capability of a higher off er of 
services and in its tum decreased the opportunities for more demand. In the 
words of a former Director of the Institute, .. a \'icious circle is created that 
hinders the steady development of the institution". 

In an e\·aluation carried by a foreign expert in 1971. two concerns were 
expressed. First. that a great dependem·e on income deri\'ed from the sale of 
ser\'ices made it difficult to programme activities in the medium term. for 
which purpose stable. sufficient funding w.is needect. Second. that there was a 
danger that lack of imagination and too much repetitive work would transform 
llT in a place too dull to attract creati...-e talent. 

6. INFRASTRUCTURE AND HUMAN RESOURCES 

Thanks to its unremitting efforts. by I 968 llT was in possession of a large 
building \\ith almost 9000 square metres. with pilot plant. laboratories. 
workshops. offices. library and a conference hall. Funding for this had come 
from international and foreign government organizations through their 
technical cooperation programmes. 

On(.' of the positive actions of llT during its first decade of life was to contribute 
in bringing hack to the country uni\'ersity graduates in technical disciplines 
.u a tim(.' when this was not practiced by the uni\'ersities. 

In 1981 llT counted \\ith 51 scientists and technologists of varied backgrounds. 
which were supponed by about 80 technical and administrative personnel. 

Although foreign study programmes for the scientific staff were always 
supported by llT. they were for periods rarely longer than one year, which 
some ohsen·ers have felt to be insufficient. 

llT found it difficult to pay salaries comparable to those in industry, and this 
maintained a relati...-ely high rotation of the staff throughout its life. It was 
estimated in 1911 that every year 15% of the staff moved on to industry, which 
paid better. 

In any cJ.se. the users kept for many years their trust on the professional 
capabilities and the confidentiality of llT, although this trust seems to have 
suffen.•d somewhat in the last few years of its lifl! c!ue to the labour conflicts 
within Ill. 

The diffit'ulty in retammg the best staff slowly tonk its toll in quality and 
productivity. The deterioration was already visible in the mid-se\'enties. "The 
lesson". adds the author. ~is that in an insti'ute of this nature it is nercssary to 
take th<.• utmmt rare about the technical quality and the responsibility of the 
pNsonnd." 

llT end<.•d u~' in the late 80s with very difficult crnnomic circumstances, and 
with .t mac;s of unmoti\'atcd professionals. waiting for rctin•ment and its 
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benefits. who had organized into a strong trade union that menaced the 
Institute with strikes. 

Another vicious circle had appeared: low demand . from users meant less 
resources and thus lower salaries, the best personnel went away while that of 
lower qualifications could not be got rid of on account of the union' pressure. 
and this in its tum had repercussions in even lower levels of demand. 

7. PROBLEMS AND CONFLICTS 

In spite of its mighty efforts and of some good results. HT had a lengthy agony. 
Some of the noteworthy aspects were: 

Organizacional .md financial areas 

The st< tus as •• private institution contributed to the flexibility and relati\·e 
agilitv of llT. It could make expenditures ·without the usual interferences of 
the public sector. But it was unatile to obtain a steady "Source af funding from 
the state. 

The sponsoring institutions. whle giving some funds to llT, did not help in 
orienting technological development. They were far from providing the 
necessary drive to the Institute. The Board was largely made up of 
representatives of state institutions and did not include industrialists, which 
was a disadvantage. The members had little knowledge of the needs of industry 
or of technology management. The bearings provided by such a Board were 
not always clear and did not help the institution. 

The model initially followed of first generating funds and then subsidizing 
research did not work. Analytical services are a limited source of income. and 
they also distract from research which is the activity that inspires credibility 
about the institution. 

An institution is not viable in the long run without adequate long-term 
funding, which allows stability in research lines rhat can produce favourable 
results in industrial technology. In the beginning HT depended almost wholly 
on the contributions of its sponsors. This represented 72% of all income in 
1960, but as time went on it counted for less and less: it was 1 J% in 1982. Sales 
of services and international cooperation had by then grown in relative 
terms. In 1982 they represented. respectively. 66.5% and 9.5 % of total income. 
The funding available war, howe,·er insufficient for the n~eds of llT. 

Among the problems occasioned hy thl' shortage of funds \'\'Crc: 

· "\\'ho is going to pJy for thl' \\ork on local producrs which is not performed 
for an explicit dicnt hut is of hro.id interest for !he rountry!" 
- "If I sell. 'A-ith what .un I going 10 respond"! I cannot engage and support a 
criticai mass of well trained people against the expectation of future income" 
- "llow much can 1 charge for m erhc<1ds? If I charge full cmts, this will make 
the projcn mon· expemi\'l' .md I m&l)' sell less, panirul.lrly in a market used to 
subsidized university work". 

11111111111 I 11 
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The financial shortcomings made life difficult for the Director of llT and 
created the conditions for the formation of a trade union by the professionals. 

As time went on the burden of retirement benefits grew and became a cul-de
sac. No reforms were possible if resources could not be found to deal with this 
problem. 

Markecing of sen·ices 

The milieu in Colombia, as we have pointed out above. did not encourage the 
de:nand for industrial technology ser..-ices. a consequence of the import 
substitution industrialization model. In 1990 it w-as found through interviews 
with industrial firms that "excessh·e state protection and the lack of 
competition accounted for the lack of demand for technology for the 
modernization of the productive sysrem". There was distrust about the quality 
of work and the ability to produce complete technological packages, rather 
than a collection of studies on pat tial aspects. This \O.ils linked to the perceived 
high risk of investing in knowledge that would then have to be transformed 
into plant and equipment. Outside suppliers were taken lO be more trustwonhy 
since they were aware of the international experience. and were preferably 
used as sources of knowledge. 

It was felt that the foreign markets could become a dynamic force to 
encourage industrial research. Centres linked to the tel·hnology of production 
for expon show better defined research priorities than those oriented towards 
local production acti\·ities 0f a monopolistic type. 

llT did carry out a number of market studies for its services. but it would seem 
that the results were not used to introduce practical corrections. Perhaps. as 
suggested by an expen. what was needed was a mechanism for public relations 
and market promotion. 

There was also the problem of the cost of preparing quality proposals to clienrs 
who were evenu.oally uninterested or could not pay the costs. 

Labour conflicts 

The "Association of llT Professionals" was originally conceived as a pressure 
mechanism vis-a-vis the sponsoring institutions and the goverment. One of its 
first claims was to ask for a more open diffusion of research results. which it 
was not easy to do since a good pan of the research was done under contrart 
and had reserve clauses. 

While the Association's genesis is understandabl<:. it had the effect of making 
problems mon.· acute. The rlimate of cordiality that had existed so far was 
altered. The f.lct that the personnel wanted to become public sector employees 
changed the rules of the game. The ~ffects were opposite to the purpose of 
consolidating the imtitution which the Association had originally desired. 

The consequences of labour union acti\'ity were grave. The llT managemt•n1 
felt unduly pressed as it was asked to pay without consideration of when• th<.' 
money would come from. The public image of the llT pr'>fessionals 
deteriorated. The sponsoring institutions were rudely confronted. An 
aggresi\'C climate' w.is introduced in the Institute which was inimical to 
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intellectual creauv1ty. The renewal of personnel wa~ blocked. There were 
extreme situations. such as a strike in 1983. with insults hurled at the sponsors 
through the public press. The great difficulty to find a consensual formula of 
aFreement brought about forms of conflict which. eroded the life of the 
institution. a new vicious circle that contributed to making lIT unmanageable. 
The trust of industry on the quality and confidentiality of the Institute's 
services was shattered. The image of llT becamE> much weaker and as a result 
there was a !oss of interest in revitalizing it. 

There were solutions, which were costly but still affordable. Funds were 
needed to pay what was ow~d to the personnel. and they would have to be 
contributed by the sponsors or other sources. since the Institute \V-J.s not 
solvent. This was not done and the Din:ctor was left alone. What followed was 
the terminal stage. 

8. CLOSURE 

On the 5th of June 1991 the Board decreed the liquidation of UT. The lack of 
money to pay salaries forced the definite closure of the institution. The 
building and the library were sold to local institutions. and the equipment was 
auctioned off in 93 lots when a single buyer was not forthcoming. thus 
dispersing at low prices what had taken years to put together. 

Before this extreme outcome. there had been attempts to keep IIT going. and 
when this was not possible. to avoid the dispersal of assets. Several different 
formulas were proposed. such as to collect funds from industry and the 
government in equal parts and keep IIT going on; to allocate government 
funds by Congress (this was not accepted by the Ministry of Finance); to sell 
llT whole to the National trniversity (adjacent to HT>. or to the National 
Vocational Training Service. St.NA. None of these solutions finally worked. 

A~ a final reflection, the author extracts an important lesson. The behaviour of 
the different actors would show that there was an insufficient understanding 
of the Institute. For the industrialists it was a source of human resources that 
could be hired. For the sponsors. a source of worries and conflicts. For others. 
a good real estate site. a building. some labs. For a more sophisticated public. 
perhaps a valuable centre of technical information. 

lrnfortunately. these actors did not regard llT in its true dimension as an 
industrial terhnlogy research institute. bent on creating a national 
technological capability and a community of interests around this strategic 
subject. 
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CASE 7 

NEW ZEALAND: SCIENCE RESTRUCTURING AND NEW MODALITlffi OF 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCll 

New Zealand has undergone a series of changes and adjusunencs 
in recent years. as it became clear char che economic model 
previously followed by the country, with a largely prorecred 
economy relying on che expon of agricultural commodities. did 
no longer generate enough wealth ro manrain reasonably full 
employment and income growth. The restructuring of science 
and reclmology in rhe public sector is one of rhe most inreresting 
chaprers of such chmges. The functions of S&T policy-making. 
R&D funding and R&D execution were separared. A fund w-.is 
creared to suppon "public good" strategic R&D. The four main 
science agencies "·ere restructured: ten new Cro..n Research 
lnstirutes rook their place. They are focused on sectors and 
problem areas rather than disciplines, and have been endowed 
wirb fuil autonomy and commercial powers in rhe hopes of 
Jin.king chem closely co che productive sector (A. Araoz. 
"Rescrucruring of science and technology and new modalities of 
industrial research in New Zealand", Cambridge, Massachussers. 
March 1993). 

A. SCIENCE RESTRUCTURING 

1. NEW ZEAIAND AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

~ew Zealand lies in the Southern Pacific, and consists of cwo large islands. 
~orth and South, and a few smaller ones. The total land area is about 270,000 sq. 
km, slightly larger than the United Kingdom and about the size of Ecuador or 
Romania. The landscape is dominated by mountain ranges and hill country, 
and the sea is a constant presence for many of the inhabitants. The climate is 
temperate though "inters can be severe in the far South. 

New Zealand is a small country, with a 1991 population of 3.4 million that 
grows 1% a year. The gross domestic product in 1991 was USS 41.I billion. "ith 
a GDP per capita of llSS 12.265. Per capita income grew well until the 1950s, 
when New Zealanders enjoyed a standard of living which was third in the 
world, but slowed do"n thereafter; it stagnated after 1986. 

Thf> economy depends heavily on foreign trade. After having long been 
"Britain's farm", products and markets have diversified in recent years. The 
relative contributions of traditional agriculture and manufacturing have 
declined. The more dynamic economic activities in recent years have been 
fishing. forestry and mining. 

Towards the end of the sixties the economy suffered the consequences of the 
erosion in the terms of tr.tde for primary agricultural commodities and the 
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sucrcssin~ oil shocks. New Zealand fought back "ith the introduction of new 
primary products. and some of them. like ki\\ifruit and radiata pine. generated 
good exports. But this ·was not enough. By the early 1980s the economic 
situation had sharply deteriorated. Wages and productivity increasingly 
lagged behind the standards of other OECD countries; unemployment and 
inflation appeared. The government sector dominated the economy. social 
goals were p.iramount. and there was in place a c-omplex array of policies for 
industrial protection. subsides and tax-relief. It \\'ilS evident that the old 
economic model was unable to maintain relative standards of living and that 
changes were necessary. 

2. REFORMS IN THE ECONOMY AND THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

hom 1984 onwards a new. market-oriented approach was put in place. doing 
away \\ith high protection le,·els and turning instead towards freer trade. 
deregulation of markets. removal of subsidies. neutrality between export and 
domestic s~·wrs. and control of innation. 

The ~horn.-omings of the ~ew Zealand economy, however. were not easy to 
<·orrc<·t just \'\o'ith changes in macroeconomic:- policy. In July 1992 the 
government produced a statement announcing measures to be taken for 
~.u.-hieving "a highly competiti\·e economy, capable of matching it with the 
best in the world". which .. requires atcention by the pri\'ate senor and the 
gon•rnment to all the factors that determine a country's competitiveness. 
including efficiency of production. quality of output. attention co market 
need'>. and maimaining and enhancing environmental quality." The 
government's strategy for economic growth would be based on four elements: 
macroeconomic policies to keep inflation low and encourage invesrment. 
helping business to build international linkages. developing human 
resources. and promoting a more competitive economy. Measures proposed for 
this l•m purpose are summarized in the attached table. 

ThP gO\ernmcnt's statement emphasized the need for "better innO\·ation", 
mentioning !'>everal successful examples of areas in which New Zealand has 
acquired imernational comparative advantages: navigation systems. card
has<.'d security access sysrems. lighthouse beacons. racing yachts. electronics. 
and \Of twar<>. The statement mentioned in particular the recent reform of the 
puhlir '>cienn• sector. whkh was undertaken in order ro make scienc<> mor<> 
pertinent to the needs of the economy and improve its contribucinn co business 
inno\'at ion. 

The rc~trurturing of the economy was accompanied by major reform'> in 
go\'l•rnml'nt practice'>. expressed by the State Sector Ari 1 <)88. the Public 
Hnanre ,\ct 1 <)8<), and the policies of"user-pays" ( governmcnr servin•s should . 
..t\ f.\r a\ po'isiblc. be charged to the user at full cost), corporatizarion (th<.' 
adoption of rommercially oriented principles by the government 
d<.>partml:'nts) and pri\'atization. 

:\s "Thl' h«momiM" reported recently ... !':<.'w Zealand has become.• thc first 
country 10 publish a r.ttional set of government account\ which includ<.·s a 
halann..• shel't of irs as~ets and liahiliries and an accrual-based opcraling 
statement of incom<.• and expens<.'s - ic. similar 10 the accounts of a public 
company ... Thi'> n<"-'' sysrem of financial reporting is part of a much \\.idcr 
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A Competiti\.·e Enterprise Economy: Summary 

In the longer term New Zelland· ~. ~oncrr.ic growth depends on. our at:ilicy to get more value 
out cf our re.<;ources - people. laru! and capiral through: 

• cre3ting and rc3lising of oppon:unities on wort<' lll3rlcets 

• the nunagement skill :ind entrepreneurial drive to take advantage of the oppom.:nities 

• competition. aided t:~· opcnncs5 to world muiccts. which drives bc::er innov:uior.. 
r:;;ma.gcmcnt perfonn;u;ce a:-:d O\c:-ail c::i.:::ency. 

Results so far 

• Firms arc m3lcing more i:mov:::ive use of labour. which has increased the effective 
c::p3c:ty of much of ~cw Ze:il:i:.c :::dus:ry. 

• Private-sector innovation is bccc:ning more effective on the world stage. as shown by a 
w:de r:mge of export s;:c::esses ,r;\cl·•ing new products and niche marlceting. 

Government action 

• ~tany regulations tha: acted to sc:::e competition and the innovative a"CSponse of business 
h:ive t>ccn removed. kading to a more competitive cost structure for New Zealand 
business 

• Ten new Crown Resea~ch Institu<es a:c being csrablishec to improve the linkage ~:ween 
pi;blic-se:t .. : •cicr.ce and the ;:m::.:e sector. 

• Outdated features of the ux system have been corrected. including re\ ising the criteria 
used m set:mg depreciatic:. ra:es to bring :!":cm closer to economic rates. 

• Refonn of the energy sectcr is underway including the removal of stat:.:~ory b.i.rrie~ to 
competition in electricity ar.d gas discribation. and t.'1e establishment of the Energy 
Resources Monitoring and Conse:vation Authority. 

• Further reform of the public sectcr will be cmicd out in light of the 1991 Loga.., Report 
(State Sec:or Review). 

The future 

The Government will cor.tir.ue to wo.k towar:!s achieving a highly competitive economy. 
capable of matching it with the bes: in :l-.: world. This will involve: 

• strong growth in productivity with businesses making more effective use of the people 
and equipment they employ 

• public- and private-sector mar.agcrnent that races among the best in the world 

• a greater emphasis on c!eve!opng produc:s and markets with the aim of increasing the 
value of ~hat is produced. 

SOL'RrE: Minister of Fi:-::.-:--2 ':.-..!:·~:-·.':"'.t ":1 F.r0:"'. .. mic Str:ite~v. 
~nJ July !<)')..! 



public-sector reform in New Zealand. Heads of government deparunems are 
now called 'chief executives'. Instead of permanent tenure they now have 
contracts for up to five years. They also have greater control over the hiring 
of staff and wages. and are expected to meet spedfic targets". In fact. 
goverment departments now prepare a yearly business plan. and tend to work 
as •commercially" as possible. 

3. SCIENCE KEFORM 

Sew Zealand's science and technology sector is not I.irge. In 1989 national 
expl'nditure on R&D was NZS 63-t million. or about l:ss3~0 m. of which industry 
contributed 38 %. This represented 0.9% of GDP. Th~· personnel involved in 
R&D and related aetivities was 9350. More than -4000 \'\i"l.'re in the four main 
government science agencies existing at that time. 1700 in universities, 850 in 
research associations and other private sector research institutions. and 2800 
in industry. 

Recent omc;a1 documents in New Zealand have repeatedly recognized that 
research has a major impact on people's lives. though the limitation of 
resources in a small country like New Zealand makes it important to 1ecide 
how much should be devoted to research. and to what areas of research these 
resources should be applic.'Cl. assuring that "value is had for money". 

In line with this philosophy. the science regime in New Zealand has 
undergone radical change over the last few years. "ithin the context of the 
major changes in the economy and society. 

In I 986 the government set up a Science and Technology Advisory Committee, 
which recommended in its 1988 report: Ii) the separation of the three main 
(unctions of government in the S&T area: policy advke. allocation of funds, 
and performance of research, each to be performed by different institutions. 
I ii) the installation of a system of contestable funding based on considerations 
of scientific excellence. cost effectiveness and collaboration between 
researchers. and (iii\ the establishment of national priorities in science and 
t~·hnology. based on wide consultations. 

An important implication was that funding practices should be changed. away 
from supplying funds to institutions on an input basis. to purchasing s<"ience 
outputs from the .. science provider" best able 10 produce that output in terms 
of quality and cost. This meant a complete bre.U~ "ith p.ist practices. 

By the end of I 989 the key agencies in the new regime. the Ministry of 
Rl'search. ~cit.>nn..> and Technology and the Foundation for Research. Science 
and lerhnol,>gy. were officially established. The gon~rnment's funds for R&D 
were taken out of lhe budgets of the govcrnmcnl science departments and 
placed int<i the .. Public Good Science Fund" for tht: funding of .. output 
rc>search". \\ith an annual budget of ~ZS 161 million ll 7SS 1-15 million) for 
1')<) 1 'l2. tn ii<' kept at an unchanged level for the fol10V1.ing five years. 

Th<: next rdorm was the restructuring of the sdcnn· dcpJ.rtmcnts. using their 
p<'ople and thPir assets to form new Crown-o"ned research institutes. with 
autonomy and flexibility, as well as full commercial powers to provide a much 
larg<.•r rangl' of options for tht.• transfer of technology. A governm<.·nt-
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appointed Sdence Task Group on CRls assembled comprenensin~ infomlation 
and carried nut e~"lensive consulcations \'\ith the science community. users of 
sdence and other stakeholders. In its report it recommended co estahlish ten 
CRh through restructurin~ of the four main science departmems - the 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research ( DSIR). the Technology 
Di\"ision of the Department of Agriculture and Fishing ( MAF Technology). the 
Forest Research Institute t FR)). and the Meteorological Scn·ice. 

The proposah were put into practit·e \'\ithout delay. and the new CRls staned 
their life on 1st July l 992. 

4. Nl!W ZEALAND'S SCIENCE REGIME 

These reforms ha\·e created a unique science regime in Sew Zealand. The 
go\"ernment 1!ow buys its science and technology outputs from those sources 
best able to produce them in terms of quality and ,·alue. and maximizes the 
benefits from this im·estment through identif}ing the national prionues to 
be o;er:ed. The focus has shifted from funding institutions to meeting the 
gm:ernment's science needs. 

The four key elements of the new science regime are ti) a focus on outputs 
rather than inputs. (ii> a nmtestable funding system. (iii) an emphasis on 
partnership between private and public sectors to achieve the best results 
from research. and 1 i\") the de\"elopment of a forward-looking and cohesi\"e 
re,earch. science and technology policy to bind the \"3rious components 
together. 

A central feature of the new regime is the separation of the go\"ernment's 
in\"ol\"ement in research. science and technology into three areas of acti\"ity: 
policy. funding and operations. In the past. these functions had been 
completely mixt.>d together. leading to a confusion of roles. 

-t. I ln.'>tituticm' 

Tht.· .itta1.:hed Figure shows lhl' government hodie.\ in\"olvcd in sci<.'nce policy. 
th<.' funding of S&T and the pro\"ision of S&T output\. Th<• most signific"an! are: 

- The ~tinistry of Research. Science and Technology ( ~IORST). which providl.'\ 
policy adv1rt• to the Govcrnmcnl. particularly on the lt•\"el and pnoritie\ of 
funding. It i.'> also in charge of \rience statistics. international S&T 
agrl'emt·nt.\. re\·icw of go\"l.'rnm·-'nt-funded science. and the promotion of 
srit•nn· and \cienn.· education.It should he remarked that both th<· Ministn 
and thl' l;oundation have been purpmely kept as small hodics (-to persons in 
th<' ra ... c of the Mini'>tf)'), v.;th top profco;o;ional'>. 

- Th<.' J·oundation for Rest.•.irch. Sci(•nn· and Technology I FRST), which i'> 
re'>pon'>ihl<: for .illocating fund!'> to "puhlk g1>od" o;cit•nn· programm<•\ on a 
rnmpelitive hasis. from a yearly budget of l'.SS 1-tS million. II al\o provide!'> 
ahout l 'SS 2.2 million for commercially oril•ntcd S&T through the Tl'rhnology 
for Bu\ine\\ <;ro"ih Scheme. In mid· I C)<)3 th<' gon.·rnment announn•d that thi\ 
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will be increased to $10.6 million in 1993.'94. and schemes are being considered 
for contingently repayable loans and loan guaranlees in association "ith the 
m;_ 

- Ten Crown Research InstilUtes. which are the main Government-owned 
research agencies. They wm obtain most of their income from the PGSF. 
through the funding of res~.u-ch projects submitted to the latter as well as 
through ·non-specific o•ttput funding" (a grant of about 10% of their budgeo. 
It is expected that commercial revenues will become increasingly important. 

( b) l'niversities 

~ew Zealand has se\·en universities "ith a 1990 total student enrollment of 
78.'H 9. of which 11.66-l were in postgraduate programmes; 8.6-lS degrees were 
awarded in 1990 (including I.COO Masters and 228 PhDs) of which 30.7% were 
in scientific and technological areas. Total research expenditure was eslimaled 
at ~ZS 100 millim1 ll'SS 6.Zml. 90% of which in academic re~eai-ch. Some 
universities are emphasizing the applicability of their research results and in 
some cases have set up liaison units to link up "ith the business enterprise 
sector. 

( c) The prh·2te sector 

In 1989-90 the private sector spent in R&D was NZS 2-11 million. and it 
performed ~ZS 200 m ( t:ss 111 m). "ilh 2825 research. development and 
associated stJif Uull time equivalents). Most of the work was conducted by 
private firms. but a significant pan was carried out by 10 Research 
Associations owned and partly finar.ced by certain branches of industry. Their 
focus is on adding value to the products produced by their industry group. and 
thus help them lo gain competitive advantage in international markets. In 
1990 lhe RAs employed 691 persons and had a total income close lo l:ss 30 
million. RAs range in size from the Research Institute of Textile Services with 
a staff of 7 to the Dairy Research Institute with 285. 

4.2 funding 

Science in 1'ew Zealand has been shrinking considerably while in other Of.CD 
countries it has been expanding vigorously. Total expenditure in R&O in I 989 
was !'Z S 634 million rnss 352 million). having gro\\TI at a nominal rate of 63% 
per annum between 1981 and 1 J89. In real terms. however, there was a 
decrease of .27% between those years. This compares very unfavourably to an 
increase in real terms of 52% for all the other 0[-CD countries. R&D in !'icw 
Zealand was 1 .40% of GDP in I <)8 l and O.<J 1 % in I 989. while for the rest of t hl' 
OH~D countries the rnrresponding figure,; were 137% and 1. 70%. 

Morl'over. unlike other 01'.CO countril'!I most R&D spending goes to agriculture 
and oth<>r non-industrial objectives. An additional m·gativ(' aspen i\ the 
relatively low sh.tre of industry-funded R&D. which stood at 38% in I 989. dcm.11 
from 40'*' in 198 l. This is in contrast \\ilh the other 01'.CD coumries. where thl· 
comparahlc figure was S6% in J 989 and the trend was an increasing one. 

By I ')')2 the total govemment·f unded R&D was at an annual level of ?'ZS _, 17 
million 1about PSS 180 million). The Puhlic <~ood Science fund had NZS 25<lm. of 
which S l3Lm Wl'rl' to hl· allocated to R&I> pr.1~rammt.•s hy rompetitin· hidding 
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(the estimated distribution was 9l% for CRls. <>% for R..:\s and 2% for others) 
and S24m for CRls a'.'i ~non-specific output funding ... 

Recently (mid-1993l th<-' government stated that it would increase its science 
mvcstment by 2 percentage points of GDP by 2010. Even with modest GDP 
gro\\th this would represent a major funding increase. 

llni\·ersity research. funded b~· the state through its grant to tertiary 
educ.·ation. was estimated at !'ZS 11 l m in 1991. of which non-teaching related 
research w.is less than 10%. l!ni\·ersities "ill have access to ;"GSF com~stable 
funds from 1993 onward\. The pri,·ate seccor·s R&D ex-penditu~e of !\ZS 24lm in 
1989 '90 was about 03 n,, of GDP. much less than the 1.0% in the small or-en 
countries. The most important research areas were manufacturing I .B% of 
total expenditure I. processing of primary product:> ( 3.{%) and infrastructure 
and services 121%1. Research Associations performed close to ~ZS 60m of R&D. 
of which S Bm came from th._. PGSf. 

The Public (~ood Scienn' Fund fund\ srrJrcgic rcsc.•Jrch to suppon long-tem1 
national net.•th in any ol 40 Moutput classes". These arc areas that i"cfiect the 
t.>conomic.· objectives 1ha1 .u-c felt to be important for New Zealand (see attached 
table). Research projects. which need not be of immediate 'commercial' \·alue, 
are tunded wilh the expectation of achie,·ing useful discoveries or knowledge 
that underpin c.~onomic gr0\\1h and sound em·ironmental managcm<.'nt. 

The allocation of lunds h made annually. h resuhs from two distinct s1ages. In 
the first stage. the gon~rment defides on the tolal amount to be allocated hy the 
PGSf and its distrihution by outpul class. In the second s1age. the Foundation 
allocates runds \'\ithin each ou1put class. 

I et us look 1.u the fir'> I s1..ige. for the 1993 9-t round of fonding. a repon was 
prepared by .i Scienn: and Tc."Chnology l:xpert Panel. which conduc1cd a nine
month exercise on priori1y selling. with comprehensive inform..ition
ga1hering and analysis. involving thousands of people across the whole 
spectrum of Sew Zc..lland society. The milestones in this profess were a Science 
Priority Forum 1whirh 1ook place at lhe Parliament Building>. the relca'.'ie of a 
public discussion paper. subsequent comments by many institutions. and the 
preparation of a final report V1.ith two alternatives. unchanged total funding 
or a slight increase I hoth in nominal terms). This repon was submitted to the 
government. which chose thl' firsl alternati\·e. and assured biparti!~an suppon 
for the funding level and tht.> priorities. The priori lies thus defined \\ill be 
followed by lht.> founda1ion to all<X·a1e PGSf funds in ea<·h output class through 
the coming round of comeslabh.• bidding. 

In t ht.• second s1agt.· the foundation invi1es the scienn.· prO\ ider\ 10 suhmit 
applications rl'latt.·d to e.ich of the.• -to output classes. The applirationc, .tr<' first 
suhjerted 10 pt.>er rl'viC\'1.. The follo\\ing s1ep. merit revil'w. is carried 11u1 hy 
advisory committt.·e\. madt.• up of widely experienred peoplt.• from the 
scientific. acadl•mif and business communi1ies. that asses\ th<.' broader m<·rit'> 
of applicatiom. Thi\ is l<>llowcd hy gradmg hy advi\ory rnmmim·c·\. and lm.11 
allocation hy th<.• Board of tht' l·oundation. Th<' projects ~<'kct<'d ~•n· aw.1rdt'd 
rl'Sl'o.trch contr.irts. Through ii\ purrha.,ing. lhl' foundation can empha'>in• 
roll,1hor,\tion o.rnd coordination a\ w<.'11 a\ rompetition hetw<.>en r<.''>l'.tffh 
organiz.ation ... h can aho alloc.ll<· fund'> for proj<.•ct<, 1hat tak<.· Sl'H'rc\I y<·.1r'>. 

I I Ill I I I I 111 111 I 11 111 
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B. INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORG-\NIZATIONS 

Two types of research organizations in New Zealand are orienled towards the 
demands and needs of the productive sectors: Research .\ssociations. in the 
private sector, and Cro"n Research Institutes. in the public sector. The former 
are smaller. and tend to be closer to the immediate needs of industry. CRls are 
much larger and cover not only industry but also several areas of agriculture 
and natural resources; only .t few of the CRls could be characterized as 
industrial research organizations. 

S. RESEARCH ASSOCIATIONS 

R.-\~ serve the follo\\ing industrial branches: 

· Dairv (Dain· Research Institute. DRI); 
- Wool (Woo(Research Organization of New Zealand. \\.RO'.'ZI 
- Meat (Meat Industry Resean-h Institute of New Zealand. ~URIKZ); 
- Building (Building Research Association of New Zealand. BRANZ) 
- Coal (Coal Research Association of New Zealand) 
- Heavy engineering <Hea,·y Engineering Research Association. HERA> 
- Logging (logging Research Institute. LRI) 
- Pulp and paper (Pulp and Paper Research Organization. PAPRO) 
- Textiles (Textiles Research Association) 
- Shoe anc! leather <Shoe and Leather Research lnstitutel. 

The firs1 four are the largest. led by DRI with a staff of 285 and a budget of NZS 
.W..5m ( l 9'JO figures). while the rest are small. some \\ith less than LO people. 

The original concep1 for the RAs was that of a partnership between industry 
and government. \\ith 1:1 funding. In recent years this has changed. ~lost of 
the funding now comes from sales of services to industrial firms and other 
customers. from contracts for research and other services funded from levies 
on the industrial branch. and from overseas customers in some cases. State 
funding accounts for less than 20% in most cases. and is no longer given as 
grants like in former times. but as PGSF contracts for R&D projects. 

RAs an.· owned by the industry group they serve, and are run as ;ommercial 
organizations. Their approach is not "public service" bul "client sadsfartion". 
They tend to concentrate more on processes than on products. and pro\·ide a 
\·ariety of 'lUlputs to business firms: re earch and development, training for 
industry personnel. and tt:rhnical services such as tests. development of 
'pc.•rifications. consul1ancy .• tudits of differenl types f such as hygienc audits 
for food industry plants). etr. Most of th<.' research in R:\s is of immc.·diate 
rdcvann.· 10 lhcir industry n'hners. Som<.> is "generic" research. applkablc 10 
th<.' whole industry. and is ~enerally funded collectively; somc is proprietary 
re\earrh fundcd hy individual firms. The fart that their income comt•\ from 
conrract work and nor trcim grants helps to mak(• RAs "demand · drh·en" 
organizations. fully attun<.'J lo the.• need"i of indus1ry and engaged in ~' 
ronlinuou-, di.tlogue with ii. 

Ttw commercial focus of I\\., is exprc.•sscd, amonv. othc.·r thing-,, in forward
lnoking manag<·mt•n1 pr.1rri1 t''> such .is th<· pn•p.trarion of <I corporal<.' str.llt•gy 
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and a multi-year business plan. This requires an intimate knowledge of the 
industry branch. its economic evolution and its technology needs. 

In his paper the author presents the case of MIRINZ. the Research Association 
servicing the meat industry. This is an interesting case. which shows an 
applied industrial research organization that has been able to gro,,· by 
diversifying its activity and successfully acquiring new clients through 
marketing effons. Some 10% of its income originates from overseas contracts. 
In this way it bas been able to counteract a falling demand from its own 
industrial group. MIRINZ has been able to maintain a balance between 
research efforts to solve immediate problems and those aiming at the long 
term. This is a result of successful bidding for PGSf funds. which now 
represent some 15% of total income and allow MIRINZ to maintain a reasonable 
effort in basic science. Finally. the positive organizational structure and 
management characteristics. and careful fin::mcial handling. have been 
instrumental in allowing the lnstirute co achieve such positive results. 

6. CROWN RESEARCH INSTITUTES 

The creation of Crown Research Institutes is one of the most innovative and 
significant aspect of the science reform process in the publi( sector of New 
Zealand. The existing government science agencies had been regarded by 
many observers as largely divorced from the productive sector. engaged in 
topics that in general were of interest to the researchers and not necessarily 
to e\·entual users. and hampered by the usual public sector limitations from 
linking up with industry in a meaningful way. A survey of technology
mind~ industrial firms rated &he agencies poorly as a source of technology. 

The restructuring of the agencies into a different type of research institution. 
dealing \\ith specific productive sectors and groups of resources. and enabled 
to operate commercially. appeared as a desirable solution. 

The ~linisterial Science Task Group, set up in November I 990 to examine this 
general issue. analyzed documentation and statistics. and sought the opinions 
of a \\ide r:rossection of stakeholders in science. academic circles, business and 
governmenL Its repon was submiued in July 1991. 

The main recommendation was to establish. by I July 1992. ten independem 
Crown Research Institutes, focused on producti\'e sectors or on groupings of 
natural resources. As the report said. "Their work \\ill be \'ertically integrated. 
They \\ill have a broad focus across a range of science and technology. Their 
purpose \\ill be to work for the benefit of ?'ew Zealand. establishing research 
cap•1hilities. carrying out scientific and technological r<'scarch. and pro\'iding 
S('r\'ices. They will he completely n<'W organization-. with considerahll· 
autonomy. a cmnpany structure. boards and newly appoint<•d management. 
CRI<- \\ill operatl" under their own Act. and their shares will be 0\\11ed equally 
hy th'• Mini"'"r of Hnann• and th<> Minister responsible for CRI\. l'.ach CRI 
Hoard will ha\'e up to nin<' directors. appointed by CahinPt. While th<' Crown 
will ht· the majo: client for their research and s<•rvin.·:">. CRls should also 
dl'\'elop rdation:">hip\ which fa\'oUr incre..t\l'd pri\'atl' \l'ctor invcstm('nt in 
re\e.trch .rnd d('n•lopment and te(hnology lramfl'r". 
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The goverment implemented very rapidly most of the recommendations. 
Parliament passed on 15 June 1992 an Act (the Crown Research lmcitutes Act 
1992) which gav~ the legal framework for the new CRls. Wide canvassing was 
made to idcntif v candidates for the various Boards of Directors. Once the latter 
had been appointed by the government they were asked to select. from a field 
of candidates. the Chief Executive and the senior directors of each CRI. 
Concurrently. an intPnse activity took place regardin~ the transfer of 
personnel and assets to the new institutions. the drafting of diverse 
agreements and CO\ ~nan ts. and many other practical details needed to effect 
the restructuring. 

The attachL'd tabk lists the CRh. ranked an-ording to sizl'. with ..i brid 
deslTiption of then arl'as of work and a rough eslimaw of expected yearly 
revenues. 

The report of the Srienn.' Task (~roup discussed many issues concerning the 
C:Rh. We now mention some of them which :tre of partirular interest: 

- Autonomy: CRls arc \o be l·orporate bodies. at arm's length lrom go\'ernmcnt. 
hut accountable to it. Directors an..' to make decisions independent of political 
intervention. C.Rls •tre empowered to borrow and in\'est in their 0"11 name. hut 
\\ithout a Cn·,,-n guarantee: failure could lead to liquidation. 

- Financial ,·iabili1y: Ii) CRls should generatc sufficient funds to service 
medium-term l·apit.ll needs; major needs would he met from a capital injection 
by lhe owners (the two shareholding Ministers). from loans hy the private 
st.'l·tor. or lrom the sale of assets; t ii I outputs are to be priced so that an agreed 
profit targe1 can hl· met; t iii) nil or very small financial diYidc:nds arc to be 
paid to thti Cro\\.11: 1 i,., CRh ar<' <'xempt from income tax until l l)<)S wh<'n this 
issue \\ill be reYiewed. 

- Board of Directors: appointed for three years, \\.ith responsibilities similar to 
!hose in private companies. The members are to he selected from a .. ,idl' field of 
candidates sugges1ed by the different stakeholders. 

- l;unding: principally by the foundation for Research. Science and 
Technology, in 1wo ways: (i) through contracts for public good research 
programme~ selcc1ed in thl' contestable process; many programmcs will h<.• 
multi-annual. thus cnahli:ig some stabilily; Iii) through non-spt!cific outpu1 
funding. ahout 10•,,;, of the PC.Sr. to he dircnly transferred 1 0 th<.· CRls tor 
rcs<.•arch on topics determined by the scientists \\ithout exp!icil reference to 
external priorities. n..;ote that an assured funding of only ICY"• of th<.• hudg<>t 
makes life anything hu1 easy for the CRls. which will h<.• obliged to spend 
m<my efforts prcparin~ good proposals for the pc;st· and olher rlien1s. l 

· Sall·s 10 clil'nts: ii is expcctl'd th.II an inrre..ising proportion ol funding will 
· roffil' from sales oi n.>.o;earch and Sl'rvin•s to puhlir .md pri\'Jll' cu\lomers t no 
estim.lll'S wen.' ad,·anr<.>d in lh<.• n.•porl 1. 

- Tr ansll•r ol technology: commerri.tlly \ .llu.1hk ll·rhnolog~ should lw 
patl·nt<.·d ii po\\ihll'. and tran\fern·d 10 th<· pn,·.11<· \l'Clor lhrough \,tit-. 

II I Ill I I 111 I I I I 
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THE CROWN RffiEARCH INSTffUTES 

CRls are ranked according to rize. wicb a brief description of cheir areas of 
work and z rough esrmace of cheir yearly re\l·enue in New Zealand dollars (Che 
equil'alence is approximarely !\"ZS 1 =US$ 0.55). 

- New Zealand Pastoral Research Institute Ltd - res. :t. ... ch into temperate 
pastoral agriculture ( S70 million) 

- National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research Ltd - research on 
rivers and lakes. the oceans. the atmosphere. their interactions. and their 
effect on New Zealand's climate ( $52 million) 

- The Horticulture and Food Research Institute of New Zealand l.td - research 
on the production of high-quality horticultural products, including 
processing and international marketing ( $4 7 million) 

- Industrial Research Ltd. IRL - developing new technologies for New Zealand 
manufacturing ( $38 mi!lion) 

- Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd - providing a scientific ba')iS for 
sustainable management of land environments ($29 million) 

· Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences Ltd - providing a scientific basis 
for managing mineral and energy resources. assessment and mitigation of 
geological hazards ( $27 million) 

- New Zealand Forest Research Institute l.td, FRI - resP.arch into production 
forestry and new and differentiated wood products ($25 million) 

- New Zealand Institute for Crop and Food Research Ltd - research into 
production and processing of high-quality field and glasshouse crops ( $19 
million) 

- Institute of Environmental Health and Forensic Sciences Lid - research 
related to environmental health and forensic science ( $16 million) 

- New Zealand Institute for Social Research and Development Ltd - to monitor 
and analyze change in New Zealand society and the economy ( $830.000) 

Sourrl': Report of the Ministerial Science Task Group, I<)') I. 
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licensing and joint-venture arrangements. Strategic alliances with the 
private sector may help to obtain early involvement in the design of R&D 
programmes. 

- Relations with industry: in order to promote the application of research 
results, CRis should be responsive to the needs of industry and actively develop 
links with industry sectors. CRis should carry out consid~rable market 
research to assess the needs of industry before setting th~ direction of 
research. 

- CRls and change: CRls should be regarded as agents of change: "apart from 
internally-driven changes, we expect mergers of CRls and spin-offs from CRls 
to provide relatively straightforward mechanisms for major structural 
adjustments in a changing market. CRis will have. in great part, the 
responsibility for such adjustments. Responsibility for the operation of 
research will thus be devolved out from central government, and CRls will 
largely control their own destiny ... We would be disappointed if there are no 
significant changes in the number and foci of CRis within the next decade." 

CRls arc ;.t thi~ moment newly born institutions that ha,·e replaced older and 
more · ·1n, i :rsome institutions. In most cases their personnel will have to 
learn · . ·, .i. ·t jly new ways of doing things, and industry will have to find how 
to iutE· c..1._i. with them. Though this is bound to take some time and will involve 
a numbe1 of false starts and mistakes. the overall outlook looks good. 

A recent (September 1993) communication received by the prsent author 
states that after their first fiscal year the CRls have reported generally good 
results. They are mostly financially viable, and forecasting growth in 
employment of researchers. Some of them are becoming active in offshore 
markets. 

Two of the CRls, Industrial Research Ltd and the Forest Research Institute, are 
closest to the industrial stctor and may be regarded as ITRIS. We summarize 
below the descriptions made by the author in his paper. 

7. THE FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

FRI was founded in 194 7, within the public sector. to deal "ith the scientific 
and technological aspects of the plantation forest activity and the processing 
of wood products. It had a distinguished trajectory as a first-class research 
institution which eventually covered the whole "filiere" that goes from the 
biology of tree species to the export of wood products. It also excelled in 
huilding links with the productive sector and transferring to it the technology 
it developed. 

When the time came for defining the characteristics of the new Crown 
Research Institutes. FRI was used as a model for wveral of thos<.' 
charancristics. and itself herame one of the n<.>w CRls. 

The new institution has bc<.·n endowed with all of the.· characteristics of a CRI 
that make for flcxihility and efficiency. Some restructuring has taken plan!, 
but lhere ha.., twen continuity in lhe people, the physical facilities and th(• 
research and other 41ctivities heing conducted. 
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New Zealand has introduced the species pinus radiata from califomia, which 
adapted very well to the local conditions and shows a fast rate of growth and 
good quality in its wood. 

Forest products has become a key industry. Some 1.2 million hectares of radiata 
are now planted, and the country produces currently 13 million cubic metres 
per annum. supplying New Zealand's needs for timber, pulp and paper, and 
panel products, and leaving 3 m cubic metres for export, with a value of almost 
NZ$ 1.4 billion (USS 780 million) a year, about 8.5 percent of all exports. By the 
year 2020 the country should be able to provide 25 million cubic metres of 
wood on a sustainable basis. with most of the increase destined for export. 

FRI gradually went on to ccver in a comprehensive manner research in 
plantation forestry, ''rood technology and environmental forestry. It is today 
the main research organization in forestry and forest products. with more 
than 80% of the research funds available. The total staff in June 1991 was 507, 
with about 150 scientists and 180 technicians. 

In recent years, responding to the aplication of the "user pays" policy in 1987 
and to the decrease of government funding, FRI actively looked for outside 
revenues. This meant a complete change in mentality. The Institute proceeded 
to strengthen its relationship with the forest industry and oth~r clients. It 
increased its efforts to provide clients with technology and services. to 
commercialize research findings and new technology developments, and to 
sell services overseas. In this Nay it was able to lower its reliance on 
government funding from 99% to 66% by the time it became a CRI. 

After being restructured in 1989/90 FRI had five divisions engaged in the 
following areas of research: forest technology, wood technology. ecosystems. 
harvesting and pulp and paper. 

The last two divisions are Research Associations, set up with industry, the 
Logging Industry Research Organization (LIRO), and the Pulp and Paper 
Research Organization of New Zealand (PAPRO). The member companies 
contribute to the funding of research. For instance. PAPRO carries out 
fundamental and applied pulp and paper research, with special emphasis on 
radiata pine. the development of more efficient and environmentally 
acceptable pulping, bleaching and papermaking process technologies. and the 
development of improved products. 

The main strengths of the Institute are the vertically integrated nature of its 
structure and its research activities, a reasonably good balance between 
longer-term strategic research and shorter-term applied or commercial 
research. and the high calibre of the research staff. 

Research. both strategic and commercially oriented, is by far the principal 
activity at FRI. The main areas of research go from genetics and forest 
manageme111 to trade. marketing and economics. Collaborative research is also 
carried out with institutions of other countries. 

Regarding services, FRI docs work for the government, consulting and 
training for industry I particularly in wood technology and pulp and paper), 
assistance to outsid(• organizations that interact with the forest senor, such as 
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chemical suppliers. machinery makers and transport companies. and 
consultancy services for overseas customers in more than 30 countries. 

As its revenue targets increased. FRI saw the wisdom of patenting its new 
processes. an expensive but necessary step. About 15 new technologies have 
been patented since 1987. some of them in many countries. 

One of the most interesting features of FRI has been the active and effrctive 
way in which it has related to the productive branches it serves. FRI has come 
to be regarded by industry as a .. one-stop-shop .. for research and technical 
advice. Technology transfer is achieved through personal contarts. rep~>rts. 
publications. software packages. conferences. workshops. seminars and 
training courses. 

Wl' should mention in particular the relationship with the Forest and 1-orest 
Produrh Researrh Organization ( FAFPRO). which has four industry-sponsored 
Research .-\d\·ism·y Boards on forest technology. forest harvesting. wood 
H•chnology. and pulp and paper. l:arh Board is connerted with the 
corresponding division of FRI and helps to develop researrh programme'.'> and 
coordinate the search for funds. The FAFPRO Boards have been of great \·alue 
tu FRI. in assisting its surcess in the bidding process for PGSF funds and in 
ensuring that research results are utilized effectively. 

There i:r, a feeling howen•r that fundamental and strategic scienre may suffer 
when scientists become too inHlln~d in technology transfer or technology 
services. This is an issue that FRI shares with many applied research institutes 
the world o\·er. A delicate balance is required between the more applied .md 
th<: mor<: basic rc-earch activities. and it may vary from time to timl·. To 
achien· the right balance is probably more art than science . 

.. .. .. 

On 1st July 1 <J<Jl FRI ceased to be a pan of the Ministry of Forestry and became 
a Croy.n Research Institute, keeping all its divisions save for the greater part 
of l'.cosystems. Except for this. few changes have taken place in the scientific 
and technical staff. and there is a very high degree of continuity with the 
activities of the old FRI. 

rn1 now has a staff of about 450 and a total budget dose to NZS 30m (lJSS lh.7mJ. 
of which <><><+o comes from the government through projects funded by Pl.SF 
plus a moderate but vital allocation by the PGSF of non specific output funds. of 
the ord<.•r of S2m. Funds from non-government sources. mainly l'ew Zeal.md 
industry, han· contributed an i:icreasing proportion of funding sinn· 11)87. 

Thl· nl'W FRI definc.·s its mission as follows: "lo pursue' exccllenn.· in n.•sl·Jrch. 
inno\'ation. dl•velopment, and technology transfer m forestry and f11n.•c,t 
productc, for the benefit of l"l•w Zealand". Ac, a C.roy.11 R<.•\<.'arrh Institute. l·RI 
will h<.· enjoying a much greater flexibility to \\Ork rloc,ely Y.ith indu'>tr). 
financial in'>titutions and other organizations in dC'veloping .ind 
romm<.•rci.ili1ing new technologies. As an internationally H'cognin·d n•ntr1.· ol 
<.'Xfl'lll'nn•. \\ith a pron·n record of achievementc,, l·RI ic, wdl poc,ition(·d 111 

huild on it., ('xisting ( lo'>e association with industry anti to take advantaV,l' of 
the nl'W opportuni1iec, pr<.•..,ented hy thl· CRI <•nvironment. principally a 
company '>trunun· with incn·c.t'>(•d commercial fl('xihility and lim1h·d li.1hiht~. 
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as well as non specific output funding that ¥till allow it to undenake longer 
tenn research of its own choice. 

As with other CRls. the six members ~f the Board were appointed by the 
government follf)¥ting a selection from a group of candidates submitted by 
many organiz~naons. They originate mainly from the research and the 
business communities. and bring with them an imponant amount of expertise. 

FRI is led 1'_.: a Chief Executive Officer appointed by the Board. the same person 
that had ll'..1 the old FRI. It has an expanded structure by comparison with the 
old FRI. "ith 6 science di\"isions. There is a new Biotechnology Division. and 
cwo di\"isions. Wood Processing and Wood Products. replace the former Wood 
Technology Di\"ision. There are also 4 corporate divisions. 

A business plan has been prepared. and much emphasis is being put in 
strengthening the relations V\ith industry and other customers Y.ith the aim of 
increasing the commercial revenues of the Institute. As the Director of FRI 
said: Mour scientists are progressively becoming more market aware. Before it 
was •technology push'. something that sounded 1 ike •good science'. 'Kow ""-e 
have to be aware of the commercial value. of what is the market ... Here much 
¥till depend on the two corporate divisions dealing respectively with strategy 
and with commercial acti\"ities. 

Already under the old system. as pan of the Forestry Ministry. FRI managed to 
develop a number of highly positive features. It acquired a high, recognized 
degree of scientific excellence, and integrated its research activities vertically 
throughout the whole forestry spectrum, from trees to finished products. It 
was able to build fruitful and efficient contacts with industry, in panicular by 
establishing two Research Associations, LIRO and PAPRO, as Divisions of FRI. It 
developed its clientele both inside and outside New Zealand, and managed to 
produce revenues that covered 33% of its budget. 

On becoming a CRI, the Institute is gaining a number of advantages in 
autonomy, flexibility and commercial possibilities which are bound to help it 
in expanding its activity and making it more efficient, as well as in taking 
advantage of commercial opportunities. It can. for instance, take loans from 
banks, or go into joint \"entures with private industry partners to exploit 
commercially new developments. These are very positive features which. if 
properly used, would promise a bright future for FRI. 

8. INDUSTRIAi. RF$EARCH LTD. (BRIEF NOTFS) 

The author was not able to collect much information about IRI., which is a 
totally new institution that came into being in July 1992 as a result of putting 
together three former dh·isions of CSIR. The Industrial Development Di\·ision 
was transferred whole to the new CRI: the Chemistry and the Physical Sciences 
Divisions only in part. 

The Report of the Ministerial Science Task Group on Crown Research lmtitutcs 
cxpl•cted that IRI. rnu!d rnunt on a revenue of about NZ$ 38 million, of which S 
27m would romc from the government through the PGSF (including S 2.7m 
approximately as non specific output funding) and $ 11 m from other sources. 



IRl. is led by a Chief f-_xl.'C"Ulive. who reports to a Board of Directors ·with -; 
members. all of them from the pri\"ate sector. It has more than 350 staff in -; 
di\"isions: Business De\"elopment: Natural Products Processing: Measurement. 
Applied Mathematics and Analysis: Communication Bectronics. Sensing and 
Information Technology: Materials Science and Performance: Production 
Automation and Control: and Packaging. Storage and Transport. 

The~e divisions mainly have generic. honzontal capabilities. of \"alue to many 
different branches. in contrast h> fRI where di\"isions relate to specific 
branches. The follo\\ing are considered groups of excellence: mat·hine \"ision. 
semkondunors. earthquake engineering. and chemistry. 

The Science Task Group had proposed in its Report that IRl. should becomt..• a 
centre for core t·ompetencies -\\ith a spedal role m leading the de,·efopmert 
of research strategies and in promoting the application of technology in a 
\'\ide range of industries". This broad f<x-us and di\"ersity is in stark contrast 
\'\ith the concentration on a defined sector in the cases of FRI or the Researd1 
.:\ssociations. 

IRI. \\.ill then have a \\.ide clientele in the manufacturing sector. which will 
indud<.• many small and med.um industnes. partkularly in the ml.'l·hanical. 
denronk and chemical branches. where Sew Zealand needs to den~lop 
competitin~ ad\·amages. 

In a published inter\"il·w. tht.• Chief l:xecuti\"e felt that IRI. would be -using tht.· 
commercial freedoms it \\ill have as a company to get doser than ever to tht.• 
n>mmerrial sector". IRI. would still be doing a large amount of strategic 
research for the PGSF. but .. by being able to form partnerships or joint 
ventures with industry. real impro\"cmcnts are expected in the take up and 
dt•vclopment of thC' results of research by industry. IRI. will help 
manufanurers and exporters to get the competitive edge they need". On tht.• 
other hand. "being clo!'>er to industry Y.ill help the institute focus its science to 

ht..•th.'r meet industry's actual needs". 

Shortly aftl'r its foundation. IRI. engaged in a process ol restrunuring. to h<.' 
followed hy a strategic exercise \'\ith the purposl' of finding out how best 11 

may serve industry. This was felt to be not too easy. since r-.=ew Zealand'' 
indu,tries are small and fragmented. and on the whole do not consider R&D a' 
a strategic objective. However. there are hopes that IRL may become a catalyst 
to hind together firms in certain suhsectors and define strategic ohjecti\·(•\ 
that may he shared hy them. 

IRl will hl· im·olved in stratl'gic and n>mmerrial research, 1.ts well as in a 
varil·ty ol 1<.•chnologir,tl service\ such as metrology. testing. quality. troublt·· 
\hooting and tr .tining in many differt>nt suhjects. 

The.· l.irgest customer i' and Y.ill continue• to lx· th<.• gm·(•rnm,•nt. through tlw 
f'<,SI·. lor which strategic research \'\ill tx· perlormc.•d. Currently ahou1 IS% ol 
the funding comes from thi'> source. This i\ considc·n·d lo h<.• too high hy tlw 
Chid l·\l'<"Utin·. who ft.'l'I' thal indu,rry shoulJ tx.· indun·d to inn•st morl· in 
R&D . .idding that for thi'> purpose· it would tx.· n<"C<.'S\ary ;or tlw IRI staff 111 

change· it'i W••Y ol 1hinking. It wc-ms clC'ar. howC'vc·r. 1hat IRl \'\ill not he ahk 
to d11 all th•ll indu'ilry wants. It .-.hould avoid di..,p<•r<;ion. and focu' on th<· 
\trong point\. \lrivin~ to maintain <'...:n·ll<'nn'. l·or in\tann>, in machirw 
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v1s1on. the existing good capability should be f unher developed: companies 
should be brought in to exploit this capability and make early inputs in the 
development process. 

Responding to short-term problems, such as corrosion. accouncs for a 
significam proportion of IRL's income. Here there may be an element of 
research. but it is mainly the use of existing e~-penise that allows to solve 
problems at a deep level. Some companies. however. are starting to be 
interested in long term work. for instance in topics of environmental 
protection or in the detection of very small objects in products. 

IRl. has an exciting but far from easy task ahead. It must attend a disperse. 
heterogeneous market, and there is the danger of spreading efforts too thinly. 
and getting trapped into putting the best skills in providing services to 
industrv r-ather than in research. On the other hand. IRL has inherited a 
scientific structure that had developed in the past following the thematic 
interests of the scientists. rather than the the requirements of New Zealand's 
industrial development or the demands of industry. It is likely that IRL \\.ill 
have to modify and adapt its capabilities in accordance with the latter factors. 
and this will require some time until new skills are acquired and physical 
facilities are expanded. 

It is not easy to predict the ways in which IRL may ultimately develop. The CRI 
Report saw .. a series of developments spinning off from this original CRI: joint 
ventures. perhaps research associations. and hopefully new CRls. These should 
come about as clear research directions develop in the industries that make up 
these dispersed sectors". 
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CASE 8 

CANADA: SOME RECENT INITIATIVES IN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

We summarize here a paper char reviews a number of e.\periences in 
canada t'1Jich are relevanc co che problemarique faced by lTRls in 
developing couneries (). Mullin. ·Some Recenr Canadian Iniriari,·es in 
Che Developmenc of Induscrial Technology·. Orrawa. Februat)· 1993). 

The questions being faced by ITRls in developing countries are by no means 
new, but the old replies are not at all useful in today's changing world: How 
can they organize themselves to create much closer relationships with the 
industries which they are expected to serve? How should they design their 
programs. set their priorities and keep abreast of the changing needs of their 
clientele? Are the personnel policies of government institutions appropriate 
to managing staff in such organisations? What is an appropriate 
public/private mb: for funding? 

A review of some institutional policies and innovations in Canada may provide 
some possible future directions useful to ITRls in developing countries. The 
Mullin repon analyzes the ntechnology policy environment" in Canada today 
and presents four case studies. 

1. THE ENVIRONMENT FOR TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

Canada's total R&D expenditure in 1990 was Can S<J.1 billion. of which industl)· 
performed 56%, university 2-1%, the federal government 16% and provincial 
governments and others 4%. There were 1200 research units in 60 
universities. 200 units in the federal goverment and 300 units in the 
provincial governments and others. The number of research units in industry 
was 3,700, but many of them were small. Staff affected to R&D was 47.000 in 
industl)' and 15,000 in the federal government. 

There has been a continuing. long-term strategy pursued by the federal 
government. aimed at maximizing the performance of R&D by the industrial 
sector while maintaining the share performed by the uni\ersities. 

On analyzing Canadian effons to stimulate the comJ>Etitiveness of industry and 
improve the adoption of new technology, it C.J.D be seen thal the government is 
seeking to: (i) improve the capacity of government cm.ned laboratorie'i to act 
as sources of new technology; (ii} improve the c dpacity of private enterpris1?5.. 
of all sizes. 10 act as "recep1or-s" for new technologies which are likely to be 
significant in the future; liii) pmmote the development and absorption of the 
so-called "generic technolo~ies" - informatics (including anificial 
intelligence and robotics). biotE.>chnology and ad,·anced materials. 

for a number of years Canadian IPChnology policy has lx>l'n domina1C'd hy •t 
concern for the promotion of inrernational competi1iveness. and hcr1: th<· 
a•tions of Governments tend to congregate around three hroad th<>mes: 
commercialildlion. technology diffusion. and 1111_. promritior. of prerompetitiv(' 
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research. The most frequently favoured modality or action. it would seem. is 
the promotion of government participation in •technological alliances". 

(a) Commercialization 

:\ recent policy statement says that '"the Technology Centres Policy is intended 
to commercialize the operations of various federal laboratories by involving 
clients more fully in the management of centres. fostering effective 
technology transfer from government laboratories. and facilitating the 
gradual privatisation of certain centres. where appropriate." 

Technology Centres to be designated under this pclicy should establish a 
client-led advisory board to guide their technology support activities. and 
encourage the highesc possible financial contribution from clients. The 
centres would be provided with incentives to permit chem to be more 
responsive to the needs of clients. 

The kev issue is the nature of the financial incentive embodied in the new 
policy. ·Before I 986 the public sector centres could not retain revenues from 
sales. which were treated as '"general revenue" and not returned to them. This 
has now changed and the centres can retain additional revenues beyond a 
cenain figure. to be used freely. in panicular to hire new staff. 

It is also important to f!Ote !hat Canadian Provincial Governments have long 
insisted that their ITRls earn a significant share of their income from 
contract research and the sale of services. 

f b) Technology diffusion 

In 1992 a draft federal policy on technology diffusion outlined ways to 
influence the processes and mechanisms by which companies source. acquire, 
adopt, adapt and manage technology. The objective was .. to promote the 
competitiveness of SMEs by building the capability, \\ithin companies and 
government organizations. to deal \\ith technology investments in the context 
or the whole enterprise". 

It was prop,lsed that (i) government activities should be aimed at helping 
firms to help themselves. with a focus on services as opposed to financial 
assistance: (ii) government should ensure that services are provided, not 
necessarily provide them directly; (iii) no firms should be excluded from 
consideration but any targeting should be determined by service providers in 
response to market demands; and (iv) government departments and agencies 
should ccx>pcrate in assisting clients, and should not compete for clients. 

IC) Promotion of pre-competitive research 

Canadian concerns for the dcvclopmen1 of more complex forms of industrial 
rooperation in pre-competitive rese.1rrh reflect important trends in the 
industrialized world. regarding the development of .. strategic" or .. generic" 
technologies that are lmowledge-ir.tensin.• and can he applied in mJny 
dirfcrcnt fields. 

Two significant policy instruments were created in rhe late> 1 CJ80s for 
promoting resl•arch in straregic technologies: rtw S 1 hillion rt•rhnology fund 
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created by the Province ol Ontario. and the S240 million Federal progr.imme 
for '"Networks of Centres of Excellence". 

These important and costly initiatives do not envisage a significant role for 
existing government laboratories. and the chosen vehicles for implementing 
them are networks and consortia. not central labs or single inslitutes. 

One of the large policy questions for developing countries will be to determine 
if these new organizational forms can be as powerful \'\'hen used in traditional 
areas of technology development as they are proving to be in the new areas of 
'"strategic tet·hnology~. 

(d) Support for small and nu.'t.lium-sized enterprises 

There has been in Canada a long-standing concern to promote the t't:onomil" 
performance of small and medium scale enterprises. This t·onrem. in the field 
of technology policy. is refit.'<"ted ti) in the existence of at least 8<) fedcr-al and 
pro\·incial programs. each of which purports to assist the innO\·ation process 
at the le\·el of the indh·idual firm: (ii) in the existence of the series of lTRis 
across the country. especially those at the Prnvincial level. \\ith explicit 
mandates to perform R&n and offer technical sen·ices to the small and 
mediurr..-srale enterprise sector of the economy: I iii) in the important 
expenditures on "related scientifk activities" such as scienC"e and technology 
information servic"es. industrial extension programmes. and testir.g and 
standardization. all of them aimed. in particular at the SMFs: (iq in the 
existence of governmental programmes to enhance the access of SMEs to 
for-eign technology and to foreign in\'estment ~n their technological 
developmen l. 

Thl' report describe.•., three programmes aimed at SMEs. The first. and largest. is 
the IRAP program. managed by !'\RC and implemented in part in cooperation 
\\ith the Provincial Resean-h Councils: it encompasses elerr.~nts of teC"hnical 
advice. financial support and technology transfer. and is an important policy 
instrument for linking Canada's ITRls to SMEs. The two other. TIP and the 
Investment Prosp<.'C"ting Program, smaller in size. arc aimed at the importation 
of foreign tl'chnology. The author also indicates that research institutions find 
;1 easier to work \\ith larger. more sophisticated enterprises. and that services 
to industry and working for SMEs are not enough to maintain a lab's own level 
of <•Xp<•rt i\c. 

The.· attached tabk summarizes the main interactions between policies and 
programme.·<; at a general le\'ei. 

2. CASI; STl!Dll:S 

Tht· n·port present\ lour c.l\<.'\, which w<.· now summarize. 

2.1 A Government-Owned Company Opcrat<'d l.aboratory (GOCO) 

Till' l'S mod.llity ol turning on•r tht• manag<·ment of a fedc.•ral l.thoratory to a 
pri\'.llt' romp.my is tll'ing trit·d out in Canada'<; \\ .• tstewater Tt·rhnology Ct•ntn• 
<;inn· July I I/<) I. Policy ohjt•ctin•s and f!nanri.ll terms. ~OW('\'l'I. an· n·r~ 
dilft·n·m th.u1 in till' 1 ·s r.1.,t•s. In tht• l••ttt"r. th<.• origin.ll purpo\t' h.1d h<.'t'n to 
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CANADA: MAH! I~'TERACTIONS BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY POLICIES AND PROGRA~S 

Technoloe DifTmion 

Promotion or Pre-
Competiti•e research 

Support to SME's 

Government a1eacies 
have been able lo n:Cain. 
as supplements to lheir 
regular budgets. an 
incrr.asing share or the 
revenues which they 
generate from coomct 
ll&D oc lhe ale of 
technology. 

Government assis&.ance 
provided via different 
programs to subsidise lhe 
adoption of either 
domestic or foreign 
technology, particularly 
by SME"s 

Both Federal and 
Provincial Governments 
are focusing significant 
shares of their resources 
oo precompetitive 
research in the new 
·generic• T o-.hnologies. 

While programs such as 
IR.AP were designed to 
meet the needs of SME"s 
they remain open to all 
companies and work on 
·generic technology• has 
involved extensive 
pa11ic1pa1ion by large 
firms. 

Tilese services are seen 
as potential sources of 
revenue for the 
laboratory providing 
them. 

Govenuneot wishes to 
encourage the private 
provision or such services 
and may be willing to 
contract out lo the private 
sector the management of 
such services as a first 
step in full privatisation 

Government I.Abs which 
provide technical services 
are active in seeking to 
harness the new 
technologies which are 
applicable within their 
fields of activity. 

There continue to be a 
multiplicity of extensive 
programs, . at both a 
federal and provincial 
le\·el, in these areas. 
Coordination and 
avoidance of competi1ion 
among programs is a 
conlinuing concern. 

Paformance of R&D 

Govemment labs, with 
significantly increased 
and more influential 
advice from industry, arc 
focusing their R&D 
efforts oo narrower areas 
with better identified 
industrial potential. 

Programs such as IRAP
R were designed 1o 

support the diffUsion of 
the results of government 
R&D. Evaluation of 
performance, and 
incentives for good 
performance. increasingly 
are tied to diffusion 
activities. 

Government 
Laboratories, particularly 
al the federal level, see 
their niches as being al 

this level of n:searcb 
activity since a larger 
variety of firms can 
become associated with 
any single program. 

There is a tendency at the 
federal level to find 
larger and more 
sophisticated firms to be 
easier partners. h is in 
chc Provincial Re.search 
Councils thal is found the 
most consisrcnt pauem of 
R&D being performed 
for SME"s. 
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avoid the constraints of the personnel policy of the US Civil Service. In 
Canada. the policy objectin~ was to experiment with private sector 
management of a government labor.uory in order to enhance its potemial for 
the commercialization of the tet·hnology it would produce. 

The Centre is engaged in programmes related to pollution control. biological 
processes. residue management and waste containment. and uses the inputs of 
a number of "enabling"technologies of biotechnology, advanced materials and 
informatics. 

The company in charge of m.IP,tgement. R<.KkCliffe Research. felt it would 
nmrrihute :hre<.• key thing5: (i) managerial know-how on commerrial 
technology transfer. (ii) a pwgramme of incentives for the staff. and (iii) 

access to venture capital markets. 

All WI C staff bec,1me employees of RockCliffe: the former government 
employ<.>es were granted leave-of-absence without pay. and a bonus scheme 
was established. financed \\ith .!(l'JI', of profits. 

Financial arrangements includt.-d a guaranteed purchase by the gm·emment 
or specified <..ervices and outputs. the sharing of revenues from the sale or 
technology and services. and a fixed management fee. Profits would he divided 
up \'\ith -t5% going to Rcx-kClifte. 20% to be distributed among the employees 
and 35% to the Federal Government which would reinvest one-half in 
additional R&D projects at WCT . 

. ·\n evalua!ion is to be made during the first half of the third year of operation. 
and its results \'\ill determine whether the contractual conditions carry on. 

It is too early to draw firm conclusions on the extent to which the GOCO 
experiment Y.ill create a viable technology supplier. able to work on a 
commercial basis. out of a government laboratory. GOCO is a straightforward 
route to removing staff from Public Service limitations. It is not yet clear 
whether the GOCO modality may be carried on for prolonged periods of time I as 
in the l'S practice> or whether it is a stepping stone towards full pri\·atization 
of the lahoratory. 

Z.2 Promotion of pre-competitive research through the PRECARN 
ronsonium and the IRIS network. 

The PRECARS consortium is devotc.-d to "pre-competiti\'(.' researrh" in thl' fil•lds 
of Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. It consist~ of a group of 36 rnmpani<.>s 
I sonll' of them multinationals). prodm·ers and users of new technologies and 
produn .. in thosl' fields, th.u haw join~d together to finance and partkipatt• in 
surh n·se.irch which will eventually lead to practical applications. Th<.• other 
essential p.lrtners an· the universities. some of whow staff arl' enga~ed via 
their participation in the lnc;titut(' for Rohotirs and Intelligent System<i. IRIS. a 
network of l .!O r<.'searchers from l K universities. with a h•deral lunding of Can 
Sl-t million for 4 years. 

Pl\l·C:..\RS .rnd IRIS .trt· two m·erlapping networks ( thou~h h.ilf tlw 
unin·r'>iti<.''> in PRl·L\RS proj<.•rts an.· not involH•d in IRIS anivitit•\l. 
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Funding fo1· PRECARN comes from a number of sourc\!s - member 
contributions (Sll.7 m). federal government ($19.l m). provincial 
governments ( S8.3 m). The figure for member contributions is 0.5% of their 
known R&D budgets. which is S 2.26 billion. 

Projects are multidisciplinary and highly sophisticated. They deal with 
potential applications that are highly pervasive. with a huge economic 
potential. They are subjected to a detailed feasibility study before being 
approved. Intellectual property is owned jointly by the participants in the 
project. and all meJl'lbers of the PRECARN consortium have the right to a 
royalty-free licence to use the technology developed. 

At present there are four projects under way. with durations of 4 to 5 years. on 
(i) application of expert systems to advanced process analysis and control, (ii) 
active vision of a mobile robot in a known environment. (iii) telerobotic 
development system. and (iv) intelligent graphic interface for real-time 
monitoring and control. Other projects are in the pipeline. 

The PRECARN case shows that it is feasible to put in place an extensive and 
coordinated programme of research and technology diffusion, with wide 
sharing of risks, as an alternative to a single "national institute". 

2.3 The National Research Council and its involvement in pre
competitive research 

NRC is an eighty-year old institution that undertakes a wide variety of science 
and technology functions, to which it devoted in 1989 close to Can $500 million, 
almosl 17% of all Federal R&D expenditure: however, both figures are in 
decline. Like its sister institutions in other past and present Commonwealth 
countries. its mandate has changed over the years and it accepts today that 
providing technological support to industry is its primary raison d'erre. 

NRC is increasingly involved in undertaking pre-competitive research on 
behalf of Canadian companies in a carefully selected series of high
technology niches. and is 'nvolved in a very large number of alliances. 
principally joint research projects with industrial partners in which 
panicipants fund their own activities but share o~nership of any technology 
developed. 

The government's "commercialization policy" discussed above has had 
profound eff e~ ts. NRC continues to maintain its tradition of fundamental 
research and its insistence on "quality", but it can now retain part of the 
revenues generated from contract research and sale of services. which 
provides an incentive for the expansion of its commercial a<tivities. Jt has 
restructured its laboratories, from a discipline-based structure into 17 
principal institutes or programmes (see attached table), with a focused 
mission, managed research programmes often involving large numbers of 
researchers ac; an alternative to each researcher pursuing his personal 
interec;ts. and an annual "business plan" dealing with the generation and 
allocation of resources. Incentives. hoth financial and scientific. will he used 
to rewJ.rd staff in commercially oriented activitie\. 
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INSTITUTES OF THE NATIONAL RESEAI'..CH COUNCIL OF CA?1ADA 

lmtitutes oC •Pft..competitiYe Institutes or Fundamental lmtitutes or Applied Resarch 
ResarcJa•. Research and Serna Programs. 

The Biotechnology Research 
Institute; 
The Industrial Materials Instirute; 
The Institute of Aerospace 
Research: 
'The Institute for Information 
Tccbaology; 
'The Institute for Environmcolal 
Chemistry; 
The Institute for MicrostnlCblral 
Sciences; 
'The Plant Biotechnology Institute. 

The Herzberg Institute of 
Astrophysics; 
The Institute for Biological 
Sciences; 
The Institute for Marine 
Biosciences; 
The Institute for Marine 
Dynamics; 
The Steacie Institute for 
Mo:-cular Sciences; 

The Canadian Institute for 
Scientific and Technological 
Information; 
The Canadian Institute for 
Industrial Technology; 
IRAP; 
The Institute for Mechanical 
Engineering; 
The Institute for the National 
Measurement of Standards; 
The Institute for Research in 
Construction. 

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES rn THE ENGINEERING INSTITUTES OF NRC 

Support of the "Public 
good" ( usually long term 
research without an 
identified application or 
customer) 

Support of national 
infrastructure (in 
transportation, 
construction, etc) 

Support for "Wealth 
generation" 

Present distribution Target Di~ribution 

409' 20% 

409' 40% 

209' 40% 
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A recent review of the NRC institutes in the area of Engineering showed that 
there was still a need to change the allocation of resources within this group 
towanh ''wealth generalion" rather than .. public good" (see attached table). 

Another change has been to replace traditional "Associate Committees .. of 
leading scientists. that reviewed developments and orientations of different 
scientific fields. by Advisory Boards for each of the new institutes and 
programmes. with the mandate to advise on strategic and management issues. 
and conduct a yearly assessment of overall performance. The quality and 
expertise of the people appointed to these structures has been a'l essential 
factor in the success they have enjoyed in the two years since they were put 
in place 

NRC was reported to participate in l...J62 .. allianrcs" in 1990:"91. to which it 
contributed $6 7 .6 million against $80.3 million of its partners. Two alliance-. 
were of particular significance: the ARK programme of PRECARN. devoted to 
developing an autonomous robot to use in a known ~m·ironment. and the Solid 
State Optoelectronics Consortium which is working on the techno:.'">gy of 
optoelectronics integration. 

Further organizational change is likely in NRC, in order to allow its inslitutes 
to play important rol~s in the research programmes of industrial comortia in 
selected. high-technology fields of potential long-term industrial 
significance. There may also be a narrower range of fields of concentration. 
but with more NRC staff per programme. a recognition that a subcritical effort 
is unlikely to provide practical rewards in the long term. For the individual 
scientist. the research milieu has changed from that of freedom to choose the 
individual's own research activities. as in a rraditional universit~ . to that of a 
mission-oriented la'- with teams of researchers working together as parts of a 
defined multi-year •• rngramme. The issue is still pending whether to continue 
targering S~tEs as an undifferentiated group. which may noc be rhe most cost
effective use of its resources. or to selE-Ctive!y target technologically 
aggressive firms. regardless of size. 

2.4 The Provincial Research Councils 

Provinces in Canada act in the technological devclopmenr area in 
increasingly imponant ways. There are 8 Provincial Research Councils. PRCs. 
\\ilh a mandate to promote economic gro\\1h. and most of them deal ve~· 
extensively with small companies. They all rypically have a "corporate" 
structure. \\ilh an ourside Board of Directors. One of them. BC Research. became 
a fully private organizarion in 1988. 

The aggregate l <)<JO income of all PRCs was $170 miJJion, ahout 2% of Canadian 
total R&O expenditure. and they employed L~OO people of which 'Ji ..J wen.' 
qualified scientists and engineers. The large-.t one in tt.>rms of income. S 57 
million. was the Albert.I Research Council, which has a significant 
involvement in research (Onsortia in energy and resource wrhnologi(•s. with 
ve11 large corporatiom as partnc:-s. 

Ir.come sources of PRC!:. are gr•ints from tlw resp~cti\C.' pro,·inciJI 
governments, contracts from thl' fc.>deral and provincial governments. 
contracts lrom Canadian and for<'ign industry clients. and royalties. salt• of 
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publications. etc. The revenues from industrial clients are consistently 
increasing, while those from governments are declining. 

Two unfavourable trends show up on analyzing the financial and employment 
figures for the PRCs. First, expenditures have become larger than income in 
recent years: with the present recessionary climate in Canada this may lead to 
reductions in staff. Second, salaries as a proportion of income have increased 
from 56% to more than 60%. although this figure is still much lower than the 
usual 90% or more in Latin American institutions. 

The author has selected two PRCs for panicul~r comment since thl'y represent 
two attempts to manage an ITRI with minimum grant support from the 
government. 

- BC Research chose to be privatized. in order to eS<.·apl' thl' negative facrors 
which flowed from the statu~ of being a government organisation: "the 
biggest gain we made by becoming private was to remove the identity crisis 
which pbgued us in the past - that was to denigrate what we did well, serving 
our clients. by comparing it adversely with a ·wish to do long-term research of 
provincial or national importance". The transition was not easy: in I 991 a 
significant operating loss was recorded and has given rise to a "survival 
strategy", with staff reductions, salary freeze. postponing of capital 
expenditures. BC Research is now opening talks with the provincial 
government seeking restitution of the annual operating grant. It is clear that. 
in a climate of recession. it would be unable to survive over a prolonged period 
on contract income alone. 

- ORTf.C International established in 1928 in Ontario. has built up a strong 
industrial customer base. both inside and outside Canada . in the areas of auto 
engine technologies and fuels. certain related materials technologies. and 
clean technologies. The proportion of its income from foreign sources I mainly 
in the l'SA) has been growing significantly in recent years and it may exct>ed 
251

¥0 for fiscal 1991. 

ORTEC offers services "in product and process design and development. 
problem solving, analysis, testing and evaluation." It does not describe itself as 
a Research Organisation, sinct.> it is convinced that its industrial customers 
rarely believe that their primary need is for research; it prefers other terms 
which convey a sense of practical mission addressing the kinds of difficulties 
fared by SMh. ORTL:C does, of course. undenake research on- behalf of clients. 
hut much of it.s work lies in the adaptation and introduction of best practice 
rechnologie.s into companies seeking to improve their technological 
p<..'rlormancc. 

On the surfan.•, ORTK is doing many of the nght things needed to ensure its 
long-term \'iahility; however. four nmsccutive years of op(•rating losses and a 
growing ohsoksrcnce of much of its equipment testify to problems which 
01nu·~ ic; addressing in an as-yet-confidential strategic plan. One of the main 
problems is irs dispersion over too many areac;: it will havl' to focuc; itc; 
.1ct ivi ties on it., .. con• romp<.>tcncit•s". On the ot h(•r h;,md. th(• (•conomir 
prohll'ms faC('d hy its client<, during thl' ongoing rec(•.,.,ion <ldds to !h(' 
diffirultic., of convincing '>mall or medium .,cak• enterpriM.'.'> in Canada to 
inv(.'st in technical change. cw:nc m·<.>ds to to cmplny pi:opl(• v..ith profes.,ional 
<•xp<.'rtis(· in fht' ar<'a of marketing. to rend<•r mon• effici(•nt it'> admini..rrativ<· 
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procedures in order to reduce its overhead cost structure. and to seek further 
assistance from the provincial government in order to refurbish some of its 
important but outdated facilities. 

The author summarizes his observations on the Provincial Research 
Councils in the following matrix of inreraction of policy and 
programme. 
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?tAIN POLICY-PROGRA..'1rtE INTERACTIONS IN PROVINCIAL P.ESEARCH ORGANIZATI'JHS 

Technology Diffusion 

Promotion or Pre
Competitive Research 

Support to SME's 

All PRO's are depeadm( 
Oil ar.emal fimac:e for 
much of lbeir resarcb. 
bat 1caerally laave 
inadequate revenues to 
allow lbem IO move 
effectively into new and 
emerging fields. 

PRO's geoerally do not 
bave sufficient internal 
resources to .:1 as a 
financial source for 
prccompetitive research; 
some may use their own 
resources to •llow 
themselves to become 
participants in relevant 
coasorria. 

Some have governmental 
financial supporr lo allow 
them lo assist SME"s in 
R&D; others nee.cf lo 
charge c.onunercial ntes 
cvr.n to SME's. 

AD essential 6anction of 
lbc PRO's. butcvea beR 
cbey are comiq under 
iaamsiag competJbve 

pressure from new. small 
enterprises with uhra
modem equipment. 

One of the main purposes 
of lbe PRO"s is to help 
diffuse ·best practice· 
ledmologies lo SME's 
and much of dlis Ibey do 
by providing services ..... 

All provide exlensive 
tech.Ucal services to 
SME's both throuih their 
roles in IRAP and 
through their own 
prognms. 

Pafonnance of R&D 

All perform tt.SealCb 
under coatnct (typically 
about 20") of their 
Klivilies and Tecbnical 
Deve'opment is their 
most important role 
(typically about 35" of 
their efforts) 

••.•. and by transferring 
lbe results of research 
and particularly of 
development projects to 

the project sponsors. 

Some PRO's are now 
participating in consortia 
undertaking 
precompetitive research, 
b1;r as their equipment 
ages most will experience 
difficulties in keeping 
abreast. 

The PRO"s may ne.ed to 
receive an adequate base 
grant from !heir Province 
if they arc lo continue lo 
do R 'iED for traditional 
SME's - but this is likely 
lo be: difficult to obtain. 



CASE 9 

INDIA: THE NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY, NCL 

A visic was made by che auchor co India's National Chemical 
Laborarory, in Poona. a large public-secror ITRI wich a 
distinguished crJ.jecrory, which has in recenr years adopted an 
acr1ve marketing policy for ics services. Here is a summary of his 
conversations with Dr A. Mashelka.r, che Direcror of NCL. 

1. THE INSTITUTION 

The National Chemical Laboratory, NCL, was founded in 1950, to serve the 
chemical industry. During its first decade of life it built scientific competence 
in chemistry and chemical engineering, and in the 1960s it turned to 
technology and installed pilot plants. By the mid-seventies it had been able to 
commercialize a few processes, and got to know how to take an invention to the 
market. During the late 70s and the early 80s it acquired full confidence in its 
capabilities on scientific research, innovation and engineering. 

The institution currently employs 1200 people, of which 500 are researchers. 
The main areas are catalysis, polymers, biotechnology. organic chemical 
technology (here they look for the biochemical route). Interdisciplinary 
work is considered very important. NCL is internationally competitive in 
catalysis. a field in which they sell processes and provide process 
engineering. 

NCL relies on the government for the larger part of its funding, but client 
income already represents 33% and hopefully it will be at a level of SO to 60% 
in a few years. They have contracts with government departments and \\ith 
industry. They are putting emphasis on the latter. In FY 1992 (April to March) 
two-thirds of the value of contracts came from industry, up from one third 
three years before. They are also increasing the participation of private 
industry in that amount, and at present private industr>· contributes 90% 
while public industry has seen its share reduced to 10%. 

Indian industry does little research, some 20% of the total R&D expenditure of 
the country. It is the chemical labs (NCL and three others) that are closest to 
industry, possibly because the chemical industry is the most disposed to 
innovation. 

2. ACTIVITIES 

r-.;ci. has developed and successfully commercialized a number of technologies: 
organo-phosphorous pesticides; endosulfan; anti-cancer drugs based on local 
plants: vitamin R6: acrylates; a new catalyst of very good char Jrteristics: plant 
tissue culture: a water-absorbing, biologically degradable polymer. etc. The 
next hig programme \\ill be the production of chemicals from \tarch. 
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In all these cases the technology has been licensed and commercial 
production is on. Additionally. many existing technologies have been 
transformed. In some cases it has been a question of technology push. in 
others of market pull. 

An interesting case was the development of a novel-shaped zeolite catalyzer. 
for hi-tech catalysis of petroleum. This was a UNIOO project which started in 
1987. and it has been overachieved: 9 catalysts were developed (of Y.'hich 3 
non-zeolitic} and are now being manufactured. commercialized and exponed. 
Some 90 papers and 63 patents have resulted. Today all zeolite catalysts are 
locally produced in India, and there is export to Holland. There is no subsidy. A 
US company has set up a factory in Poona. close to NCL. and uses the latter's 
services. The selling price is four times the cost of manufacturing. but this is 
still two thirds of the imported cost. 

NCL has sold technology so far through lump-sum or royalties. Licensed 
companies pay a 15% royalty. The division that produced the innovation uses 
70% of this to fund equipment. resarcher time. etc. There is no extra 
remuneration for the researchers. 

NCL is now considering opponunities for joint ventures with industry, putting 
the technology as equity and going for profits. 

NCL is carrying out interesting work ir. plant tissue cultur~. particularly on 
trees. A pilot tissue culture facility is producing about I 00.000 plantlets of 
eucaliptus. bamboo and teak a! almost a commercial level, funded by the 
government's Department of Biotechnology. This is all destined to 
experimentation. But production will be increased tenfold in corning years and 
the plantlets \\ill be sold; NCL Y.ill then be car11ing out semi-industrial 
production of plants using bio-reactors. 

3. RECENT INDUSTRJAl POLICY CHANGES AND THEIR IMPACT ON NCL 

On 25 July 1991 a New Industrial Policy for India was announced by the 
Government. involving a significant departure from past policies. It attempts a 
shift towards a market driven economy, and opens up industry to foreign 
investment and technology collaboration. in order to "obtain higher 
technology. increase exports and expand the production base". It speaks of 
self-reliance as .. the ability of Indian industric-s to pay for imports through its 
own foreign exchange earnings", and of the development of dome~tic 
technologies as .. developing technologies for processes and products which 
are competitive internationally". 

NCL reacted without delay to the new policy, publishing a report only two 
months later on "Impact of the New Industrial Policy on R&D at !'\Cl". Two 
types of imparts were identified: 

- In the short term. there is the expectation of a period of adjustmc.·nt in the.· 
economy, which may last from 2 to S years. Industry is expc.•rlc.'d to <ldopt a 
'"wait and see attitude", \\ith a decline in investments and partirul..irly in R&D. 
which would affect strongly N<Ts income. 
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- In the medium and long ~erm. the prognosis for R&D is thought to be 
-certainly bright: e~-perience shows that innovation and discovery do thrive 
in a truly open economy". llo\tloiever. this could take ten years to materialize. In 
the meantime. the chemical industry would not have sufficient resources to 
upgrade knowhow from foreign sources. and would have to do so \tloith local 
inputs. improving the prospects for industrial R&D. 

The repon then went on to list a number of criteria for domestically developed 
technologies: they should be oriented to the global market and not just to the 
Indian market: thev should use local raw materials: NCI. should consider 
offering complete technology packages. if necessary in collaboration \\ith 
foreign engineering companies: effons should be put in upgrading processe<; 
and products. including energy and process optimization. alternative mutes 
for co-.t reduction and new product grades. 

The new \ituation. as a result of the change in official policy. reinforn.~d .1 

deliherat<.• change in SCl.'s policies which had alrt•ady startt•d some time 
fx>fore. :\s Dr ~tashelk.lr pUl it: 

.. \\"e han· understood the importanr·: of t>usiness. \\"e now han· 3 

professional group in charge of negotiations. "ith lawyers for patenting . 
• md \\ith marketing people. We are aware that if we don't sell. we're done. 
In I'>'> I India opened its economy and the government started to reduce the 
fund'> it allocated to public Sfftor laboratories. But we had started to change 
hc>fon• that. We h..id realized that we should hecome internationally 
compt>titin~. in fact. we were thl' first government laboratory to start this.~ 

4. FINAL COMMENTS 

:\ numher ol general questions on ITRls were.• then put to Dr ~tashdkar. \'\·ho 
answt.>red them on the ha'ii.') of SCl.'s experience: 

lal llow can the performance·eflectivenes'> of ITRI\ hl' measured or as\e'><.·d? 

Answer: There is no high technology without high sci<.•nce. In !\Cl we han• .1 

h.tl.mce ol hoth. The indicators for performance are different for <..>ach: 

Ii) TC'<hnology: it has to he commercialized and produce re\·enu<.'. Our 
indicators have to do "ith sales. WC!' try to general<' maximum rPturns from 
industry. hery year we gin~ a prize to the group with J highest Jl<.'r capi1.1 
rt.•turn. :\ \econd indic.uor i'> invention: the numher of patc.•ntc.. \\"t.• filt• tht· 
l.trge'>t numher of pat('nts in India. SO to hO a ~ear. and we· put speci..il value on 
patc.·nting in for<!'ign countries. Wl' gin· recognition to tho.-.<' who h~ne 
developed wchnologit•c. that gi\e ri.-.c- to a patc.•nt. 

1 iii .'li"l('m·c·: ttw ind11·.11or ic, p.tpc.•r\ in inwrn.uion.tl journ.tlc.. \\t• k<.•t•p tr.1ck 
''' thic, ~md give recognition to pt>ople wh<1 h.t\t· produn·d p<iperc. in the ht·'>I 
journ.th. whoc,e p.1p1.·rc, an· quoted. and who pn•st.•nt lhdr p.1pt•r-, in 
in H·rn.tt ional conn•n W>n'>. 
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( b) Existence of ·strategic Thinking" in ITRls 

Answer: We have a shon-tenn plan ( 1 year) and a long-term plan (5 to- 10 
years). At this moment we are carrying out an ex~rcise or where we want to~ 
in the next ten years. This is something new to us. and we are having internal 
debates. industry views. outside experts. etc. This is a structured exercise but 
we do not have a rigid methodology. 

When the new industrial policy or India was announced in 199 l. this lab w-as 
the only one in the country which was prepared to produce a position paper. 
·tmpan of the new industrial policy on R&D at NCl ... which was published 
\'\ithin two months. This has re<.·ently been updated in a 1992 paper on .. ~ew 
industrial policy: some implications on the future of Indian R&D ... 

t c) ..\lternative organizational models and funding mechanisms for ITRls. in 
the light of the new global regional context which now predominates . 

..\mw~r: The annual budget ol !'CL is 110 million rupees. At the current 
exchange rate of S<,me 28 rupees per dollar. this is equivalent to about l'.S S-Li 
million. which carries much fa:-ther because of th~ low cost l<•vel in t1'e 
country. Two thirds of this i\ footed by the government and one third mes 
from othc>r sources. 

\\"e feel there should be a "globalization of national research ... This can result 
from: (i) R&D collaboration with foreign countries; (ii) services sold to foreign 
countries: ( iiil income from patents; Civ) export of software services. and ( '" 
transfer or technology to less developed countries We are the only Indian lab 
to globalize its services. We have good quality. and can offer competiti\"e 
science and competiti\"e technology. We have made some' interesting sale\ 
overseas. including training on research management in China. 

We use a variety of marketing methods. I use my membership in diffcre111 
committees to look for opponunities. In a recent trip to the Washingwn area I 
visit«..>d I companies to explore opportunities for collatx>ration. 

1d1 The interaction between ITRls and induMry (lnstitute'Clients interaction). 

Answer: l-\C> are borh a rechnology-push and a markcr-drin?n lab. Regarding 
technology push. we have certain inherent strengths. We can den•lop 
proce\'ie\ spurred on by our O\\TI ability to generate generic knowk>dgc. We 
have looked at market possibilities as a guide for this sort of '"c,pccul..itin· 
research". 

T..ikc linear .. llkyl-henzc•ne. used for making dewrgents. The world k•.\d(.•r hcrL' 
i'> .l l "S firm. which U\(.'\ a hazardous technology. We h.we developed on our 
0\\11 .l murh safer. "green" t(.•chnology. and filed a l'S p.uent on it. :\ pilot 
pl.tnt will \oon he installed hy an Indian company. and if all goes well murh 
w11rk \\ill hf_· ~t·nerated lor SCI.. llow to carry on further! Perhap'> the l'S lirm 
will w.mt to m<.lkc a joint n•ntuf(.' \.\ith us and th(.• lndi.m company. We· <.tn· 
!t·.1rni ng t hi' ~.lme. \\'(' \\ill O(•(•d good l<·gal adv in·. 
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CME 10 

THAllAND: TOW ARDS REFORMING THE THAllAND INSTITUTE OF 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

The <iurhor had occasion ro visir Thailand in July 1992. and held 
discussions on i"arious aspecrs of rechnological de\'elopment t\ilh 
people from governmenr. science, indusrry and rhe F/\'. lie also 
''isiCed rhe Thailand Jnsriruce of Sciencific and Technological 
Research. 11STR. This instirucion Mas recencl_\- srudied by Prof. 
Marrin Bell. n·hose 1990 reporr conrains many inreresring 
obsen·acions abouc HSTR, as well as recomendacions on rhe 
process of reforming ir. The following rexr co,·ers some rele,·anr 
pans of Bell's reporr. 

I. THE MILIEU 

l'.conomic gro\\1h in Thailand has been strong in recent years: almost I 0% per 
annum in I 987 -90. fueled by export gro~1h rates of 25% per annum. 
'.'-larroe<.·onomic stabiliry and high direct foreign investment, oriented toward:. 
expons. have been the crucial factors in this proce!.S. 

The present policy of the Thai government is to encourage manufacturing 
business. induce· foreign ir.vestment and ask companies to train people and 
transfer their technology. Many joint ventures have been installed in recem 
years. \\ith a resulling industrial boom. 

The export increase has taken place in conventional products. To sustain such 
a performance in the coming years may not be easy. in the face of increasing 
competition from other low-wage Asian countries. and of the higher degree of 
automation and use of new materials in c!eveloped countries. that is helping 
the latter to recover comparative advantages. So far the country has not 
developed a significant degree of competitiveness in products that employ 
sophiMicated technologies. HenC'e the need to design and implement a strategy 
to help local firms acquire technological capabilities in an expanding range 
of produrts with higher value added. which are ever more imponant in world 
trade. 

Such a strategy would have to find support in the institutions that are involved 
in research and development. and in the provision of tl'Chnological services. 
Loral industries haw largely been left to fend for themselves in technology 
matters: research carried out at the unin:rsitie'> and official re\earch 
in\titul<.''>. including the Thailand lnstirute of Srienrifir and Technological 
Resc.trch. ho.1s not tx·cn ton relevant to their needs - "Wo much top-do\\n. too 
little demand-driven". a.-. one> of th<' intervic>w<:d persons put it. Standard.-. and 
quality <tr<.• al~m tlig prohlc>ms that should tw tackl<.·d in ord(•r to d<·n·lop 
\uhrontraning. Last hut not lea\t, Thailand is short of qualifit•d hum.tn 
n.·'><>urre<, such as cngin(•er'>. wchnician<, and '>kill<·d workers. 

The country has lack<•d a sense of dirc>ction in technology policy. hut now tlw 
challeng<' ha-. tx·<·n tak<·n up hy th<' rt•n•ntly form<·d National Sci<•nf<' and 



Technology Development Agency. NSTDA. This institution was founded in 1985 
as the Science and Technology Development Board (STDB>. It wJ.s originalry a 
division of TISTR. but more recently it has become a separate agency \\ith a 
new name and enlarged functions. The latter include: (a) funding of R&D 
projects in the Universities. TISTR and other public sec-tor laboratories. to the 
rune of about S 8m a year (an important part of which comes from foreign 
cooperation assistance): a moderate amount is also given for R&D in the 
private senor. in the form of grants and loans: ( b) suppcn to industry 
development. by upgrading the S&T infrastrm·ture so that it ran provide 
servic('S in srandards. equipment calibration. productivity improvemenl. etr .: 
Cd policy analysis and policy makinR: the agency prepared legis!ati~n on S&T 
development. which was approved in I 99.l. leading ro the present ~~TDA \\ith 
its "ide mandate: (d) sening up ne\,- research t:entres. of which three are 
already operating. in biotechnology, microelectronics and materials. 

\lost of the funds for R&D projects go to universities. Howen~r. as expressed by 
a senior manager of ~~TD:\. "the best people in the universities h.tve gone to 
the priv .ite sector~ and ch us ··m keep R&D going we \\ill have to set up our 0\\11 

R&O unirs". Much support is given to training: -we need thousands ol 
engineen. we n{.>ed to upgrade industry people". 

2. THE INSTITUTION 

According to one of its senior executives. TISTR w.is founded in J l)(>.l. J.bout 30 
years ago. H startet1 with scientific research and has then gone into 
tcrhnological researc-h. It is now .. hoping ro produce some technology for 
industry". It mums "ith about 750 people and has an annual budget of almost 
S 10 million. of which 70% comes from the government. lie mentioned thl· 
priorities: agroindustry. followed by building. ecology . energy . and new 
technologies. Regarding services: testing. analysi:-.. metrology. con'>uhancy 
.md training. 

In ,·,mtr ..ist to foreign-owned firms. which do not require J0<-al technolo~iral 
support. l<x-al firms which employ "low" technology. are the major clients of 
TISTR. "\\"e are a semi-autonomous State enterprise. We need more flexibility. 
less (~ovcrnmenl regulations. more funding. We want to bring b.ick Thai 
national\ working overseas c there are a good many of high quality I and pay 
them "'"l•ll. \\"e want funds of our own for inve:i;tmenrs and demonstrarion 
projects. We want to establish an incentive :i;cheme for our '>cientific 
p<.•rsonnel (for thi'> purpose we could u'.'>e 10% of our revenue from non· 
(,overnment soun.-es). Thcs.e are our new orienlation~» and private indw.try i'> 
.t\\.tn· ol •hem." 

lhl' TISTR <.'X<.·cuti\l' added !hat thl'rl' i'> .i lark oi n.•cognition from the privall· 
'>t·cror. II peopl(' p..iy liltk thl'y do not value lhl' S.l'rvin:. and lhu'> ·1 ISTI{ I'> 
'>l.1rtin~ to ch.lrgc hi~her f~c.·s. On th<.· othc.•r hand. lhl'r(' is rc.•cognilion on thl' 
p.1rt ot lort'ign .md panicul.irly international org.ini1.Hionc, . 

.-\n out'>iJl· oh.,ervt.·r kit th.ll TISTR h.I'> not ~·et bt·<.·n ~1hll' to pron· ii'> \\'1>rlh t11 
lht· 111du'>tri.1I \l•rtor, though part of th<.· n·.,pon'>ihility lil''> with indw.try it'><.·11. 
lit· kit th.11 TISTR l.trk'> .t locuc, and .i rll•ar mandal<', and i'> \hort ol rap.ibll' 
pl'oplt'. TISTR was found<.·d on thl' h•l'>i'> ot :\u\trali•1'c, csmo. lollm,·ing ··a 
< orl\c·111ion.1I inn11Y.1tion modl'I of h.1'>ic rt·w.1rrh - .1pplit·d n·w.irrh · 
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developm~nt - application". but Y.ithout a real understanding of the country's 
needs in technology ... The country has a number of labs. but lacks various 
kinds of technical services, like quality and information. TISTR was 
disconnected both from industry and university. Scientists dreamed up 
projects. published papers. established international connections. Limited 
resources were spread too thin. Salaries were low. the best people have left. 
and the Institute cannot attract good people. ·They are trapped'. These 
shortcomings cannot however be blamed on TISTR alone. Industry imports 
technology. and Thailand has never demanded that firms train people and 
absorb anJ improve technology. On the other hand. technologies are 
changing fast. .. 

A representative of the federation of Thai Manufacturers was more pos1uve. 
He felt that TISTR is genuinely interested in linking up Y.ith industry and look 
at its needs. and that industrial firms \\ill enter into contracts \\ith TISTR for 
technical anc' research work. 

The Bell Report 

.-\n important report on TISTR \\"aS recently produced by Prof. Martin Bell of 
Sussex Cniversity, who spent several weeks at the Institute analyzing its 
activit ;L's and the problems it faces (Martin Bell, .. The Th.iiland Institute of 
Scientific and Technological Research: Outline of a project to enhance its 
productin.· interaction with the industrial senor". Science Policy Research 
l ;nit. l ;niversity of Sussex. Oct. 1990). 

Hdl includes in his report a number of observations on TISTR which may be 
summarized as follows: 

·· The orientation of acuv1t1es was 10% to manufacturing, 20% to 
construction and the environment. 5% to agroindustries and other. About 
10% of the lnstitute's direct expenditure was covered hy consultancy and 
servin..' lees. but R&D contributed insignific~tly. 

- There is a very limited impact of the Institute on (a) direct application or 
research results (b) publications (c) strengthening human resources in its 
clients. Hence it appears to have had a very limited success as a research 
technology institution. This weak performance has persisted in spite or 
many studies. advisory projects and internal ·reform' programmc.•s. 
1:undamcntal changes would be needed to improve this. 

- Thn.·c.· categories of issues may he idt·ntifi<.'d: status within tl;e 
gm·c.·rnm<.·nt and finanring: scope of activities: internal resources. 
structure and management. 

( i) StJCU.'i Jnd gon•rnancc: Flexibility is Ol't'lkd in 1hc.· m~nagemt·nt of 
f in.mcial and pc.•rsonnel resources: nt'w mc.•ch~nisms are nc.•<•d<•d to ensur(' 
pt•rlormanc('-relatt>d arcountahilily: a highc.•r proportion of inrome 
should come.• from industry. 

(ii) Sn>pc of Jcti\ itic>s: TISTR needs ..i r..idiral ch.mg(' in the scope of its 
artivitil'S, which should he.· much narrow<•r. It .\hould focus mor<• on 
manuf.lcturing industry. as th<.• Board has aln.'ady decidl'd. as th<' '"cor(' .. 
hu'>ine''· transft.orring other art'~ts to otlwr in'>titution': it should align 
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R&D as a complement to industry's use of imported technology: it should 
keep away from scattered R&D work but rather provide technical inputs 
and human resources for continuous technical and organizational 
changes in client industries. ensuring that this orientation of activities is 
complemented by strategic R&D performed elsewhere in the s&T system. 

t iii) lnremal resources. management and organizarional scrucrurt': The 
lnstitute's human resources should be radicallv enhanced and 
restructured. including retiring such staff members that are unable or 
un"illing to transform their skills and work orientation. It should also 
train human resources for industry. 

Management skills and methods should be strengthened by training. 
better procedures. and mechanisms for project generation. 

- The lnstitute's existing fragmented organizational structure should be 
integr .ned by focusing units on particular client industries and narro"ing 
the range of industries attended. 

- The lnstitute's physical resources need to be substantially improved 
through a sound. long term investment programme. 

- TlSTR's recently appointed Board has emphasised that 1he future strategy 
of the Institute should concentrate on providing R&D and other 
terhnologiral suppon for manufacturing industry. Success in pursuing 
that strategy will require dramatic change in the effecti\·eness of the 
Institutc:'s industry oriented activities. 

3. Bl'.Ll.'S SUGGESTIONS FOR REFORMING TISTR 

Bell remarks that any new project to increase TISTR's inter3ction \\ith. and 
impact on. the production sector. especially manufacturing industry. "ill han' 
to involve fundamental changes in a wide range of deeply rooted and 
interacting problems which underlie the rurrent situation. His report outlines 
the main features of a project to achieve that objective. We now follow closely 
his text: 

J.1 Key Issues 

Three Ci.lll'goril'~ of issue~ an~ tu be .iddressed: 

· Ch.mging tht• lmtitute'' mod(• of governanC(', and pl'rh.tp., at .. o 
it\ formal statu.,, \\ithin th(' \trunur(' of gm·ernment in ord('r to 
pl'rmit thl' fit•xihility in financial and personnel m.in,1gemt•nt 
that i'i n:quirt·d for efft•i·tin· operation •• ., an org.mi1.1tit1n 
prm iding lc'chnologiral support for th<: country·., continuing 
ind u<.tri.11 d<'wlopm('n t. 
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- Correspondingly, introducing new mechanisms to ensure 
performance-related accountability for the use of public funds. 

- Requiring the Institute to generate a substantially higher 
proportion of its income from its industrial clients - both as a 
means of strengthening its more flexible position within the 
structure of government, and as a mechanism to reinforce the 
development of closer links with its clients. 

(b) Scope' of .·\Oi\·ities 

The project should consider the desirabilit) of radically changing the existing 
scope of the lnstitute's activities. In order to increase its own effectiveness it 
will be necessary to roncentrate TISTR's resources on a much narrower range 
of objectives and activities. It is also a highly opportune time to re-consider 
TISTR's role \\ithin the overall structure of public scientific and tecnological 
institutions which have evolved considerably since the existing range of the 
Institute's arth·ities was originally defined. 

This should involve examining at least the foil owing key issues: 

- Reinforcing the Board's recent decision to focus the lnstitute's R&D on 
supporting (manufacturing) industry. 

- Concentrating exclusively on that 'core business' by divesting the 
Institute of other activities which can be transferred to other 
organizations, thus contributing not only to its own increased 
effecti\·eness but also to greater rationalization in areas of fragmented 
and o\"erlapping responsibilities in the existing public S&T system. 

- Aligning those core industry-oriented R&D activities much more 
~ . bstantially towards a direct complementary role in, relation.to 
industry's use of imported technology for the 'mainstream' of industrial 
gro\\1h - assisting in ·masterir.g' those technologies and in their 
absorption. adaptation and further improvement by industrial 
enterprise\. 

- Consequently, changing the expected output of R&D activities away 
from the development of scattered, individual 'innovations' for 
industry. and towards the provision of technical inputs and human 
re~ources for continuous paths of technical and organizational change 
to he generated by and with selected client indu~trics. 

· l;nsuring that this oril'ntation of TISTR's activities is complemented by 
more 'strategic' industry-oriented R&l> which might be most effecti\'ely 
undertaken in other organisations in the S&T system - in acad<.•mic 
instituliom and within the framework of further development\ of the 
Sational f.entres. 

1 d In f<'l"ll.JI R(•sourcc'.~. ,\f..1n;.igem<'n r •md Org;.ini7.Jl ion.JI Sr rucrur{' 

Th<' project should addn·ss at IC'ast th(• fol10V1.ing issu<'s. 
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- Radically enhancing and re-structuring the Institute's human 
resources by: 

- setting up a 'crash programme' to create from existing staff a 
core group of people with the enhanced and different skills and 
experience required for the newtypes of TISTR activity; 

- where necessary. hiring new staff with the kinds of expertise 
and experience required to provide leadership in the planned 
new types of industry-oriented activity: 

- putting in place a permanent system for funding and managing 
human resource development in order to expand the initial core 
of new skills over the longer term. and to allow explicitly for the 
objecti\'e of producing an output of people-embodied technology 
for industry: 

- \etting up and financing a transitional procedure to facilitate 
the transfer or accelerated retirement of existing staff who may 
he unable or um\'illing to transform their skills and work 
orientation in the directions that will be needed. 

- Strengthening the lnstitute's m;.magemenr skills and procedures by: 

- incorporating substantial training and experience acquisition 
in R&D management for selected core personnel within the 
broader 'crash programme' of human resource development 
noted above: and then developing a regular programme to 
maintain and enhance the lnstitute's management skills and 
experience: 

- developing new and strengthened management procedures for 
identifying industrial needs and opportunities. for internal 
accounting and resource allocation. and for evaluating the 
'impact' of activities undertaken: 

- focu~ing particular attention on mechanisms by which new 
project~ and programmes are originated - giving specific 
attention to new procedures whereby significant influence on 
the contem of projeccs and programmes might be exercised by 
industrial enterprises and.:or by industry associatiom and' club\'. 

- ln1c..·gr .iting the..· lnstitutl"s existing fr.igmcnted organizJriona/ 
.Hrudun· . .ind the diversity of it~ industry-orienled activitil'S, by: 

· focusing till' main operating units of the organhation on 
part irular client industrie'>. whil(' <.·nahling those industry
forusl'd r,,.oup., to draw on a rangl' of technical sp<.•cii.llisms th.lt 
.trt.' relc..•\.Ull acro'>s the rangl' of industrie., which tht· lmlitutl' 
..iims 111 support: 

· n..irfll\\ing. al kast in the short wrm. the r.mgl' of diffc..•rent 
industril's on which th<· lnstitut<· is to ronn.•ntriltl'. 
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- Substantially improving the lnstitute's physical resources 
(instruments, equipment, plant, computer facilities, etc.I by: 

- defining the scale and content of an immediate short-term 
investment pr:.>gramme to offset accumulated past neglect and 
bring the equipment stock up to a 'minimum level' required for 
effective operations; 

- identiying the approximate scale of a regular investment 
programmE for the longer term. and putting in place the 
associated new procedures for financial planning and 
management. 

3 .2 The Project for reforming TISTR 

fa> Basic Organizacion 

The project should not simply produce general recommendations based on yet 
another study of TISTR. It should be organised in a way which incorporate-. as 
an integral component a programme of action to transform and reinvigorate 
the Instil ute. 

It should therefore be organised in two linked phases: 

- An initial Planning Phase of 4 months which will result in a set ol 
recommendations for action. 

- A subsequent Transition Phase which would involve implementation 
of the approved directions of reform and restructuring. together Y.ith 
regular progress reviews. This may require 18-24 months. 

A small Task Force should be created to undertake the Planning Phase anJ th~ 
progress reviews during the Transition Phase. 

(b) The Composition of che Task Force 

The Task Force should be as small as possible - perhaps eight peopk. 11 is 
suggested that it ~hould be independent of TISTR, but that its memb<'rship 
should overlap substantially \\ith TISTR's senio:- management and Board. Some 
of the types of expertise and experience likely to be appropri.He are ou1linea 
in the report. 

1cJ h:ccmal Assistance 

In addition to dra\\ing on information and wid(•-ranging consult<ltion \Vithin 
Thailand. the Task force may find it useful to draw on specialised advin· lrom 
indi\'idu.tl experts from other countries during the Plannmg md 
Implementation phases. Two other forms of assistance may ht• p.trticul.1rly 
useful: 

- The organisation of one. or p':'rhaps two, coll.1borativc Work-.hop'> 
with small groups of wnim o\'erseas pl'r~mnnel. Thes<.• Workshops would h<.· 
,1hle to draw on experienc<.• and ;.1dvir<.· from .. r.m~w ol -.oun-<.·-.. whih.· 
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helping to develop consensus and suppon for the actions to be taken. They 
might be panicularly helpful around the middle of the Planning Phase and 
during at least the first of the Progress Reviews. 

- Specialized advice and assist:-.'.lce with ongoing TISTR operations after the 
main transitional changes have been implemented - perhaps organised 
through collaboration or 'twinning' agreements with relevant institutions 
in other countries. 

It is also likely to be highly productive if the Task Force should commission 
detailed and well focused studies on key aspects of relevant foreign 
experience. with the direct involvement of some of its own members. 

( d) Costs and Funding 

It was not possible at this stage either to prepare detailed estimates of the costs 
of the various components of the Project or to indicate the possible sources of 
funding that will be required to meet those costs. However. three points may 
be noted: 

- During the Planning Phase the costs of the Task Force ( honoraria. fees. 
suppon services and travel) are likely to he in the region of 2.5 million 
Baht (approx. US Sl00.000). 

- Assistance in organizing one or more international collaborative 
Workshops might be sought from a foreign donor agency. 

- Significant rosts are likely to be involved in implementing me main 
components of the Transition Programme !tself. Whatever may be the 
sources of financial support to cover those costs. it ·will be important to 
maintain the distinct identity of the transition programme. and hence to 
ensure that the funding is not consolidated into the regular operating 
budg~t of TISTR (or any of the other institutions that may be involved). 
Instead budgets for implementation should be managed as expliritl) 
temporary arrangements to support the lnstitute's transition and 
transformation. 

By the end of the Transition Phase of the Project. it will be possible to start a 
further phase of change in the lnstitute's financial basis: an explicitly 
planned programme of progressive reduction in the share of operating costs 
that is covered by direc\ government funding, with a corresponding increase 
in the share covered by funds secured from industry - perhaps rising trom 
•he current insignificant level to somewhere in the region of 50% over thre(• 
or four years. 
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CASE 11 

TAIWAN: THE INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
INSTITIJTE 

Taiwan has acrue1.'ed very high r.ues of growth since che 1950s and has 
become one of 1he world's mosl dynamic economies. An eff ecCi\'e 
technology policy. which emphasized acquisition, absorpcic•n. diffusion. 
improvement and developmenr of cechnology, wcls inscrumencal in rhe 
rapid indusrrialization achie\·ed. One of che main inscicucion.s in this 
regard was the Industrial Technology Research lnscirute. which has 
managed ro give effeccive assiscance for che cechnological upgrading of 
indusrry. The follo.-.:ing rexr follows clusely rhe descripcion and analysis 
of this inscirucion concained in rhe paper by Carl Dahlman and Ousa 
Sananikone ... Technology Scraregy in che Economy of Taiwan: fa:ploicing 
Foreign linkages and lnvescing in Local Capabilicy". The \1lorld Bank. 
Washingron IX. December 1990. 

1. OBJECTIVES 

The Industrial Technology Research Institute ( ITRi). founded in 197 3, is 
Taiwan's leading research institution in the area of applied industrial 
technology. Its main function is to help upgrade industrial technology in the 
country, serving as an important workstation for the introduction and 
development of new technologies and for their adaptation and transfer to in
dustry. It cooperates with foreign research institutions and business 
enterprises to import new foreign technologies. It disseminates the results of 
technological research and imparts information on acquired foreign 
technology to local enterprises, primarily small and medium, to assist them in 
becoming more competitive. ITRI also renders a variety of technical services. 
from personnel training to turnkey technology transfer. 

Policy makers in Taiwan have pointed out that industry depend(•d too heavily 
on joint ventures. foreign technology licensing, and foreign technical 
assistance to acquire technology. and that firms seldom made long-term R&D 
efforts. As a result. various industries lacked the ability to create and innovate. 
which limited their ability to penetrate foreign markets. More recently. as a 
result of increasingly fierce international competition, Taiwan's industry ha\ 
begun to understand the importance of technical innovation, and many firms 
have set up their oy,n R&D departments. They also seek assistance from 
domestic R&D institutions and look for technology transfer to raise their 
techn0logical levels and help them gain greater control of their tffhnology. 

ITRI assists in technology transfer through multi-client and single-client 
joint development programs. promoting joint ventures between foreign and 
local firms. helping new start-ups. training personnel, holding technical 
seminars. and making publications. 

ITRI puts a heavy emphasis on the dissemin.uion and commercialization of 
research resul1s. rt sees itself more as a bridg(' twtween academir imtitutions 
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and industrv than as a basic research institution. unlike publi~ ~\Xtor R&D 
centres in most developing countries. 

?. ORGANIZATION AND ACTMTIES 

ITRI is organized into seven laboratories. i.he first two predating ITRI: 

· Union Chemical Laboratories. with research in chemical process technology, 
engineering plastics and high perf onnance polymers. plastic processing, 
synthetic spinning technologies, and exploratory research on biotechnology. 
liCL has developed numerous processes and products, many of which have 
been transferred to industry. In aadition, it has been active in process 
improvement. 

· Mechanical Industry Research laboratories. The m:-tin areas are: machine 
tools and industrial production machines, ultr~~-precision machining. 
f<>mputer-aided design CCAD) and manufacture (CAM), industrial robots and 
flexible manufacturing systems. automatic control systems and components. 
and rower engine research and testing. In 1975 MIRL started developing 
precision milling machines and numerically-controlled machine tools, which 
were transferred to local industry. In 1982 it began designing articulated in
dustrial robots for local production. Many of its projects involve developing 
customized CAD/CAM and other software. It has also been active in generally 
promoting industric..l automation and mechanical parts standardization. in 
order to improve the productivity and efficiency of Taiwan's industry. 

- Henronics Research and Service Organization, established in J 97 4, which 
does research on very large scale integration design and manufacture, design 
of integrated chips, computer system software and peripherals, digital TV and 
digital local area networks C iANs). ERSO has played an important role in the 
development of the electronics industry in Taiwan. In recent years it helped 
set up the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company. a joint venture 
with Phillips, to manufacture application-specific integrated chips, and also 
established a special center for long-term research in leading-edge 
technologies such as parallel processing, artificial intelligence, and expert 
systems. 

- Energy and Mining Research and Service Organization. The main areas of 
research are remote sensing and mineral exploitation, alternative energy 
sourres, energy conservation, and pollution control. It has developed new 
technologies in remote sensing, geophysics, amorphous silicon solar cells. 
various types of solar heaters. energy conservation, and pollution control. 
many of which have found commercial application. 

- Materials Research Laboratorie~. Its main areas include metallic materiah: 
casting. forging. and powder metallurgy; high polymer and composik 
materials: fine ceramics materials: second generation semicondurtor 
materials: material inspection services. and information. MRI. ha~ been 
successful in developing new materials and processes. as well as in providing 
~erviccs and te<"hnical assistance to local industry. 



- Centt•r for Measurement Standard-.. Set up in 1986. its main purpose is to 
maintain national measurement standards and provide measuremtnt and 
calibration services to a network of secondary laboratories. 

- Electro-Optics and Peripherals Development Center. ffRI's newest laboratory. 
It was established in 1987 and very soon developed several products and 
systems, such as Winchester disk drives. a laser engine. a system for 
modulation of laser beam printer. a servo system for optical disk drives. Mort.' 
recently it has focused on transferring these technologies to domestic 
manufacturers in order to promote the electro-electronics and peripherals 
industry in Taiwan. 

ITRI also has romputer databases for a variety of industrial technologies. 
which are available for consultation hy industry. In addition. it publishes 
m.my periodicals and books and holds numerous seminars to disseminate 
wchnical information. 

3. RESOURCES 

(al Personnel 

In 1987 ITRI employed almost 4,500 persons. of which two thirds were directly 
im·oln·d in res<.•arch. The rest were technicians. operators and those involved 
in non-technical positions. The caliber of professionals at ITRI is high; mon· 
than one-quarter have a master's degree or above. 

I bl Rt•\·(•nues 

Total revenues in I 980 were about CSS 40 million. increasing to about US$ SS 
million by I 982. After that year there was a more rapid increase in both 
gm·crnment and private industry contracts.For the fiscal year ending June 30. 
11)88 ITRl's total revenue was over CS$ 230 million. This came from grants by 
the government ( 3%), government contracts ( 54%). industrial contracts 
1 ll)')'i>). pilot plant production ( 12%1 and non-operating revenues ( 2%). 

c;overnment grants. which have been stable in recent years. an• used to 
finance the infrastructure of ITRI a-; well as preliminary research projects. 
(,o\'ernment and pri\'ate contracts have increased steadily, reflecting 
inrreac;ing confidence in the work of ITRI. 

4. Rt:SlJl.TS 

I al P.ll('llt\ 

P.uent JpplirJtions hy ITRI. both domesticall~ and abroad. han· incrt•a<,t•LI 
from ju.,1 .1 t1.1rn.1lul in l'J80 to mon· than(,() domestic pat(•nts and IOO O\'<.•rs<•a., 
p.11en1 s oy l 1>88. Corresponding ye.irly patent appro\'als hJ\'<' also inrrea\t•LI 
from ju\! a lt·w in l 980 to !.7 in l '>87 ! \{'\'en for('ign and !.O domestir·1. and 3S in 
} 1Jl°\8. 



I b) Diflus1on 

One of ITRl's most important functions. conveying technology to industry. is 
arcomplished through technology transfer. joint research and development. 
personnel training. and technical service~. For example, in 1988 ITRI 
undertook I 13 joint research projects and technology transfers. provided 
31.084 technical services. and presented 16.968 technical seminars. 

Ir) haluation 

In I 98<, ITRI t.•stablished the Industrial Economics Rcsearrh Centre. IERC. to 
colll'ct .md o.rnal\-ze information on domestic and intern.uional industrit.·s. 
technologies. products. and markets. This information h fundamental for 
ITRl's ll.'chnology development activities. IERC also ~valuates ITRl's programs 
in order to provide directions for future \\Ork. 

In I 987 ll:RC carried out a study of ITRl's impact on industry. which analyzed 
tin· programmes. In each of them the follo\\ing aspen~ wen.• reviewed: 
inputs. results. diffusion of results and economic effects. 

The analysis of economic 1>ffens included assessinp the impact of the 
programme on investment. output cost savings. reduce<.! dependenn.• on 
impons. o.md revenue from services performed. The results ol the study 
suggest that the programmes analyzed have had a significant impact on local 
industry. l·or three of the programmes - computer industry. precision gear. 
am1 thermal energy technology, revenues far exceeded the reported costs of 
the pro~rammes. The intangible benefits of the programmes are harder to 
ev.lluo.ltt.• hy definition. but they are likely to have hcen important. 

In thl' last two years ITRI has felt increasing pressurt• to justify how 
effr:.ctivcly it uses its resources as well as to demonstrate its contribution to the 
t.·ronomir development of Taiwan. A major study is rurr<'ntly underway .ti 
11'.RC to t>valuate more raref ullv the effertivcne:,s of ITRl's various research 
areas and 10 examine more critically the contribution of the institution. 
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CASE 12 

PAKISTAN: IMPROVING SCIENCE-INDUSTRY LINKS 

A UNJDO-UNDP mission recenc/\' made a one monrh ''1s1c ro 
Pakistan ac che requesr of the Ministry of Science and 
Technology. co analyze ho"· to screngehen the linkages between 
industrial R&D inscicuces and induscries. which che Miniscry 
considers essenrial for che induscrial development of the 
councry. The e.~pens looked inco che cases of the Pakiscan Council 
for Scientific and Industrial Research and the Nacional Cenrr<' of 
Technology Transfer. l\te summarize below some of rhe key pans 
of rhe reporr (Carl Erik Wegener and]. Adeodaro de Souza 1\·ew. 
"Linkages berween R&D organizacions and indusrry in Pakisran ". 
Mission Repon. UNDP Project PAK/861023. June 1992J. 

1. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEMATIQUE 

The following is meant to review concepts and set up a theoretical framework. 
under which the linkages of independent government R & D institutes with 
industries \\ill be discussed. 

(a) The role of industrial R & D institutes. 

linder inspiration of the irr.port substitution strategy, many developing 
rnuntries established government industrial research laboratories in the 
bO's and 70's. Existing industrial research institutes were. at the time, too 
scientifically minded and usually did not have engineering and consulting 
services. which strongly hampered the technology transfer to industry. The 
new institutes included these functions and had autonomy to establish 
contracts \\ith industry. They also provided an array of tests and analytical 
services. and the incoll'e originated from the contracts and services to 
industry became :mportant indicators of performance, and a measure of the 
interaction \\ith the clientele. The new organizations were modelled after 
different traditional research institutes of the Soviet Union. the United 
Kingdom and the Hnited States. Although different approaches have been 
followed. many common features ran be found in these institutes. They were 
expected to develop indigenous technology and to interact intensely with local 
industry. Yet. they were formally independent from industry. 

This model has never performed to the satisfaction of governments or 
induMries. The inilial belief that good research results would automatically 
be w~cd tw industn· was shown co be mistaken. Therefore, several mechanisms 
wen.- impiemented' to facilitate and promote the linkages \\ith the mJrket. In 
many casc:s. specialized bodies were created to promote research resulrs. 
provide: n•ntur(• C~lpital funds, finance research anlvities under rondition('d 
payb.ick. set up nurscri<.•s for emerging technologies. etc. 

(b) Technology Supply and Demand 

All of th<.'Sl' instruments acted upon th(• supply side.· of th(• problem ( rc.•s<.•arch 
dri\t.'11 appro.1:·h1. \"<.'ry li11J<.o nmsid(•ration wa.s given 10 tht• d('m.rnd '>idl'. 
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trying lo develop technologies that were needed b~· industries. A consensual 
finding in current literature is that 3 i4 of the successful industrial 
innovations are of the "pull" cype. i.e .• they have been originally proposed by 
marketing or production people. 

An illustrative example is the case of the telephone company in Brazil which 
directed its purchases to promote the equipment that was previously 
developed by research institutes. at the company's request. Telephone sets. 
small S\\itching stations and other equipment represented 70% of the total 
investments of the company. By directing tenders' specifications to match 
those of the models. it could transfer the technology and employ local 
suppliers. 

Another example is that of SRI International. of Menlo Park. California. They 
interviewed peo;>le at the Highway Patrol to find out lheir needs for product 
and services improvements. Once they were able to define the biddhg 
procedure that would give preference to the desired improvements. t•1e so 
called ~product opponunity notice" was then publicized. Such notke calied for 
meetings and discussions between R & n institutions and industry. The 
purchasing power represented by th·~ new bidding rules usually enticed 
industry into R & D projects. which were carried out by industry alone or in 
co-operation with R & D institutions. 

The important feature of this method is that it detects the innovations that tht• 
market is willing to pay for. Similar structures of demand can be found in 
large industries and other organizations that "ish to upgrade suppliers or 
clients. 

(c) Technological innovation in a competitive environment 

New challenges appear for R & D institutes "ith the emergence of the new 
techno-economir paradigm and the organizational changes that are slowly 
taking place in the world's economy. The phasing out of the import 
substitution model and the adoption of a liberalized trade policy is just one of 
the consequences. 

The key to competitiveness of industry is associated to the clust<.'r of actors 
organizt.>d around a business area. The innovation process cannot be seen as 
the achien.•ment of one firm. The sense of alliance or partnership among some 
C('mponents of the cluster, along a production chain. is very strong. and has 
changed the innovation into a collective process. 

With the imensification of international competition. licensing of technology 
to Third World Countries has also become less attractive. This may give the R&ll 
insti1utes an opportunity w collabora1e \\ilh lcxal industries. 

t:ndc.·rs1.mding this new environment •md rcformul.i1ing ohjl·Clin•\ and 
s1r;.llegit·s .in· l.'Ssenli.tl rondilions for the <"rl'i.ltion of ('ff(•Cll\'t• link.l!.W' 
hclWl'l'n R&[) im.ti1u1es .ind lhe productin• st•rtor;,. 
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2. THE EXISTING SITUATION 

The Mission found that the educational background of the staff of PCSIR and 
NC1T is of high standard and the laboratory equipment and other facilities are 
generally sufficient and of excellent qualiry. 

But the linkage between the institutes and their dientele is generally 
deficient. if at all existing. 

The communication between the two parties is sparse. the mutual professional 
respect is low and the attitude tow.irds an improvement of the situ.ition i'> 
negative. Nobody seems prepared to take the first step to change the situ.ition. 

The result of the described general lack of communication is th.it till' 
individual scientists of the R&O institutes define and select the R&Ll prt)jl'<-t'> 
based upon their own interpretation of the needs of their users. The selection 
is often based upon the impon subslitution model and not upon the n.itional 
competitiveness modeL The screening procedure before final approval of the 
projects does not orient the projects in a more relevant direction. as the users' 
needs are not sufficiently represented in the procedure. Though no exact data 
a1·e available. there is the impression rhat only a very small part of thr 
produns and processes developed are utilized by the productive secwr'>. 

:\ few examples of good and fruitful interaction observed b\· thl' '.\li'>'>i11n 
indKated, however. that the situation can be changed. 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

We revie'A helow those recoml!lendations of the Mission that have direct 
relevance to the problems of the inreraction between science and indusrry. 
leaving aside other recommendations on various topics. 

(a) Improving the links 

The mission's recommendations for improving the interaction between th<' 
R&l> institutes and their rlientele are. first, to identify the needs for R&I>. and 
\econd. to orient the R&D institut~-. towards the'>e needs. 

The idenrilicacion of rhe nc>('ds for R&D is recommended to be carried out .is 3 
su b·projects: 

· identification of the need') ,>f the public sector for extending and 
improving the infr.tstructure and th,_ public services. 

- idc.•ntification of tht• opponunilit•s for <kveloping rompt•fiti\'l' 
advantagt•s in export market'>. 

· idt•ntification of th1.· net•dc, of the produnive \l'({ors for tht· 
domestic m.irk(•t. 



The orienration of PCSIR and NCIT cowards rhe nt.'eds should consist of: 

(b) 

- restructuring of PCSIR dividing the organization in smaller 
autonomous units according to business c1.rea and \\ith user-oriented 
boards and professional managements. 

- introduction of revised business- and service-oriented policies in 
both organizations. 

- management training. human resources development and 
rh;.mgt.• of attitudes in both organizations. 

Reorienting PCSIR: Guidelines 

The following are general guidelim•s propose•J hy the '.\tission to reorient 
PCSIR from a science driven strategy to one pulled by demand. It implies an 
increased participation of clients in the decision making proces\. Ko single 
measure \'\ill be effenin'. thus one has to regard it as a P••d~age of changes in 
structure. polides and attitude. Further. these changes cannor be achie,·ed by 
means of a single pen stroke. They require a planned process. dedicated 
management. discussions and the right strategy. 

· Reorganize PCSIR into smaller independl'nt units according to the 
husim.'S'> nature. regional considerations and national priorities. The 
.idequate size of each unit and the final number of units ''ill result from 
regrouping and subdividing current units. 

- Tht.• new independent units should be established. affording to their 
objecti•:es. in the forrr• of institutes. comp.mies. foundations or other 
convenient forms. Autnority to borrow from banks. take equity in 
venture j>rojects. hire and fire personnel. etc. should he ass!gned 
accordingly. 

- Select rhe members of the Board of each unit to assure a strong 
representation of lhe clientele ( indusl ry or government agencies). 

· !·stablish co\I sharing of projens 'Ailh clicntele. Thi\ means that some 
unils will have a significam participation of lhe private \ector. ar.d 
other' \\iii ix' .ilmos1 wholly funded hy gon•mmem. 

- lkn·lopmcnr project\ should primarily he financed hy industry. 
l:xamph.•s are pilot plant con\truction and op(•r.ttion. m.1rk<:t lt•\t. 
product dl'velopment. engint.'l'ring. (•tc. 

· R.i\ir re\l'.lffh .rn<l explor.ltory sllldie\ shol!ld he stimul.llt'd with 
~on·rnrownt fund\. a\ tlwy .trl' ml'ant 10 cr<.·at(• opporlunilie'> for futun· 
invt.'\lmt.•nts. 



Ihl) 

- Establish adequ~ue targets for cost sharing with industries. but do nor 
allow these targets to dri\'e the units into services which are typical of 
the private sector (avoid competition). 

Business Orientarion 

- Technical. economic and commercial feasibility analyses. of 
appropriate depth. should be used for project selection, always 
comparing competing alternatives. On analyzing commercial 
feasibility. one should ask whether anyone is willing to pay for the 
products or services produced \'\ith the new technology. 

- Carry out pilot studies to determine technological demands and clients 
for selected R & D units. These pilot studies should serve to establish the 
methodology for such work and train the unit's staff. It is suggested that 
big purchasers be interviewed to detect their needs for upgrading 
supplier;;: if they are \'\illing to pay for th~ additional quality (or for a 
new product). then a collaboration project can be established. Other 
situations which may be examined are supply to government 
investments, development of new. or adequate use of existing. products 
or equipment. changing material of construction. export market. 
import substitution. etc. 

- Continuously survey opportunities and clients of the unit, organ1zmg 
such activity in a permanent form. Train personnel in the market 
approach. 

- Establish adequate comracting schemes. including risk ta!·_ing. 
conditioned payback. payment of royalty, etc. Technology should be 
handled as an asset. 

Performance e\·aluarion 

- Define appropriate indicators of perfo;:-mance and reporting 
procedures. Scienlific output is usually measured by quality and 
number of publications. Technological output can be evaluated by 
number of processes and products leased out. number of patents, total 
revenue of services and projects. etc. 

RC'cognirion and remuneration 

- Privileges. awards. distinctions and celebrations are common practices 
to demons(rate recognition for v.tluable scientific work. Part of the 
salaries should come from regular funding, and the other part should 
come from projen ~ncome. according to agreed rules. 

fngine£'ring and £'quipmcnr m.muf.J, rurinl! 

- So pride should he placed on in-house design and construction of 
pilot plants with no external help. I.oral <.•ngineering firms and 
equipment manufacturers should always he involved. This is a way of 
transferring technology and finding partnerships to sell technology to 
processing industrie-.. 
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AttiCUdt•.\ 

- The change of orientation of PCSIR from a science-based "push" 
roncepl lo a market-oriented "pull" concepl is a major task. It will 
require policy measures, board decisions. management efforts. 
information programs. etc. Professional assistance will be needed from 
organization and management consultants as well as from specialists in 
-.oriology. The possibility of employing young scientists and engineers 
\'l.ith new attitudes should ~ considered in the coming years. v.ilen a 
large group of scientists are due to retire. 

- .-\ spedally designed tr.lining program on R & D Management should 
be seriously considered. There is a need to broaden the views about tht• 
role t>f technology in the economy. Themes like enmomir development. 
induslrial policy. intellectual property. the innovation process. project 
management. technology transfer. etc. should be discussed. 
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CASE 13 

UNITED STATES: INTERACTIONS OF MIT WITH INDUSTRY 

We presenc the case of a successful university, the Massachussets 
Jnsrirure of Technology, which has become a leading actor in 
many aspecrs of developmenr in its counrry·. MIT is not an ITRI, 
and experiences of this sorr can rarely be tr.mspla.nred in an easy 
manner. but there are some importanr reachings here for 
uni\·ersities and research insrirutions in de,·cloping countries 
that are interested in impro,·ing their acti\·ities and making 
chem fully relevant ro the needs of the productive secror. Here 
follows a shorrened version of a paper by the presenr author (A. 
Araoz. "How MIT inreracrs "'1rh indusrry·: some reachings for 
de~·eJoping countries". ro be presented ar the forrhcoming Latin 
American Seminar on Technology Management. Bogota. Sep. 
1993> 

l. THE INSTITUTION 

The l\tassachussets Institute of Technology, MIT, is not too large as an 
educational institution when judged by the number 0f students. which is less 
than ten thousand. But the very high quality of the student body as a result of 
a strict admission process. the large contingent of graduate students, and the 
dedication to research of faculty and students, have fashioned a uniqu~ 
institution where learning is not just the outcome of classroom teaching but 
comes from a deep involvement in pursuing knowledge at its frontiers. 

The nature of MIT has been well characterized by the President of the Institute 
in a recent address: "Since its founding at the midpoint of the 19th century. 
MIT has been a rather unique institution... Great institutions of higher 
education are grounded in and learn from the past; interacl to some degree 
Y.ith the world of the present; and aspire to influence the future. MIT is no 
exception, but in large measure the institute's uniqueness derives from the 
unusual extent of our engagement with the present and dedicatbn to the 
future. We apply our talents to problems posed by contemporary society - by 
the institutions of industry, commerce, arts, healing and politics. Yet our 
minds are even more firmly engaged in shaping the future. This somewhat 
singular approach to our mission has enabled us. over the yC'ars. to define new 
forms of research and scholarship. and to establish new paradigms for 
education ... MIT students, faculty and staff are deeply engaged in the process 
of learning in the classroom. in the laboratory. and from each other. There is 
an exhilarating sense of being at the cutting edge in all that we do ... MIT has 
rechnology and natural science at its core. yet encompasses th<.· work of 
humanistic scholars, social scientists, arrhilects, planners. managemcm 
experts and artists. The quality, style and rontem of our educational programs 
prepares stu'''.?nts well for a wide variety of leadership positiom in industry, 
academia. and puhlic service · leadership that i'> essential lO a vital fururc· in 
an increasingly u•rhnological and intcrdep<.·ndcn1 world." 

A fr>w statist irs for the year J <)CJ J ·'>2 may h<.•lp lo giv<.· an overview of th<.• 
lnstitut<.•. lolal <.•nrollim•nt was <JS41 s1ud<.•nts. of which mor<.' than on<• half. 



52 lb, were graduate students. The international student population "'-'aS 2117. 
citizens of 103 countries. representing some 9% of undergraduates and 33% of 
graduate stud~nts. Women were 2589 ( 1433 undergrd.duates and 1156 grd.duate 
students). A total of 2721 degrees were awarded that year. of which 1039 
bachelor. 1131 master. 31 engineer. and S 14 doctoral. 

A very important aspect is the financial aid granted to students. MIT's policy is 
to recruit its candidates only with an eye to quality. and then to look for means 
to enable them to attend the Institute. In 1991-92 financial help was extended 
to 56% of the new enrollment. for a total of S 38.6 m. mostly in grant aid. 

The faculty had 96b assistant. associate and full prof es~, -n.. 13% of whom wen.' 
tenured. During the last 15 years there has been stability in the numbers ol 
undergraduates and faculty, while graduate enrollment has grown by almost 
1000 to its present level of 5200. 

The total financial operations of MIT for the year 19<)1-92. including sponsored 
research. were S 1.08 billion. Of this amount about one half. S SOlJ.I m. was 
devoted to education and general expenses. S 23 1.5 m for departmental and 
interdepartmental sponsored research. and S 342.1 m for direct expenses of the 
l.inroln l.aboratory's sponsored research. As a private imaitution. MIT do('s 
not Pnjoy government subsidies. Its current revenues of S 1.01 billion for the 
year come mainly from tuition fees. federal and industrial research contracts 
(whkh incorporate suitable overheads). gifts from private donors and incom<.' 
from the lnstitute's endm,ment <now worth about S 2 billion in market value). 

MIT has five Schools. in which teaching and research are conducted: School of 
Architecture and Planning: School of r.ngineering: School of Humanities and 
Social Sciences: Sloan School of Management. and School of Scienct!. 

Research is an essential activity at ~11T. In 1991-91. th~re were more than 3000 
research projt•cts under execution, <·overing a very wide spertrum. This work 
is performed by the almost one thousand faculty members. a full-time 
research staff of over 2,200. the more than 5,000 graduate students. and a host 
of undergraduate students as well. Industry sponsored nearly 300 research 
projects that looked for practical solutions to ;·eal-world problems. 

Current research projects are described in an annual publication. "Res<.·arch 
at MIT". which lists them under 7 Z units (departments. laboratories, centers. 
and other) in the following main fields: 

Aeronautic') and .istronautirs 
:\rchitt•cture and urhan planning 
Biological sciences 
Chemical scienn· and engineering 
Civil engineering and tramportation 
< :ompu t<.•r scienc<.• 
ktrth. atmo<;phe: '.f and planetary -.cienn·., 
flectrical engineering and ekctronicc, 

I including thL' Lincoln l.ahor.ltory1 
llealt h sri<.·nres and t<.'rhnology 
llumaniti<•s and social sci<·nn•s 
~1.mufanuring and m<.•rhanical ll'chnology 
!\l4tn.1g<·nwn t and l•ronomin 
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Marine studies and ocean engineering 
Materials sc~ence and engineering 
Physics and mathematics 

2. INTERACTIONS WITH INDUSTRY 

MIT characterizes itself as a research unh·ersiry, committed to "fostering 
education and advancing knowledge for the betterment of the human 
condition". MIT's philosophy, combining education, research and service, has 
made it a sought-after model in Europe and other parts of the world, because of 
its strong values of real world problem-solving and commercialization. 

from its inception in 1861, MIT has operated under a brnad set of goals 
emphasizing both education and service to the community. Its focus was not 
'lnly on the preeminent goal of providing the highest quality education, but 
also on ensuring that technology be geared to the practical needs of society 
and made a~·ailable for its use. As expressed in a recent report by a Faculty 
Study Group, MIT has a "long-stand:ng commitment to effective transfer of 
knowledge to the society at large". 

MIT's interest in practical applications has implied close ties with industry. 
and made the transfer of knowledge from the laboratory to the commercial 
sector an important operational goal. MIT's charter and environment have 
given rise to a variety of policies and activities, such as encouragement of 
faculty consulting, initiatives to start new companies. industrial support for 
research. student internship programs. aggressive tecr..nology licensing 
activities. and the creation of the world's first industrial liaison program in 
1948. 

The complexity and richness of the interactions between industry and MIT's 
human and knowledge resources can best be examinEd by distinguishing the 
nature of the interaction and the different mechanisms helping the 
interactions. 

We present this information in matrix form in Figure I. We have marked with 
crosses the interactions privileged by each of the mechanisms. 

I.ct us now review briefly the two sides of the matrix. startin~ with the 
different types of interactions. 

3. TYPl!S OF INTERACTIONS 

I 1) Jlum•m resources for induscl)·. Probably the most importam interaction, on 
accounl of its pervasiveness and long-term impact. is the supply to industry or 
l\tJT graduates. particularly in engineering and managt>ment. with first-rate 
tiaining in their fields or sludy, an ability for life-io=ig learning and a good 
appreciation of technology and its role in industry. 

( .l) lr~iinin~ of pc.'rsonncl from indu.~cry. Managers. professionals and 
researchers from industry find ample opportunities for traming at MIT in a 
wide variety of subjects. in regular or special academic programs. of ten 
focusin~~ on the specific needs of ~• company. This allm .. ·s participating 
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companies to uJJ<iate the knowledge and skills of its top personnel. and to 
survey new technologies and new opponunities that may appear. 

( 3) lnformacion. murual \·isils. publications. Informing industry about 
research work carried out in MIT. by formal means (bulletins. publications. 
special symposia) and informal channels (person-to-person contacts. 
telephone calls. mutual visits). is an imponant interaction and may later lead 
to long-term projects. 

(4) Discussion of research resulcs on industrial issues. The results of studies on 
general industrial problems such as productivity. manufacturing methods and 
applications of ne\,. t<.>ehnology are often discussed \\.ith industry. particularly 
in the case of firms that have been cov~red in the study and want to learn how 
well they are doing as compared rn other firms. 

i 5) Consulling fur industry. This is an established tradition at '.\11T. To 
encourage outside professional acth·ities. faculty are expected to den>h.• to 
them up to tweut\· per cent of their time during tJ-ie academic year. i.e. om• day 
a week. Summer months may also be used tor consulting. 

lb} R&IJ sponsored h_• indusrry. Industry-sponsored research is a strong 
activity. We have mentioned that industrial firms sponsor some 300 research 
projects on a \\ide variety of topics. The purpose is sometimes to make progress 
in an area that is important to the sponsoring company or companies. such a., 
a ten-year arrangement with l;xxon Research and Engineering Corp. on 
efficic.>nt fossil fuel combustion. or the Polymer Proressing Program suppnrtc>d 
~y a dozen companies. In other cases more shorr-term research m:eds may he 
addressed. as in a recent contract for the development of new produn .. for <.l 

ml'dium-sizl' firm. 

I 7 I l.in•n-;ing of wchnology. The licensing of MIT-gencrat(•d knowhow. which 
ic, lreated bdow (<:.ee section on the Technology Licensing Office). has lwo 
main users: existing firms and new start-ups. There have been many 
successful cases, among them practical methods for the produnion of 
penicillin in the 4Ch, the magnetic core memory in the 70s, and im·entions in 
lhC' area of c>nvironmenlal technology in more recent years. 

( ~ l CreJrion of new r£'chnology-bascd C'nrcrpri.'il'.'>. This has hec.·n an irtportant 
lea1un at Mrr for many years. as faculty and graduates han• exploit(•tJ Ill'\\ 

opportuniries hroughl about by inventions. The lisl of successful fl{.'\\ 

enwrpriscs is an impressive o.1l'. By I 983, it was estimatc.•d th<.11 facul•y. slall 
and students from MIT had started over 1,000 companies in th(' Boston ar<:.1 
alone. More· recently. through the.· TC'chnolo;,y l.icensing Office. the lnc,titut<· 
ic, taking a direct hand in promoting fiw formation of nPw vc>nt un· ... t•\·<·n to 
the point of accepting equity ac; part payment for technology ~en<•rated at 
~trl. 

4. l.IAISON Ml'.CllASISMS 

1 I 1 Pirc•cr imc·rJ<"rion'> h<'ru·e<'n rlu· l~1cul1y J11J i11Ju.~.rry . Th<.'"<' p<.·r.,on.tl 
intc.·racti<>n'> . .i common c11·curn·nn· at Mn .. ue thf.• c•xpn·sc,10n of th<· 
"cornmuni1y" hetwl'en ~trl p<.·oplc• and industry peopk which \W have .tlr('.tc.h 
ffi<'ntiqned. Through c,urh int('r.tcti<Hl'> · in pt.'rc,on. or hy mail. td<·phorw or 

11 I I Ill Ill I I 11 111 I I II II I 111 11 I 111 11 I I 
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fax - graduating srndents are recommended. information is transmitted. 
problems are communicated. suggestiom are put forth. programs for training. 
consulting and research are outlined. discussed. negotiatPd. agreed upon. 
There is great scope for the faculty in its dealings with industry. and more 
formal liaison mechanisms supplement rather than replace such spontaneous 
communication. 

I 2) Uaison programs of fabs and centers; nmsonia. Some laboratories and 
centers have their O\\n liaison mechanisms. which in the simplest of cases 
\\ill consist merelv of a 1ist of contacts to which information is sent. More 
focused interactioi1s m..:.y take the form of a "collegium .. or "consortium". in 
which a group of companies interested in a particular field help to tund 
research in it - for instance. ceramil· powders. polymer processing or 
environmental engineering. 

1 3) lnduscrial Liaison Program ( 11.P). Thi'> program was established b) MIT in 
I ')4~. to raise additional resources for re.,earch and education while 
t..•ncouraging the transler of knowledge to mdu.,try. Pres1..•ntly it is the large'>! 
\uch program in L"S uni\·ersities. \\ith a staff of SO and 2SO member companie3 
of which half are foreign. The member companies pay a yearly fee (which 
;.tverages S.-U.000 for t·s firms and S 4Ci.001> for foreign onesl. In return they 
~tri: helped to stay abreast of work at the institute. through special symposia. 
visit'> to facu!ry and lab'>. visits by faculty to the member company. summari<''> 
of research under way and distribution of publications. 

11.P has 20 professionals, each of which maintains effective relationships \\ith 
a numher of companit:s. Total II.I' incomt> l'> SR m a year of which 3 m i.., 
contributed to the lnstitute's budget. 

Then.· is advantage for a company in u-.ing ~he 11.P to learn early ahout 
rest·arrh ol interest w it, and to obtain inlormation and contacts Y.ith the 
faculty in an efficient manner. MIT's faculty generally find tht• ILP a uselul 
vehide for obtaining infonnation from industry. and for staying abreast ol 
advanced industrial n·.,earch. 

11.P nmtacts that do imulvc serious. substantial transf<•rs of knowledge will 
frt..·qut·ntly t:volvt> into another form of rd.ttionship, such a., spon\ort·d 
rt•st..•.trch or consulting. 

Wh.11 do firm-. expect ot their memh<.'rship in 11.P! Thi'> question was explort•d 
through a rel·ent surn·y, which gave very int('rt:sting results. :\ company·., 
prim..ry rea!'ions for developing rdationship'> with '.\llT were to monitor 
t(:chnology, g.tin t:.trly .trress to research. build rl'lation-. with the l.tculty, 
'>timul.tt<· innovatin· thinking, and lparticulariy in tht· ra'>e ol l·s firm'>. 
wlwn· tlfr., ohjectiH· r.mk('d s<>rondl recruit gr.1du.tte'>. 

<.0111.trh .trr.tnged hy ILi' are only a p<.trt of .111 rl'l.tti1Jn'>hip'> ~m ·indu'>tr~. 
p;.trticul.trl~· in th<.· c.tw of l ~s firm .... for which it i'> n·l,lll\ ely <'.l'>Y to m.tint.1111 
dirt'rl contact.., \\ith f.trulty and t'\Tlll'.'I at the in..,litute. 

141 /<•1/rno/ogy l11·t·rH111g <Jiiin· trlO). ,\., p.trt of 11 ... commitml'lll to 1Jw 
tr.tn.,h·r ot t<.·rhnology. MIT ha'> a long·'>t.mding tr.t<.Jition <1f p;.ttentmg 
inn·ntion'> m.tdt• hy it.., faculty and '>IUdenl'> .• ind hc<·n<,ing them to nt·w 
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entrepreneurs and to established companies. This activity has been entrusted 
to the TtO. with a staff of 8 professionals f)f different backgrounds. 

An average of two inventions a day arc produced in MIT. The Tl.O screens them 
and ends up filing 4 patents a week. In a number of cases the inventi<,ns will 
be licensed to industry. The flow has been growing in recent years: there were 
15 licensing agreements in 1986 with royalties of $1.8 m. while in 1991 a total 
of 90 licensing agre<:ments were concluded and $16m royalties paid. 

MIT researchers are obliged to patent through TLO. They are given one third 
of the royalties as a compensation. which appean to he o.t satisfactory 
arrangement. 

Beyond licensing, the TLO also endeavors to help in th<.• establishment of new 
ventures based on l\llT inventions, following the pattern of entrepreneurial 
activit) that has long characterized the ethos of MIT. Over the years. new 
companies - usuaiiy in the most rapidly gro\\ing. high-technology fields -
start<.=d by graduates and professors of ~1IT ha\'C: contributed substantially to 
the lrs economy. Examples are Raytheon. Digital Equipment and Hewlett
Packard. Individuals related to MIT have started 57 software and 20 
biotechnology firms m Massachussets alone since 1980. The coming tendency 
seems to be in the environmentally related industrial activities. 

Of th<.• 90 licensing agreements finalized in I C)<J I. 8 were for newly established 
companies. which have been helped by the Tl.O to raise the necessary capital. 
Sometimes MIT keeps a small p:rrticipation in the new firm·s capital. 

15) ,.\cademic pr<JJ:rams aiml•d at induscry. We will mention three programs 
specifically oriented towards personnel from indu'>try: 

(a) The Center for Advanced Engineering Studie'> aims at giving key industrial 
people intensin• instruction in a large variety of fields. from acoU'~tics to VISI 
design, through flexible study curricula. using existing academic facilities. 
The J;ellows enroll for one or more terms. 

I b) The Leaders for Manufacturing Program is a collaborative experimental 
education and research program with 11 major l'.S manufacturing firms, 
whi<·h aims at discovering and applying guiding principles for 
manufacturing. and educating future manufacturing leaders. Its l;ellows 
Program offers a two-year graduate experknre integrating manufanuring 
and <•ngineering. including a six-month internship in a plant. Since I <)88 it 
has funded the education of about 180 gradual(' students. 

IC) Tlw r<.'C<.'ntly set up Program on Producti\'ity from Information T<.•chnology 
will parall(•I th<.• lt•ad(•rs for Manufartunng Program in tht.• information 
technology are<t. Research will he conducred and personnd from the spor1sor., 
will ht.· train(•d. Plans an· now in the m.tking for thi'> m•w <·nde.1vor. 

1<11 .f\f.1jor rt'.w.Jrd1 progr.im.~ 011 111du ... 1n.il 1 . .,.,u, ..... '.\Ill has condunel.i two 
important industrial stul.ii<•s which h.l\l' 1nvoln·d strong industrial 
p.tnicip.11ion and han· produced n~sults of gn·a1 significann:. The discussion., 
with indu~;try on the result\ of thes(• proj<•rts promi\<' to ha\'(• significant 
impans. 

I I I Ill I I I I 111 I I 11 111 1111 11 11 I I 1111 I 111111 I 
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The first of theSl' studies w.is undenaken bv thl' MIT Prnductivitv Commision. 
and examined the re.isons why a number of US industries have tagged behind 
foreign competitors in their productivity development. The results of t;1e case 
studies were published in a succession of technical publications. and 
summarized in the: book "Made in America". Such results have been widely 
discussed \\ith the industries involved. and arc- staning to c-xen an influence 
in future husiPess plans. 

The Sl'cond one. the !\lotor Vehicle Program. made a comparative s:.irvey of a 
large numher of motor vehicle assembly plants in the t:s .md other countries. 
This study not only produced abundant. detailed comparative data. hut very 
import;.mtly it developed the concept of .. lean" production which has found 
application much beyond the automobile industry. ~tany reports .md 
publications h.1.ve resuhl'd from this research. The hook summarizing the 
main rl'sults, "Th<.• ~fachine that Changed the World". has been an c-ditorial 
sun-e-;s. Results have been fed back to the sponsoring firms and the principles 
ol h .. •an production han• been discussed \\ith many industrie'>. 

t 1) /'romorion ol new busincs.'> \'{•nrun.•s. Thl·se activities. which cl'nter on Dl'W 
high-tec.:hnology undertakings. arl' carried out hy some private groups m ~ffl 
premises. Two of them are in the form of clubs for new entrepreneurs. the 
Sew \'enture Cluh and the l:ntrepreneurs Club. and organize meetings to pass 
on the experience of <.·stablished entrepreneurs to aspiring ones and discuss 
nl'w ideas tor startups. 

The third one. l:nterpriw forum of Cambridgl'. which is affiliatl'd with thl· ~HT 
.-\lumni ..\'>'>1Kia!ion. is morl· .1.mbitious in that it aims to providl' "ad\·in.., 
support and l'duc.1.tional services to innm·o.1in' and technology-based 
enlerprises ol ;..II siz1:-,". It org.l.IliZe'> iwo monthly <,es<,ion'>. Jimed respccti\·ely 
at '>tartups and at more l''>tahli'>hed comp.1.nie'>. during which the company's 
CH> presents his business operation'>. objecti\"l'" an1J issues. and recei\·e" 
kedhack from an expert panel. as well as from thl' audience. which in its turn 
le.trns from the proceeding'>. About 200 people usually attl'nd. The l·orum al'>o 
conducts workshops. organizes every January a five-day course on wstarting 
and Running a lligh-Technology Company". publi.,he'> a ne\'\"'\letter and run.-. a 
.-onfid('ntial comput<•r servin• that matches <'ntn'pn•nt•urs with individual 
in\'e'>lors. 

S. FINAi. OBSl!RVATIONS 

Sl·n·r.1.l rl'm.lrk'> may lx· madt· n·garding till' matrix ol 11H<.·r.tction'> Wt' h.l\<· 
d<•'>1T1b<·d. In till' firs! plar<.-. tlw liai">on ml'ch.mi'>m'> '>hown hy the matri' .m· 
1how whid1 l'Xist at pre'>l'nt. though tlw li'>ting i'> proh.lhly i11compll'I<'. 
l·orml'r mechani'>ms ha\·e ceawd to <.·x1s1 and it i'> lik<'ly th.ti somt• prewnt 
nwd1.1.nism., will also lii'>appear. while D<'\\" onl's will b<· brought into 
t•Xi'>t<·nn.·. Th<·n· i'> gn·at lkxihility in this '><"h<'m<·. 

Sl'rondly. till' intl'raction-; shm,11 an· thow p:•cuh.1r to !\tll ;rnd m.1y 11111 hv th(' 
s.tm<· that tak<· pl.tn• <'l'>t•whne. In fact. n·rtai11 typ<''> ol int<·r.1< t1r1n'> \\llh 
indu'>try which an.· common in othl•r unin·r.-.itit''> d" nol appe.1r in tlw c.1.,1· r 11 
!\ffl. I·or t•x.1mple: 
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- in general. no proprietary research is made for industry; the .:>onsor gets 
first call on results but no exclusivity. and results are published; 

- no MIT professors are allowed to be in the payroll of a firm; however. 
consulting and board membership are allowed; 

- no extension work is conducted for small and medium enterprises: 

- no technology park has been set up; however. MIT gave birth to the 
spontaneous "Route 128 .. phenomenon, the predecessor of all technology 
parks. which is still going strong after several decades: 

- no enterprise incubator has been installed. and in fact there is a feeling that 
such a thing is not befitting. since it would provide an artificial environment 
from which new stanups would find it difficult to jump into the real world. 
However. as we have seen. MIT may help form new ventures to exploit MIT 
inventions. 

finally, we must keep in mind that the matrix is only a simplified way of 
representing a complex and changing reality. The essence of che inreradion 
berwccn .\llT and induscry, which underlies the matrix but cannot be fully 
reflected hy it. is che sense of communicy becween faculty, researchers, 
graduaw srudenrs. alumni and industry people. This is made up of countless 
interactions that happen on a person-to-person basis, as people work together 
and as they join up in academic events and in social pursuits. Such a 
community is little or not at all developed in traditional universities devoted to 
the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake. Building up a community of this 
nature and intensity :s a very long process. 

Revie\\ing the rich experie:nce of MIT in collaborating with industry. Lampe 
and Utterback (I 983) reached the following conclusion. which deserves to be 
quoted at length: 

"MIT's long established tradition of cooperation with industry has helped it to 
serve industry as a source of innovative ideas and people. The research and 
eduractional programs at the Institute have, in turn, been enriched from 
thesl' contacts with industry. It is difficult, however. to explain how this 
desirable synergy hac; been achieved. Many other universities with similar 
repi;tations and operating under similar conditions have been unable to 
duplicate the success of MIT in establishing strong and mutually rewarding 
tie'> with industry. 

":\o '>et of rules or arrangements can guarantee the success of such a complex 
rdJlionship. l·undamentally, it is a question of attitude and perspective. Mlr.~ 
.rncces ... h.H sprung din•crly from ics underlying philo.~ophy of acri·n· 
cooper.Jrion wich rhe world of commcrcl' and indusrry. a philosophy that has 
h<.·en · .tcgratcd into the culture of the university and supported hy th<.· 
community. 

"~I.my urn\·ersitics have tried to remain apart from industry on the grounds 
th • .11 th<.• rnrporat<.· emphasi'> on <1ppliotions and products may compromi'>t.' 
srienlifir goals. Indeed. it i'> not easy tc resolve the many conflicts that aris<.• 
among the \'arious valid concerns represented in a research university. The 
~Ill expenenr<.· show<, that through a J<.•eply held philov1phy and '>C't of \'JIU<''> 

111 Ill II II I II I I I I 111 I I 1111 111 II 111 I I 11 I 11 11111 I 11 
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it is possible to achieve a balance. which works for the benefit of the 
educational community. industry. and society as a whole." 

6. IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRl5 

The case of MIT may be of interest for universities of developing countries. 
which generally show features that have become outdated in the modern 
world: their accent on traditional subjects like Law and Medicine. their 
emphasi:; on the pursuit of research as a value in itself. their shortcomings in 
producing graduates in the technical disciplines v.ith a good grasp of the state 
of the art in their disciplines and an open attitude to research and to further 
learning. 

The experience we have described offers interesting teachings on the role. 
organization and functions of a modern university thaI has become a powerful 
instrument for transformation and development. and particularly on how it 
has been able to develop a strong interaction wich induscry v.ithout lowering 
its standards of excellence in teaching and research. They may find 
application in the profound updating which appears necessa1y if those 
universities are to apply in a fully effective manner the significant resources 
they command for the benefit of their societies. 

We may rescue two main teachings from the ~xperience of MIT: 

first. the idea of a research university, in which research and teaching are 
closely ass<KiJ.ted so that students learn the 'state of the art' of the subjects 
they study, and in many ca:,es participate acrively in pushing ahead t".1e 
current state of the art. 

Second. the concept of a community between university and industry. which 
brings ahout in a natural fashion a wide ;ange of collaboration activities of 
great value to industry and to society at largt:. As we have already indicated, it 
takes time to build such a communiry, but once in place it is bound to become a 
very powerful force for modern development. 

There are, no doubt, maPy problems in applying such con{epts in a 
developing country, among them the insatisfactory level of many university 
teachers. the lack of a tradition of research closely connected with teaching, 
and the lact that few industries would now be in a position to interan 
truitlully with a university performing state of the art research. 

ln spile of these obstacles, it may he worthwhile to attempt to intro<:tun.- som{· 
of the concepts and proc<'dures we have reviewed into an existing university, 
or into a ln•sh institution newly cre1ted. Because of the time and expenst.• 
needed hy such a project. it should perhaps he seen in a wider regional 
context, so that other developing countries could participate hy sending 
students. C'XChanging staff and ht•coming associ,:lt(•d in som<' of tht• n•scarrh 
acti\'ities. 

I 111 Ill 1111 I 11 I I I 111 
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CASE 14 

UNIDO-UNDP: EVALUATION STUDY OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND 
SERVICE INSTTIUTffi 

In 1971, recognizing char IRSls (equi\'alenr ro our ITR/s in rhe 
presenr reporr) had been in operarion in some de\:eloping 
countries for up ro 20 years. UNDP and UNIDO agreed ro undenake 
a joinr e\·aluarion of rhe eff ecCi\·eness of the technical assistance 
rhey had pro\·ided to these insrirures and rhe subsequenr 
performance of rhose char had recei\·ed assisrance. The study 
cm·ered 33 IRS/s, of which 1 7 were mulri-seccoral. A group of 
disringuished incemational expens parricipared in the discussion 
of resulrs. The reporc w.1s published in 1979, and rhe fo/lowing 
rexr includes the salienc aspects relating ro lnsrirure performance 
("Joinr USIDO-l!NDP e\·aluarion of indusrrial research and sen-ice 
institutes - Summary prepared by the Secretariat of UNIDO". 
JD, B 'C.3 86:Add. I, 21 NO\·ember 1919, UNIDO, \!ienna). 

1. THE EVALUATION STUDY 

The study starts by recognizing thar dev~loping countries need to acquire 
technological self-reliance if they are to have more control over their mm 
economic development. For this purpose they require financing and 
rechnology. The acquisirion of technology calls for mechanisms for prO\·iding 
supporting services. extension ~ervires. training. and research and 
dt1velopment I R ,.. D). 

Industrial Research and Service Institutes are thought to contribute, to a 
significant measure, to each of the components. There is considerahle 
controversy, however. as to whether IRSis are the optimum roJre for 
developing countries ro follow and whether more cost-effecrive alternatives 
might not be available. 

Tht• t•valuarion study defined an IRSI as "a multi-purpose or multi-functional 
techn1>logical institute (a) which provides services (functional activities), 
either to a group of industrial sectors (multi-branch) or a single sector (mono
branch). and (bl which possesses a major R&D component". It was believed 
th~lt there were lessons to be learned from an exchange and analysis of 
experience. benefiting the IRSis themselves as well as the> governments of 
countriec, in the l'arly stages of industrial development. 

The s1udy m.ide some in1cres1ing findings. Vagueness and I.irk of prcnc,1on 
had often exi'>ted in th(• d('sign of projects for nt•w IRSls that l'\DP and l:~mo 
had support(•d. Th<' policy ohjc•rtivc<> usually have been the upgrading of 
existing induc,try. the transfer and adaptation of technology. the developmenr 
of rH:w techn(Jlogy and the optimum utilization of raw material'>. ~1<i'>I 
imtitutc·•., howe\'(·r. h.1d neither the capacity nor the rapai'lility to arhiev<· <Ill 
~>f the'>e <>hl·ctin·., and had spre,·,J their n•souff<''> too :hinly. 

The strt•ngth of the institutes lies in the supporting Sl'f\'ires they r.m provide. 
partinll.1rly with n·gar~ to H·chnical information, analysic, .mc.J t<·sting. th<· 
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establishrr.ent of standards. quality control. the certification of products. and 
the provision of basic routine services to industry. 

htension services were usually weak. due primarily to inadequate liaison v.ith 
industry and knowledge of t!le problems of industry. Linkages between the 
instituces and cheir industrial clients were also found wanting in the majoricy 
of cases. 

Most of the IRSls reviewed. while engaged in some R + D. were principally 
service organizations. Research activities y,,-ere usually the result of in-house 
initiatives and were frequently found to have limited commercial potential. 

The evaluation study suggested measures to improve lhL' interrelationship 
between lRSls and government and to increase the institutions' capadty to 
serve more directly che needs of industry. It suggested that after the initial 
period. the mix of general subsidies and grants should ~ shifted to contract 
and mission-oriented \vork. In the more developed countries. IRSls have 
significant potential for providing extension servict.>s to industry and assisting 
both gove:-nment and industry in technological aspects of technology transfer 
and adaptation. 

The multi-purpose. multi-sectoral insticutt.> requirt.>s a critical mass which for 
thL' less developed countries is difficult to achieve quickly . .-\n institute needs a 
minimum of ien years to become established: longer if R & D is to hL' a 
principal function. 

Z. FINDINGS 

The most significant findings of the study are worth quoting in full: 

Missions, strategies and plans 

11) In many cases. the relevance of an IRS! appears higher in terms or its 
long-term ohjl'ctives le.g .. building up research capacity and capabilities) 
than in term.s of its short-term ones e.g. solving specific industri..il 
problems. 

I!. In thl' case of single-branch IRSls, the intl'nded rlil'nts are usuall\ 
de..irly idl'ntifiahll•. \\'ith multi-hranch IRSls, howevl'r. the client I e.g. 
irdustry - cottage. small-, medium- or large-scale public or private) i\ not 
always as dearly or a' explicitly stated. 

I 3 l't·rformann.> historil'S indicatL' that a frequt·nt IRSI shortcoming i' .1 

failun· to <tppn•ciat<• tht• importance of identifying tlw propm<·d 
herwfiriarie' of s(•n·icL'' at the planning stage. 

t-' l .-\ 'uh,t.mtial .11noun1 of till' work of single-hranch IRSh is ron·red h~ 
contr.1rt. hut multi·hr .. 111ch ll{Sh apparently find it more ditfirull to .1ttr<l< 1 

projects. lht effort nt.•t:dt.•d :o "sell" an IRSI .. rnd attract cli<.•nts i' olt(•n 
ignored at thl' strategic and t;Ktical planning le\'els. 



( S) Many institutions having "research" in their name are primarily 
service organitations. Where a definite R&D function is claimed. the 
objectives are usually clearly stated, but even in such cases the anticipated 
results and the plans for achieving them are dten over-optimistic. 

( 6) Linkages. twinning or similar co-operative arrangements with o!her 
IRSis. either within the country or abroad. ~•ppear to have boosted tht: 
impact of the work of several IRSis in such areas as exchange of 
information and experience. and organization of fellowships. 

( /) While manv IRS!'> were.• created to serve small- and medium·'>ralt: 
industry. this sector. in practice. often ShOWS neither an intl'rl'St in nor .Ill 

appreciation of R&D. 

UH In spite of the critical shortage of qualified staff in most IRSI'>, plam to 
d~veiop and expand staff capabilities are sometimes either not suited to thc 
real requirements or are non-existent. While academic or technical 
qualification'> are often good to excellent. industrial experience ic, usually 
inadequate. 

I 9 l.inkages between institutions charged \'\ith promoting and deH'I« >ping 
new industry and those responsible for supporting existing induo,try are 
U\ually feeble. 

1 IO> Of the 33 institutes covered in the e,·aluation exercise 17 arl· multi
hranch. Singlt•-branch IRSls most often c Jncentrate upon sen·irt·'>. 
utilization of raw materials, and new c imported) technology; they '>L'ldom 
carry out innovatin· research. ~lulti-hranch. multi-purpose IF.Sh 
nmcentratl' in the smaller and leso, de\eloped countries upon testing and 
analysis. In the larger. more developed countries. they usually attempt to 
.1void routine services. concenrrating instead on sophisticated testing and 
analysis and inno\'ative R&D. Often. they do not have suffici<•ntly 
specialized competence to be of help particularly with respl'Ct to pron•o,s, 
equipment and vendor .,election in technology transfer transactions. 

( 1 J) The.· desirability of integrating IRSls into national d<'velopmc.•111 
planning processes is widely and positively acknowledged. Actual 
implementation, however, is low. In many cases, neither the governnwnt 
nor the lRSI clearly understands what the latter's contribution could or 
should hl'. 

I I.!.) Competenn', gener..illy o,peaking, is u.,ually high in thl' arl'Ll'> ol 
!(''>ling .• m.llysis and othl'r ,upporting .,en·in•s, hut lc.•.,., M> in, for t•xamplt-. 
product and proces'> dt•\dopment IR&D1. 

I 13) lnnm·atin• f(''>l'Jrch i'> genl'rally found in the re'..earch '>lr Jlq~il''> c 11 
msi.. in lar~w and n·l.ltiH•ly advanced dl•vt'loping countri<'"· but \l·ldom in 
the.• sm.ll lt·r and les'> dt•\ dopl•d one'>. 

1 141 ·1 l'd111ology tr.1mf t•r do(•., not l<·nd it .,l'lf to m.111y of l he.· product'> of t lw 
l<·.1.,1 d<•\·t·lopc.·d countfll'.,: l'mpirical <·\·olution i'> nl'<"l''>'>.1ry for thl' 
upgr.tding of "traditional'' H'chnologi~·'>. In thi'> '>ituation, pilot <,c.1k 
artiviti<.•\ ~1n• import.mt. 
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( 15) In the majorit~· of the IRSh reviewed. no systl'nli.ltic effort is being 
made to develop staff skills through different modes of training or 
learning. An insufficiency of training in local industry is very apparent. 
Much emphasis is placed on the acquisition abroad of degrees and 
knowledge. but appreciation of the real requirement~ and problems of local 
industry is lacking. 

( lu) Thl' physical infrastructure appears to he least problematic in the 
development of lRSls. Nevertheless. few of the IRSls covered in the sample 
had the engineering capability to design and construct pilot plants by 
themseh·es. The alten1ati\"e was to procure them from abroad at high cost. 

( 11) Few IRSls ha\'e the information system needed to keep up to date on 
work being carried out els.:where: an appreciable duplication of R&D work 
is therefore highly probable. 

Interrelationships with government 

( 18) The IRSls reviewed in the <.'\"aluation showed little evidence of the 
strong political will and leadership needed to ensun.· their continuing 
success. 

( I <J The IRSI's major contribution to go\'ernment has been in the provision 
of various technical supponing services. Contributions, in terms of inputs 
lo government d<.•cision-making on indus1ri.il .ind lechnological matlers as 
well as lhe al quisition of foreign technology, can be subs1antially 
increa-.ed. 

Interrelationships with industry 

( 20) A serious communication gap exists belween industry and many IRSls 
which is p.irtially due to: inad<.•quate or non-representation of IRSls on 
governing hoards and working committees: absence of appropriatc 
mechanisms to establish and maintain a continuous dialcgue; shortage of 
\t.tll with industrial experience; lack of appreciation hy industry of the 
S<'f\ ices available from IRSls; failure to as-.ess periociirally the 
n.-quiremc·nt'> of industry. 

(!.I) Tlw principal benefit'> industry ha'> d(•rived from IRSb to dale relate lo 
\'ariou\ '>upporting and rou1ine services (e.g. testing and quality control). 
The bc1wfil'> from '>pecialized exlension and technological serviccs han· 
heen les'> pervasive. 

P(•rforman, t• and potential 

1221 Tlw polential of an IRSI dl•pt·nd\ almo.,: enlirdy upon the quality. 
qu.1n1ity and '>kill rompmition of its '>t.tff and manag(•ment. And whilt· lh(· 
J\ .1il.1hili1y of Ph.D. <IJld \I.Sc graJuat('S may nol prt·'>ent any crucial 
prohlt·m in thi\ n·gard. th(' <l\'ailJhility of inrl'rmedia1<.· ll·chnical slafl - for 
whom the ;lttrartion ol industry is much c;trong('r - do1..''>. .\nothc·1 
1mpvdimvr• to IRSI de\Tlopnwnl i'> th<.• lack ol (•ngint·c·r~. with indu\trial 
<·xpc•rienrl'. l'-.p<.·ri.illy in th<· area'> of dPsign. construction of prototyp(•\ 
.md pilot prorPs'>ing plant'>. and c·xt<.·nsion sprvh°<''> to indu'>try. 

II I II I I Ill I 111111111 I 11 I I 111 I Ill 



( 1-l) The question of whether pilot plants should be developed by IRSis or 
industry is a controversial one subject to definition and local conditions. In 
any event, they are costly projects whose potential value must be carefully 
weighed. 

( 24) Given sufficient institutional maturity. there is a high potential for 
IRSis in the area of technological planning and policy-making. 

( 25) lRSis can assume important functional activities relating to 
tffhnology trADsfer and adaptation: e.g. the pro\'ision of information and 
advice on alternative technologies. 

( 26) The area of information gathering. analysis, storage and 
dissemination is a most suitable one for twinning and co-operati\'e 
arrangements. 

( 1.7) An IRSl's contribution w industry can be increased and improH~d 
through the use of intermediate institutions to reach a broader spectrum ot 
clients. 

Commercialization of research results 

( 28) Spontaneous demand by enterprises in developing countrie3 tor 
assistance in self-improvement is weak: the industrial sector's great need 
for improved technology is sometimes misinterpreted as an expression of 
demand for such helo. 

11.')) Tht• hest opportunities for the incorporation of technologies occur 
through the "pull approach". i.e. starting from the needs of industry and 
selection of the most inexpensive and immediate response to the identified 
technical requirements. The transfer of existing technologies is therefore. 
the most frequent Svlution. 

( 30) An IRSI interested in selling lechnology needs strong capacity for 
mark<'! analysis, project evaluation and industrial management. 

( 3 ! ) Industrial firms are usually more willing to undertake innovative 
projects whl'n the necessary service~ arc supplied as part of a coordinawd 
package. 

132) Technology development corporatiom using the "push approach". i.t·. 
n·.,earch results developed t.'M lusively or primarily in· house, an• mon· 
dfcrtivc..• in relatively well developed technical environments. 

I 33) Din.•ct government support to inno\·atin· projects is justified hecaus(· 
t h<'ir social h<'n<>fits ar<' gr<'ater. 
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CME IS 

WAITRO SEMINAR: OBSERVATIONS ON ITRIS 

The presenc aurhor had rhe opponuniry of arrending che Seminar 
on .. R&D Scracegies for Che 1990s", organized by che \.\"orld 
Associacion of Induscrial and Technological Research 
Organizations, WAJTRO, in Quebec. 13-15 Ocrober 1992. He Wds able 
ro collecr a number of very inrerescing ,·ienpoincs and remarks 
on rhe problema.cique of JTRls in developing countries. which 
h:we been wo\'en inro Che previous chapcers of chis paper There 
were. however, cwo evenrs which deserve ro be recorded on rheir 
own. Here is a summary of chem. 

I. INTER'..'IEW WITH DR HOLLIS CHARLES, COORDINATOR, ADVISORY 
COMMITIEE, WAITRO 

Mr. Charles was President of WAITRO. 1988-90, and Director for more than ten 
years of the Caribbean !ndustrial Research Institute, CARIRI. 

(a) On rhe effectiveness of ITRls. 

I II 11111 1111 11 I 11 I I 

This is a difficult question. There arc macro-economic indicators for a 
country. such as a 6% growth achieved. Can we say this is due to the 
country's ITRls? Even within a company, how do you link results in the 
company accounts with resources spent in R&D? For instance. someone 
comes \\ith an idea. the ITRI carries out research and economic analysis 
and perhaps pilot plant work, and recommends a certain technology. Two 
years later the plant opens - but it is the Bank manager that sits on the 
podium. while the director of the ITRI is in the audience. Why? Because 
many things have happened in those two years, and it is the Bank manager 
that is seen as the main actor. Economic decisions appear as overriding. 

This is the problem in assessing ITRI performance - in the final analysis 
financial considerations are seen to be the most important. I once sat in a 
negotiation involving the purchase of technology. A lawyer was taking 
notes. In half an hour we managed to bring down the price by a million 
dollars. Our fees were $ 300, but the lawyer took several thousand! 

Thus a first constraint is the problem of people'.s perception of the value of 
tl'chnical advice. It is the lawyers that pocket large fees. 

And there is seldom a tangibll• result that can be valued, because so many 
other things need to be done. If one could identify ~he economic impart of 
what ihe ITRI has don('. ir would be possible to have an indicator of 
performance. 

We haw discussed this problem in WAlTRO for 20 years and haven't found 
th(• answer. 

Ill Ill I 1111 I 11 
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One may want to look at this problem by exclusion: what will it cost the user 
if he does noc have the answer (opponunity cost). However. the client does 
not have sufficient information to estimate this. 

The work of ITRis may be said to cover 3 areas: 

( i) services. including R&D services. which should be put on a commercial 
basis: 

(ii) stracegic R&D, for long-term purposes. undenaken at the request of the 
government; 

(iii) speculative R&D, made by the ITRI with resources of its own. which 
may or may not pay off; somewhat in the nature of venture capital. 

The latter usually takes place in the utilization of raw materials. or the 
solution of uniquely local problems. and involves work which should be 
carried out 
with strict control of time and inputs. 

An example is the development made by CARIRI in 1975 of fruit juices based 
on local species. by contract with a government agency. the Industrial 
Development Corporation. This was highly successful as a technical 
endeavour. and big orders were placed when the products were shown at a 
fair in Lausanne. The IOC howevrr commt~rcialized the products in a very 
ineffective way - no promotion. no advertising. poor packaging. 

Since that time CARIRI has carried out work in the development of other 
products. but has run itself the commercial operation. This ha!'. been 
successful. The technology was sold to a private firm. which however did 
not put sufficient resources in the commercialization. Perhaps there has 
been supply push? 

In fact, all our experiences with the utilization of S&T for the:? development 
of products based on natural resources have been successful until the 
marketing stage was reached. The problem is the lack of experience in 
marketing the products. 

We have also developed small-scale agricultural equipment, and sold the 
technology to a private firm which is doing about all right by specializing 
in products that work at a scale in which you cannot find outside 
technology. 

So. to go back to the problem of assessing performance. One should first 
separate the outputs of the institute into the three above categories, viz. 
services (this category includes consultancy as well as cont rart R&O for a 
client). speculative R&D and strategic R&D. 

You ran assess services if you do them on a commercial hasis. ce>vering 
your costs and overheads. plus (hopefully I a profit . This is valid whether 
th<.• client hits it or not (this is his problem. not yoursl. In speculative R&O 
you should ask whether you arc making overall profits. You should thin!.. 
of this "venture capital" being spread over many projects. In strategic R&D. 
if the government says "you must do this" it should pay for it. J\t some• stage· 
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you may want to know how valuable the work has been for the country: but 
this is another matter. 

In industrial countries there are intermediary organizations which place 
contracts with funds originally provided by the government. For example. 
the Biotechnology Institute in Canada. which funds biotechnology 
research through contracts. In the developing countries you don't have 
these intermediary organizations. and the funds are more clearly seen as 
coming from the government. 

(bl On srraregic chinking 

There is no manager that doesn't do strategic thinking in some way. 
Approaches ard methodologies exist to formalize this and make it more 
efficient. Their use depends on the level of svphistication of managers. The 
Industrial Research Institute of an African country reports every phone 
enquiry they get: should they embark 011 a strategic planning exercise! 
Perhaps the manager just needs to improve his thinking process. rather 
than carry out a SWOT analysis or write a strategic planning document. We 
should help him improve his anal}1ical tools. paying attention to the level 
of sophistication. 

Accompany the industrial ~ector? ITRis should do it. but are not. doing it. 
among other th~ngs because they are not segregating their activities into 
the three areas already mentioned. Thus they confuse their roles. The 
strategic work for government gets confused with services for the 
producti\·e sector. 

(cl On rhe organizarional model 

This should contemplate the three areas as separate business act1v1t1es. 
with different business objectives. Services should he fully funded. 
Speculacive R&D would have mixed or joint-venture funding. with the 
participation of industry. Here you can include business incubacors. 
Strategic research should have full government funding. 

There is no place in this scheme for research to pursue the curiosity or 
partiPJlar interests of researchers. However. the ITRI should lohhy tht• 
government for the idea that "one of the strategic things to do is to allow 
R&D work to satisfy the curiosity and interest of researchers" (devoting :o 
this end perhaps 10% of the researchers' time>. An imponant argument in 
favour of this is to avoid losing the initiative of people and to stem th<· 
brain drain. 

td> On CIJ<' imerJcriom wirh indusrry 

Thes<.· ar<· of two typ<.•s. First. in services (including R&D s(•rvir<.•s) that an.· 
.. full\· commercial ... This is driven h,· needs. h)r instann·. th<· Qm·ht·r C<•nln.· 
of Jndustri•tl Research. CRIQ, has don<.' thi'> well \\ith information s<.·n·in·'· 
Second. in speculative rese.irch in which th<: commercial sector 
particip.itt•s and puts money. You must market y.>ur ITRI. and show that you 
are a gcxxi hct. In fart. you have to markc>t yoursc>lf all thc> tim<'. 
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On the approaches and mechanisms to reach clients: researchers are not 
good marketers. You need specialized people. and this makes for an internal 
interface problem. bedeviling all consulting operations. In an ITRI you 
need good interface inside the institute. One can see in different ITRls 
(such as CRIQ and the I.N.T. of Brazil) the problems that exist between the 
researchers and the marketing people. 

Thus, the question of marketing is very important. Linkages with R&D or 
with the ta·hnical capacity have to be very carefully worked out. Here we 
may learn from the experience of the enr,ineering consultancy firms. 

Z. DEBATE: STATE OR PRIVATE IT~? 

The Workshop that dosed the Seminar dealt with "llRh in the 1990s: 
Government or Market Players ?" and took the form of a trial by jury. \'\lith 
presentations by two "attorneys" and several "expert \\itnesses". 

Mr. Hollis Charles. former president of \\'AITRO and ex-Director of CARIRI. 
presented the case for ITRls as public sector institutions. His main arguments 
we:-e the need to preserve "strategic research" on long-term problems that 
market customers would not normally fund. and the need to supply research 
and technological services at subsidized costs to many customers that would 
otherwise not think of becoming client, of an ITRI. 

Mr. Ru~!am Lalk.aka. former Director of the l'N Fund of Science and 
Technology, speaking for the other side. poinied to the grov.ing tendency in 
the world towards privatization. and suggested that privatizing ITRls would 
remove some important obstacles to their efficiency and make them more 
attuned to the needs of industry; regarding strategic research. he felt that thi"> 
should be mainly the preoccupation of universities. 

The .. Jury". of which the present author was a member. voted for th< \·ision of 
ITRls as private sector institutions. but added two provisos in it~ 
recommendation to the "Judge": that ITRls should engage in long-term 
Mrategic research through government subsidies or better through 
Government contracts for that purpose. and that in certain cases some sort of 
Government subsidv should be awarded to clients that were unable to rover the 
full co\t of services- rendered to them by an ITRI. 

This det ision was weal received by most participants, but there were some ITRI 
n·pn•M .. •ntatin•\ from Afriran countries that thought it was not fea\ible to 
have ITRls outside the public sector at the present stage of development of 
thc.•ir n.•<;penin· countries. 

Such a ,.il'w \hould tx· taken s<.•riously, .md in fact th<• hypothe\i\ \hould h<.' 
cxplon·d th.n IJvour.Jhl<.• condition\ for pr iv ate ~ector ITRls v.ill app<.'ar only at 
.i certain ~l.lgc.• in the.• dc.·vdopml'nt of an indu\trial \ystcm. 
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~E 16 

EUROPE: COOPERATIVE RESEARCH BE1WEEN ITRIS AND SMALL 
INDUSTRl5 

This is a summary presentation of a recenr repon. ..Coopcrati,,e 
Research in European Perspecrive," prepared by rhe Federarion of 
European lndusrrial Cooper.ui,·e Research Organizacions. FEJCRO 
(Danish Technological lnsrirure. 1992>. 

The reporr is abour indusrrial research carried our in 
collaborarion berween smaller companies and Research and 
Technology Organisarions (chis is equi\·alenr ro WJTRI". rerm 
which we shall use in what foJJoi.,.'s). ~sed on rran.-marional 
e-~·aluations of 84 successful projecrs from across Europe. che 
repon identifies the •best practices" in the relarionship bem-een 
smaller companies and research centres. focusing artencion on 
Cooperative Research as a practical instrumenr for rhe 
modemizarion of small and medium enrerprises. 

I. THE MODEL OF COOPERATIVE RESEARCH 

The case stories are described according to the major project pha5e5. This 
linear model of perceiving the innovation process ignore5 the fact that a 
cooperative research process depends on communication and mutual learning 
between company people and the research personnel. Therefore. a 5econd 
model for understanding coop~rative re5earch has been drawn \-\·hich takes 
into account the circular interaction between the two parties \'\ithin earh of 
the project phases (see attached figure). 

This co-generative model is the basis for discussing the good practices on 
project initiation. project operation and project implementation. The artached 
table presents them in a summary form. 

2. THI! GOOD PRACTICES 

Relevant project themes are not only generated as a direct request from client 
companies (bottom up). Project ideas are very often formed at the initiative of 
the rescarrh centre or by the centre in collaboration with client rompany 
representatives. 

1. Good pracriccs in projc•t·r iniriarion. 

They f.ill into thr('(' types: 

· (~ood pranin·~ for stimulating demand for rese.irch projens. Tht.'S<' .tn• not 
limited to thl' offer of research proje<·ts. hut include othl'r J< ti\ ities which 
encourage the companies lO take their prohlcm\ and possible projects to the 
ITRls. The diversity of 5cl"·iccs that ran be off cred hy the ITRls .... rn favour the 
launching of r.oopcrative Rcs~·arch proj(•ct\. 
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- Good practices for translating company requests into cooperative research 
projects. i.e. projects that are widely relevant and may involve several 
companies in project execution. 

- Good practices for appr.Jsing project ideas. 

l. Good praccices in project operacion. 

They reflect the need for active company participation in setting up project 
priorities. It is argued that for SMEs the goals should be defined in terms of 
dear benefit to the company rather than in general research terms. The 
economic aspects should also be presented as clearly as possible. 

Good practices have also been identified on company participation in project 
work and in project management. 

An effective way for enlarging the group of companies involved is to form 
'"reference groups" or informal discussion groups in connection with the 
group of active project partners. 

Essential to the success of Cooperative Research projects is the dedication of 
the client companies thems~lves. At best they should carry out project tasks 
which they can master. ieaving the ITRis to take charge of supervision. 
training. coordination and the provision of know-how and appropriate 
technical methods. 

3. Good practices in projecr implemencarion 

They •.nclude: 

- Information acuv1ues (demonstration projects. information events. 
publications. software programmes. training courses) 

- Accompanying actions for bringing the techniques into use (company 
specific training. transfer of people, counselling by RTO). Some project types 
leg. development of '"easy to use" software packages) require less additional 
activities even when the project results are aiming at a great number of users. 
while other projects may require more follow-up activities (eg. development 
of production systems based on self steering work groups). Thus, the necessity 
for accompanying assistance increases with the implications of change in the 
receiving companies. 

· Spread. or multiplication. of project implementation by diffusing project 
rt.·~ults from few companies to many companies. Colldhoration with the 
terhnological leaders I champions) in the industrial branch may permit 
demonstration projects where companies that arc technological followers can 
learn from "real life" abou1 the applications of the projecl's findings. 
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3. TRANSFER OF COOPERATIVE RESEARCH RESULTS 

The report lists several means for ~he knowledg~ transfer of cooperative 
research. The list is not exclusive; in practice several of the knowledge 
transfer means are applied in the same project. 

- "Hands on" demonstrations (laboratory or full scale exhibitions) 

- Publications (reports. leaflets. handbooks. computer programmes) 

- Meetings I regional or project bound) 

- Training t workshops. seminars, knowledge module in courses) 

- Company-specific actions 1company visits. consultancy. transfer of people) 

- Rules of operation betw~en parties (technical norms. specifications. 
certification schemesl 

4. SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Cooperative Research projects are not merely products of science push from 
research or demand pull from the explicit request of client companies. ThP 
projects are to be considered more as products of circular processes where a 
continuous dialogue takes place between the two parties. 

The operational aspects of the day-to-day collaboration is primarily a social 
process and secondarily a technical process. Every Cooperative Research 
prcject can anually be regarded as a learning process both for the research 
personnel and for the company people involved. The exchange of know·how is 
a two way process. 

Assistance by the research centrl'.S to smaller companies will assume different 
characteristics. with different products and services according to the 
innovative capacity of the client companies. A project on a production process 
~ith the collaboration of a large scale machinery supplier may be carried out 
for the benefit of the small company with a scarcity of resources. There may 
ht> collahoration ~ith t'1e technological leader in the segment as long as the 
general objective is to reach the more conservative companies. 

Acrompanying actions may continue for a long time. for two reasoPs. First. it 
takes much time to go from development to general adoption when it is smaller 
companies that are to introduce innovations. Secondly, the identification of 
research topics requires continuous contacls so lhal the credibility of lhe 
research ccmrcs can be fully established and client companies feel that they 
arc understood by thf>m. 

I I II I II 11 11 I I I I I II 11 11 11111 I 11111 
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Linear analytical model of Cooperative Research 
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OVERVIEW OF GOOD PRACTICl:S IN COOPERATIVE RFSF.ARCH 

1. Good practices in project initiation 

- Good practices for stimulating demand 

-Idea generation as a spin-off of current testing and certification 
activities at the research centre 
- Stimulation of demand by setting up a pilot demonstration unit (at 
laboratory scale) 
- Successive formulation of projects: one project generates the next 

- Good practises for translating company requests into Cooperarive Research 
projecrs 

- Formulation of a coop~rative research project as response to a need 
diagnosed in one or se·1eral client companies 
- Reformulation of the request from a company into a project with 
general relevance for client companies 

- Good practices for appraising project ideas 

- Technically relevant documentation on the project idea. which is of 
general interest to client companies 
- Evaluation of the project idea with representatives of the client group 

2. Good practices in project operation 

- Definition of clear goals and their continuous adjustment 
- High involvement of the RTO in the early stages 
- Joint project design and operation between RTO and companies 

- Project organisation with champion companies and followers 
- Company representatives in project management 
- Intermediate organizations linking RTOs and companies 

3. Good practices in project implementation 

- Find a balance in the collective status of the project 
- Disseminate project findings to client companies through information 

activities 
- Bring the techniques into use through accompanying actions 
- Spread techniques from few to many companies 

SOURCI'.: fHCRO. "Cooperative Research in l:uropcan Perspective"', J 91>2 
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CASE 17 

EUROPE: CONTRACT RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS 

The author had opportunity ro inrerview Mr Georges 
Mordchelles-Regnier, Chairman of the European Association of 
Contract Research Orgai1izaeions (EACRO). The experience of chis 
cype of institution may be of help co examine some of rhe 
orientations which ITRls in developi!lg counrries could develop. 
The following presents some of the main points co .. ·ered. We ha,·e 
also used descriptive material published by EACRO to supplement 
some of the points. 

1. THi! NATURE AND ACTIVITIES OF EUROPEAN CONTRACT RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Contract research organizations. CROs, are independent research institutes. in 
the private or public sector. Their fields of expertise cover t!le full spectrum of 
scientific and engineering disciplines. They are very useful to industrial 
firms of all sizes in sustaining their competitive advantage by underpinning 
their own research activities with outside technology sources. 

Working under contract, CROs carry out "adaptive R&D" to meet the needs of 
customers in many industrial sectors, producing innovative solutions to 
problems relating to new products. processes and methods. the environment. 
inspection. control. and quality. Each solution is tailored to the customer's 
industrial environment. and is ready to be used. Solutions may come in the 
form of feasibility studies. prototypes, production equipment, products. and 
manufacturing systems. 

CROs employ as inputs (I) generic technologies, of wide application to 
different industrial sectors. ( 2) sector technologies from the sector where 
their client performs, ( 3) specific technologies from other sectors. and ( 4) 
company-specific technologies. CROs cannot be characterized as "technology 
push" or '"demand pull" organizations. They combine both approaches. They 
function between basic research lahs and the industrial market, drawing 
knowledge inputs from the former to be used in their adaptive R&D activity for 
the second. They also transmit messages from the market back to the labs. 

The research work cf a CRO produces "generic results". which are kept by the 
CRO for use on a variety of clie'lts, and .. specific results" that belong to the 
client. An example is the use by a CRO of experience built up in several years 
of work in compressors for nuclear power applications to the needs of a small 
industry for an efficient regenerative blower. Another example of a different 
type. more upstream. is a CRO's analysis of common needs in fluid mr>rhanin 
of several French industrial sectors (cheese manufacturer: '"my cheese paste 
mixture is not uniform": ink manufacturer: .. my ink does not adhen• properly 
to certain types of paper": medical equipment manufacturer: "my rentrif uge 
k:- blood component separarion gives me trouble"). The conclusion was 
reached that work was needed to understand the rheological behaviour of 
non-NeMonian fluids. a generic problem, the results of which would allow to 
tarkll• the particular problems posed by th<: industrial firms. 

I 111 I II II I II Ill I I 11 111 11 11111 I 
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CROs cater for the needs of small and medium enterprises by helping idemify 
new technological opportunities; providing assistance in all areas of 
engineering, design, prototyping, ergonomics. reliabitity analysis and 
personnel training: applying systems engineering. value analysis and quality 
assur IDCe to the improvement of processes and products; and helping the 
customer to learn about and to apply new technology. 

CROs Jcrin• a substantial part of their funds from their contract work. Bm 
there i'i also reliance on government grants for research work on generic 
tec:hn ,logies whirh ran only ~ funded partially by l·ustomers. In Germany 
this takes the form of a budgetary allocation for the Fraunhofer t.,;essellsrhaft. 
and grants to SMEs that establish contracts with resean-h organizations. The 
latter instrument is also employed in Italy. Go\'emment financing of pre
markl'l research has developed in the t:K. In Fram·e a grant has been paid 
since 1 <J8b to CROs and to technical centres. proportionally to completed 
comract turno\'er. 

2. NE1WORKING OF EUROPEAN CRO'S 

The i:uropean Association of Contran Research Organizations. b\CRO. was 
founded in l 98<J. ~1embers must comply "ith .a numher of requisites: they 
should: offer contract R&D and innovJ.tion services as iheir main .Ktivity: he 
commercially independent. acti\'e in more that one sector. and widely 
acknowledged as good professionals: ha,·e at least 5 years' professional 
t•xpc.·rienre: ho.tve more than 10 employe('S. Ry 1 <)<)1 E-\CRO had 52 mc.•mher!i. 
from 12 rountries. \\ith an aggregate staff of lh,000. a n>mbined turnover of 
more.· than 1.5 hillion ecus I about l 'S S 1.8 hi Ilion I and some 50.000 customers. 

EACRO has initiated a l:uropean Nl'twork of Technology to enable CROs !o pool 
resdurces. It is expected that duplication of investments \\ill ht• a\'oided. thl' 
most recent technologies \\ill be made a\'ailable. and the potential for cross
fcnilization will considerably increase. Generic technoh1gy needs may be 
collected and analyzed. and ways to deal "ith them proposed. Rele\'ant R&n 
projl'rtS may then be agreed upon. and executed hy teams set up hy C.R<h. 

Hy l '> 1>1. four preliminary studies were in progress in the following areas: 
optronir s<.•nsors. composite materials. high-speed assembly and rontrol. and 
thermal modelling of complex systems and processes. b\CRO hopes in this way 
to huild a high-ll'chnology infrastructure to help make ruropcan industry 
mor<' competitive . 

.-\notlwr import:lnt coll.thnration initia1ive promoll'd by b\C:RO is till' 
con.,truclion of a d<.ll.tha.,l' of ('XP('rti.,e and :;l•rvin•., olkrc.•d by memh<.•r ... It will 
.mswl·r the 4 Ul'SI ions: Who knows wh.ll ! Who h<.ts whal ! \\"ho's dPing wh<.lt ! 
Whom to cont .1ct ~· 

.~. llOW A CRO WORKS. Tiii'. CASI'. OF Rl'.RTIN (l;RANCI'.) 

~1r ~1ordcht•llt•\·lfrgni(•f i'> C:hairn'..!n of ltw larg('.,t CRO in l·r.trll'l'. Rl•rtin & 
Ci(', and us<•d hi'> company as an <·xampk. \\t• now summant<' hi\ n·marks: 
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There are rhree srages in th~ ronrracr research work of a company of chis 
rype: (aJ Explorarory work: functional analysis of rhe requiremt:nrs of rhe 
clienr; here you don'r think abour rechnology. bur rarher rhe solurion ro 
those requiremenrs. 

{bJ Choice of the possible pad1 of solution, and feasibiliry demosrrarion of ir 
in a simple way, wirh a compurer model or a simplified applicarion. This 
shows rhe rechnical performance and rhe probable cosc ( rhe furure 
operational cost). 

(c} Interfacing che new technology wirh existing technology, and 
producing an "incren.enral innovarion". 

We have had ro selecr merhods ro follow this parh. Our company. Benin. 
developed irs o"n methodology over many years. This is similar ro the 
methodology employed by product designers. 

Thus, we rl}· ro enquire permanenrly whar are the needs for rechnology, 
what do companies need in common. whar will be useful to many of chem. 
Then we can im·esr in de\·eloping rhe rechnology char can be used by 
se,•eral clienr companies. 

We make 1500 proposals a year, which are trans/aced imo 1,000 projects. 
This is a ,·e.ry successful ratio. Bur ro do this we have ro screen 10,000 
problems, which are posed by companies md also by oursel,·es. We ha,·e ro 
make rwo kinds of selections: 

(a) the problems for whicl: we have a possibiliry of finding a solurion. and 
for which funding is a•·a /able from che clienr, the Go,·ernmenr, or rhe 
European Community through one of irs programmes; 

{b) Che promising rrends in new rechnologies, which we ha\1e ro idencify. 
By way of illusrrarion, lighr scrong srrucrures need composire materials -
how ro develop rechnologies for making cheap composires? This is a 
generic technology, which can be used by many clienrs. We im·esr 
ourselves in developing chis. "If we are nor ahead of our clients, we don 'c 
make a profit". 

We need Governmenr supporr since no clienr will pay for the full cost of 
developing a new generic rechnology. In 1984 rhe French Governmenr 
agreed ro p.ro,·ide private conrracr research organizations with funds chat 
they could use freely rather than through a previously agreed programme 
of work. The CRO would be judged by results e'·e.ry 2-3 years . Funds we.re 
allocared in amPunts propo.rrional ro the com.races rhe CROs we.re gerring. 
This made rhings much more flexible and helped considerably che 
de\·eJopmenr of CRO.'i in Franre. 

The most difficulr problem is ro rranslare scientific resulrs inco rechnology. 
1 am trying 10 promoC(' .i relationship with scienrists ch.rough ~1 perm;.mcnr 
dialogue. \\"e try diffe.renr cype.'i of combination.(i in our l<lbs. and sometimes 
this resulcs in a parenr which we can then license. We dl'rnle much rime to 
projecu in che dc>fencc, acro.<ipan• .ind nuclear fields in order co know 
what's going on. 

II Ill I I I 1111 Ill I I I 11 111 11 I I I 11 I 
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Our work is mostly ceamwork. We have our engineers specialize in generic 
technologies. But most industrial problems need multidisciplinariry. We 
make a team for a cerrain projecc. The same man may work for differenc 
projecrs. 

We publish a lot. We are known inremacionally as scientisrs. We exchange 
lors of information, shop for new ideas, ti)· ro be che firsc ro apply new 
scientific resulrs. We send p~ople to other countries. We acrend 
conferences. And .. ~ run all the time". 

Our marketing organization is ''ery imporranr. We ha,·e now marketing 
engineers. organized by branch of industry, "perpendicular" to the 
specialise engineers. Their job, a difflculc one. is to idenrif.Y che needs of 
firms in che branch, which requires a good familiaricy with che branch. 
They muse translate chis in terms understandable ro the engineers. and see 
that the proposals are wrirren in rhe language of rhe customer. These 
people do nor sell: thar is the joh of the Dil'ision Manager. 
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CASE US 

BRAZIL: INDUSTRIAL R&D INSTITUTIONS 

This pzper by]. Marcovitch and A. Medeiros ("Industrial Research and 
Development Institutions in Brazil", Sao Paulo, 1991) deals with the 
activities and performance of technological and industrial research 
institutes in Brazil. Jn our summaiy we have concentrated on those 
aspects of interest for other developing countries in Latin America and 
elsewhere. 

1. BACKGROUND 

The authors state that Brazilian technological research institutes, and the 
technological centres of corporations and universities (all of whic:1 we will 
call ITRis in this section), have played a fundamental role in the acquisition 
and transfer of technology, acting as a bridge between the sources of 
technical knowledge and productive enterprises, and transforming knowledge 
into industrial technology. 

A survey made in 198 7 ide,uified 65 ITRls in four main categories: federal and 
state public sector institutes (25); private institutes (5); institutes related to 
universities ( 28), and technological research centres in industry ( 7). The 
largest ones were in the public sector, with 19 ITRis that had a staff larger 
tha.'l 330 persons (six of them had more than 1.000). 

The authors remark that until the end of the 1970s Brazilian science and 
technology enjoyed significant progress. However, there was a retrogression 
in the 1980s, from which the science and technology sector has not yet 
recovered. In 4ipite of a few isolated successes, they find the present-day S&T 
apparatus out~ated and its human resurces unenthusiastic. and feel that 
measures should be adopted to stimulate technological and industrial research. 
This coincides with the conclusion of the National Research Council, CNPq, 
after a survey carried out in 1989. that it was necessary to take decisive action 
on the part of the state and to reformulate the actions and strategies of ITRls. 

In 1990 new economic and industrial policies were adopted by Brazil, 
encouraging a more efficient use of market forces, a substantial reduction in 
incentives and tariff protection, and the competitive reconfiguration of 
industry through an increase of productivity and the adoption of quality 
standards of international levels. To support the~e objectives the government 
has launched a "Brazilian Quality and Productivity Programme" (PBQP). and 
announced the modernization of existing fesearch institutions and the 
creation of new ones in emerging areas. 

Brazilian industry show~ technological backwardness, having ~uffcred from a 
substantial reduction of investment in the 1980s which affected tht.· 
modernization of installations and the implementation of R&D activiiil's. In 
contrast with the international pattern, industrial companies still present low 
productivity levels, deficient product quality. high costs. low inventory 
turnover, slow response to demand and low levels of flexibility in production. 
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In the Brazilian industrial scene. sectors of high technology coexist with 
traditional sectors whose rustic technology is rather immune to change.The 
international competitiveness of Brazilian industry is stili based on the 
intensive use of natural resources and energy, and in factors such as low 
salaries and subsidies. but there are some exceptions. such as the aeronautical 
and auto components branches. that have used R&D from their own labs or 
from state institutes. respectively. 

2. PRESENT SITIJATION OF BRAZILIAN ITRIS 

The authors characterize this situation in the follo"ing way: 

- The relations between government ITRis and the industrial sector are 
precarious; there is basically a separation between the activities of ITRls and 
the needs of industry. The situation is less conflicting in research centres of 
private enterprises. in ITRls of monopolistic state enterprises (oil. 
telecommunications, electricity and other branches), and in some university 
foundations that have linked up well with the productive sector. 

- ITRls frequently deviate from the original objectives that determined their 
creation. Many ITRls have ended up doing too much basic research and thus 
duplicating the role of the university. 

- Some efficiency problems have appeared on account of too many 
interruptions in government programmes, imposing constant changes in the 
work of ITRis. Another unfavourable influence on efficiency is the 
obsolescence of laboratory equipment. 

- Most !TRIS have Ill1t been instrumental in supporting the technological 
development of Brazilian industry. Few successful examples can be found of 
technology development and its transfer to local industry.and even less of 
contracts for joint development work. Industries have used other means to 
obtain technology. 

- Ideas for ITRI projects have mainly come from the researchers themselves, 
inspired in technical puhlications, exchanges with other organizations. and 
their own training and experience. ITRls are therefore in a "science push" 
situation. 

- The relations of state ITRis with industry have pref erently taken place 
through analyses, tests, consultancies and technical assistance rather than 
through research activities. The technology generation and transfer 
functions in these ITRls are not sufficiently structured. 

A study hy the National Confederation of Industry shows that, although there 
are centre~ of excellence with a reasonably high level of interaction with 
industry, th<.' integration between universities. research institutes and 
cnterprise'l is low, according to the opinion of 65% of the entrepreneurs that 
wcrc intC'rviewed. The follm.,ing inhibiting factors were mentioned: 

- industry not well prepared to receive R&D inputs; 
- industry and institutes not integrating well in projects: 
- difficulties in th<.• m•gotiation and rnntrartual clauses: 

I I I I I 11 
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- uncenainty about the enterpri~e that will receive the 
technology or process developed by the institute: 
- little institutional eff ons to stimulate technology transfer and 
improve links with industry. 

From the standpoint of industry. the main consequences of this lack of 
integration are: 

- ITRis sit on technologies that have not been commercially explored: 
- absence of interactions oriented to commercial objectives: 
- attitude of entrepreneurs of not looking for technology in institutes. 

A recent study of three technological institutes identified the main problem'> 
affecting them: 

- desertion of qualified personnel. mainly because of low salaries: 
- lack of formal technical documents. making it more difficult to 
transfer the technology to the client; 
- bureaucratic obstacles for imponing equipment: 
- management practices that are not streamlined. and little use of 
consistent criteria and specific tffhniques for project evaluation. 
planning and control; 
- funds not properly allotted to each approved project. causing delays: 
- lack of resources to develop new lines of R&D. so that researchers stay 
in their established lines of work. resulting in a loss of capacity to 
innovate: 
- poor communication among different groups and programmes. 
causing duplications and inefficiencies. 

3. IMPROVING THE SITUATION 

The authors refer first to strategies to stimulate the links between research 
institutions and enterprises. They recall that several industrial sectors iu 
Brazil understand the importance of innovation and participate in R&D 
activities. particularly the branches of chemicals and petrochemicals. mining 
and metallurgy. electricity and communications. machinery and equipment. 
food and beverages, and paper and cellulose. 

ITRls should understand the behaviour of industrial enterprises and adjust to 
industry's way of functioning. though with an eye on the orientations of thl' 
country's policies. 

Industrial enterprises should define explicitly their objectives, and preparc a 
tl'rhnological plan with its projects. The enterprise should decide how much 
technological dependence from its suppliers il is willing l<l accept. 

Thc preparation of a technology strategy starts with the analysis of till' 
present siruation and the comparative advan1ages of the company. Politic&tl 
and economic changes should he anticipated. and likely changes should hl· 
foreseen in 1he 1echnological area or areas where lhc company is aeliVl.' . 

The main componcnts of an cnterprisl"' 1cchnological strawgy arl•: 
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- routme measures for productivity enhann:ment: 
- innovation projects for modernization and expansion: 
- anions to face unforeseen technological dt.>\·elopments, promonng 
strategic alliances or investing in new business unit!). 

In dual economies like Brazil there are successivt' cycles of fast growth and 
recession. which the majority of enterprises accompany by invesliag in times 
of groY.'1:h and h:bemating during recessions. The innovative emrepreneur. 
however. is different. He foresees economic cyclt's. promotes innovation by 
anticipating opponunities and market needs. and approaches ITRls for 
technology. 

4. ROCUPERA TION OF ITRIS 

The revitalization and improvement of ITRls requires in the first place to 
identify and evaluate the causes of weakness and inefficiency. Symptoms of 
these shortcomings are the almost vegetative sun·ival of many ITRIS. the loss 
of motivation of research teams. and the low or in~xistent communkation Y.ith 
industry 

Some policil's. strategies and anions that can help the recovery and 
consolidation of ITRls are: 

Policies affecting the institution 

1. Government ptJlicies relating to indl!stry and technology 
2. De\·dopment of .. industrial competitiveness poles" 
3. Te(·hnological plans of industral enterprises 

Layout of policies. projects and plans 

I. Continuity and concentration in the allocation of resources 
2. Technological .. mix" and mobilizer programmes 
3. Stable and well focused government policies 
4. Association with the private sector 

Inst it uticn 's strategies 

I. Improve and motivate its human resource!i. 
2. Incrca'.ie the quality of products and sen·ires 
3. Orientation towards the market 
4. Anticipate the advent of new technology 
5. Stimulate "projert champions" 

Immediate artion!i. of the imtitution (Jeri\·ing from the strategics) 

1. Rc·l'quip and update lah'>ratoric'I 
2. Recycle human resource~ 
3. Integrate the activities of the institution 
..i. Adt.•quatt: the organizational structure 
S. Crc.11e forums for assessment and orientation 
h. lmpron· projC'ct creation. programming and c·valuation 
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1. Increase support for technology transfer 
8. Stimulate R&D projects in collaboration with industry 
9. Show a compelitiv-.!, efficient and trustworthy image. 
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CASE 19 

DEATH OF AN ITRJ: FOUR EXAMPLES 

Three industrial technology research instiruces of the Larin 
American and Caribbean Region have closed their doors 
definicely in 1Kem years, in Guyana, Peru and Colombia (this is 
treaced in some derail in Case 6 above). Another one. in 
Venezuela. appears co be cerminallJ· ill ar rhe rime of Miriting this 
report. \\e present brief summaries of these cases. 

1. GUYANA 

The Guyana case is striking in that the institute hardly had time: to function 
and prove its wonh. Our information. v.1lich is far from complete. comes from 
talks ""'ith UNIOO professionals who were involved in creating the Institute. 

In the early 80s a United Nations project took place to design and set up the 
Institute. which was to be the first of its type in that country. The project was 
executed by n•noo. and took several years while the physical installations 
were built and the personnel trained. However. sometime in the late 80s 
conditions changed radically. Guyana proceeded to adjust its economy. 
according to World Bank-IMF guidelines. This affected the Institute in several 
ways. The go\'emment was no longer willing to fund the new institution to 
the degree that had been originally envisaged. Industry. which according to 
the rationale of refonn should pay the full cost of the services. was unwilling 
or plainly unable to do so. The ensuing financial crisis meant that salaries for 
the staff were set at very low levels. Many scientists that had been sent to 
study overseas were returning with high hopes. but in view of the changed 
circumstances several of them looked for employment elsewhere. The institute 
thus found itself ckeckmated on both counts. finances and scientists. The 
result was that a decision was made to '"privatize" it. a euphemism for closing it 
down. since this meant that instruments, equipment. the library. etc. were to 
be sold in separate lots to the best bidders. By mid-1992 a new llNDP-financed 
project was being set up by UNIDO to carry out the privatization. 

2. PERU 

Our source for this case is the paper written for the ITRI Projec\ by Isaias Flit. 
"El ITl'."TEC del Peru: un drama tecnol6gico". Lima. Jan. 1993. 

The Institute of Industrial Technology and Technical Standards. ITl!'TEC. had 
been in existence for twenty year!>. It had a Slable funding mechanism: 1% of 
the net ir come of industrial enterprises in Peru was retained for research 
work. either by the firm (with ITl!'TEC's approval of the project) or. if tlw 
firm could not or did not \\ish to do it, by ITJNTEC in iu OY.TI labs. frequently 
with the collaboration of other scientific institutions. particularly 
universities. This worked reasonably smoothly for ten years. 
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In the early eighties ITl!'iTEC was increasingly asked to devote its effort~ to 
services for iru1ustry. and to metrology and standards work for 1he state. 
taking it away from research and thus removing an important incentive for 
the best personnel. This made ITINTEC increasingly into a pro" ider ol services. 
At the same time. che country's economy was disrupted by a combination of 
causes. Terrorist and drug groups made the country insecure. and the 
economic problems common to all of Latin America \\"ere especially deep in 
Peru. Industry's interest in research was strongly reduced. and ITl~TK found 
itself increasingly researching in areas selected by its own researchers. This 
was felt as duplkati;.~ what the Universities were doing. The l% mechanism 
was cancelled in i · "J l. which put a strain on finances. The govemmt•nt 
pondered wh.u to d: · and finally created a Commission in mid-199.! to deal "'ith 
the problem.. After unly a few months. in November 1992 the Com..'lli~~ion 
recommended the closure of ITlNTEC. Shortly afterwards a new go\ emment 
service institution was \.'reated to provide standards, mC'trology and o!her 
technical services. as well as .. the defense of competition". 

At the time th~ .&1.uhor \'\Tote his paper it 111.Cis not fully clear what thl' rea'>«m'> 
were for closing do\'\n ITlNTEC. The difficult political situation in tht• country. 
th~ scarcity of government funds, the inneasing disinterest on research on 
the part of industry. and the feeling that curiosity-oriented research should 
he made in universities rather than in an industrial res~arch organization. 
are some of the likely reasons for its demise. 

3. COLOMBIA 

The case of Colombia's lnstituto de lnvestigacioncs Tecnologiras. Ill. is taken 
up in more detail in Case b. This Institute \,·as founded in 1 <J58 and ro.:used It\ 
work - mainly services but also some applied research - principally on the 
agroindustri.tl sector. ll enjoyed good funding for many years from foreign 
and international agencies, but was unable to generate sufficient support 
from industry or the government. l'.ven though the sale of S('rvin.•s got to 
represent a relatively large share of the total income. the financial o;ituation 
was never flourishing. As a consequence it endured a number of .. vicious 
circles" which led tc• a .. long agony" as the best personnel left and the 
credibility of the ino;titution suffered. l..ahour problems added to these troubles. 
Finally. there was no cash to p.iy salaries and oth<>r accrued labour costs. and 
in I C)<)I the Board decreed the liquidation of llT. All effons to find a solution 
failed. and the assets were sold sep.rrately. 

4. VENEZUELA: AGONY OF CIEPE 

We summarize..• hen.· tht.· paper prepared for the ITRI Proil'ct t,, R. \ .lldivil'\o, 
"l·studi'> dt· caso: f-und.tnon Cli·PF', Caraca\, l·eh. I ()CJ:\ I. 

Thl• J-undacion Centro dt.· ln\'esti~.iciones dd ht ado p.tr .J l.1 Producnon 
l:xperimental ..\groindu\tri~11. Cll·PI·. was cn•Jt(•d m 1c);3 hy rht: \ {·lll'/Ut·l.in 
Development C.orpor,uion to help the technolo~ical nt'\.'d'> of a~roindu,lr~ .. \n 
Israeli company, lnrern.ttional food lndu\lrie'> Dt.•\elopml'lll. w.l\ imoln:J in 
the design and in.,tallation. and provid(•d 1 !. l'Xpc•rt\ in diff(•rc.•nt a\pl'fl'> of 
agroindustry that remain<>d at cn:rr for '><'\'<'r.11 y<'ar'>. while a group ol lnc.11 
graduatC's wao; hdng trainc·d o\Tf\c>a'>. 

I I I II I I I Ill I 11111111 



The institution ·worked in i.;olation from industrv and from other scientific 
institutions; a review bv the National Research Council indicated two main 
problems. lack of autonomy and little viability in its orientation toY.ards 
export. In 1977 the focus was redefined as servicing industry through 
research. technical assistance and training. At the same time CIEPE was 
transformed into a Foundation in order to give it more autonomy. By 1979 
CIEPE had 22 professionals engaged in research along five lines: new protein 
sources, use of agroindustrial residues, post-harvest problems. processing of 
fruits and vegetables. and partial substitution of ¥.ileat. It was able to sell 
t~·hnical services to industry, though not research. 

In 1979 there was a change of Government in the country and the CIEPE 
management was changed. A period of consolidation started soon thereafter. 
and a master plan for 1980-85 was prepared. By 1981 CIEPE counted with 219 
persons. 111 of which in the technical area. Of the latter, 37 were university 
graduates. of which 25 were researchers including 3 PhD's and 12 MSc's. The 
level ol self-financing achieved its highest point, 1 7 .8%. In 1981-84 CIEPE 
produced 14 technological developments. three of which were patented. but it 
did not plac\? any products in the market. 

In 1985 the new government named a new Director with close links to the 
party in power. From that moment things started to deteriorate. An important 
group of researchers left the institution. and politics came into it. A union was 
organized and rapidly picked up strength. The number of researchers 
diminished by more than ha.If ( 10 researchers had beer. left by 1990) and the 
wear of the Centre accelerated. Activilies were limitc 1 to the provision of 
services and to a few research projects internally generated. Once again CIEPE 
became isolated. 

In 1990, under a new President of the Republic, a new economic model was 
installed lhrough an adjustment programme. CIEPE was given extra resources. 
its mission was redefined and a new management team took over. However, 
after only a year this group resigned on account of union pressure and of the 
inadequate support received from the government. A new attempt to revitalize 
CIEPf was not successful. By the end of 1992 the prospects were not clear: the 
crisis was heightened and the Centre suffered further deterioration. 

The presem situation of Clf.Pl:. according to the author, is characterized by a 
complet(• erosion of its human resources. low links with industry, no 
marketing capability. a physical plant too large and unbalanced. a strong 
budgetary dcfiril. and on top of it all. very strong political agitation. The 
Centn· is no longer viable under these conditions. The author ask\ a key 
quesiion: can it be> revitalized. or is it better to close it do~n and start a O('W 

ITRI for agroindustry somewhere else! 

S. flNAI. Rl:MARXS 

In .ill of th(• .1ho'.'l' C.lSl''> then• ii) a fe(•ling of inevitability in the way dl'clirw 
Sl'l'> in, aidl.'d hy onl· or mon.• vicious cirde\ that mdke it difficult to rl'wri th<.• 
proC<..>ss. Thl· cau\t•s for this d(•teriorJtion art• varit•d. from politir<.ll and 
m.magl'rial mish.mdling to the lark of supporr on thl' part of induMry and 
gov('rnment. Thl' common thret.ld is thl· loss of human rapahiliti<''>. ac, th<.• h<.•\t 
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professionals leave the institution and cannot be replaced. and as union and 
political activism create a situation of increasing conflict which does away 
with any possibility of effici~nt work. 

An important policy issue comes up. How can we decide that it is posible to stop 
and reverse the process of decay and carry out a revitalization of me Institute? 
When should the Institute be given up as doomed, and dosed down, absorbing 
the losses but allowing the people and assets to be employed usefully elsewhere 
in the economy, perhaps in a new ITRI that starts with a clean slate? 

The way this is answered will be different in different circumstances. let us 
look at two opposing cases. In the case of CIEPE. in Venezuela. there has been a 
decided effort to keep the institution running, and the fact that it is state 
owned and in a certain favoured location may explain this. At the other end. 
the New Zealand Research Associations. as well as the newly created Cro"n 
Research Institutes. cannot expect the assistance of a generous state sector: 
should they be unable to make ends meet by selling their R&D projects and 
services. they are liable to disappear. and in fart two R1\s have done so in the 
past. Here the criterion for revitalization is dearly an economic one, whilst in 
the case of CIEPE. and other ITRls in the state ~ector. other types of 
considerations enter into the picture. Extreme cases \\ill probably be found in 
the former socialist countries of Eastern Europe. where the virtual 
disappearance of state funding has put ITRls and other :;nentific institution:; 
in a critical situation. 
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CASE 20 

ITRI PROJECT: ROLE OF ITRIS AND PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR CASE 
STUDIES 

We summarize llere the p~1per by D. Chudnovsky and R. Bisang. "Towards 
a ne"" role for lTRls in de~·eloping countries". Buenos Aires, March 
1992, which was used as a background document for the ITRI Project. 
The authors first deal l\ith the situation being faced by den•Joping 
countries ar this time of great change. and the role that lTRls could 
play. The guidelines suggested for the case studies are conrained in the 
last section of the paper, and were th? basis of the methodology 
employed by rhe ITRI project (see 1'.nnex 1 ). 

1. NEW CHALLENGES FOR ITRIS 

The changing economic and policy environment in recent years have 
brought about new challenges for industrial technology research mstitutes in 
developing countries, which were born in a different context, having been 
conceived to serve the technological needs of enterprises operating in the 
impon substitution industrialization model that was in place until the 1980s. 

Though ITRls may have performed useful purposes in the past and are 
certainly doing interesting activities today. the authors feel that "on visiting 
any of these institutions one gets the impression of a rather big boat floating 
in a turbulent sea without any clear direction and with its crew highly 
demora!ized". State support has declined dramatically as governments have 
trimmed down their expenditure, resulting in low salaries. lack of new 
equipment and bad conditions of some buildings. 

The authors feel however that the main problems cannot be cured simply 
through a substantial budget increase or through privatization. 

A durable solution needs the discussion of more fundamental issues. It should 
take into account the new technology needs of firms operating in a more open 
and deregulated environment. and should discuss how the firms fill those 
needs and what role ITRls may play in this. 

The main purpose of the paper is to suggest the issues that should be explored 
in a set of case studies. regarding the role ITRis have played so far and are 
expected to play in the new economic and policy environment in a number of 
Latin American countries. Before looking at those issues, the authors delve 
briefly on the changing technological and economic environment. and the 
current policy modifications. 
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2. THE CHANGING TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

2.1 Technology and global competition. 

A new techno economic paradigm has emerged, with new technologies and 
radical organizational changes. Here are some of its main characteristics: 

- "Lean" manufacturing methods are increaingly coming into use. They 
require much less of most inputs, remit in fewer defects, and produce a 
greater variety of products, as compared to the previous (and still 
predominant) "fordist" paradigm epitomized in mac;!> manufacturing 
methods. Flexibility in equipment and in product mix, and greater 
importance of produr~ innovation. are crucial elements in lean 
manufacturing, as well as just-in-time scheduling, which requires a close 
relationship with subcontractors. 

- Innovation can no longer be viewed in a linear manner, but as a complex 
process, \'\rith continuous and numerous interactions and feedbacks within 
the firm, and between the firm and outside actors. 

- Market signals (demand pull) and S&T expertise and infrastructure 
l technology push) are imponant, but so are various institutional factors, as 
well as the cumulativeness of technology creation. 

- The ability to master technical knowledge in a firm is developed 
cumulatively over time, via the acquisition of skills from production 
experience, learning by d')ing and by using, imitation, and R&D 
expenditure. 

- If a firm wants to benefit from opportunities from research spillovers, it 
needs an absorptive capacity, usually including R&D, which will allow it to 
identify and assimilate knowledge developed elsewhere. 

- Thus. technology involves fundamental processes of learning by using 
and learning by inter~cting. Also important are nenvorks of research 
institutions and firms, and linkages through inter-firm agreements. This 
leads to the notion of the "national system of innovation". which has been 
defined by Freeman ( 1987) as "the network of institutions in the public and 
private sector whose activities and interactions initiate, import, modify 
and diffuse new technologies". 

- In the new manufacturing and inno\'ation approach. there is a growing 
need for synergistic relationships between users. producers, sub
contractors and R&D institutions, helping the creation of "clusters" of 
industries. with vertical and horizontal relatioships. as a support to the 
competitiveness of enterprises. 

Thl' pressures towards globalization of production and innovation acuvmcs 
an.· al~o crucial features of the new ~ituation. Value and wealth are 
increasingly produced and distributed within worldwide networks, with 
multinational corporations playing a key role. Here are some main 
characteristics of this process: 
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- Two main factors accelerating the trend towards globalization are 
financial glohalization and new technologies. 

- lnlTeasing globalization has led to greater competition. through reduced 
prices and shorter life cycles of products. and to greater concentration. 
mostly through mergers and acquisitions. 

- Economies of scale are still important. 

- Entry barriers ye very high in many high tt..>ehnology branches. 

- Tl•chnologiral innovations are a key input in the globalization process. 
They are increasingly done in other locations as well as through 
international interfirms arrangements. 

These trends are seen mainly in the developed countries. but some Asian 
developing countries are also involved. It is likely that other developing 
countries in Asia and Latin America are also going to be increasingly involved 
in the near future. reverting the marginalization process from the world 
economy that was accentuated in the 1980s 

Z.2 Difficulties faced by developing countries 

With the emergence of the debt crisis in the early 1980s. the economic 
performance of most developing countries greatly deteriorated. Per capita 
production was lower than in the 19i0s, investment collapsed, high inflation 
rates became common. Wide fluctuations took place in economic activity. There 
was a continuous fiscal crisis. which affected not only investment but also 
expenditures in health. education and science and technology. as well as the 
level of remuneration and the efficienCl' of state-owned firms and the public 
administration in general. 

Latin America had its "lost decade" in the 1980s. However, export performance 
was one of the few relatively positive economic indicators, though it was not 
in general accompanied by the creation of new capacity but depended on low 
wages and the continuous devaluation of the currency - a "spurious 
competitive advantage" as some critics have termed it. This was international 
competitiveness in a rather regressive way; the growth in exports did not lead 
in general to a growing physical and technical capacity, as resources 
generated through export growth were consumed. put into financial 
investments, or sent out of the country. 

In contrast. some countries in East and South Asia managed to have a good 
performance in the 1980s. Asian "newly industrializing coun~ries" ( NICs) and 
some ASEA'I' countries had a gro~1h process led by manufa,~turing exports, 
\\ith continuous increases in investment and domestic consumption. 

Resourn.·s for education :md R&D were strongly affected by the fiscal crisis 
.mJ the.· slowdown in economic growth and pr<>Guctive investment. There is a 
telling contrast between Latin American and selected Asian countries in R&D 
expenditure in the l ')80s: R&D was 0.4 to 0.(>% of GNP in Argentina. Brazil and 
Chile. while it was 0.9% in India. 1.1% in Taiwan and 2.3% in the Republic of 
Korea. 
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Different branches were affected differently. and within each branch some 
firms did better. Firms based on low wages and natural resources. or producing 
commodities with subsidized fixed assets, increased their relative share 
compared to branches based on skilled labour. State enterprises deteriorated, 
and many of them are now in the process of privatization. Foreign investment 
flows only recuperated somewhat at the end of the decade. local industrial 
groups became increasingly important, with skilled personnel, good 
technology. and joint ventures or technical cooperation agreements Y.ith 
partners of developed countries. In some branches small and medium firms 
have acted in an .. offensive" manner, and have improved technologically. 

Henn· not all the firms emerged from the 1980s in bad technical shape. But in 
moM l·ases there is need for technological upgrading. particularly in view of 
the srrirt requirements of the new policy environment. 

3. POLICY MODIFICATIONS 

I al In developed countries and Asian Nl<:s 

The changes in the process of technology generation and diffusion in 
industrialized countries, and the grov.ing globalization of economic and 
terhnological activities. have led t.:> new approaches in industrial and 
technological policies. 

The trend is towards defensive policies to restructure ex1stmg industries 
rnmhined with offensive policies for emerging branches. Subsidies and non
tMiH measures were "'idely used by OE-CD countril'S in the I 970s and peaked in 
tht: early 1 ')80s. The new policy directiom. expressed in a variety of 
g<wernment sponsored programmes, seem to be to apply horizontal incentives 
to encourage firms to upgrade their international competiti\'~ness. through 
supporting investment in knowhow. better organization. and fostering the 
process of internationalization of enteI"prises. 

~Jany European countries have set up well defined programmes to assist small 
and medium enterprises in adopting new technologies and new organizational 
techniques. On its part, the USA counts \\ith State and federal extension 
'it.·n·ices for industry. 

The w.iy in which ITRls and similar institutions have been modifying their 
r11lt:s to fan· the new challenges in manufacturing industry are being studied 
hy t lw OI:CD. the World Bank. and other institutions (see the D<.>ccmhcr I <)8<) 
i'l'iUl' ol Research Policy). The case of the Korean lnstitull' of Science and 
Technology i'i very interesting: t'"1is institute. created in I <)hf>. has hccn 
ch.toging its role in ;.Kcordance with the new nl•eds of the Korean l'Conomy 
.rnd the new government science and technology polirie'i I l<•e et al., I<)<)) ). 
.-\nother intc>resting case is that of the lndus1rial Tc•chnology Rc•search 
ln,titutt.• in T.liwan (see Case 11 .ihm;l•J. 

1h1 In tkn·loping countn.•., 

In con1r.1'it to the• cast• of dcvelOJ'll'd l'C<>nomil''i and of sonw SIC:S, in :kveloping 
countril''> significant policy changes art· taking plare without dm· atH'ntion 
yl'! In lt'Chnology iSSUl'S. 
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Short run stabilization policies however are not enough. Some structural 
changes are needed to ensure the closing of fiscal and extemat gaps. to resume 
growth and to foster productive investments. 

The World Bank and other multilateral agencies recommend strict fiscal 
policies. tax reforms. positive interest rates. competitive foreign exchange 
rates. trade liberalization. encouragement of direct foreign investment. 
privatization of state enterprises. deregulation. and securing of property 
rights. There is an assumption that trade liberalization and internal 
deregulation ·will unleash market force:s that ¥.ill make firms react to the new 
conditions by reducing costs. introducing new products and processes. and 
improving the qualicy of their goods and services. 

This approach. however. ignores that upgrading the technological capacity of 
firms is riddled with all kinds of market failures, and that there are 
externalities. Firms will underinvest in knowledge creation, R&D, design. 
training, etc. Beyond the .. stick" of liberalization they need some well designed 
"carrots" to be ab!e to upgrade their technology and their organization. 

It is not an easy matter however to design and implement govemmem 
intervention for such purposes. p~rticularly at a time when the stat~ is 
constrained by the fiscal crisis, the tremendous deterioration of public 
administration, and the prevailng "hands off" philosophy. 

4. ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTES 

Under these conditions, governments should posess a technical capacity to 
propose and implemeni well defined p•·oactive policies, while relying on 
competitive forces operating through the market (market-based solutions) . 
.. Good policy requires identifying (market failures). asking which can be 
directly attacked by making markets work more effectively (and in particular 
reducing government imposed barriers to the effective working of markets) 
and which cannot. We need to identify which market failures can be 
~meliorated through non-market institutions. with perhaps the government 
taking an instrumental role in establishing these non-market institutions. We 
need to recognize both the limits and strengths of markets, as well as the 
strengths. and limits. of government interventions aimed at correcting market 
failures" (Stiglitz. 19891. 

One of the ways to contribute towards helping innovatory activites within che 
manufacturing sector is studying the role that may be played by an important 
non-market institution. the industrial technology research institute, that has 
until now h<.'en mainly supported b~· government. 

At the tim(• these institutions were created. the context was a ve>y different 
one of import-substitution industrialization. Wi•hin this context. the higher 
technological requirements for entering into the production of consumer 
durable. intermediate and capital goods were often met through the licensing 
of foreign technology and through direct foreign investments. Loe al 
manufacturen in many cases adapted the foreign technology to heal 
conditions, and generated some> minor product and process innovation~. 
However. somc> pn•-rompetitive activities like standards. testing and certain 
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developments required resources that private firms could not provide. ITRis 
were created to fulfill these tasks. 

The activites of these institutions were enlarged and diversified, as higher 
technulogical requirements appeared as a consequence of advances in import 
substitution, particularly on account of stricter requirements of state 
enterprises and a shift from manufacturing only for the domestic market to 
manufacturing for exports. Some forms of private financing were introduced 
to meet the growing costs, but the main financial source continued to be the 
state. 

An evaluation by UNIOO and UNDP (see Case 14 above) showed that the 
objectives of ITRis were very wide, while in most cases they were not able to 
achieve them in full and had in fact spread their resources too t!1inly. Though 
ITRis carried out some R&D, mostly responding to in-house initatives and with 
limited commercial potential. their strength lay mainly in some supporting 
services such as product certification, standards, quality control, etc., while 
critical extension services such as trouble-shooting, process improvement. 
and quality improvement were often weak due to inadequate links with 
industry and poor knowledge of industry's problems. 

The role an ITRI should play has been discussed in several occasions in the 
literature, but, as the authors say, "so far no serious attempt has apparent!y 
been made to redefine their role not only taking account as in the past their 
internal problems but also and fundamentally the changing economic and 
technological environment in which they operate ... Only on the basis of a 
thorough study of actual experiences would it be possible to propose a 
redefinitio!'l of their role a.'ld functions". 

S. GUIDELINES FOR CASE STUDIES OF ITRIS 

The main questions to be explored are: 

- How to redefine the role of ITRls, taking into account their internal 
problems as well as, fundamentally, the changing economic and 
technological environment in which they operate? 

- How are ITRls adapting to meet the new requirements of industry in 
societies where deep changes are taking place? How can they be 
restructured to meet those requirements? 

The points to be covered in the case studies would be: 

5.1 Stru!'turc and operation of the ITRI. 

- Policy objecti\'es and their evolution in time. Jnaustial branlhcs focused 
hy tht· ITRI. 

- l·unctional activities, users and impact 

- The following classification of activities is to he used: R&D, supporting 
M·n·ic(•s, extension S(•rvices and training (Chis is che c/assifir~uion 
.'icl1£'m<' su~JW.'it<'d in chc• UNJ/)0-lll\'IJI' c>rnluacion r{'porr. Ca.w 1-l>. 
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Questions should also be asked about other activities such as incubators. 
research parks. more general business assistance. seed capital and 
research centres. 

- Main users of the ITRrs work. This may include. in addition to small 
and medium enterprises that in many cases are the main clients, state 
enterprises and large domestic and foreign firms. 

- Marketing and diffusion mechanisms. 

- Preliminary assessment of impact. through the direct application of 
research results. contributions tG the solution of users' problem'>. 
publications. etc. 

- Organization and managerial aspects. Presence of the pri\'ate sector and 
its influence. How tasks are divided. inside the ITRI and between the ITRI 
and affiliated institutions: regional decentralization: management 
struclUre: how priorities are established: how results are assessed. 

- Human resources. Main professional qualifications; areas of inadequacy: 
salaries and benefits: training; labour relations: evaluation system for 
personnel promotion. 

- Equipment. Value; weak and strong points: priorities for its use. 

- Financing. Sources of funds: contributions from the national budget and 
from users: allocation of funds to personnel. equipment.training and other 
items: how different services are sold and priced; participation of thl• 
private sector in decisions about allocation of funds. including long term 
research. 

- Evaluation mechanisms. Their characteristics; use of internal and 
external evaluators. 

S.2 Relations with other institutions and with industrial and 
technology policy 

- The ITRI and the national system of innovation. Possible O\'erlapping of 
areas of work: how the different institutions relate to each other through 
formal and informal channels. 

- ITRI and foreign institutions. International and regional cooperation 
activities. 

· ITRI and the industrial and technology policy. Role of ITRI in shaping 
1his policy; coordination hetween lhe policy and lhe ITRI ohjectl\·t•.,: 
possible gap he1ween both. 

- hl<.'rnal (•valuation of the ITRI. it'> .icti\·ities. and its relalions 10 other 
ae1ors. Ila'> it ever ht:l'n mad<.•? 
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S.3 Proposals for restructuring the ITRI 

ITRis have an imponant stock of human, physical and technological resources 
which should be fully utilized by modifying their functions, structure and 
mode of financing. They have a useful role to play under the new 
circumstances. Their restructuring should be a part of the process of 
redefining a new set of industrial and technologifal policie:). but should not 
wait until the latter are fully specified. 

Beyond the topics mentioned in the preceding sections. the authors suggest 
the following additional aspects: 

- New demands and constraints. 

- There is an emerging situation in which macroeconomic imbalann~s 
in some countries are becoming less severe and structural changes are 
in progress. giving new roles to public and private agents. The 
framework is changing for industrial acth·ities. on account of trade 
liberalization. financial reforms. privatization. and changes in state 
procurement practices. 

- Large economic groups and multinational corporations are redefining 
the strategies followed in the 1980s. to be able to compete in more open 
economies. The technological requirements of the emerging strategies 
v.ill put a premium on cost reduction. flexibility in product mix and 
equipment. and higher quality. 

- Direct foreign investment and different forms of tet:hnology tram.fer. 
including strategic partnerships. are bound to increase the supply of 
foreign technology to some countries. 

- The reduced role of the state and the fiscal difficulties limit the 
possibility of using sectoral policies of the type used in the past. such as 
tariff protection and fiscal and financial incentives. 

- Public policy issues. 

- The following issues arc to be examined: \\'hat should the sp(-cific role 
of the ITRI be? What services should it provide? Should extension 
services be givc•n priority? Will it have a v.ider role in diffusing 
innovations across the industrial sector (international search of 
technology and suppliers. identification of technological needs. 
assistance in the absorption and adaptation of for<.'ign technology)! 
\'vbat type of R&D activities. if any. should ht> undertaken! 

- Once th<.• most adcquat<.' typ<.• of institution for th<.' current poliry 
approach ha-. ht-en defined. the functional strurture may Ii<.• di\ru\wd. 

- Definc th<.· m.iin m.inufacturin~ hranrh<.•s to tx.- •Htl•nded hy till' ITl\1. 
and the profill• of th<: uM.>r~ 1S'.\th. larg<.• firms. conglomerates. 'it.lh.· 
firms. lcx·al suh-.idi.tril•s or multin.ition.11 corprations. privat<.' rcsl'.trch 
institutions). 
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- Define the type of technology needs to be covered - not only 
production, but also management. marketing. before and after sales 
services. 

- Define the ways of financing the ITRI. 

- Define the procedures for appropriating the research results. 

- Define a schedule and methodology for implementing the different 
technology programmes. 

- Finally, on the basis of the previous definitions make a more precise 
organizational proposal, including aspects of internal structure, sources 
of funds, evaluation systems, internal production vs. subcontracting. 
and so on. 
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INDL-\ AND CHINA: HIGH TECHNOLOGY R&D INSTITUTIONS 

In 1?91 a review was conducted by che United Nations .De\'elopment 
Programme on the impact of lTNDP technical assistance to high 
technology sectors in India and China. The re,riew included an 
assessment of 15 R&D institutions that had received llNDP assistance. ten 
in India and five in China. We present beJOM· a brief sunumuy of some of 
the most important conclusions of this assessment. fl. Rudel. ·Thematic 
re,'ie"· of high technology assistance in India and China... a reporr 
prepared for the UNDP Central Evaluation Office. May 1991 J. 

The Re\ iew examined the impact of UNDP assistance to high technology 
sectors in India and China. These countries have achieved a recognized 
competence in high level human resources and R&D institutions. but the 
output of their productive sectors is often regarded as inadequate by 
international standards. 

An assessment was made of a ~pie of 10 institutions in India and S in China. 
all of which had received UNDP assistance for many years. A unified 
meth<xiology was employed. 

The attached table summarizes the results of the review in the IS institutions. 
under the following headings: efficiency, potential for development, 
sustainability, alternatives, conclusions. and specific recommendations. 

The exercise yielded findinl?~ of a generic nature that may have broader 
applicability to other cases in different countries. Here is a summary of them: 

(a) Once technology became available at the R&D institutes. in general it was 
not successfully disseminated or communicated to users. The institutions did 
provide important testing, calibration and measurement services. as well as 
training. to their respective industries. However, .. particularly in India, their 
respective roles in performing problem-solving R&D for their clients. and 
facilitating the technology commercialization process. was sho"11 in the case 
studies to be rather limited. China' recent policy shift to eliminate public 
funding for R&D institutions, thereby requiring each institution to sell its 
services to user clients, has tended to encourage the creation of linkages 
between the R&D institutions and the producing units". 

th> The industrial sectors did not have the sufficient ma1urity, or the 
n<.·cessary human and techniC"al resourC"es. to seek problem-solving help from 
local labs, Mwhich in any event did not command their confidenn~". They 
bought knowhow from abroad. The author examines the issues or why do 
enterprise managers tend to undervalue technological innovation and thc 
results of R&O, why do thcy strongly prefer to acquin.• hardware rather than 
software. and why do tncy prefer imported tc>chnology. He suggests that there 
are a numbPr of factors that contribute to these behaviour patterns: .. lark or 
competition due to produn scarcity conditions. aversion of inveMors to risk 
and uncertainty, fear of criticisms and ahsc>nn• of reward for innovating 
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management. and lack of a subcontracting modality arising from fear of loss 
of produc!ion control". He also concludes that the return on R&D investment 
in both countries would seem to be too low to attract the interest of industn:. 
unless special efforts are ma.de to stimulate the demand for technology. ~ 

cc) With only one exception. the Indian institutions do not appear to have any 
prospects of becoming financially self-sustaining in the foreseeable future. 
let alone be able to replace or upgrade their equipment without government 
support. The Chinese R&D institulions are being forced to become self
sustaining. but so far they are only able to generate resources to cover the 
cash requirements of operating costs. 

td> R&D institutions nt.-ed foreign exchange to maintain •techno!ogical 
currency". i.e. to keep up \'\ith worldwide changes in the different areas of 
technology. Technological interchange is required in order to participate in 
the international science and technology evolution on an equal footing. This 
needs a lowering of the constraints inherent in the public sector to use funds 
for participation in international gatherings. The author mentions that one of 
the institutions. "ith ZOO professionals. is only allowed to fund S trips a year. 
i.e. one trip per professional every 40 years. 

•~> In thl.' r.ise of some Indian institutions sen·ing government departments 
exclusively. they v.:ere regarded as being not fully responsive to the client's 
needs. and it was felt that they should concentrate more on short term 
problems than on long term research activities. 

If) The ncl.'d was seen to link up laboratories. industry and educational 
institutions. so that there would be synergistic effects. The absence of such 
linkages means that human resources are exported while foreign knowhow i' 
imported. 

1g) Institutional gro\\1h and development should lead to self-sustaining 
operations. linked to the productive senor. Policies are required to stimulate 
the dt.>mand of the private sector. 

th) In China. a conclusion is that the greater the autonomy of the institution. 
the more likely it is that it "'ill undertake R&D rommt.>rdalization. 

Ii) An interesting observation relates to the difficulty for high technology to 
thrive in a st-a of low technology. The author suggests that high technology 
project\ should be rlus•cred so that they suppon each other. 
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ANNEX 1 

THE ITRI PROJECT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the project "Industrial Technology Research Institutes" (the ITRI 
Project) is to analyze. on the basis of empirical studies. the issues confronting 
ITRis in developing countries in the 1990s. and to make suggestions as to how such 
institutes may impro\"e their effectiveness and assure their sustainability. in a 
changed en\'ironment characterized by new economic. technical and policy 
conditions. and by reduced state fur.ding. 

Empirical work has comprised case studies of ITRls in se,·eral countries of Latin 
America, using a common set of guidelines to help comparability. Case studies in 
Canada and New Zealand have also been made as a contrast to the former. Two 
working sessions were held among the researchers on August 1992 and February 
I 993. and a final meeting will take place on May 1993 to review the results of the 
empirical work. extract conclusions from the comparative analysis and draft a set 
of tentative J"ecommendations. TheJ"e '"'ill be a wider meeting some time lateJ" to 
pl'"esent the results to a larger audience. 

The prnject has been sponsored by the United Naeions Industrial Development 
Organization. UNIDO. and the International Development Research Centre of 
Canada. IDRC. 

2. SCOPE 

The ITRI project is concerned with the changing role in the 1990s of Industrial 
Technology Research Insiitutes (ITRls) in developing countries. During the last 
30 years many such countl'"ies have established technology institutes aimed at 
supponing the technological development of industrial firms across a wide J"ange 
of sectors. and facilitating their access to industrial know-how and technology. 
Most were based on organizational models existing in industrialized countries at 
that time and were set up as national government research institutions. with a 
v.ide sectoral coverage. They put emphasis on research and development in topics 
of their own choice. but only on rare occasions did industry apply the results of 
such efforts. The "supply-push" approach has been largely unsuccessful. Many 
JTRls run the :isk of becoming marginal to the development needs of the 
industrial sector. They may also find themselves increasingly outdated in regard 
to the requirements of industry in the nineties. 

There is a growing feeling in government and industrial circles of developing 
countril's that the new technical, economic and policy environment of the 
nineties requires a different type of institution. if the rapacity in science and 
technology already in place is to be used efficiently and with full impact on 
development. The suhjt.>ct has not receivt-d sufficient attention in recent years. It 
i~ •l complex one. ~ith many dimensions. 

The ITRI project analyzes a number of crucial issues relawd to the efficiency of 
JTRIS, on their functioning in tht• deregulat<>d. glohalin•d and open mark<•t 
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environment of the nineties. and on their sustainability. The results ar~ expected 
to be of value to policy makers. industry and research managers. as well as to the 
international organizations sponsoring this work. 

The project includes an imponant empirical component, with eight case studies of 
ITRls in Latin America and two in developed countries to provide a cont•ast to the 
previous cases on important policy options. Latin American ITRis have been 
chosen for study on account of good access to them by the sponsoring agencies. 
easier comparability between countries ·with similar industrial characteristics as 
well as the same language and culture. and the availability of well qualified 
researchers. 

A workshop was held in Montevideo in August 1992, to discuss and refine the 
methodology of work. A second workshop \',,ClS held in Cara(as in February 1993. to 
review the first results and introduce any needed corrections. A final meeting 
will take place in Buenos Aire~ in May 1993. with the participation of the projen's 
researchers and a group of policy makers. industrialists and research managers. 
in order to compare the results of the empirical studies, draw conclusions and 
policy recommendations and suggest avenues for funher research. 

The project is expected to make valuable contributions in a number of areas. by: 

- analyzing the role of ITRls in the industrial development process of 
developing countries and the link \'\ith economic. technical and policy processes: 

- supplying a body of data which will he of help in evaluating the present 
functions of ITRls and wherher they have provided "value for money" in terms of 
their contribution to the national economy: 

- making suggestions to increase the effectiveness of ITRls in terms of their 
contribution to the industrial development process in the nineties. leading to 
increased productivity and a better insenion in world markets: 

- creating the basis for a long term research prograrr.me to further investigate 
issues identified in this study: 

- providing results that may throw light on the wider subject of achieving an 
effective utilization of the existing science and technology capacity in developing 
countries. This includes university research departments, basic and appli('d 
research institutes not specifically connected to industry, agricultural research 
organizations and other components of the "science and technology 
infrastructure". Many developing rountries have invested heavily in this 
infrastructure during the past two or three decades. but the impacts on 
development and on the quality of life have in general been limit<~d. This i"> 
rausing increasing concern in thrn.e countries. It is !ikely that the data and 
results from the present project will tie usdul in dealing with thi"> situation. They 
may also tw of help to Eastern furopean countries now facing a particularly 
difficult '>ituation with their research institute'>. 

3. OBJECTIVES 

Th<· caM• .-.1udie'i will he• .1im<.·d at improving our understanding of thl' 
cirrumc,t.mn•c,, rh.1rartc>ri'>tir'> and o;trurtun•'> that make '>om<· in'>tiilll<''> mon· 



eltectin~ than others. In carrying out this work. as well as in the comparative 
analysis of the findings. certain specific objectives will be kept in mind: 

al How to facilitate the restructuring and transition of ITRls so they can 
operate effectively in the deregu1ated and open market environment that 
now predominates in development strategies. Th· needs a capability to 
re!'tlond to the teehnolcgical requirements of ind~_,trial firms that '4.ant to 
be competitive in the newly emerging scenario. It als"' needs a capability to 
participate in interactive innovation processes. requiring the 
tct·hnological institute to interact closely \\ith firms and o ,er institutional 
actor\ that play an important role in these processes. 

bl How to assure the sustainability of technological research institutes in the 
new context. <.·haracterized by less direct state action and by fiscal pvlicies 
a1med at reducing g"vernment spending. This raises questions aboUl the 
continuing government support of such institutes. and about alternative 
funding strategies. including private sector participation and income 
generation from the sale of research and technological services. 

r 1 How to make technological research institutes more effective. in terms of 
providing relevant services and technological inputs to industry. and how 
to h.ilance such demand-driven work "'ith long-term work oriented to 
future requirements of industrial development rather than to immediate 
needs of industry. 

The policy and research issues identified in the following section address these 
thn.•e ohjectin•s. 

4. METHOOOl.OGY 

Preparatory work on the project was carried out in late 191
) 1 and the first half of 

1 <J<J.:Ut included. ;1.,tably. the preparation of a discussion paper t-y IJ.Chudnovsky 
and R. Bisang or. che changing role of ITRls in developing (·ountries. The 
purpose was ( i) to provide a framework for a comparative analysis of the 
experiences of lTRls in different countries. with different institutional patterns 
and different approaches to the supply of research and technological services to 
industry. and (ii) to suggest guidelines for case studies of ITRls. The paper was 
disrusc:.ed \\ith some ITRI managers. as well as researchers in •erhnology poliry 
and management. and the guidelines were subsequently refined (see below). 

Th<.> sponsoring institutions held discussi0ns on the structun.· and activities of th<.· 
project in its empirical phase. and the selection and briefing of researcher., in 
charge of case studies.A methodologkal meeeting was h1_>\d in Monte\·ideo in 
Augusc J <)<>2. \\ilh the partiripation of the ~lectcd researcher'>. 

The r.1st• st udi<.>s were conducted during the S('Cond hall of 11) 1)2 .ind t ht· 
pn•liminary n·ports w<.•rt..• n·viewed at a mmeting in Caracas. h•hruary 1 <J'J3. 

Tht• final n·pow~. as wdl a.s a synthesis and issues paper. an.· to ht· suhmitted 10 •• 
fmal mel'ting in Buenos Aires. in May 1 'l93, to discuss th<.· t'mpiriral rt'sult'> in 
ordt•r to arrive at conclusions and policy rcrommendatiom. as well as pm;sihl<.• 
follow-up artivitil's. 

• 

• 
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Issues analyzed in the case studies 

Within the framework of the background paper by Chudnovsky and Bisang, 
a list of the issues to be ad:1ressed by the researchers was prepared and later 
refined through discussion. Although most issues are relevant for all cases (to 
make ihe comparative analysis possible). the questions to be made have to be 
adapted to the particular characteristics of the ITRI being studied. Here are the 
main issues: 

a) The changing context: How is the new techno-economic paradigm that 
characterizes the present globalized and liberalized environment 
influencing the technology needs. and thus the demand for technological 
services, of industrial firms? What are the implications of this new 
environment for the role ITRis play. and for the interaction between ITRis 
and industry? How do ITRis perceive their role in this changing 
environment? Have changes in the industrial structure and in 
manufacturing (i.e. predominant types of firms) had any impact on the 
role and objectives of ITRls, or on the way they relate to industry? 

b) Innovation system: Innovation is a complex process that is increasingly 
based on interactive processes. linking industrial firms with suppliers. 
users, technology institutions and other industrial firms. How do ITRls 
interact with other institutional actors in innovation processes (i.e. 
suppliers, engineering firms. universities. etc.)? Do they play a role in 
innovation chains or innovation systems in specific sectors or technology 
areas. that link them with similar institutions in other countries 
(transnational relations) and with industrial firms? In what sectors or 
technology areas is this process more dynamic? Does this increase their 
effectiveness, in terms of industrial impact? What factors facilitate greater 
innovation dynamics in certain productior· sectors (or technology areas). 
increasing the effectiveness of ITRls? 

c) Strategy of ITRls: What is the service-mix (functional activities) adopted by 
the ITRI? Does this respond to an explicit strategy of how the institute fits 
into industrial development and technological innovation processes? What 
strategy and instruments does the institute use to approach industry 
(clients)? Under what circumstances are these efforts more effective? 
How successful has the institute been in establishing stable links with 
enterprises in the sector it attends, both large and small firms? 

d) Organizational and managerial aspects: What are the main problems in 
rt:search management that limit the effectiveness of ITRls? What problems 
appear in the area of personnel policies induding training and 
remuneration? What are lhe problems in the acquisition, management and 
maintenance of equipment and research infrastructure? 

<' l l·valuation: How do ITRls <?valuatl' their difforcnt ar11v1t1l'S and 
programmes. in terms of their effoctivcness and industrial devclopml'nt 
impact? Is research (or service) evaluation an important component of 
their management practices? How is effectin.•nl's\ ml'asured? An.· 
evaluation results integrated into management decisions and stratl'gic 
rhoic<>s? How is the rc•s<•<Jrch pcrsonnc>I evaluat<>d? 
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f) Changing organizational characteristics: In adapting to the new 
deregulated and open market environment. and in seeking to achieve 
effectiveness and sustainability, three main policy issues play a 
particularly important role in defining alternative approaches to the 
organization of industrial technological research: 

f. I Source of funding: What is the proportion of state funding 
(national budget) and market funding (sale of ser\'ices)? What are 
the strategies to increase private-sector funding, using different 
forms of private sector participation? ls pri\'atization of public 
research institutes a ,·iable option? Under what conditions can this 
be successful? What are the main problems encountered! What 
funding strategy can the ITRI pursue in order to assure 
sustainability, in the present environment of fiscal constraints? 

f.l Scope of activities: Should there be industry-\\ide coverage or 
sectorial specialization (concentration in certain technological 
areas)? What are the functions of the wide-spectrum institute. a~ 
distinguished from those of the ~ectorially specialized one? t;nder 
""hat conditions is the one more effective than the other? 

f.3 Organizational model: What are the pros and cons of a 
centralized model (a single institution) \'S. an institutionally 
decentralized model (a network of centres of excellence)? Fnder 
what circumstances is the decentralized (network) approach more 
effectin.·? Should there be geographic decentralization? 

g l l:ntry point and organization de\'C'lopment patterns: The ITRls cm·ered in 
this comparative analysis ha\'e different starting points (entry pointsl. 
that have led to different organizational development patterns. For 
example, Fundacion Chile, CODFfEC (Brazil) and each of the national ITRh 
have different origins and show a different pattern of organizational 
evolution. What can we learn from their differences and similarities! 
What has been the characteristics of each approach that has made it more 
effective, or has limited its effectiveness? Can the experiences of one be 
extrapolated 10 the other? 

h) Perception and image of ITRls: How is the role of ITRh viewed by ( i) 
industry, Oil government, (iii) other actors such as development banks{ 
What can ITRls do to improve their image? 

Fidd work 

Th(• resl·arrhl'rs employl·d thn·<.· main sourc<.·s of informa1ion in carrying out 
their ca'><.' studi<.•s: 

a) Sl'rond..iry d.11.1 sources. to coll<.·rt information on tht' \'oluml' of opl'rations 
of th<.· mslitule. the servic<.'s it offers. the s<.•ctors it rm·t·rs. its main 
dients . ..ind how this has e\'olv<.'d over time: the s<.·ctor of industry 
serviced hy the technological research institute: other parts of the 
technological infrastructure in that sector of indu'>try; industrial. 
t<'rhnology or innovation policy issuc•s currc•ntly und<.•r discuv .. ion 

• 
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in the country, which may help to understand the context in which 
the institute operates. as well as its future development prospect~. 

b) In-depth interviews with ITRI managers and policy-makers. These 
interviews were complemented with repons and other relevant written 
material. 

c) In-depth interviews with firms in the sectors in which the institute 
operates, in order to see how clients perceive the strengths and weaknesses 
of the ITRI. 

5. THE CASES STUDIED 

aJ Argentina: Centro de Investigaci6n de Materiales y Mctrologia (CIM~t). 
Cordoba. 

b) Brazil: Companhia de Desenvolvimiento Tecnologico (CODETf.C), Campinas. 

c) Chile: lnstituco de lnvestigaciones Tecnologicas (INTEC), Santiago. 

di Chile: fundaci6n Chile. Santiago. 

e) Peru: lnstituto de lnvestigaci6n Tecnol6gica Industrial ). Normas Tecnica~ 
f ITINTEC). Lima. 

f) Colombia: lnstituto de Investigaciones Tecnologicas (llT), Bogota (a posl
mortem analysis). 

g) Venezuela: Centro de lnvestigaciones del Estado para Ia Produccion 
Experimental Agropecuaria (CIEPE). Caracas. 

hl Central American Region: lnstituto Centro Americano de lnvestigacion y 
Tecnologia Industrial, ICAITI (Guatemala) 

from outside the region, the following cases were covered: 

a) Canada: Pre-competitive Applied Research Network (PRF.CARN). 

b) r-.;ew Zealand: Restructuring of the public sector science and technology 
system and role of the new Cro~n Research Institutes. 
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ANNEX 2 

F. MACHADO: SOMF FINDINGS OF THE ITRI PROJECT 

This is a summary of a paper by Fernando Machado. Mlnsriruros de 
ln~·estigacion Ind:.iscrial en America Latina: su rol en los aiios non:•nra. 
Sinresis de Ios esrudios de caso". "·hich "iJs presenred ar rhe dming 
Seminar Clr the ITRI Project in Buenos Aires. Jut,· 1993. 

1. Impact of the new environmental conditions on ITRls 

Most of the 8 Latin American ITRls studied in the ITRI project were lcunded 
and grew under a policy of import substitution. which had the purr• ,.,e \)f 

promoting national industrialization through the integration of pro<lunin.• 
chains and the establishment of industrial complexes. The instruments • ,f thi., 
policy were tax incentives. tariff and non-tariff protection. easy ·T~dit. 
production fly the st3te of 'strategic' goods. regulation of technology imports 
and of foreign capital investment. etc. 

The economic crisis in Latin America. the retreat of the state from economic 
activity. the process of trade liberalization and the cut in official suh.,idies. 
have signified fundamental change in the milieu in which ITRls work. The 
privatization of public enterprises and the difficult situation of sm~lll and 
medium enterprises have reduced the demand for their services. 

Pushed by their go\·ernments to become self-sufficient. ITRls ha\ 1..· put 
emphasis in the offer of routine services at ·real' prices. However. often they 
lack an updated infrastructure. do not enjoy the necessary autonomy . and face 
a growing competition from private labs. universities and enterprise... Can 
ITRls attract customers under such conditions? No wonder thJt the 
privatization or closing do\'\n of ITRls are options now being discussed. and in 
fact two of the institutes studied have disappeared in recent years. 

On the other hand. government incentives to technological inno\'ati•Jn in 
enterprises (cheap cn•dit. partial subsidies, risk sharing) erroneously .l\\Uffi(' 

th.u enterprises are aware of their technological needs. are able to makt: them 
explicit as innm·ation projects, and prefer to satisfy them with ITRls. 

The acquisition of foreign technology has been the most important source of 
technological inn<wation in the pasi for SMEs. hut only CODETH: and tht· <hill· 
Foundation have den· loped a capacity for supplying sen:i('es in thh .m .• l. 
ITRls are also unJ.hk to help enterprises in technology transfer \'i,1 joint 
venture' and strategic alliances. an area where they could perhaps a..,,, 1ciatl' 
\'\ith consulting and mgineering firm~. universities and producers of c .1 pit al 
goods while they build up their rnpahilities in technology management. 

The ahon• conditiom. together \'\ith th(• emeq~ent and still unclear polJ."H:'> in 
faniur of industri<tl resrrurturing and indu\trial competiti\'en<•.,.,_ h.t\l' 
implic~ttiom for thl' lutun.• of ITRh. 

• 

' 
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2. ITRI strategy in the new context. 

2.1 Srr.uegic planning 

Machado stresses the need for strategic management and strategic planning 
as a means to continuously steer institutions towards excellence. survival and 
growth. An ITRI should learn about impending changes in its environment 
C technological trends. characteristics of their clients and the evolution of 
their likely technology needs). should identify new markets and areas of work. 
choose the best research areas (strategic and speculative). etc. On the basis of 
such an analysis it should take rhe necessary anticipatory decisions regarding 
market strategy. service mix. the development of critical capabilities. changes 
in its structure and operating systems. etc. to allow for a quick response to the 
needs of clients. the development of its human resources and the fulfillment of 
its .. development vision". 

With few exceptions. the ITRis have not defined clearly their m1ss1ons and 
have carried out little strategic planning. The reasons for this would include: 

- a high political instability which makes it difficult to predict changes. 
opportunities and threats; ... s a result of this the ITRI ends up ha\·ing .. crisis 
management": 
- oflen the top managers are former scientists ~ith liule training and 
experience in management. and do not have trained personnel to assist them; 
- an autocratic style of leadership. inadequate for rapidly changing 
conditions: 
- an interpretation of government guidelines as complete and immutable; 
- a lack of interest about the future. on account of an easy life of government 
subsidies and little or no awareness about likely competitors 

2.2 Sen·ices offered 

Regarding the mix of services offered by the Latin American ITRls. a tendency 
appears towards vertical integration of services. rather than towards 
com!llementarity with other service providers, sho~ing the weakness of a 
.. na1 ional innovation system" . 

.-\II of the ITRis seemed to be in a pos1t10n to offer complete technology 
packages. including engineering and industrial design services. 

Some interesting trends can be observed for the future service mix in thl' 
ITRJs: 

- new consultancy services ir. technology managcml'nt. production 'iystcm'i. 
Ct(·. 

- ne\,. servicl'<t using present ITRJ installation<o. such as 'he rental of pilot 
plants 

- nl'w services of technology transfer 
- nl·w servin·s on environmental impact. sust~linahility. etc 
- involvement in th<> creation of n<>w <>ntcrpri.-.es 

This shows an evolution towards th(• supply of true wchnobgy pacli.agl's and 
th<· creation of new ventures. 



I • ) __ ... _ 

Machado feels tha1 ff/Us shou/J ofter sen-ices of srrJregic planning and 
rechnological planning. including diagnoses of the competitiveness and lht:' 
let.·hnological posilion of thl' enlerprise. systema1ic sean-hing for new 
business and product opponunite\. total quality. incremental innova1ion. e1c 
The ITRI should ask questions likl' the following: How relevant is technology 
for the customer? Whirh are tht: critical technologies for the success of the 
customer's business! Which of hie, strategies needs technological innm:ations? 
Where c-an the technologies be obtained. and under \\.ilat conditions? On \\ilic-h 
te..·hnologies should neatin~ efforts he made? On which should the customer 
tmy ne\,- knowhow! \\'ha1 are tne poc.sihle mixes of tet.·hnology acquisition and 
R&D; 

.!.3. _\/Jrkcring 

h.•w of the ITRls had dear markt.>I strategies, regarding the size. gro\\.1h. and 
\tructure <'f the markel. the thre~n posed by rompelitors. the search for new 
markets and opportunities. and th~ establishment of strategic alliant.·es. 

There is a need to train the stafl in sales techniques. On the olher hand. cli<•nts 
should be ·educ-ated. to regard technological de,·elopment as a nmtinuou., 
process. and not w;li1 until a cri\ic, looms to gel help from lhe ITRI. 

The imar,e and the prestige ol the instilulion should be promoled. 1hrough 
diffusion m th<• media about lht· quality and the resuhs of projects and s1udies. 
and through publicalions and presenta1ions !n local and international forum.,_ 

Tht..• dit.•n1elt' should bl' l·Jrelull) Jnalped. and 1here should be effons 111 
produn.• a faster n.•ply 10 dit..>m,· requ~s1s . 

.!A. Indu.5rrial propt•rry 

The l..itin American ITRls .m.· pawnting very little. This ma) be because they 
d11 no1 g<•nerale sufficient origin..il. patentable n·search resul:s. becauc,e lht.·y 
p..ly link• ammtion to a \trategy of industrial property. or because of \t.>ctor 
-.pecifil· charaneristic'>. 

3. New organizational and management characteristics as a 
response to the present l·hallenges 

Th<• juridical narurc· of 1hc· 8 TRI\ sludied includes 4 government instiluliom 
1C1\f~I. ISTH:. ITl\Tf·C and Cll·Pl·l. three privatt.• organizations llTI. I·. <.hilt-. 
COOrTl·CI and an internalion.tl 11rg.tnil'a1ion llC-\ITll. l:\TH~ is at prec,ent in Ilk 
pron·.,, of bt.'cc ,ming a pri\ .lit.• f, 1und..it ion. 

\1.1ch.1do h.I'> \l'\t'ral lll1l'rt.•\llllg ohsPrv.11ion\ on difll'n·n1 .l'>P<.'C! ol tht· 
org.tn11.1t10n Jnd m.m..igt.•mt.·n! 111 111\ls: 

· l'rn .II l/,Hion: Ttw app.lrt.'nl lwn1.:fit \ of pri\ Jtil'Jt 10n t ..iu1onomy. fl<.0 \.ihili1) . 
.1gili1y. among othc·n do not m.1ke .m n 1\1 invulnerablt.• IO politir.11 

• 
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inlerforence from the government when the laner is the main source of 
funds. 

- Self financing: Complete self-financing of an ITRI does not appear to be 
feasible. 

- ConcencrJrion: ll is important to concentrate efforts and focus actvities but it 
is not clear what criteria should be used to select fields of concentration. The 
analysis of the economic and industrial situation may show the potential 
demand for ITRI services. but this is vague and insufficient. Concrete needs 
change. and "ith them the areas of concentration. 

- Flexibiliry: Machado stresses the imponance of organizational flexibility. 
and of a management and strategic capability of the ITRI ro change according 
co rhe requiremenrs of irs environmenr. preserving the integrated character 
and the S)'nergy of its activities. 

- Organizarional scrucrure: The Latin American lTRls show funcrional 
structures • which have not changed significantly through.Jut the years. This 
type of structure is not adequate for organizations like ITRls. On the other 
hand. rnarrix srrucrures would not seem to be appropriate because of the 
conflicts they tend to generate. Machado suggests that successful structures 
should stimulate the participation of staff through ad-hoc working groups. be 
organized along services that add value for clients. and use information 
technologies to help decentralize decision making and diffuse rapidly within 
the organization information. responsibilities and results. He adds that the 
most efficient R&D structures are of an organic and not a mechanistic type. 
with high participation and low formality. a high degree of communication. 
interdisciplinary teams. flexibility in face of changing needs and 
circumstances. low hierarchy values. and openness to new ideas. 

- Parriciparion of industry in !TRI managemenr: This has happened only to a 
limited degree. principally for promotional purposes. and has not been able to 
generate a significant demand for the services of the ITRI. 

- Organi7Jtional culture: This relates to the values. internal norn1s. myths. etc. 
whch shape the attitudes and behaviours in the organization. In this respect 
the Latin American institutes were found wanting. on account of their 
functional structure. the profile of their management. :he low systemaiic 
training at the management level. the possible adoption of the l 1nivcrsity type 
of culture. and other organizational aspects. Their cultures would seem to need 
a careful revision in order to make them more effective. Only the Chile 
~oundation presented concrtte values of orientaton towards the market, 
pragmatism. autonomy. innovation in services and models of tram;fer of 
technology. 

- llum;.m resourcc>s: On this, the critical resource of an ITRI. Machado has 
\l>veral ohservatiom.: (i) thE> profile of Director\ or <.eneral Manager\ {2:\1t,, of 
!hem h.id an entrepreneurial profile, 3i% burc.iucralic. :\8% \cientific .ind 
01her. The style of leadership mainly seemed to he autocratic: l ii) some ITRls 
had low \taff seniority lcv<:ls and high staff turnover: I iii l inccntin.•\ ha\ed on 
re-suits or merits were almost non-existent, thus doing aw&1y \'\.ith a hasic 
instrument to motivate personnel; (iv) except for the· Chik• foundation, litth.• 
effort \cems to han: been d<>\·qted to thc developmcnt of human resource\: < v l 
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no mention was made of personnel exchanges with industry; (vi) personnel 
evaluation systems were absent. or were not applied: (vii) there was a dearth 
of strategies to cope with human resource issues. 

- Perfomance evaluacion of rhe inscirucion: with few exceptions. there were no 
formal systems. 

- Technologies gener.1.red and lrJ.IJsferred ro indusrry: CODETEC and the Chile 
Foundation were the most effective institutes. In most cases there were no 
references to client surveys on the performanl·e of the ins!itute. 

4. Conclusions and suggestions to increase ITRI effectiveness 

-I.I Success and failure 

The underlying criterion of success of an ITRI. acc-ording to Machado. is its 
capacity to fulfill its mission. particularly transferring technologies to the 
productive sector (in quantity and quality). He adds another criterion: the 
capability of the institute to learn from its experiences and to pen.tive and 
deal effectively with its problems. 

In the light of such criteria. the most successful Latin American institutes 
surveyed were CODETEC. Chile Foundation and INT[-C. tbe 1est showing relative 
tor outright) failure. These three institutes have learned from their errors 
and have attempted to understand the structure and rationality of activities in 
the branches they cover. including technology flows. They have changed 
their •service mix" as needed. and have offered their clients packages \\ith 
integrated solutions. rather than routine serYices or isolated R&D projects. 

To do this. they have developed their own organizational culture. selected 
their market niches and evolved novel marketing strategies, through the use 
of strategic planning. the development of their capabilities to manage change. 
and the training of their human resources. They have identified the gaps 
existing in the innovation systems of the areas they cover, filling tt.em by 
expanding their service mix. and have procured sufficient resources from the 
state. at the same time avoiding undue interference from it. 

On the oth<>r hand. the less fortunate ITRls have remained prisoners of their 
old visions. tied to a main .. product" of R&D (usually more R than [}) for which 
the demand of lhe productive sector has been only latent and implicit. This 
predicament has become more evident with the present trend toward~ the 
trimming of government subsidie~. 

In most rascs these ITRls have not been sucrcsc;ful in changing a 
hun.•aurratir-university culture. and have h<.•cn unable to build up a 
professional management team. They have suffered chronic financial crisic; 
and have not been able to deal eff enively with their own problem\, which 
h.iw now become more acute in the new environment. Sometimes thc-y havl' 
l•xperienced disruptive government interventions. 

-1.1. lnrrc.>asing ITRI effcctinm<:'ss 

l\tachado mentions a numher of fartors for ITRI effr•rtin·ncss: I 
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(a~ The Director General - his personality. vision. leadership. management 
capacity. entrepreneurial experience. 

( b) Formulation of a vision of future development. embodied in a mission 
sraremenr shared by the whole organization and complemented by clear 
objectives. goals, responsibilites.etc. 

(c) Knowledge of technologies and productive acuv1t1es in the areas of 
concentration of the ITRI. leading to an understanding of clients' values. 
problems and opponunities. and thus to a pragmatic and creati\'e approach by 
the ITRI. 

(d) Identification and building up of critical capabilities in the institute. This 
includes the capability to learn from clients and other actors. and that of 
carrying out technology management services. 

( e) Stra:egic alliances with ocher national and foreign institutions that \\ill 
help open new opponunities. 

( f) The carer ul choice of partners in strategic alliances and of clients in the 
productive ~ector. 

( g> Continuous internal acuv1ues of strategic planning, technolorical 
forecasting and scenario building. and the offering of such services to clients. 
This is to be supplemented by the development of an organizational culture 
that \\ill suppon the mission statement. 

I h) A legal setup allowing flexibility. autonomy and the working capital 
needed as state funding decreases. 

( i) Efficiem procedures to attract and keep human resources of excellent level, 
to train and update them, to appraise their performance and to provide them 
\'ith incentives. This will lower personnel turnover. and will stabilize the 
lines of work. \\ith positive results for the level of the work carried out and 
the relations \'.ith clients. 

(j) The introduction of modem management techniques to assure efficient 
performance. The use of informatics becomes mandatory. 

The present e1a,·i1unment calls for new roles on the part of ITRls, with 
servires such as: 

la) l:ntL•rpri'.\L' consultancy in a wide range of areas: Ii) strategic planning. 
tl'rhnology management. organizational strul·ture and culture. application of 
inform.Hies: I ii 1 s<.•tting up ~trategic alliances :.tnd accessing technology 
through tht'm: I iii I tram.fer ol technology in general: s<.·arrh. e,·.tluation and 
\l'lt.'ction of technological 5upplier5. negotiation of contract\. technology 
hrok<.•ra~L·; 1 i\'l tot.ll quality services 

I I I 11 
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(b) Consultancy for financial institutions. such as the analysis of future 
competitiveness of enterprise~ seeking loans and the evaluation of technology 
in investment projects; 

(c) Pre-competitive technology projects. financed by the state or by a group of 
firms. 

(d) Multi-client innovation projects. 

(e) Rental to firms of pilot installations. and other innovative wdys of 
exploiting existing assets. 

( f) Benchmarking of important parameters to compare enterprise 
performance. 

-IA Fulfilling rhe proposed roles 

Can such new roles be carried out by present ITRls? Will this make them 
compete against other agents of the innovation system. and is it all right? 

Such questions cannot be answered in a general manner. The new conditions 
of the industrial and economic environment require governments to play an 
active role in promoting an increase in national competitiveness. Industrial 
enterprises. particularly the small and medium ones. seem to lack the 
capability to face by themselves the restructuring required by the 
liberalization of trade and the globalization of markets: support is needed from 
government. direct and indirect. the latter through the reinforcement and 
integration of the national innovation system. It is here that the ITRls can 
fulfill a significant role. 

The answers to the above questions thus depend on the specific context in 
which each ITRI is active. the characteristics of the present innovation 
systems and the nature of local demand which it is difficult to determine a 
priori. On!y experience will indicate what is the appropriate service mix for 
each ITRI. 
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